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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The geometry of the engagement of an air-to-air missile guidance scenario

involves several elements that make the problem difficult to solve usingI
straightforward techniques. The problem involves highly nonlinear geometry as
well as nonlinear guidance and control models. The scenario involves
uncertainties in the trajectory of the maneuvering target as well as in the
magnitude and type of the maneuvers that make the tracking problem more

complex. Finally, the digital implementation of the filtering and guidanceI
algorithms have to reside in an airborne computer and hence problems of
quantization errors need to be accounted for in the algorithms.

The objectives of this work are to develop an approximate model for
nonlinear dynamic systems that can serve as a model for the air-to-air

engagement scenario. Such a model is based on piecewise linear approximationI

of the nonlinearities and then the resulting model is further approximated by
a set of linear models which are switched according to a Markov law. Such a
model is then used to derive an implementable nonlinear filtering scheme for
the tracking of such targets. This segment of the work represents the major
part of this report. The extension of such models to higher dimensions and to

* practical scenarios are under continuing investigation.

A second major segment deals in the finite word-length implementation of
the resulting filters. An error model for such filters is derived that
considers the quantization effects. Two aspects of the model are considered:

* The first derives bounds on the errors due to the quantization, and the second
derives corrections to the filters to improve the performance subject to the
quantized implementations. A systematic design procedure for such systems is
under continuing study.

Since the two approximations described above involve both quantization and
% systems that exhibit switched behavior among linear models, the third part of

the report is concerned with the general behavior of quantized or switched
systems. These may be modeled by what is known as hybrid system models.
Since the original approximation of the nonlinear model involves switching

* behavior that exhibits fast and slow dynamics, this research concentrated on
two general aspects of the models. First, general properties of hybrid

* systems for estimation and control purposes were derived. Second, the study
of such systems when subjected to slow and fast dynamics has allowed the

* derivation of decoupled multiple time-scale implementations of controllers for
such systems.

The results derived in these three parts of the project will be described
in the body of the report, with the major derivations given in the Appendices.

I-% % 6



SECTION II

MARKOV APPROXIMATION FILTERS

The primary objective of the research was to develop approximate filtering
schemes for nonlinear dynamic models. The basic approach is based on
approximating the nonlinear dynamics by piecewise linear segments. Such an
approximation can be made arbitrarily accurate as the number of segments is
increased. The next step in the approximation is to assume that the
transition from one linear segment to another is based on a Markov transition
law. In addition it is assumed that each linear submodel extends over the
entire space so that we obtain a switched Markov linear approximation. This
approximation is then used to develop implementable nonlinear filtering
structure.

The research on the new filter structure may be divided into three primary
phases. In the first phase, the mathematical theory associated with the
switched Markov approximation to piecewise linear systems was developed, and
all necessary constraints and approximations were clarified, References 1 and
2. These details are given in Appendix A and B. The extension of the model
to higher dimensions is given in Reference 3 (see Appendix C). In the next
phase of the research, the basic structure of the new filtering scheme was
developed, References 4 and 5 (see Appendix D and E). During the final and
most recent phase, attention has been directed touard improving the
performance of the basic structure (albeit at the expense of complexity),
Reference 6 and is given in Appendix F. Throughout the project, the
development of Monte-Carlo digital computer simulations has accompanied the
theoretical research.

Given the basic underlying piecewise linear model (or any model that may
be accurately modelled as piecewise linear), the basic filter is developed by
assuming that the single (N-segment) piecewise linear system may be
approximated by N linear models with each (time series) sample chosen at
random from one of the N systems running in parallel (the switched Markov
model). The assumption of Markov switching leads to a well known optimal
filtering scheme which is asymptotically unrealizable due to its exponentially
increasing complexity with time. The research performed under this contract
sought to develop a new realizable (albeit suboptimal) filtering scheme based
on the optimal result. In essence, the goal was to decide how best to reduce
the required computational complexity of the optimal filter, while still
preserving its basic structure.

In phase two of the research, a structure was developed where a unique
consistency update was devised whereby the estimates of filters tuned to
certain linear models (macro-states) are checked to assure that the estimate
is appropriate for the specific filter, Reference 5. When a filter and its
estimate are not consistent, less weight is put upon that estimate in the
overall calculation. Further, the filter uses aggregation techniques to
reduce the number of filters (computational complexity) at each time step to a
pre-determined value.

2
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The filtering scheme discussed above has only a one step memory (withI

respect to the system macro-state). It was felt that superior results could
be obtained by conditioning the consistency and aggregation calculations on a
longer chain of macro-states. That is to say, the basic filter structure
bases each consistency decision on only the current macro-state, but it is
possible to look at a longer chain of macro-states for the consistency update.
This scheme would have a memory of, say k, time samples. A collection of Nk
sequences of macro-state trajectories would then exist for each time step. En
turn, each consistency, and aggregation, calculation would be conditioned upon
the macro-state sequence, rather than just the current macro-state. This new
result allows a systematic technique for improving filter performance by
expanding the memory of the filter. The development is given in Reference 6,
where the switched Markov model has also been extended to the observation
process as well.

Direct mathematical analysis of the filter is thought to be untractable
due to its complexity, necessitating analysis through simulation techniques.
Several detailed digital computer simulations were developed to simulate the
new filter structure, and to allow comparison with conventional Extended
Kalman filtering (EKF) techniques. At the present time, the simulation

* provides for the analysis of scalar systems with an arbitrary number of macro-
states, and with the nonlinearity in both the state propagation function, as
well as the measurement function. As currently implemented, the model does
not fully support the multiple-level memory. The results of exercising the
computer model indicate that tho single stage filter shows considerable

advantages over the EKF, particularly when the nonlinearities are not one-to-
one.

Several questions exist concerning the advantages of the multi-memory
filter. First, it is felt that since it is assumed that the system jumps from
macro-state to macro-state with Markov jumps, then why should a filter require
a multi-step memory? One response is that since the true macro-state is never
known, adding the additional memory makes the detection problem (estimating
the macro-state) more reliable. Further, it is believed that the filtering
scheme will be applicable to many systems which are described by general
nonlinearities rather than Markov switched piecewise linear models (i.e. the

* additional memory may improve filter performance in the presence of modeling
errors). An approximate filter for smooth nonlinear systems was derived as an
alternative to the present scheme in Reference 7 and Appendix G. Another
issue concerns evaluation of the tradeoff between complexity and memory.
Adding additional memory increases complexity, so it will be necessary to
compare to increasing the number of filters (N) allowed at any time. Model
reduction techniques may be used to simplify the systems in each macro-state.
A technique for evaluating and consequently incorporating the loss of

* information based on balancing has been developed in References 8 and 9 and
Appendices H and I. A related result on reduced order LQG design was derived
in References 10 and 11 (see Appendices J and K).

3



SECTION III

FINITE WORD LENGTH EFFECTS

The main thrust of this part of the research has been in the analysis ofI

the performance of filtering schemes subject to finite word-length
implementations using floating point arithmetics. The results of the analysis
are then used to derive improved design techniques for such filters. Finally
these results are related to the modeling and realization aspects, with
applications to switched Markov systems.

The bilinear model for finite word-length implementation of recursiveI
computations using floating point arithmetic was first developed in Reference
12 (see Appendix L). The effect of the word-length on different
implementations of recursive filters is discussed in References 13 and 14 and
provided in Appendix M and N. The optimal derivation of filter gain to

compensate for the quantization error due to the finite word-length is givenI
in Reference 15 and Appendix 0. The results show that there is quite a good

S agreement between the model and the actual error obtained via simulation.
* Furthermore, the results indicate the possibility of swapping model size for

word-length size in order to arrive at an optimal choice for the filter
* computational complexity. The resulting related topics involve a more general

approach to realization theory and optimal design using geometric approaches.I

More recent results involve the improvement of the floating-point error
model by including impulsive type errors that may occur as a result of

Ssubtraction operations in filter implementation. This has been accomplished
by using an additive Poisson error model in addition to the bilinear
multiplicative) Gaussian error model.

As for realization theory we first distinguish between realization and
identification. En the first all measurements are supposed to be error free.
In the stochastic context for instance, this means that the joint distribution

* of all relevant variables are exactly known. The identification problem, we
*see then as the more realistic problem, given inaccurate measurements. The

realization problem is therefore a fundamental idealization, and it is natural
to stu(iv this first. Moreover any identification problem may be envisioned as

the realization problem of a perturbed system. Approximation problems relate
then to the previous as the realization of asystem that is deliberately
perturbed, so as to trade off with some complexity measure. The main question

we considered is the following: Suppose a sequence of data vectors is :
4 obtained, how can we know if it is a sample path from a stochastic system, or

a set of input/output data for a deterministic system? The early results of
this theory are given in References 16, 17, and 18 and shown in Appendix P, Q,K and R. Reduction techniques for stochastic models are discussed in References
19 and 20 and Appendix S.

The work on realization is still incomplete in many ways. More work is *
0 needed to strengthen some arguments. The idea that the data is fundamental

and which leads to the measure theoretic (the measures are directly determined

4



from the data) approach will also enable us to generalize to a realization
procedure for deterministic and stochastic automata. In fact, it turns out
that the discussed setup is conceptually much simpler for systems over a
discrete state space, which is appropriate for the piecewise linear Karkovian
approximation model for nonlinear systems discussed in Section I.

A related topic is the use of a geometric approach to the sensitivity
problem that has the potential to lead to an optimal selection of a design of
a filter given a finite word-length quantizer. In particular, we investigated
the problem of approximating a system model using elements or parameters from
a finite set. The preliminary results of this effort is provided in
References 21 and 22 and Appendices T and U.

5
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SECTION IVIl

HYBRID SYSTEMS MODELS

Hybrid systems are system models that include both discrete and continuous.
dynamics. The study of such systems is directly related to the switched
Markov approximations of nonlinear systems. The macro-states provide the a
discrete states while the trajectory is represented by continuous states. We
also obtain a hybrid system model if we consider a quantized implementation of
guidance and control algorithms. The research into hybrid systems may be
divided into three distinct parts.

The first considers the properties of systems subject to quantization and
general hybrid systems subject to fast and slow dynamics. Such multiple time-
scale dynamic behavior is inherent in the switched Markov approximation in
which the system remains in the contracting macro-states for a long time and
in the expanding macro-states only a brief time. Three major results were
derived. The first derives the limiting behavior of hybrid systems when both
the discrete process and the continuous process can display fast and slow
dynamics. The results are given in Reference 23 and Appendix V. Next, the
control algorithm for a quantized linear system subject to fast and slow
dynamics is examined and an approximate method is used to implement the
control using singular perturbation theory Reference 24 (see Appendix W).
Finally, the results in Reference 24 are extended to a general multimodel
system that is piecewise linear in different regions which is the basic
approximation of interest throughout this investigation. These are given in
Reference 25 and Appendix X.

The second topic is involved in investigating the general properties of
hybrid systems. Properties such as observability, controllability, stability,
and stabilizability of such systems are derived Reference 26 (see Appendix Y).
The result are being used to derive guidance and control algorithms for such -

systems with direct applications to the control of the switched Markov systems
used in this report.

The third topic involves the study of incompletely known hybrid systems.
The incomplete knowledge may stem from, say fluctuations of the operating
characteristic. For example, in radar, it may be the precise form of the
radiation pattern of an antenna. Typically, the exact location of the many
nulls in the pattern are unknown, or the exact pattern is too complex to
describe especially when multiple scatterers are used. We derived an
approximation method for this problem, which is exact if only one-step
prediction is used. It is possible to do so for both discrete and continuous
time systems, as the problem lies more with device characteristics than with
algorithms.

An additional approach that is also a hybrid in nature involves the
modeling of the maneuvers of the tracked vehicle by a dynamic system whose
input is both Poisson and Gaussian noise. The approach assumes that the
Poisson process is dependent on the continuous state of the system. Optimal

6



filters and an approximate implementation for such models are derived in

Reference 27 and shown in Appendix Z. The approach is based on simultaneous
detection of the incident actions of the Poisson input as well as the
estimation of the state of the system which is the primary objective. The
combination of techniques derived in these various approaches should yield a
comprehensive procedure for tracking, guidance, and control of air-to-air
systems satisfying the hybrid models assumptions.

7
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SECTION V

CONCLUS IONS

The results of this work indicate that an implementable nonlinear filterI
can be developed for a scenario that includes the air-to-air guided missile as
aspecial case. In particular, the approximate filter can be derived bya

consistent set of approximating procedures that can be improved in accuracy as
needed at the expense of complexity. The filter performs better than typical
filters using different approximation especially for ambiguous and sharp

nonlinearities. The implementation can be simplified if the special two-timeI
scales behavior of the resulting approximation is utilized. The filter
implementation may be improved if the finite word-length of the quantizers
used in the computations are used to optimally select the filter gains.
Finally, the general properties of hybrid systems and the general theory of
realization and sensitivity can be used to design an improved guidance and

control algorithms for such scenarios.I
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Abstract The approximation considered Ln this paper

Thi paper Is concerned with an approxiate replacesa J X ) by

lia0 gvitChed-PeACAeteC Kackov mod el for dis- a - C(a (x )ix C S (3)crete-time eyets whose nonlinear homogeneous U i
pact is piecovins linear. A scala~r system With which recoves the dependence of the transition
Nhite Gaussian nobse input a considered and it probailities on the actual valve ot X, and also
is shown et a steady-state appoxiation is c4scdes that in cosetto S the sy O t13e-
nvalir oon tw extea ) cases. The first tl the tris te linea r equation

case ten all e slopes oa the siecpei lne"o
idl tare stale, the reg ions re large cla- a x r i + wt (t
tive to hlenise variance. p e second is the The al cs o stale (y)
cae-vhen thet bu uwnsarale egions adjo inng rthermOe, it o i sssed that the trasition
stable reitons, an the unstable reaion ca =all frn state o state ollowe s aKaov a n rule
reati.ve o the noise vapia le tithi tranestion matrx ( a t e i

" y w en. aaMOtreOiti The objective of this pape Ia to analyze
ar.m ntne vatidit y o the approximathon depending onT here has been a large amout of work devot- the Lauptifons on the parameters (dt4 ae t
ed o eim ation and ltering n switched- b , ). I n his tection the notation o te
envtionmenta (e.g., 1-7t), whico tnvovetline tetion and other density functions of the
sytem with unnom ate meter oels moeLch ,yetm state Are demine and deived. Then the
can take dferetic vaies at every observation anali is carried out.foo the spacial case o
instant based on e rske chain model. Such an odd symm etry in 9W with N e 3 o smplify
odsels have been used i o s ce psent system wth the analysis. Th ecial cases of stable 3y(-whme-vayn but unnown Wasae obsecvea In tons (4) to first considered an then thenoise with ekro b slowly m hangin ovaran ce utab e ase al ing betieen t eo stable regionsMi+x. Such schosted "o applicable to nonlineaz is investigat-ed. T'he result-ing expressions,systes When represented 4e 4 K&FJkOV t4A*aItLon weile sp)ecialized to W a 3, may be genera.lized

owrg line" models Ill. Since Manly noriLne" without- major difficultry to t-he aritca"y c464.
pcoblems defy systematic anlytl~la pcoceduses,

t he paper i concerned ita "plq) gi e ve nfa s(x) denorne the probability densityapproximation of a nori.Anea" dynemia system by a fwwqtion o2 1. , then we define two now quanti-
Set of linear models with~ arekey r&aitone t.iess

ampg hewse linea f oelso. The objetive to to 2
derie the eproxet e boeu, And pveotigate the aoL-ni; )
conditions under which JIt is a vali d cepcoeent-e- °i+I  22tion of t.he nonlAlnesr system. Far simplicity we p i Wx - - 20 k

{ ) d

consider 4 sca.lat dioccaer-t.ie syst~em ki f f k(5)d

x 1 W a (xk ) * wk 0 and 
+ (y,+1

hot x Is the tas at. t -- ()dMowr[y ,on.Aneasity, and (Vk} i. a ii.e Gauaailn "

noise eqence wth zero mean i nd vriance a The tra ition pobablitie an nde recusive
TeC p0rimry asiump aon (2 )hat 9() de given a relation the denit y unct ions s ven byWPLe,eise linear f~unction, at that- it can be .

adequately represented by uch an approxiation# H I)+J(x) I 
f p (x) (7)

and'

* J.lA"sJA.. P 1,2,...,X 0

J+ 
l + P , (z d.x ()

Lot the macrostatoe 31 define the region a 4 a A ssuming a steady stat-e distribution and tranel-
< CIO1 , th en from (1) and (2) we say derive &A- t-ion atcu x aist, then they mset satisfy:
lit [n probabiltlriesi

a ij (x k P(x J+I C $3s x Ci S x J f(x) ,, ( ~ s) (9)
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"- - .. ° -7 7

.27.71 - a -4%7 -- "

p f - X) xdX p (x) )I W 1 poe)d -f(x)d7f x I x-

0 - -G3 -' 0 j(15)

L P (x)dx ( f) Zf we now assume that a/0 >> 1 then it appears

that the transition probabilities to other states
are relatively small and hence an approximate

The t ansition matrix (J1 in turn leads to a solution for the Karkov linear model becomes one

steady state probability, , of the system being of weighted sum of the steady-state densities in
in state St.  The remainird parts of the paper each region multiplied by the corresponding pcob-
ar. devoted to exploring the conditions under ability of being in that scrostate. The steady
which for the moodel defliied by (3) and (4) one state for the probability densities solution of

obtains a a p" and the P% p1 (x) axe approximate- (4) for the nonlinearity (12) in the three
ly equal "co the density bbtained for the system region. SO and S is denoted by %(x) and y(x)

(4) cinder stte Si,  The derivation Is performed respectively, and is given by
for an odd-symetric g(x) with H-3 as discussed
above. (- 2)

20.U IBX CA= oo W 16) .

Pot t-he stab le case we conslider for conveln- o 2

tence~ ~ ~ ~ (x) of -h fom( x2M

(x) - (: 0 1XI 
C 

a 
-& ( )

+ * Bgnx , Ixl > 12
2 2 22 B c(a-b) (18) p.-

a 13 2 V -b (1-b) (8
where B * a(a-b), and assume that aW ( I and Ibi 0 1.-2 1 1-b 2

( 1, so that the system is stable in each
region. The syste has three states denoted Z we denote the steady-state probabilities of
S 0  Ixl )( 4, 8+1 x ) - and a I -a. Due bei gi n mcroftat oetSo ,  by 9 and a respec-
to symmetry, the steady-state densities and tran- tively, we arrive at the approximltion
sitions are given bys

po(x) 3o q (x) , p +(x) a n1q (x} (19)
f(x) - po(x} .1 p,(x) * p,(-x) 0 0

2
ere , * U 0+ -1 1

10 2 y , H+ 2 (1-ao ) (20)

1 202 +,
P(x) 7- e f(y)dy Zt remainse to show that thi heuristic appcoxima-

2 tion is indeed valid a first-order approximation
_________ -to the functions as defined by the Lnt gral oper-

2s tore (13). The substitution of q,(x) and q(x)

P+(x) 7f f(y)dy Ln the Lnteral equations (13) yields the foov-
o aring ecro terms In p0 (x) and p,(x) respectivelyt p

(X-sy) .%".

- p () (1-p (13) a * 222
-a 2 - 0 2 a 0eY 20 q (y)dyl

00 P -o .+ -- 2c (q(y) * q+(-yfldy (21)
a -a,

2OU * * Lj p (x)dx -(x-by-B)
2

o a 2 2

U (2 (o%(y) + 11q,(y))dy

U ,T 0 a --i-by-B)
2

- -+, a2 c q,(y)dyj (22)

14.+ a- 2 7 plxldx
IV0 These terms can be expressed explicitly by using

tbe Gauasin density and distribution func-

2 - tions. tIt can be shownI after lengthy manipula-

*, -4 1- • p4 (-x)ch (14) tions that these terms can become negligible
0a If 0/0 >> I provided that the other parameters

are sufficiently bounded as follovet
It is obvious from these expressions that

1al 4 It ( I , i f K2 C I , Ibl-Il 9 3 > 0
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Since the L norm of G(x) is bounded by (0/0)
The derivation for rOe case does not. yiel~d an then it is possible to expand it In a series with
expansion for the appropriate densities so that respect to the parameter r/0. Using the assump-
correction terme may be used. The generalization tions a/0 << I and a/b - 0/0 >> I we may use as a
to N ) 3 and to nonsyiettic non inearxies starting point the steady state solutions of (4)
appears straightforward even though tedious and in regions S I as an approximation to pl (x),
the condition in this caae are related to a rela- name.y
tively La.rge Linear regions, and sufficiently
different slopes which are bounded away from (x) - a(q (x) + q+(-x% (27)
unity.

Zn view of the fact that 1p 0(X) I Q/0 21 ,
131 MM UNSX where K is finite, (the value of K will be veri-

Sefied In the sequal) , the error terms of the
Thin section i concerned with cases when approximations (27) when substituted in (24) can

the nonlinearxity g(x) has slopes greater than be derived In the same manner as for the stable

unity, and thus leading to unstable models in case of Section II. it remains to derive the
(4). Since In this case the system leaves the approxiWation for po(s) by substituting (27) in
regions with probability one, in order to obt&.,n (23). The first-ocder term for po(x can be
a asaningful model, we have to assume that obtained by integration as:
unstable regions axe bordered by stable ones.
iurthermore, it is assuaed that the external 2 2
regions are stable so that the overall syse-m (-auA)

will not diverge. Again, for convenience we 202 202

consider the case N-3 given In (12) with the p+(s) * - (s) e 2 + 0(-x) 2 2

added assumption that Ibi 1, while I(I > 1. If 0 02
tfhe notations or the densties and transition 2 (28)

pobabiltes of Section Z are uaed, then for were 2 2 (29)
tahn case (13) d (14) continue to be valid. 0 so 4 O(
Bowver, wh~le we may consider a steady state for

f(x} we cannot postulate the existence of a and 2 2 2 2 2 2

steady state for qo(x) which represents the aso W c2 + uO a -01 . CIO 2 Wo
steady state density for the _ys_ n region _1) - #

S o .  In order to obtain reasonably valid apposi- a 2a 1 02 a
mations, it is assumed that a 1 so that the (30)
transition probability 3 < 1 I In this case
asymptotic expansions oj?0 the steady-state solu- where 0 is the unit Gaussian distribution. The
tion for f(s) are possible. ad thus o(x) end function V(z) achieves its maximum at
p,(s) can be identified and compared to the ,2
line&a ?arkov models. owever, due to the size x . .(. (31)
of the unstable region, the two stable regions a 2

behave in the limit as a single region. In order I

to avoid this rather mundane case, the additionaL and the maximum value is given by
assumption that 11/a >> 1 is made. It can be

shown that these conflicting requirments can be go 2 0!

set if the slope of the unstable region is large. 14(s0 ' *(-) - *(- " a (32)

We start by obtaining a eties expansion for

the solution of (12) and (13). Let p1 (x) - p+(i) Bowever, the maximum of *(x) occurs inside (-a,a)
+ p,(-s) then We have while of the multiplying exponential is

in (a,0). Consequently, the following bounds for
Po (2) a ()[Po * Pl ]  (23) po(s) in the to intecvLs may be obtained: For

pW " ;)(p a + p1 (24) Is 4 a, we have

where G( ( and i(o) are integcal operators (X-au5 2 2

defined by 2 2)- 20 2

.( xi 2 + . 2

a Z 0 20 / i 0 [W I0 2 0 2

2 - f 9(y)dy (am-a) 2

/-1a a 2fl 20 2
2 ((1

G G(x,y) (y)dy (25) / 2

2 2 2
(x-by-B)2 . (x+by+B)

20 20 and tot Ix I

. o #e 202 ],(y)dy f-u2 2
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The first ocder scattering operator Is
(a=) < a 4 --b L# - <E(orx,y)#(y)>°2 1' a 2

These bounds validates the original assumptions where
made about p0 (x). Furthermore, it can be easily

shown that the steady state probability of macro- LO - J L(x,y) (y)dy
state o is given by o

0o * 4 2042 20""" poxd 7
(

CL
'  

b-x 2 (by'x)

0 +(y 2
-a . 7 b- 2 a

(1-0 2b-) (by+x)e * (y) dy

U4a 202 (41)
0-e (33)

02 i For what follows, it vill.be convenient to write

the unperturbed operator Z(o) and the scattering
operator L in a symmetric fcr. Indeed by sub-

which confirms the assumptions that < a and stituting -y for y in H(oixy) and L(xy) and

the size of the bound on po(X). Additonal ,,ani- adding e get
pulations of (28) allow the expression for po(x)

to be approximated by
I[# f I 8oix,y) tv(#(y)dy (42)

2 2.--

p(( W ± * 4 x,' a+L(xy) Oddte(y)dy (43)
(34)

whets Zv(41 and Odd(41 "ae cospectively the even

where ,and odd pacts of (N). The L norm of the per-E . - ( . ) ,(- -) < I (35) tubing opeator oaS1 is bounded by

Te density obtained in (34) is equivalent to 0 b b

that derived for the system state xk 1 in one The assumptions made at the beginning of the

stop paragraph validate therefore a perturbation
expansion. Letting

k 1 0 a k +  W k P x k C ' k ( 3 6 ) P O ( ) 2 ( 2 ) W

unifying that the transition 0 << I po that p 0 ( 0  x po

higher ocder terns of the appox <ations of Po(x) (x))1) 2 ()
axe negligible. The bounds on the transition p1 (x) (x) + cp (X

probabilities are obtained from their approximate
expressions by using (14), (28), (34) and (27). and substituting in

We now consider the degenerate case of C (< POI iPo + PI
)  (44)

1 and C a/b < 1. It is convenient to reformulate

the problem as a pecturbation problem. Upon P1  (a (o) + ) (P + pl) (45)

defining the perturbation (or scattering) opec-

ator
wheor we wrote explicitly cG for G and CS

3(0) * ;(a) - 3(o) (37) for a(). W e get, up to 1st order

. and expanding In a Taylor series about m0, one p o 0 (46s)

gets ) (0)

i(m) . n i (3 ) P1  * i(o)p(

,., (n) (,) (0) (46c)0"* W • iO)-ioP (46d)
p 1  0UOp *p H

(n 7 (3 n S(Qrx~y) ].. *(y)dy
(o M The solution of (46bi Le readily found to be

I (n- - "' 3(arx,y)]. *(y)> (39) ( *-I2.n -)I-c p 1 i0 x) e p - 2) (47

: o 20i

<7(y)> denotes the average of F over (0,) i.e.

& Y Hote that this is the normalized solution.
-<7(a)) * ; I (y)dy (40) Clearly, when the perturbation terms are to be

0 taken into account, the overall solution needs to

be cenormalized, i.e.
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(0) transitions among several linear models, as far

+I) W + as the steady-state distribution is concerned.

o(] 0 (It remains to generalize the approach to higher

0. (p 
)  + (x,) order systems as well as multiple nonlineari-

1 ^ ) ties. The effect of the approximation on eatma-

(I + CG + C (1-H) 5 HG))i Wp x tion "n filtering schemea needs to be further
explored. Finally, the continuous time version

must Htegrat e 1  one. The successive solutions requires a different approach because of the high

for p 0  and p, are then computed as a series density of the level crossings at the boundary.

in the orthonormal Hermits functions One approach Is to model the noise not as white

2 noise, but as having a finite nonzero correlation

length. The additional aspects of the

t) B (t)e (48) Stratonovich integral definitions are expected to
n n n 1 n be relevants.

Soe algebra shows that for V. Wflm

x 1. 0. G. Lainotis. 'Optimal adaptive estima-
f(x) x n 7 (49) tiont Structure and parameter adaptation,'

n 0 1 rIM Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. AC-16, pp.

160-170, April 1971.
* ( ) * - (. .) (50)

n-0 f n 2. A. H. Laddad and 3. K. Tugnait, *On state
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(1) - (2) pp. 514-519, Denver, CO, June 1979.
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V if + I I nation In switching environments,' IEEE
Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. AC-lS, pp. IO-

yield respectively 17, February 1970.

(1)n~ *(~Xd 4. C. . Chang and M. Athns, *State estimation
,1 - I dy or discrete systems with switching param-
k 2 - 1 eters," ZEZ Trans. Aeroep. Electron. Syst.,

Vol. AES-14, no. 418-425, May 1978.

,(2 . . (b)4/k b
2
k- -i b 2 f (0)02kfOJ 5. 3. t. Tugnait, 'Detection and estimation for

2k - abruptly changing systems,* Automatics, vol.

+b6 18, pp. 607-615, Sept. 1982.

W 2k+1 (e 2k+1
" 26. R. Akashi and a. Kumamoto, 'Random sampling

V(3) 5 _2k approach to state estimation In switching
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by Rolle's theorem equals the value of Hf for
Wa point in that Interval (0,G). Further the

expansion

3(oix,e) - I (-b) n  n o

is used. The use of thes expnmsions allows then

the coputation of the steady state probabilities
and the transition probabilities up to first

order for the macrotates.

IV. SUAL & 0mro0= o

This paper shoved that under certain re-

strictions a piecewise nonlinear discrete-time
dynamic system may be approximated by Karkov
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LINEAR MARKOV APPROXIMATIONS OF PIECEWISE LINEAR
STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS

E. I. Verriest and A. H. Haddad

School of Electrical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0250

ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with the properties of piecewise

linear discrete-time dynamic systems driven by white Gaussian
noise. The properties of the deterministic system are explored,
and condition for the existence of invariant distributions are
derived. The existence of an invariant distribution was then used
to justify the approximation of the stochastic system by a
switched Markov linear model if the piecewise linear regions are
large "contracting" ones or small "expanding" ones relative to the
input noise variance. The approach is expected to be useful for
constructing approximate nonlinear filtering schemes for such
systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Piecewise linear systems can represent an approximation to

general nonlinear systems. Usually, nonlinear filtering schemes

for such systems are not exactly implementable. As a step leading

to the development of nonlinear filtering schemes a systematic

analysis of such systems is needed. Since it is not possible to

obtain exact implementations, one must resort to approximations.
Such approximations can be made at the filtering stage, or they
can be made at the modeling stage. Consequently we are concerned

in this paper in the analysis problem of piecewise linear systems

driven by white Gaussian noise. However, as the analysis is

23



already complex in the deterministic case, we consider the

properties of the deterministic case first. The model we are

interested in is the switched Markov linear model for which there

already exist several approximate approaches for the solution of

the filtering problem. This model assumes that underlying the

system there exists a finite state Markov model, such that under

each state the system satisfies one linear dynamic model. The
paper is concerned with the assumptions that are needed for the

approximation to be a valid representation for the original

nonlinear system.

In the study of the dynamics of discrete nonlinear systems, it

is known that in some cases, the sensitivity of trajectories

(sequences) with respect to initial condition may lead to some

wildly unpredictable dynamic behavior, even though the system is

completely deterministic. It appears therefore that a statistical

approach may be more fruitful than a purely deterministic one. In

fact, what seems to be a very significant problem in this case is

the study of the flow of densities. In particular, a very

important question is the existence and uniqueness of invariantI
measures which will be considered in the first part of this paper.

Its importance stems from the fact that existence and uniqueness

of invariant measures imply the ergodicity of the dynamical map.

The second part will build upon the properties of the

deterministic distributions to obtain the characteristics of the

system for the stochastic case [1,21.

2. DETERMINISTIC NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

This section introduces and defines the terms to be used in

the later sections of the paper, and describes the properties ofIN

piecewise linear dynamic discrete-time systems. In general we are

concerned with scalar systems of the form

Xkl- f~xk)(1

where xk is the state of the system at time tk, and f(x) is a

nonlinear function. The properties of such a system are discussed

24p



in general, with particular attention to the piecewise linear

case.

2.1. General Maps

Let f be a map from Rn to Rn , associated with a dynamical

system

xk+1 - f(xk) where x is in Rn

Definitions:

The map fk: Rn --> Rn is called the n-th iterated map of x.

The orbit of x is the sequence x, f(x), f2 (x), ...

An equilibrium point is a point x in Rn for which f(x) - x.

Equilibrium points are also called fixed points.

A point x is a periodic point for the map f of period p if it

is a fixed point for fP. The least positive n such that fn(x) - x

is called the prime period of x.

If x is periodic with prime period p, then the part x, f(x),
f2(x), ..., fn'l(x) of the orbit of x will be called the cycle of

x, and will be denoted by <x>.

A set S is an invariant set for f if both

f(S) a S

f-'(S) c S
Alternative definitions can be given for invariant sets by virtue

of the following equivalence:

Theorem 1: The following are equivalent:

1) The set S is invariant with respect to the map f

2) f-l(S) - S

3) For all integer k, the set fk(S) is included in S.

Proof: We first show the equivalence of 1) and 2). By definition,

we already have f'l(S) c S. So we only need to show that S c

f-'(s). But this is obvious, since for all x in S, f(x) is in S by

the first part of the definition. But then x is also in the

inverse image f'l(S).

Conversely, if f'1(S) - S, then f-1 (S) c S is obvious, while for
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all x in S - f'l(S), clearly f(x) is in S. Hence f(S) c S.

Next, letting k equal 1 or -1 in 3) implies the definition.

Iteration on the conditions of the definition implies 3).*

Finally, if f is invertible, then invariance of a set S under

the map f is equivalent to f(S) - S.

Related to the notion of an invariant set is:

A closed, simply connected region Q in Rn is a trapping region

in f if f(Q) is contained in the interior of Q. It is sufficient

that the vector field f(x) is directed everywhere inward on the

boundary of Q. It follows that for a trapping region fk(Q) is

contained in Q for every positive integer k. In fact it is

readily shown that the sets fk(Q) are closed and nested.

2.2. General One-Dimensional Maps

In the one dimensional case, assume that f is differentiable

almost everywhere. (i.e. f is not differentiable in at most a

countably infinite number of points. Then the following

definitions are standard:

An equilibrium point (fixed point) of a one-dimensional

differentiable map is called stable if If'(x)I < 1, and unstable

if If'<x)l >
Theorem 2: If inf If'(x)I > 1 in some invariant set S, then inf

I(fn)s(x)j > I in S. If sup If'(x)l < I in some invariant set S,

then sup I(fn)'(x)I < 1 in S.

Proof: By induction. Assume igf l(fn)'(x)l > 1, then

igf I(f(,+1))'(x)I - igf If'(fn(x)) (fn)'(x)I

aigf If'Cfn~x))l igf I(fn)'(x)l

>1

The second part is completely analogous..

Even for continuous maps f, the invariant sets can have a

strange topology. A classic example is the logistics map f(x)

ix(1-x) for P > 4. The invariant set for this map has the

structure of the Cantor set [3]. A Cantor set is a closed, totally
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disconnected, and perfect set. A set is totally disconnected if it

contains no intervals, and it is perfect if every point in it is

the accumulation point of other points in the set. A Cantor set

has a Lebesgue measure of zero, even though it contains an

uncountably infinite number of points. On the other hand, if an

interval is an invariant set for f, the following can be asserted:

Theorem 3: Closed invariant intervals of piecewise continuous

maps contain at least one fixed point.

Proof: Let J - (a,b] be the invariant interval. If there would not

be a fixed point, the graph of f(x) is either above or under the

graph (x,x) in J. Say f(x) > x in J, then clearly f(b) is not in

J, contradicting the invariance of J.o

Remark: Open sets may be invariant and contain no fixed points as

long as the limit points are fixed points.

An interesting result on the existence of periodic points is

the following, due to Sarkowskii:

Theorem 4: (Sarkowskii) Suppose f: R --> R is continuous. Suppose

f has a periodic point of prime period k. If k a I , where - is

the Sarkowskii ordering, then f also has a periodic point of

period 1.

The Sarkowskii ordering is an ordering of the natural numbers:

3 a 5.. 2.3 z 2.5 ... 22.3 w 22.5 3... 2.5

23.5 a ...... .23 22 a 2 a 1

A proof of this theorem can be found for instance in [3].

2.3. Markov Partitions and Markov Maps

A special class of one dimensional dynamical systems are the

piecewise differentiable maps with the following restrictions:

1) There exists a partition P of the real line in a finite or

countable set of disjoint open intervals (Ik}, such that the map f

restricted to the interval Ik is differentiable. Denote by a the

set of closure points of the intervals (Ik). Clearly, 0 is a

countable disjoint set.
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Y 3 J

- R \ U Ik  (2)
k

2) In each interval Ik the infimum and supremum of f(x) belong

to the set Q.

The above condition may look like a very severe restriction on

the map f, however it seems to be crucial in order to "do the

theory". It is noteworthy that any piecewise continuous map can be

suitably approximated by such a map, by taking finer and finer

partitions of R. In particular, in a later chapter we shall study

such an approximation. Any map satisfying the above two

restrictions will be called a Markov map, and the corresponding

partition P a Markov Partition. We caution that these definition

are not standard. Their motivation stems from the following

property:

Theorem 5: If f is Markov with respect to the partition P - (Ik},

then for each interval Ik, the restriction of f to Ik may be

extended to fk with domain 1k, the closure of Ik, such that

fk(x) - f(x), x C Ik

?k(x) - lim f(yn) where {yn ) C Ik and Yn --> x c aIk , the

boundary of Ik

then ?k(1k) is the closure of a countable union of adjacent

intervals from P.

Proof: Denote by ak and bk respectively the infimum and supremum

of f in the interval Ik . Since f is Markov with respect to P, ak

and bk are in Q. Hence there exist countable adjacent open

intervals Ikj such that the set

[ ak , bk \ U Ikj (3)
k

only contains isolated elements from 0 (in fact: a n (ak,bk)). By

construction fk is a continuous function on 1k . The intermediate

value theorem guarantees that for any y between ak and bk, and in

particular for the points in (3) there exists an

x c (k-'l(ak), fk'l(bk)) in Ik such that in Ik f(x) - y. Hence

Fk(-k) =ak, bkj."
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Theorem 5 indicates that some of the interesting dynamical

properties of the original system can be studied by "projecting"

it onto the set of intervals P. Later on we shall make this notion

more explicit. It only serves to say that the evolution of the

system as seen in P behaves like a Markov chain. For this reason,

we shall from now on refer to the partition P as the HACROSCOPIC

STATE SPACE and the intervals of P as the ACROSTATES.

Let N be the index set for the intervals in the partitioning

P, N is either the set of natural numbers, or the set of integers

in case the partition is countably infinite ,or it will be set

{1,2,3.. .N if the cardinality of N is N. Clearly N is a

representation of the macro state space introduced earlier.

The iterated maps fn of Markov maps are continuous on each

open interval of the form
li(1) n f-l(Ii(2)) n f-2(I11(3)) n ... n f'n+l (Ii(n))

where the i(j) belong to N.

The canonical macroprojection is the map w : R --> N , defined

by v(x) - k <==> x is in Ik, i.e. n(x) identifies the macrostate

to which x belongs.

The itinerary of x is the sequence

V(x) gn(f(x)), %(f2(x)),...

Associated with the macroscopic state space, we can introduce

the notion of a macrostate transition matrix n with ij-elements

lu- m ( f'l(Ii) n Ij ) /m( ij) (4)

where m is some (not necessarily finite) measure. It is that

fraction of Ij which is mapped into Ii. As long as m is such that

each macrostate has a nonzero measure, the macroscopic state space

can be decomposed into transient and recurrent macrostates.

Finally, we shall on occasion also need another transition

matrix R with ij- elements

1, if f(Ij) n Ii (5)
11ij " 0, otherwise

i.e., iij indicates whether or not it is possible to go from Ij to

Ii.
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The macrostate Ie (I) is expanding (contracting) for the

Markov map with respect to the Markov partition P, if and only if

for an expanding interval Ie and a contracting interval Ic we have

for the usual Borel measure

m( f(Ie) ) 9 m( Ie) (6)
M( VIzC) ) S m( ic)

In fact, the above formulas can be used to define

expansiveness and contractiveness of f with respect to a more

general (nonuniform) Lebesgue measure, but we shall not pursue

this yet.

2.4. Affine Maps

In this section, the map f: R --> R is restricted to be

piecewise affine (also called piecewise linear). This means that

there exists a partition P of the real line in a finite or

countable set of disjoint open intervals {Ik), such that the map f

restricted to the interval Ik is affine, i.e. there exists

constants ak and Ok such that for each x in Ik

f(x) = ak x + Ok  (7)

The set 9 contains all the points where f is not differentiable

("knee points" and points of discontinuity). The map f is then

completely specified by Q and the set of indexed pairs

{(O, 5) ; k c N (8)

corresponding to the intervals {Ik} of P.

From Q derive the family S of closure points of the intervals

Ik. i.e. if Ik - (ak,bk) is an interval in the partition P, then S

contains the points ak and bk. Strictly speaking, we have

bk ak+l w= k for all wk in Q (9)
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but using this double notation will facilitate the development

below. It is also customary to denote them by wk+ and wk- . Noting

that the infimum and supremum of f(.) in each interval Ik occurs

at points of S, it can be expected that this set will play a major

role. In particular, the piecewise affine map f(.) will be a

Markov map in the sense defined above, if for every x in S, f(x) I

is also in S. It follows then that if f(Ik) intersects Ii, then Ij

lies entirely inside f(Ik). Furthermore, the iterated maps fn are

also piecewise affine, and affine on each open interval of the

form

i(0) n f-l(ii(1)) n f-2( Ii(2) ) n ... n f-n+l (Ii(n-l)) (10)

Because of the definition of S we also have that if fn(w) = w,

then the derivative of the iterated map (fn),(w) a 0.

In reference to the (piecewise affine) Markov maps defined

above, it is clear that the condition i) implies that piecewise

affine Ma-kov maps can only have unstable equilibria. However, if

a piecewise affine map has contracting intervals, then it does not

necessarily follow that this map is non Markovian. (Of course, as

long as the contracting part does not intersect the graph (x,x)).

By virtue of the specific applications we have in mind, we

shall further assume that the piecewise affine maps are

continuous (i.e. the values f(w) are well defined for each w in

Q). This restriction is however not required for any mathematical

reasons. Moreover, it turns out that for dealing with higher

dimensional cases, we will have to do away with this assumption.

Continuous piecewise affine maps can be entirely characterized

by f(O), the set Q and the set of slopes ak in each of the

intervals of the partition P. For ease of bookkeeping, augment the

set Q with 0 and let the intervals of P to the right of the origin

be indexed by positive integers, and the ones to the left by

negative integers. i.e., for positive k
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OR (ak_1, bk)

I-k - (a-k, b-(k-1))

Letting ak be the slope of f(.) in the interval Ik , then the map

f(.) is evaluated by

f(x) - f(O) + a, (bl-a 0 ) + a2 (b2-al) + ... + ai (x-al 1 ) (12)

for positive x in the interval Ii, and by a similar formula for

negative x.

For each x, define the function An(x) as the "cumulative slope

product in n iterations" i.e.

n
An(x) 11 Jc{q(fk(x))j (13)

k-i

If x is a periodic point of prime period r, then A(<x>) is a

shorthand notation for At(x). <x denotes then one cycle of the

itinerary through x. If the macro state space is infinite, it will

be assumed that all cycles are finite.

A consequence is (the proof is direct and omitted):

Lemma: If x is a periodic point of f, then A(<x>) - A(<fk(x)>) for

all positive integers k. Hence A(<x>) is an invariant of the cycle

through x.

Denote by ZN the set of sequences of N, and by EA the subset

all possible itineraries of f.

EA { ssls2 " In 1 (14)
i i+1

Then we have the following theorem (see e.g. [31).

Theorem 6: LA is a closed subset of EN , and is invariant with

respect to the sift aA .

The study of the invariant sets is of interest to the long

term behavior of these maps, in order to assess the stability

properties of the system they represent. It is well known from

linear system theory that there is only one equilibrium point for

linear systems. This is the origin. If the system is unstable,
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then any nonzero initial condition will diverge to infinity, while

the invariant distribution for a stable system is a singularity at

the origin. On the other hand, it is known that many, even
"simple" nonlinear maps allow an invariant distribution,
equivalent to Lebesgue measure. Such measures have a density
function. In many cases the invariant density for a system with

initial condition x0 may very well be independent from x0 . The

Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem [4] gives a condition for this

independence: f must be an endomorphism, i.e. f is onto and for
each measurable set p(A) = v(f-1 (A)). The system behaves then as

if it were driven by a stochastic process, even though it is in

fact entirely deterministic. So some pertinent questions are the

existence of invariant densities. Once this has been established,

the uniqueness of the invariant densities needs to be determined.

Finally, one needs to find finite algorithms to compute the

invariant density or at least an approximation of it.

Due to the complexity, one might resort to computer

simulations of such systems in order to solve the above problems.

However, a direct approach by simulating the system equations may

be doomed to failure, exactly because of the possible chaotic

nature of the map.

As an example consider the following pathological case. Let f

be the map

f :R -- > R : x -- > 0 if x is in Q (15)
a x if x is in R\Q

Computer simulation of the system xk+1 - f(xk) will invariably

lead to a stable equilibrium at 0. The exact iteration will

however diverge to infinity for almost any initial condition (with

respect to the Borel measure) if a > 1. In the stochastic case,

the addition of a standard white gaussian noise wk will

destabilize it with probability one even in the case a - 1,

independently of the initial condition. The computer simulation

will yield

xk+1 - [wk]
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where [wk] is the machine representation of the noise sample, and

is therefore necessarily a rational number. The invariant

distribution one would conclude from a simulation would be the

standard gaussian. Finally note that the discontinuities in f are

finite in number.

Another, perhaps more realistic example of such misbehaving

computations is the map f(x) - 2 k x (mod 1), due to Li [5].

Restrict the domain to the interval [0,11. The unique invariant

measure is known to be Lebesgue measure. Consider now x Z -

stored in a n-bit computer. After sufficiently many iterations,

all initial conditions will end up at zero. It seems that this

misbehavior could be avoided by combining the left shift

(multiplication by 2) with an addition of a random bit in the lsb

position. (after all, the transformation is producing information

e.g. see Shaw (61). As this is equivalent to the addition of

noise, it seems that this may help in the computation of the

invariant distribution. This paper will on theoretical grounds

discuss the interplay between the exact invariant distribution,

and the distorted invariant distribution.

The reason for our concern with these problems is that the

knowledge of the invariant distribution is of importance in

obtaining approximate filtering algoritms for nonlinear systems.

The topics of existence, uniqueness, and computation of the

invariant density are dealt with in the following section.

2.5. Invariant Measures for Piecewise Affine Markov Maps

In order to find the dynamics of the distribution of the

deterministic system many approaches can be taken. For continuous

time systems, we may take a stochastic point of view, and

consider a dynamical system, perturbed by external noise. (This

is the approach that will be considered in the stochastic section

of the paper). Even with a well specified initial condition, a

smooth probability density for the state may evolve. The well

known Fokker-Planck equation describes the evolution or flow of
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the density. In fact, the density itself may be viewed as the

underlying dynamical quantity, whose dynamics are then governed by

the Fokker-Planck equation. Such an approach does however

necessitate the use of (infinite dimensional) Banach or more

general function spaces. Conceptually we can then let the variance

of the external noise approach zero, so as to obtain the original

deterministic system. With random initial conditions, these are

usually referred to as crypto-deterministic systems, and have

received a great deal of attention in statistical mechanics. In

this limit case, there will obviously no longer be a diffusion

term in the Fokker-Planck equation. The resulting first order

partial differential equation is commonly referred to as the

Liouville equation.

The evolution operator induced by the Liouville equation has

its discrete analog in the Frobenius-Perron operator. If f is a

measurable function, nonsingular with respect to the Lebesgue

measure, mapping [0,1] into [0,1], then the operator

Pf v(x) - d/dx / c(s)ds (16)
f'([0,x]

has the properties:

1) Pf is positive (i.e. if T a 0 -> Pf > 0)

2) Pf preserves integrals

f Pf v dm - f dm ( c Ll([0,1]) (17)
0 0

3) P(fn) - (pf)n

4) Pf v0 - (Po <-> dp - (p0 dm is invariant under f

(i.e. for all measurable A: (f'l(A)) - p(A)

Remark: The Perron-Frobenius operator can be defined more

generally, in its integrated form, for abstract measure spaces
(7].
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The invariant density of the map f is then nothing else than

the fixed point of the Perron-Frobenius operator. The following

theorem by Lasota and Yorke [8] expresses the existence of the

invariant density P under certain conditions.

Theorem 7: If f: [0,1] --> [0,1] is

a) piecewise C2 (with a finite partition)

b) infl(fn )'I > 1 for some n,

then: for all (p c L1 [0,1]

n-I
(1/n) EP o (18)

k-0

where the convergence is in the norm. Furthermore (p has the

following three properties:

1) a 0 -- > o* a 0

1 12) f * di o daI

0 0

3) Pf p - o , consequently di - v dm is invariant under f.

If instead of b), we have the more restrictive condition,

b') inf If'(x)l > 1
x

then also 4) holds

4) P has bounded variation. In fact, there is a constant c,

independent of P such that

Variation ( ) £ c Ol

The piecewise affine maps introduced earlier fall within the
class of the theorem, as long as there are a finite number of

intervals in the partition. Obviously such a map is piecewise C2 ,

and

inf If'(x)j > I <-> inf lakI > 1
x N

or
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inf Ifn(x)'l > 1 for some n
x <==> inf An(x) - HnIma (fk(x)]I > I

x

The condition a) of the theorem is automatically satisfied. The

condition b') seems restrictive. It means that all regions of

continuity of f must be expanding. The less restrictive condition

(at the cost of loosing the bounded variation property) leads to

the following

Theorem 8: A (finitely) piecewise affine map has an invariant

density if there exists an integer n0 such that for all initial

conditions, the average expansion over n0 iterations is positive.

The average expansion in n steps is defined as

In-i
kO[fk(x)] (19)

n k0

where

P log Jlil (20)

Note that for general piecewise affine maps, still a condition

needs to be checked over all initial conditions. For many

iterations (no) the resulting iterated map rapidly becomes very

jagged. It is here that the subclass of Markovian maps is

extremely useful. It allows to restrict the search of the average

growth condition over the macrostates N rather than the original

state space. Using the earlier defined transition matrix U the

subset of all allowable sample sequences LA may be constructed. If

these sequences are represented as a horizontal tree, for which

the slopes of the branches correspond to the "growth" factor 03

then the above theorem states that for some level (of branching)

no , all nodes at level no of the tree must be above the zero-level

line.

In case the map f is piecewise C2 , but with a countably

infinite partition, the extension of the theorem of Lasota and
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Yorke [8] needs to be used. Its conditions are however a lot more

restrictive

Theorem 9: Let f: [0,1] -- > [0,1] be countably piecewise C2 such

that

i) inf If'(x)l > 2 , sup If''(x)I <
x X

ii) in almost all macrostates, f is onto [0,1],

then the conclusions of Theorem 8 remain valid.

Clearly, in the context of piecewise affine maps, the

condition ii) in particular restricts the maps to very special,

uninteresting cases. A more interesting variant is based on

Adler's theorem [9,101 for a map, f: I --> I, satisfying the

properties:

There exists a partition P of the interval I into a finite or

countable collection of disjoint open intervals {Ik} such that

1) f is de'ined on U Ik , and m(I\UIk) - 0

2) flIk is strictly monotonic and extends to a C2 function

on the closure of Ik .

3) If f(Ik) n ij # o, then f(Ik ) contains Ij.
4) There is an R so that

R
U fn(Ik ) contains Ij for all k and j
n-l

Theorem 10 (Adler): Let f: I --> I satisfy the above properties,

and let
f"'(z)

M - sup sup .--- < + inf I(fn)'(x)l > 1 (21)

Ik Y,ZcIk I f,(y)2  x

then f admits an invariant finite measure dp - T(x)dx with v(x)

bounded away from 0 and +-.

If this is applied to the the piecewise (finite or countable)

affine Markov maps, the sufficient conditions are that the average

expansion for some n0  is strictly positive, and f is Markov map,

corresponding to a positive recurrent chain. The type of map
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defined above is called "Markov map" in the literature, but it is

obviously more restrictive than our definition of Markov maps.

Note that the theorem still requires the expansiveness of the map

at all points. Bowen [11] provided a method ("inducing"), which

enabled the conditions of Adler's theorem to be relaxed to certain

nonexpansive maps.

Another method exists to extend the range of validity of the

above theorems by introducing the equivalence of Conjugation. Two

transformations f: I --> I and g: J --> J are conjugate if there

exists a homeomorphism h: I --> J such that (see e.g. [31)

g(x) - h (f(h-l(x))) (22)

This is a generalization of the notion of a similarity

transformation in linear system theory. It is then straightforward

to show that if h is differentiable, and if p is the stationary

density of f, then Tog, the stationary density of g, is given by

[ dh'l(x)

(x) - v(h'l(x)) (23)9 1 dx I

Hence in order to check the existence of an invariant density,

it suffices to find a conjugate map which is known to have an

invariant density. The conjugating function h does not need to be

piecewise linear. Grossmann and Thomae (12] have shown that

conjugating functions may be constructed by relating two dynamical

laws to each other. The resulting conjugating function h may have

the structure of a Cantor function however.

Finally, conditions for the uniqueness of the stationary

density were derived by Li (5,121. Li also provided a converging

approximation method to compute the unique invariant density. The

proof of convergence settled a long standing conjecture by Ulam

(13]. The approximation stems from considering an arbitrary

partitioning of the domain in finitely many disjoint intervals. On

these a Markovian transition matrix R is defined. With this

construct, the Perron-Frobenius operator is effectively
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approximated (exact for Markov Maps)by this transition matrix, H.

The fixed point is then very efficiently found by a quadratic

programming problem, i.e.

minimize I H v - V I subject to pi 0 and E 4i-

2.6. Reconciliation with the theory of Markov Chains

This paragraph justifies the name "Markovian Map" introduced

earlier for a certain class of maps. Indeed,the transition matrix

n for the macrostates introduced in (4), satisfies

fij Z 0 for all i,j in N
(24)

Z nij = 1 for all J in N
i

It can be shown that given the above properties for a matrix H and

given any distribution ({i)such that

i

there exists a probability space, and random variables Xn, n a 0,

on that space satisfying the Markovian property (a kind of

"Huygens principle" obeyed by nonhereditary systems).

P(Xo-xo,...,Xn-xn) - 1x(n),x(n.1)... x(1),x(O) x(O) (25)

Therefore all of the theory of Markov chains becomes available in

the theory for crypto-deterministic systems. In particular, the

decomposition theorem of the state space leads to a decomposition

theorem for the macrostate space.

There are recurrent and transient states. For a recurrent

state, the probability that the chain starting in that state

returns to that state is one, while it is strictly less than one

for a transient state.

Theorem 11: The set of recurrent states is the union of a finite

or countably infinite number of disjoint irreducible closed sets.
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The proof can be found in any elementary book on stochastic

processes, e.g. [141. It basically expresses the fact that "two

way communication" among states is an equivalence relation. If,

for a recurrent state the mean return time is finite, then the

state is called positive recurrent. If the mean return time is

infinite, the state is called null recurrent. If S is a finite

irreducible closed set, then all states in S are positive
recurrent. For the set of positive recurrent states E+ (strongly

ergodic states), the following is well known theorem [15].

Theorem 12: i) If E+ - * then no stationary distribution

exists

ii) If Z+ is nonempty and irreducible, then a unique

stationary distribution exists

iii) If E+ is nonempty and reducible, then infinitely

stationary distributions exist.

The Markov Chain theory gives information about the behavior

if the Markov maps introduced earlier. The problem is that it only

provides information on the macrostate space, and not the

microstate space. In fact, as evidenced by Sarkowskii's theorem

the structure at the microscopic level can be much more rich than

what can be inferred from the macroscopic picture. And, what is

worse, the existence of a macroscopic stationary distribution,

does not necessarily imply the existence of a microscopic

stationary distribution.

2.7. Minimal Systems

In linear system theory, an important role is played by the

invariant subspaces, especially in realization theory.

Characterization of the invariant subspaces lead to the
decomposition of the system into reachable and non-reachable

subsystems, observable, and non-observable ones. A linear system

is minimal if there is no lower order system realizing the same

input-output map. Minimal systems are important because of their

joint reachability and observability. It is known that the role of
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invariant subspaces for linear systems can be extended to

nonlinear system theory [161. We shall first extend the notion of

minimality. The proper way to do this turns out not to relate

solely on the dimension, or order of the system. Rather, the r

invariant distributions are taken as the defining property.

Definition: A system xk+1 - f(xk) is minimal if no proper subset

of the state space is invariant under the action of f. .

In this section, we consider the separation of the dynamical

system into minimal subsystems. By definition, each subsystem is

invariant. Hence, the knowledge of the initial condition allows

one to delimit the appropriate state space. (This is somewhat an

abuse of terminology, since in the proper sense, the set of states

does not have the structure of a vector space).

Suppose now that it is known that the disjoint intervals Jl,

J2, ... are invariant for the restrictions, respectively: flij ,

fiJ2' Without loss of generality, we assume also that these

intervals are disconnected, in the sense that for any two

intervals Ji, Jj %

span (Ji'Jj) \ Ji U Jj * 0

Span (Ji,Jj) is the closure of the convex linear combination of

points of Ji U Jj. The problem then is to find the proper

conditions under which the intervals, known to be invariant under

the restriction of f to these intervals, remain invariant under f.
Geometrically, the picture is obvious for continuous f. If

J - (a,b) is invariant under flj. then by the definition of

invariance, the set fj'm(J) c J and flj(J) c J. However,

invariance under f also requires f-l(J) c J and f(J) c J. A

necessary condition for this is that f(a) - a and f(b) - b , as

can be seen very easily from a geometric picture.

Thus the problem then boils down to the properties of the map

f in the interconnecting intervals of the form

span (Ji'Jj) \ Ji U J s
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Several possibilities can occur:

a) The above interval is itself invariant, then the whole of span

(JiJj) is invariant.

b) If say the conditions f(a) - a and f(b) - b are not satisfied

for either Ji or J3 , then "spillover" will occur, and the

intervals invariant under the restricted map will no longer be

invariant under f.

c) If the interconnecting interval contains a stable equilibrium,

then it will also contain a trapping set, and a smooth

invariant distribution will not exist.

The above discussion leads to the following theorem:

Theorem 13: Intervals invariant under the restriction of flij,

either remain invariant (for which a necessary condition is that

the graph of f leaves the "box" (J,f(J)) at the diagonal points

(aJ,f(aJ)), or can be embedded into larger invariant intervals. If

the intervals remain invariant, then the interconnecting interval

breaks down into alternating trapping sets, and invariant

(sub)intervals.

Note that if J, and J2 are adjacent open invariant intervals,

then the closure of their union will be invariant, however, each

constitutes a minimal system.

Finally, we shall also note that a trapping set is

characterized by

f(ai) - 3f(Ia)

where aI is the set of limit points (boundary) of I.

2.8. The Connection with the Stochastic Case

In the previous sections, we investigated the minimal systems.
These were characterized by the fact that a smooth invariant

density exists in the state set. As a result, a phenomenon, called

deterministic diffusion occurs, even though no stochastics entered

the system. (17]
Consider now the case where a stochastic driving term enters

in the system equation. The local transition model is then:
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Xk+l =f(xk ) + O(xk) uk  (26)

where the sequence (u } is a standard white gaussian noise,

'S.

uncorrelated with the initial state of the system x0 . In this '-a

paper we shall only deal with the simple case, where the variance

02 is constant over all of R. P

The implication of this assumption is that the original

invariant distributions of the (minimal) subsystems will be
"clouded" over into one smooth invariant distribution (18]. Of

course, we assume that such an invariant distribution exists. A

sufficient condition is, roughly speaking, that the system is
"eventually stable" for sufficiently large states x. More

precisely:

lim sup If(x)I/Ixl < 1 (27)
x-->-

If the Lebesgue measures of the minimal state spaces are large

compared to the variance s, then the overall stochastic invariant 55

distribution will be "close" in a sense to be made more precise

later to a convex sum (mixture) of the invariant distributions of

the deterministically minimal systems.

If, on the other hand, the noise variance s is much larger

than the mesures of the minimal systems, then it is expected that

the steady state distribution will be close to the gaussian

distribution, and in fact computable from a global linearization

of the original nonlinear system. Clearly, the intermediate cases

are the difficult ones.

Several approaches are possible for the solution of this

problem. One is to consider the space of all densities, and define

locally the system by an evolution in this infinite dimensional

space. Its advantage is that no stochastics as such needs to enter

in the picture, and the deterministic concepts can be used, albeit

for an infinite dimensional system. Alternatively, and the route

taken here, a new macrostate transition is computed or
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approximated from consideration of the original transition
probability matrix 11 and the "overlap" of the s-neighborhoods with

adjacent domains.

3. STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS

In this section we consider the properties of the dynamic

affine system when it is driven by a white Gaussian noise

sequence. The model to be considered is given by

Xk+l - f(xk) + wk (28)

where f(x) is a piecewise affine map as defined above, and wk is

a white Gaussian noise sequence with zero mean and variance a2

In the deterministic case it has been shown that the system can be

characterized by invariant aggregations of the macrostates in P.

It has also been found that for some contracting macrostates

(namely, ones with intersections with the line f(x) - x) we obtain

equilibrium points inside these intervals. The effect of the

noise is to allow transitions out of these intervals. The

probability of these transitions can be made very small if the

noise variance is small. For aggregations containing expanding

intervals we obtain minimal subsystems with invariant

distributions without leaving the aggregation of such intervals.

The addition of noise to the system will allow for interactions

among these minimal states and will smooth the resulting

distribution on the aggrgations of macrostates. Obviously the

noise should allow for more interactions among the macrostates if

some restrictive assumptions are made. If the noise variance is

small relative to the measure of the contracting macrostates, the

results should allow for a high probability of the system staying

around the equilibrium point if it exists for such macrostates,

and some small probability of a transition to other macrostates.

Alternatively, if the noise variance is assumed to be large

relative to the measure of expanding macrostates then the system
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is expected to escape these states with high probability. We

formally derive the conditions that allow the approximation of

such a behavior by a Markovian transition among purely linear

dynamic models, for the following simple problems. This

approximation has been considered for the three region scalar case

in (191.

Consider the affine model for f(x)

f(x) - ai x + 0i, ai < x < bi , i - 1,2,...,N (29)

where the interval Ii - (ai, bi) represents a macrostate of the

system. Suppose the probability density of xk is given by Pk(x),

then we can write the density as a sum of conditional densities

pki(x) given by the following expressions

N

Pk(x) Z P(k-l)i Pki(x) (30)
i-l

1

pki(x) - r - q ( x - ai y - 0j ) p(k-l)(y) dy(31)
P(k-l)i a a

where the Pki are the probabilities of being in macrostate Ii at

time k, and are given by

Pki f J Pk( x ) dx , (32)I xcii

and where q(x) is the unit Gaussian density function,

q(x) - exp (-x2/2). (33)

It should be noted that (31) is a recursive relation that

determines the evolution of the density of the state of the system

xk, assuming we started from some intitial density. If we now

also define the transition probability among the macrostates

represented by the intervals {Ii) by ff(k) with ij-elements

nlij(k) P P { Xk+1 e Ij I xk c I } (34)
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then the transition probabilities are given by the expression

nij(k) = { p(k+l)i(x) dx. (35)

xcIj

We now assume that a steady-state solution to the problem

given above exists, which would under the restrictions imposed by

the deterministic model, namely that an invariant distribution

exists. The problem is to determine the condition for the

convergence of this model to the one given by the Markov switched

model, formulated as
Xk+l = ai Xk + i + wk, when S(k) = i (36)

where S(k) is the state of an underlying finite state Markov

process taking values i - 1,2,...,N, and has a transition

probability matrix given by n. The approximation is in the

assumption that the Markov process is independent of the original

state of the system, and in assuming that the linear models are

not restricted by the values of the state. This approximation

implies that the process (S(k)) represents the macrostates of the

original system.

The steady state solution satisfies the relations

N
p(x) - Z Pi Pi(x) (37)

i-i

1

Pi(x) - i q ( x - ai y - i ) p(y) dy (38)
Pi f a

Pii f p(x)dx, pi(x) dx -1 (39)
xCI i

SJ pi(x) dx. (40)

xcIj

The transition matrix n leads in turn to steady state
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probabilities of the states S(k), given by (Pi), as can be seen

from (37)-(40). The question becomes therefore to find the

conditions under which pi(x) is approximately equal to the

stationary density of the linear model given by the parameters ai

and 01 We are only interested in sufficient condition, hence we

restrict our attention to the cases of relatively large

contracting regions and small expanding regions relative to the

noise variance. The effects of each of these regions will be

considered in the folliowing subsections.

First we shall postulate certain assumptions on the Transition

probability matrix 1n and then will show that these are satisfied

for the resulting system under the imposed condition. It will be

assumed that the contracting regions are large relative to the

noise variance, hence we postulate that

1 - ni << 1, for Ii contracting (41)

which implies that the escape probability from suc~h regions is

very small. Similarly, it will be assumed that the expanding

regions are small relative to the noise variance, hence we

postulate thatI
11ii << 1, for Ii expanding (42)

which implies that the system exits an expanding region with high

probability. The resulting solutions for the stationary

probabilities Pi satisfying the equation

j EP (43)

have the properties that the Pi are very small for expanding

regions. These assumptions will be used to derive the validity of

the switched Markov approximation, and in turn they too will be

verified.

3.1. Contracting Intervals

Since we assume that the stationary probabilities of the

expanding regions are small, we may restrict our attention only to
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the contributions of the contracting regions. For large

contracting intervals the steady state stationary probability

density of the switched Markov approximation is given by a

weighted sum of Gaussian densities, qi(x), with means

i - 1 (44)( "(44 )

and variances

G2- o2( - a2). (45)

Since the regions are contracting, the mean pi falls within the

interval Ii,

ai < Pi < bi.

In order for the approximation to be valid the length of the

intervals must be large relative to the variances of stationary

densities, i.e.

(bi - ai) > 2m oi, m ? 3 (46)

where m may be restricted to be larger than the three-sigma range
to ensure that the contributions of the tails can be made as small

as desired. Under these assumptions the effect of the contracting

regions on the equation for pi(x) given in (38) may be obtained by
substituting the densities qi(x) in the right hand side, which

will show that the resulting density is approximately equal to

qi(x). The substitution in (38) yields

pi(x) - qi(x) - J (1/a) q[(x - ai y - Pi)/o] qi(y) dy
y~ii

+ E (Pj/Pi) J (I/o) q[(x - ai y - 5i)/o] qi(y) dy(47)

YCI i

It is easy but tedious to show that due to the restrictions on the

relative sizes of the intervals and the variances given in (46),
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p.

the terms in (47) except the first can be made arbitrarily small

by properly selecting the value of m.

The effect of the expanding regions, which have small

probabilities Pi, on (47) can also be made as small as desired.

Finally, the resulting transition probabilities fln are given

by

nii - I - 0[-(pi - ai)/i] - $t-(bi - Mi)/oiJ (48)

where 4(x) is the cumulative unit Gaussian distribution, namely

x
1(x) - f q(y) dy. (49)

In view of the assumption (46) it is seen from (48) that the

transition probabilities satisfy the postulated properties.

These results can be summarized by the following theorem,

Theorem 14: Let the system model be given by (28)-(29) and let

the contracting intervals satisfy the assumption (46), then the

stationary density on these intervals, pi(x), can be approximated

by the stationary density of the switched Karkov model (36).

3.2. Expanding Intervals

The expanding intervals in the switched Markov model do not

exhibit a stationary density, due to their instability. In this

case we can approximate the density on these regions by using a

first order approximation. The approximation is based on using

only the first order term of the transition probabilities to the

expanding regions in the switched Karkov model. The approximate

density qi(x) of the expanding intervals in the Markov model is
given by

qi(x) - Z Pj fji qji(x) + higher order terms (50)

where the qji(x) are Gaussian densities with means pji and

variances a i given by the expressions

Pji a ai pj + 0i (51)
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o2 o,2 + ao2(52)

We now substitute the qj(x) for the contracting regions in the

right hand side of (38) we obtain a solution for the pi(x) of the

expanding regions on the left side of (38). The resulting

solution can be made arbitrarily close to the solution of the

Karkov model provided the following two conditions are satisfied

frexpanding regions:

(bi - ai) << a (53)

ai (bi - ai) > 6 a (.54)

These condition imply that the regions have to be small but with a

high slope. The results indeed show that the transition

probabilities nli are indeed very small for expanding regions.

The result can be summarized in the following theorem,

Theorem 15: Under the conditions of Theorem 14, if also

conditions (53)-(54) are satisfied then the density function of

the expanding intervals of the system (28)-(29) can be

approximated by the switched Markov model.

In order to cover the case of small expanding region but with

relatively small slope, it is possible to use series expansions as

shown in [19). The series expansion given in (191 indicates that

the small region can be absorbed by the adjoining regions as a

first order approximation. The approximation is also valid for

small contracting regions. The results can be used to construct

approximate nonlinear filters for such nonlinear systems as

described in [20).

4. EXAMPLE

* A first order example with three regions is considered. The

expressions for the resulting densities are explicitly derived.

The nonlinearity is assumed to be symmetric, so that only

*densities for positive values of x need to be displayed. The

three regions are normalized with the expanding region being (-1,
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+1) and a having a slope of ao, while the contracting regions are

(+l, +-~) and (-co, -1) and having a slope of a,. The equilibrium

points for the contracting regions are at

X -a al)/(1 - al) > 1 (55)

since ao~ > 1,and -1 < a1 < 1. The value of the noise variance a

and the values of the parameters ails can be selected to verify

the assumptions made on the validity of the approximation. The

system satisfies the assumptions discussed in the paper if a <<

i ~ (x * - 1). The nonlinear system was simulated numerically and the

transition probability of the actual system was computed and

compared to the Markov model. The two are in agreement for a as

high as 10 when the slopes are selected as ao - 10 and a1 - 02

even though the assumptions require o to be smaller than 10 by a

factor of 3. The transition probabilities for these cases and the

corresponding stationary probabilities are shown in Table 1. The

resulting distribution for one of the cases is shown in Figure 1.

The result corroborate the theoretical results discussed in the

paper.

TABLE 1.

The Transition Matrix nI and the Stationary Probabilities P

a -3 a -5a-10I
.990 .008 .00211.928 .049 .02311.773 .046 .1811

II=.450 .100 .450 .443 .113 .4431 .469 .063 .469
.002 .008 .990 .023 .049 .9281 .181 .046 .773

P - [.495 .010 .495] [.474 .053 .474] [.476 .048 .476]

5. SUMMARY ANDl CONCLUSIONS

In this paper am approximation for piecewise linear scalar

discrete-time system was derived. It was based on the properties

of such systems in the deterministic case. In the stochastic case 0
J.

the approximation depends on the relative size of the variance of

the driving Gaussian noise. The approximation may be extended to

multidimensional systems, and can be applied to the derivation of
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nonlinear filtering schemes.
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FIG. 1.

The Distribution of the Stationary Density for a - 3.
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PIECEWISE LINEAR MODELING OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL STOCHASTIC NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

A. H. HADDAD AND E. I. VERRIEST
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0250

ABSTRACT
This paper extends to the multi-dimensional case an approximation of

nonlinear dynamic systems with random inputs, by a set of linear models
with Markovian transitions among the models.

SUMMARY
The problem of piece-wise linear approximation of nonlinear dynamic

systems subject to stochastic input has been considered for the scalar
case in (1-21. The approach was used to obtain an approximate model for
the discrete-time nonlinear system described by Markovian transitions
among linear models. The resulting approximation was then utilized to
derive an approximate filtering scheme for the nonlinear system. The
analysis has been restricted to the scalar case for simplicity, and to
illustrate the concepts. However, the extension to the multi-dimensional
case may appear to be simple in principle, but it presents several
difficulties. The objective of this paper is to provide a systematic
approach to the approximate multivariable modeling problem for nonlinear
systems driven by stochastic inputs. The paper also briefly describes the
applications of the model to the approximate solution of the nonlinear
filtering problem.

The discrete-time nonlinear system considered has the form
xk+l - f(xk) + wk (1

where xk is the n-dimensional state vector, and (wk) is a white Gaussian
noise sequence with zero mean and covariance matrix Q. The nonlinearity
f(x) is assumed to be given by a piece-wise linear approximation

f(x) - Ai x + bi, x C ni. (2)
The properties and nature of the approximating model for the scalar case
depend on the stability or instability of the linear models, and the size
of their regions, Di1 , relative to the noise standard deviation. In order
to extend the notion of stability and size of the regions to the
multi-dimensional case a new definition as to stability is needed, and a
more systematic approach to the region definition is required.

First a measure P(-) on Rn is defined relative to noise covariance
matrix Q. If the covariance matrix is singular the measure may be based
on the covariance of the state of an equivalent linear system that is
obtained from (1) by least squares approximations. The regions ai may now
be classified as to their being contracting or expanding (as opposed to
stable or unstable), using modified assumptions. A region Qi is said to
be Contracting (C) if it satisfies the assumption:

(Cl) W[f( )] S i)

Similarly, a region 01 is said to be Expanding (E) if it satisfies
(El) Ptf(Qj)l > u01i)

where the the notation f(Di ) is used for the image of the region Qi under
the transformation f(x). The class of nonl~nearities considered here is
further restricted to satisfy:

(C2) f(D1 ) c Qi  (C3) W(ni) >> i
(E2) fni C f(D1 ) (E3) u(fli) << I

for contracting and expanding regions, respectively. These assumptions
(similar to the scalar case) restrict the class of nonlinearities, but are
required for the validity of the approximate Markov model.
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The next step is then to derive the Markov transition probabilities
among the linear models given in (2), after the restriction of (2) to the
regions Qi is re.aoved. The model parameters are obtained by
micro-partitioning the space Rn into cells whose measure is commensurate
with unity relative to the covariance Q. The transition probabilities for
a contracting region can then be approximated by considering the number of

cells in an expanding region that forms the closure of the mapping of the
original contracting region under f. Similarly, the transition
probabilities for an expanding region can be obtained via the number of
cells that are contained in the contracting region forming the mapping of
the expanding region under the transformation f when the noise effects are
included.

The resulting model is similar to the scalar case except that the
transitions are no longer restricted to neighboring regions only as
discussed in (2]. The assumptions (C) and (E) ensure that the transition
matrix is relatively sparse. One problem which needs to be further
resolved is the case when the matrix Ai is contracting in one direction

but expanding in another. Preliminary investigation of this aspect is
being considered.

The next phase involves the application of the model to nonlinear
filtering problems. Here again, a departure from the scalar case occurs
due to the dependence of the transition probabilities on the value of x.
The state of the system is determined by x, its covarlance P under the

appropriate linear model, and the probabilities Pi of the ith linear
model. The time update in the filtering problem solution is based on
updating P corresponding to the model in effect for the given state, and
then updating the probability vector p based on the ellipsoid defined by
P. the state estimate, and the allowable regions for transitions. The
overall estimate update is obtained as a weighted sum of the allowable
transition regions resulting from the current region and P. The
measurement update follows similarly by updating the estimate based on the
possible models, while the update of the probability vector p is more ad
hoc. The update of p is based on a weighted sum of the steady state
probability obtained from the original Markov model, and the possible
transitions determined from the estimate of x and its covariance under the
ith model. Additional study of the resulting filter and its properties is
needed.

There are two additional major problems to be considered. The first
is involved in relaxing some of the restrictions that limit the types of
the nonlinearities which can be used. The second is involved with the
identification problem when the nonlinearity is unknown. In both cases,
the dimensionality problem can be resolved as in the scalar case utilizing
the sparseness of the transition matrix.
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ON E HDORELING AND FILTERING FOR PISDIISS LINEAR ST CHASTIC SYSTEKS*

A. H. Haddad
School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, GA 30332-0250

ABSTRACT g (x) B+ ii I 1+1 a4
ai+1 

i
This paper is concerned with the problem of

nonlinear filtering for piecewise linear uncer- *a x + b i = 1,2 M
tain dynamic systems. The system is approximated i 1 (2)
by a set of linear models with Markovian transi-
tions. The resulting multi-model nonlinear and where the (wk) i a white Gaussian noise
filtering scheme is implemented by allowing only sequence with variance Q. It is desired to solve
slow or fast transitions among the models, based the nonlinear filtering problem of estimating the
on the stability or instability of the linear state of the system while the precise values of
models involved. This implementation reduces the the cutoff points in the nonlinear regions are
exponential increase in the complexity of such not precisely known. One may also assume that
systems. The scheme does not assume exact a the piecewise linear models are not precisely
priori knowledge of the transition probabilities known, and that the expressions given in (2) are
involved in the model, merely a quantized approximation to the unknown

linear levels. The observations are assumed to
1. IWrDWOCTION be linear of the form

Nonlinear discrete time models, which Yk - € xk + vk * k - 0,1,2,... (3)
usually model sampled versions of continuous time
systems, are very common in many applications of where the noise sequence tvk} is also white
nonlinear filtering schemes. Many ad hoc approx- Gaussian with variance R. The problem can be
imations have been proposed for such systems. further generalized to allow piecewise linear
Piecewise lineir approximations for nonlinear observation model, in which case the Markov
systems is such an ad hoc procedure, which has linear approximation can also be used for the
a potential for being amenable to systematic observations as well. However, this will not be
analysis in terms of the quality of the approxi- done here to conserve space.
mation. The systematic nature of the approach
stems from the fact that once the model is The objective, therefore, is to obtain a
approximated the error can be arbitrarily con- nonlinear filtering scheme which does not require
trolled by using additional terms or higher order explicit identification of the nonlinearity. The
approximations. The general idea is based on approach is ba;ed on approximating the nonlinear-
approximating the piecewise linear model by a set ity by a linealr switched parameter Markov model
of linear models with garkov transitions among (5]. One could.olso apply the same approximation
the models. An application of the switched to the observation process. The result will be
Markov model to particular systems can be found similar to the uncertain observations case
in (1]. In other nonlinear filtering problems it discussed, for example, in (6-81.
has been primarily applied to systems with time

varying and unknown parumeters, as discussed in The next section discusses the Markov
the surveys found in (2-41. The basis of this switched approximation as derived in [5), with
paper is the one-dimensional case discussed in particular emphasis on the restrictions imposed

(5), in which the Markov linear approximation is on the nonlinearity that allows the approximation
analyzed. The required assumptions on the qual- to be valid. Next the general filter structure
ity of the approximations are utilized to reduce is summarized, and the need for assumptions to
the complexity of the resulting nonlinear filter- reduce its exponential complexity growth is
ing problem. For simplicity, the system will discussed. The paper then discusses the approach
still be restricted to the scalar case, even used and the restrictions imposed on the non-
though direct extension to the vector case is linear model that allow the reduction in com-
possible. plexity by using only fast and slow transitions.

The paper concludes with discussion of possible
o e are concerned with the following system extensions and generalizations.

modelI

.q (xk) + w , k 0,1,2,... 1

where the nonlinearity q(x) is assumed to have *This work is supported by the U.S. Air Force
the form Armament Laboratory under Contract F08635-84-C-

0273.
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2. LINEAR MRMOV APP OXDLAION restrict our considerations to a system model

displaying these three cases of behavior.
For simplicity we restrict the discussion to

the scalar case as was dons in [5), where the In general, these restrictions should not
linear Markov approximation was investigated, pose any difficulties, as several adjacent linear
Here we summarize the results in order to provide stable regions may be combined and approximated
the basis for the approximations and assumptions by one large stable linear region. Consequently,
used in the sequel. The linear Markov approxima- the general form of the approximating model
tion is based on defining macro states S i, (I - involves a series of large linear stable regions,
.,.....M), such that if the system is in state S ip with relatively small unstable linear regions
then it follows the following linear model separating them. It should be noted that the

unstable regions require a relatively large slope
xk+1 - aIxk + bI + wk , xkt S. (4) for the approximation to be valid. However, if

f tthe slope is not large enough, again the asymp-
If the state Sl represents the region ( I o k totic series expansion applies. In such a case,
0,+l}, then the transition probabilities among the region may also be absorbed by the neighbor-
the macro states are, of course, dependent on the ing stable regions.

value of xk. The basic approximation is involved
in assuming that the sequence of the macro states The overall approximating model for this
form a Markov chain whose transition probability type of piecewise linear nonlinearity becomes a
matrix has elements switched Markov model, with transitions between

alternating stable and unstable linear systems.
nil - P(x1 S I Xk C S () The approximate transition probability is very

large for the unstable states, and very small for
which are not dependent on xk, and that the model the stable states. If one also assumes that
(4) is valid for all values of xk. transitions beyond the immediate neighbors can be

neglected (due to continuity assumptions on the
Such an approximation would not be an original nonlinear system, and the relative sizes

improvement were it not for the special cases of the regions), then one obtains the following
that led to simplified models. In particular, form for the transition probability matrix

three cases can be discerned as was discussed

in 15). - , i - 1,3,...,M

I. The first case occurs when in a given state c jLr 1  , i - 2,4,...,M-1
the original system contains a relatively
large stable region. In this case, the
transition probability to neighboring
regions is very small, and hence one can 1I - 3,5,...,M-2
assume that some form of a steady state may n a i 2

be reached while in that state. Further- 1+1 - 1 i
more, when constructing all the possible 2 2 ,

transitions in a given time interval, one
may assume a relatively small number of a 1 . ,1 r cm (6)

transitions. 1,2 'M,M-1

where the ci's denote small positive parameters,
2. The second case occurs when the original and where all the other Rl are assumed to be

system contains a relatively small unstable negligible, or identically Yero. The number of
region, having a high gain and bounded by models, M, is of course odd, so that the overall
two stable regions. In this case it has system is represented by a stable model. The odd
been shown that the probability of transi- macro states represent the large regions, while
tion to other states is very high. Hence, the evei ones represent the small unstable

one may assume that the system leaves such a regions of the original nrnlinearity. This
state in only a few sampling instants, simplified structure will result in significant

reduction in the complexity of the nonlinear
3. The third case considered occurs when a filtering scheme which is based on the switched

stable region is relatively small and has Markov linear model.
two other neighboring stable regions. In
this case one can write a series expansion 3. G FILTER STRUCTURE
for the system properties, and it can be
shown that asymptotically, the small region The optimal filter for the switched Markov

can be absorbed by the larger neighboring linear model has been derived by many authors as
regions for modeling purposes, can be found in the surveys [2-4). It consists

in general of a weighted sum of multiple Kalman
The only case which is not included in the filters in parallel and may be written as

three cases given above is the case of a large

unstable region. However, such a case may cause

other problems to the system, and thus we shall
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However, this result does not take into account
k the end effects (states S, and $m) or the rela-

x(k) Z I x (k) PU (k)IY (7) tive size of transition probabilities.

where The simplified scheme involves two sets of
filters, a slow set of filters representing the

x (k) - Eix Vt , I (k)1 (8) slowly switching stable linear regions, and a
k k fast set that represents the fast switching

unstable regions. The length of observation
Yk- (Yoly. .. Yk (9) interval used is also truncated to be compatible

with the time constants of the slowest linear

and where I (k) is a specific sequence of macro submodel. In this manner, for each filter in the
states (S(i) of the Markov chain during the slow set, it may start with any of the stable
observation interval (I - 0,1,...,k). Thus linear models, but may include at most one

switching in the interval, to one of two neigh-
I1(k) - {jo,,...,jk

1 , I r j 
1  

4 M (10) boring unstable linear submodels. Similarly,
each fast filter for the unstable mode may only

where in the above sequence S(i) -
5 1i - the remain a small finite number of samples in the

state of the system at time i, and hence Mk - fast state and then it switches to one of two
.4 

.  In the sequel we shall denote Sji simply neighboring stable linear models.
by Ji for simplicity.

We now obtain an estimate of the number of
Here xA(k) is implemented as a linear Kalman the requirt filters if the above assumptions are

filter matched to a given sequence of transitions also used. If K/2 is the number of samples
in the Markov model, and P(I(k) 'k ) is the required for the stable aubmodels to reach steady
generalized likelihood functinal of that state, and if the unstable suboodels are assumed
sequence: to remain in the unstable mode at most L samples,

then the number of required filters is approxi-
P(YklIj(k))P(I(k) mlately 2KL(M-1). This expression will be clarn-

P(U (k) I Y k * (11) fied when the filter structure is described in
k the next subsection. This approximation is
E P(YkII1(k))P(I (k)) derived under the assumption that no more than
j1 one switching occurs in the interval of K samples

where PiYkIiJ(k)) is Gaussian, due to the lin- for the stable states. Consequently, for 1-1,

earity, for a given sequence Ii (k), and. this is namely, the system switches immediately from a
easily obtained from the Kalman filters xA1k) and fast state. after only one sample, then only
their covariances. The P{It k)) are directly 2K(-1) filters are required. However, even this
given from the transition probibilities (6). linearly increasing number may be too large. In

that case, alternative approaches to the detec-
Such a solution is, of course, optimal and tion of a transition can be employed as in

depends on the entire past record. However, it failure detection schemes, or the detection of
is impractical due to the exponential increase in incident processes.
the number of filters required as the observation
interval increases. Many approaches have been 3.1 The Slow Filters Structure

derived in the past to avoid the Lcrease in
complexity, including random sampling, 'Gaussian The slow filters are implemented by using
approximations, and other criteria for truncating one of the (M+1)/2 stable linear models. At the
the number of filters 13,71. In this'paper we starting phase, the filters used are those corre-
utilize the properties of the model as described sponding to the assumed initial conditions. As a
in the previous section to reduce the complexity matter of fact, if the initial conditions are
of the filter. These properties follow from the known, then only one slow filter needs to be used
fast and slow nature of the Markov chain transi- at the starting phase, and then it may switch to
tione given in (6). In this case, the approxima- other modes at future time instants. However, if
tion in based on the property of the piecewise the initial condition is also assumed unknown,
linear nonlinearity and its switched Markov then the partitioning rule applies to the initial
linear model. condition, so that at the start each of the slow

filters assumes an initial condition equal to the
An initial reduction in the number of fil- steady state mean value of the model for that

ters Nk is directly obtained from the tridiagonal region.
structure of the transition probability matrix

(6). In this case the total number of filters is The basic assumption used in the implementa-

approximately tion is that during an observation interval of

k length K time samples, each slow filter may
Mk  3 M4 (12) experience at most one jump at some abitrary

instant 9. If a jump occurs, the filter switches
into one of two adjacent fast macro states.

Sowever, since it is assumed that the system
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escapes the fast states after one sample (this transitions in each of (14) and (15), the , 2
assumption can be relaxed, by allowing more than '2

one sample in the fast states) to switch to ano- is the total number of slow states less one (to

ther adjacent slow state, the resulting slow mode account for the end states) , and the K and L

filters may be divided into three different basic represent the possible samples where jumps can
types: occur. Hence, the approximate number of filters

is given by the expression 2KL(M-1) as mentioned

The first involves the filters with no jumps above.

during the observation interval, and these ace
denoted by The basic structure, therefore, involves a

set of slow filters which are interrupted at one
x = E(x kly ,i (k)} , i - 1,3,...,M (13) time sample E by a jump to a fast mode filter,

i'o k kC i0 where L may vary over the observation interval.

where the sequence Ii,o(k) is defined by the The actual implementation of these filters is

following states obtained via standard Kalman filters, with a
change in initial conditions and gains after the

I1 o(k) - (S(j) - i , 0 C j k) (13a) transitions corresponding to the parameters of
the new state. Furthermore, the fast filters

The second involves the filters experiencing a may be replaced by an initial condition change
jump at the 9-th time sample, I ( L 4 k - 2, and (as obtained from the applications of singular
the system retLuns to a different slow mode after perturbation theory), so that as a first-order

the transition to the fast mode, and these are approximation there may be no need to implement

denoted by the fast filters.

X (kL) - E(x IY, (kit)) , The problem is how to prevent the growth,
1,1±2 kkii±2 albeit linear growth, in the number of filters

* 1,3,... ,M (14) for k ) K. It can be easily shown that the slow
stable filters are stable and approach steady

where the sequence Ii±i± 2 (klt) is defined by the state faster than the state of the original
following states system. We shall assume that the maximum time

required to approach the steady state for the

(kit) - (S(j) - i, 0 j < E, S(L) - i 1 1, stable filters is K/2. Consequently, under the
i,it2 S(j) * i t 2, t j( e k) above assumptions, for k - £ + K/2, the slow

(14a) filter in (13)-(15) which correspond to the same
i - 1,3,...,k . final state, namely with S(k) - i, will be aggre-

The third involves the filters which return to gated into a single filter. The filters are com-

the original slow mode state after a jump to an bined, and their likelihood tunctionals are added
adjacent fast state, and these are denoted by together. The process after the aggregation

continues as at the initial state, so that the

(kit) - E{XkIk, l I (kt)} , i - 1,3,...,M number of required filters remains stable.
1± k '(15)

3.2 The Past Filter Structure

where the sequence Ii,it(klt) is defined by the
following states The fast filters occur only during the tran-

sition from one slow state to another slow state.

I i t(kl£) - {S(j) I 1, j * L, S(1) 1 i I , With the assumptions that it does not stay in a
Stgiven state more than one sample, the resulting

i 1,3,... ,M . (5a) filter only involves at most a single time vary-
ing stage in the transition between two slow

It is seen that this last type may be obtained in filters. However, if a continuous time system is

two distinct ways depending on the adjacent fast to be implemented, or a faster sampling rate is

states. In all the above cases, for the end available, then the fast filters may be imple-

states I - 1,M the number of filters need to mented at a fast stretched time scale. Namely,

include only the allowed transitions, when the fast filters are implemented, a faster
sampling rate may be used.

The number of filters required to implement
the scheme over the observation interval K, may If only one sample is assumed in the fast

be obtained from all the distinct possibilities mode filters, the fast filters simply provide the
defined in (13)-(15), and by including the transitional mode between two slow states. If

assumption that the system switches back from the the transition occurs at the L-th time sample,
fast states after sample t + 1, 1 C J 4 L. If we the estimate corresponding to the fast mode may

start with initial conditions in only one region, be denoted by

then (13) yields only one filter, while (14) and-M1 1xt l (t+1lt) • E(x LIYE11, i (t))
(15) provide each 2K -L filters, where only t ,li )

one-sided Jumps are allowed in states i - 1, M. L 1,3, ._,M (16)

Rere the factor 2 stems from the two possible
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where the sequence Ii ,, (C) is used to denote The filter needs to be analyzed in terms of
the following state transitions its ability to identify the state of the original

piecewise linear system. Furthermore, its per-
I (il(1) - (S(j) - 1, 0 4 j < t, S(L) I 1 1) formance needs to be investigated via simulation.

(16a) Preliminary simulation of the original system

indicates that the model is quite good in so far
It therefore Can be implemented by a Kalman as the autocorrelation and the density function
filter with initial conditions xi(L) with of the Markov linear model as compared to the
corresponding covariances, and gains an covari- piecewise nonlinear system, One possible model-
ance equation obtained from the parameters of ing assumption may be to shift the regions of
the fast state S() - I * 1. The new estimate validity of the piecewise linear approximtions
obtained in (16) and its covariance, serves as so that the transition probabilities may be
initial conditions for the continued processing eqialized.
of the slow filters (14)-(15).

4. SUMARY AJ CONCLUSIONS
The actual estimate (16) is used in the

weighted sum implementation of the overall filter The scheme discussed here is only a prelim-

only when the transition is assumed to occur at inary one, with many of its properties yet to be
L - k - 1, where K is the current observation investigated. In particular, the initial scalar
sample. simulation needs to be extended both to higher

dimensions and to systems with more than the
3.3 The Overall Filtering Scheme three linear regions. A hierarchy of ordering

for the vector case needs to be developed so that
The overall scheme involves the evaluation the assumptions of tridiagonal transition proba-

of the likelihood functionals (11) that are used bility matrix may still apply. Finally, applica-
in the weighted sum approximation (7). Since the tions to specific nonlinear systems remain to be
probability of transition is assumed to be either carried out so as to demonstrate the utility of
large or small, it can be assumed that all the the approach. The approach can be made system-
resulting filters are a priori equally likely. &tic in that only the error in the Markov model
If in addition a higher order approximation is should be controlled while t.e error in the iden-

required for the fast modes by allowing jumps tification and filtering would follow from the
after more than one sample, then a second order modeling error. Implementation issues involved

approximation is obtained by allowing2 a jump with the numerical problems using a large
after two samples with probability C if the number of filters are investigated by Verriest
original jump probability is E. Of course, this (e.g. (91).
requires the use of double the number of filters.

Similarly, if we need to allow more than one jump 5. RZFKRUICES
in an interval of length K, then the number of
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APPROXIMATE NONLINEAR FILTERS FOR PIECEWISE LINEA-R MODELS

. I. Verriest and A. H. Haddad
School of Electrical Enginesring
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta. GA 30332-0250

ABSTRACT entire space. The approximation discussed in [1-21

provides the basis for the nonlinear filter design.

This paper is concerned with an approximate In this approximation the system (1) is assumed to

nonlinear filtering scheme for piesewise Linear have K different linear Models as given by (3)

stochastic systems. The system is modeled by a where model i is valid when the state S (called

switched Narkovian transitions among linear models, macro-scate) of an underlying Markov process is

The optimal estimator for the resulting system equal to St. The transition probability matrix a

requires exponentially increasing number of filters of the Harkov process is derived from the original

in a combined detection estimation system. The system by considering the transitions from 12 to

approach proposed in this paper reduces the number 01. This may seem like an enormous computational
of such filters by using a consistency test based *fort. depending on the complexity of the

on the original linear regions of the nonlinear nonlinearity. On the other hand this transition

system. In this way an improvement in the accuracy matrix can be precomputed. The steady state

of the scheme using fixed number of filters can be probabilities can be found in the same manner. The

obtained. validity of the Markov approximation is based on

some assumptions on the linear regions (0j). Two

INTRODUCTION types of regions arm allowed for the approximation

to be appropriate, depending on a measure, u(). of

The objective of this paper is to provide a region size defined relative to the covariance of
suboptimal scheme for nonlinear filtering in the white process noise w. The first type 1s what
systems modeled by pieceWtse Linear nonlinearities. is termed as a contracting region, satisfying the
These systems have been approximated by multimodel relation
Linear system with Harkovian jumps among the u(g(at*) < u(Qt).
models (i-Z). However, the resulting nonlinear
models require a nonlinear filtering schema that The second type is called an expanding region.

uses a detection estimation structure with & number satisfying the relation
of filters that is exponentially increasing (31.
An earlier approach (41 attempted to reduce the W(g(Dt)) ) W(at).
required number of filters in the scheme by
utilizing the sparse nature of the Harkovian Here, the notation g(Q) is used to refer to the
transition probability matrix. However, the scheme image of 0 under the mapping of the nolinearicy g.
based on the approximate model does not take into furthermore, it is assumed that the measures of
account the consistency constraints imposed by. the contracting regions are relatively large, while the
original model of the nonlinear system. The scheme measures of expanding regions are relatively small.
to be considered here &attmpts to overcome both of in order to ensure the validity of the
these limitations. by employing the constraints of approximation.
the original model, and requiring a finite number
(which can be selected to achieve desired accuracy) The resulting model is a finite state Markov
of filters for the suboptimal filter. The scheme chain with macro-states (Si). having transition
is a modification of the finite Gaussian sum probability matrix (Rtj}. and steady state
approximation used in (5), with the addition of the probabilities (pL. where the fli are vary small
consistency condition imposed by the original for expanding regions. When the macro-state is
piecewise Linear model. the system obeys a linear model (3). The optimal

filter for such a model (31 involves a set of
The system under consideration is given -by the Kalman filters matched to all possible sequences of

following discrete time model macro-states, and followed by a weilghed sum using

the generalized likelihood function of each
Xk j - g(xk ) + wk  (1) sequence. This filter involves an exponentially

increasing number of filters. An earlier approach
where the state of the system at time tk is xk, and (41 to reduce this number to polynomial growth
where the noise sequence (wk) is assumed to be utilized the sparseness of the transition
white and Gaussian. The observation model y is probability matrix, R, and the relative size of the

(for the time being) assumed to be linear with transitions to the different types of regions. En
additive white Gaussian noise v this paper, an alternative approach is used that

allows a fixed number of filters. and this number
Yk Ck + Vk. (2) may be expanded depending on the need for accuracy.

The approach is a modification of the Gaussian sum
The nonlinearity is assumed to have a continuous approximation in (51 that utilizes the structure of
piecewise linear approximation given by the the original nonlinear model.

following 
model

g(x) 6 At x + bi,  (3)

The scheme is assumed to have M possible
for x C at, i a I.....N filters (such a choice can be generalized to a

number of filters Mk, for arbitrary k), yielding ac
where the regions (at) form a partition of the time k. a set of M estimates gi(k). corresponding
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Mk

covariances Pi(k), and estimated probabilities of p(k+i:k) N (k) (5)
the macro-states i(k). Hence. at each stage the
total information state update involves the where i(k) denotes the vector of pi(k)'s. The
incorporation of the measurement y(k+l) with the updates of the estimates i(k.l:k) and their
prior information state covariances Pi(ket:k) are obtained from the

combined estimate at stage k and the models
I(k)s(i 1 (k), Pi(k). i(k) ; i a 1.2,:..M) described by (3). to yield

to the new information state I(k+1). At each ii(k4l:k) a At i(k) + bi  (6)
stage, the first step is to combine the estimates
and their covariances by a weighted sum to arrive Pi(k+U:k) - AiP(k)Ai + Q. (7)
at a single estimate x(k) and a single covariance
P(k) using the macro-state probabilities p (k). where Q is the process noise covariance. This
This is the estimate that is the output ol the approach assumes in essence that the distribution
scheme at stage k. Then a consistency test is made of the state s satisfies a Gaussian sum
to ensure that the estimate i(k) is consistent with approximation. This implies that the update is
the macro-state probabilities ji(k). This obtained by using M Kalman filters matched to the
consistency test involves an adjustment of the linear models described in (3), and with initial
Pi(k) to conform the i(k) and its covaciance P(k) value at k given by the combined estimate i(k) an
to the region (I . The consistency update generates its covariance P(k). Again, in the case of MI
M macro-state probabilities jt(k) to be used in filters, for example, we have M combined estimates
propagating the information state. In order to at time k. and each can be subject to a transition
update the information for the next time instant, based on one of the N macro-states, to yield K2

the single estimate i(k) is used together with the estimates. These in turn will be combined again to
transition probabilities a and the M models (3) to provide another set of M estimates for propagation
obtain the information state l(k+lk) prior to the to the next stage. Some of these transitions may
next measurement. These estimates are then updated not be possible due to the structure of the
by incorporating the measurement y(k+l) via the transitio probability matrix. In such a case, the
usual linear Kalman filter matched to the model number M' serves only as an upper bound on the
governed under macro-state St. while likelihood number of filters used. These updated estimates
tuctions are used to obtain the measurement update will not be combined until after the measurement
of the a posteriori macro-state probabilities. In updates that are used on each of the individual
a more general setting, more information can be estimates corresponding to each macro-state.
carrisd out from one stage to the next, so that a
sequence of two states can be used to update the Measurement Update of Estimates
filters, if M2 filters are selected.

The estimates after the measurement y(k*L) is
Consistency Update avealable are derived using the models in (3) to

yield the standard Kalman filter formulation
Since this stop is the major difference between

this approach and earlier ones, it will be ii(k+L) - ii(k'L:k) +
described first. If the variance of the estimate
is small, then the information provided by the Pi(k+t:k)C'R'1 (y(k+l) - C ii(k+L:k)) (8)
estimates of ji(k) can be neglected. In this case,
these values are changed based on the position of PI(k+L) a ((Pi(k1l:k)]jl + C' R"l C)'. (9)
the estimate i(k) in the appropriate region 0 to
lenerate the a priori macro-state probabilities The question is now concerned with the
pi(k) to be used for the transition to the next measurement update of the macro-state probability
stage for the updating of ji(k.Llk). If the estimates. This can be accomplished by using the
covariance P is large, then the macro-state standard likelihood function for a switched Marko
information is relied on more heavily in model. It should be noted that such an update is
determining the macro-state probabilities. One ad only valid for the true switched Markov model,
hoc way to accomplish this is to use the following while it is only an aproximation in this case. The
weighted update expression expression for the a poateriori probabilities in

this case will be proportional to the likelihood
ii(k) - a(P) ji(k) + (I-u(P)) Uti(k)). (4) function, given by

Here o(P) is a function of the norm of the p1 (k+I) - 0 t(k*L:k) A1 (k*I) (10)
covariance of the estimate, that tends to zero as
the covariance becomes small, and tends to I as the Ai(k) " exp(-i(y(k)-Cii(k)I'R'i(y(k)-xt(k)j) (11)
covariance becomes large. The Ui(x) is an
indicator function of the reion O that represents where 0 is a normalization coefficient.
the macro-state St. i.e. it is equal to unity if
X C at. and zero otherwise. The consistency ';pdate used earlier to provide

the a priori information for the transition
probabilities is expected to compensate for the

Time Update of Estimates fact that a smaller number of filters is used than
warranted by the optimal estimate for the switched

We shall address first the question of time Marko approximation. The fact that these macro-
updating the macro-state probabilities i(kel:k). states originate in a physical region is used to
These are updated by using the consistency updated correct the estimate of the likelihood function
values ji(k) together with the transition representing the a posteriori probabilities of the
probabilities. In this case we have macro-states.
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Combined Estimate more stages of memory in the scheme. Finally, the
scheme should perform better than a purely switched

The combined estimate i(k) is obtained by using Karkov approximation even when the approximation

the likelihood weihted probabilities of the macro- itself is not too good, due to the involvement of

states as a weighted sum of the individual the consistency updating that relies on the "act

estimates as dictated by the optimal scheme for the model of the system. The consistency updating is,

switched Karkov model at present, based on an ad hoc formulation. There

is room for improvement in selecting an optimal

x(k) j i 1 (k) ii(.k). (lZ) choice for the weighting function o(P). In the

next section a scalar case is simulated in order to

The covariance for the combined estimate can be illustrate the behavior of the filtering scheme.
obtained in a similar fashion by assuming a
Gaussian sum approximation, to yield the expression SCALAR CASE

P a E pi(k)(Pi(k) + xi(k)ix(k)) (k)i'(k) (13) A special case which is also used for a

numerical example to demonstrate some of the
where the validity of the approximation depends on properties of the filter is considered here. A
the validity of the switched Karkov model. scaler system, which is parameterized by four

parameters and has three regions is used. The

The overall updating steps involved in the system and observation model are given by
scheme are illustarted in Figure 1.

Po xk * aO - al + b wk, for xk > 1

Stage i(k), P) 6(k) ,kl * o" xk + b wk, for -1 < < 1 (14)

Consistency al xk - a0 + al + b wk, for xk < -L
Updatea { ) yk u cx k +v k  (IS)

where the noise sequences w and v are white
Time Update U Gaussian with zero means and unit variances. The

analysis in this paper is restricted to the case
ii(k*:k). PI(k+l:k)a 0 ) I and -1 < a, < 1, that yields a stable system

with two contracting and one expanding regions.
The deterministic system has two stable equilibrium
points at Ix

Measuremnt x* (a0 - a)I/( - aj) > a,. (16)
Update y(k+l)-

Two cases are considered, the first involves the
case of small (relatively) process noise, namely,

ii(kl), Pi(k+l) (k+.) b < Cx -). In this case the probability of
transitions from the contracting regions is very

I * 1,,. small, and the steady state probability density

function of xk may be approximated by a Gaussian
Coabined sum of two densities with mean at tx

* 
and variance

Estimate . bZ/(1 - a1
2 ).

i (k+l), P(k L W[

In this case the estimation problem becomes
basically a problem in detection. However, the
resulting model satisfies the assumptions that

Figure 1. Block Diagra of the Filter Stages render the switched Harkov model a valid one for
the sylcem. The second case involves the one with
b >> x , in which case we can rewrite the system

A!"ALYSIS Of TIHE ILTfl equation as
ao - a,

The complexity of the filter precludes xk+ - a1 xk + b (wk + - e(xk)) (07)
analytical derivation of its performmce. One has b
to rely on simulation and ocher asymptotic where e(x) is a nonlinearity with a limiter
techniques to address the question of performance characteristic. Due to the assumption on the
and convergence. Several observations can be made magnitude of b, the additive term to the noise is
relative to the behavior of the filter. The filter neg..gible and the system behaves essentially as a

performance would largely depend on the accuracy of linear system. The range of incerest should
the switched Markov approximation for the piece- therefore lie between the two cases discussed
wise linear system. Hence, the filter is expected above, even though the Markov approximation xs
to perform well when the process noise covariance better for the first case, the behavior of theis large relative to the "xpanding regions of the system allows simpler approaches.

nonlinearity, and small relative to the contracting
regions of the nonlinearity. The approximation is The symmetry of the problem allows the
such that it can be improved by increasing the derivation of the transition matrix of the macro-
fixed number of filters used in the scheme. It is states that involves only three terms. These can
thus possible to improve the performance by taking be either derived directly, or In cases of unknown
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noise narameters, we may assume values that are The results indicate that, as expected, the new
compai..ble witt high transition probabilities from scheme performs best when the process noise

the expanding region, and Low transition variance, which is determined by b, is high

probabilities from the contracting regions. If we relative to the size of the unstable region, but
use subscripts of +. -, and 0 to denote the three small relative to the stable regions. The effect

regions, we need only derive the transition of the measurement noise also shows that its

probabilities for P++, P+., P0+. The remaining performance gets worse relative to the other two

probabilities are obtained by normalization, and filters as the measurement noise is decreased, i.e.

symetry. The state of the system involves the a c is increased. The results tend to confirm

posteriori probabilities of being in one of the several of the assumptions made when the switched

three macro-states at observation time k. and the Harkov approximation was considered. It is

estimate of the state and its covarlance given any expected that the performance can be improved if
particular sequence of states. The approximation additional filters are used, and the spersity of
in deriving the filter removes the dependence on an the transition probability matrix is utilized in
entire sequence, and relies on only a finite number determining'the viable macro-states as was done in
of steps. In order to compensate for the loss of (4). in addition to the consistency updates.
information, the probabilities of being in a gIven
macro-state are updated using the consistency SUMWARY AND CONCLUSIONS
updates described in the previous section. The
filter will involve three estimates, with their This paper considered a suboptimal filtering
corresponding covariances and the three macro- scheme for the nonlinear estimation problem in
states probabilities, which are used to obtain the system with piecewise Linear models. The
combined weighted estimate of the system. approximations used is based on utilizing the

switched Markov model for the system, as well as
Sixualtion Results modifying the resulting filter with the physical

constraints of the states of the model. Additional
The filter was simulated for a range of values improvements are possible, by incorporating some

of the parameters b, c, aI, and al. The sample features that reflect the fact that the transition
variance of the combined filter (C) was compared to probability matrix has special characteristics

the extended Kalman filter (E) and to the Linear involving fast and slow transitions. Additional
equivalent filter (L). The results for the values properties such as convergence and optimal choice

of the consistency updating function need further

a0 a 10, al a -0.2, investigations. Applications to nonlinear tracking
and guidance problems are also contemplated.

and several values of b and c were obtained for
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SU)QIARY

This paper is concerned with an approximate nonlinear filtering scheme for piecewise linear stochas-

tic systems. Such nonlinearities may be useful in modeling the geometric nonlinearities in an air-to-air

tracking and guidance problem. The nonlinearity is assumed to be present both in the system model and the

observation model. The system is modeled by a switched Karkovian transitions among linear models. The
optimal estimator for the resulting system requires exponentially increasing number of filters in a

combined detection estimation scheme. The approach proposed in this paper reduces the number of such
filters by using a consistency test based on the original linear regions of the nonlinear system. In this
way an improvement in the accuracy of the scheme using fixed number of filters can be obtained. An
illustrative example demonstrate the improvements provided by the scheme.

INTRODUCTION

In an air-to-air engagement scenario, the trajectories of the missile and target are usually nonlinear

in nature. Furthermore, the observations used to track the target are typically nonlinear due to the
geometry even if the target is flying a steady rectilinear trajectory. This paper is concerned with the

problem of tracking the target in such a nonlinear system from noisy nonlinear observations. The solution
for such a nonlinear filtering scheme is not implessantable exactly even if one ignores the uncertainties

in the models of the system. These systems have bean approximated by nonlinearities with piecewise linear
characteristics. The objective of this paper is to provide a suboptimal schema for the nonlinear filter-
ing of the states of the systems when these systems are modeled by such piecewise linear nonlinearities.
In earlier papers (1-21 these systems have been approximated by multimodel linear subsystems with Markov-
ian jumps among these models. However, the resulting nonlinear models require a nonlinear filtering
scheme that uses a detection estimation structure with a number of filters that is exponentially increas-
ing [3J. An earlier approach (4) attempted to reduce the required number of filters in the scheme by
utilizing the sparse nature of the Harkovian transition probability matrix. However, the scheme based on
the approximate model does not take into account the consistency constraints imposed by the original model
of the nonlinear system. A scheme that imposes a consistency condition on the resulting filters was shown
to be effective in Improving the filter performance without increasing the number of filters [5). The
scheme overcame both of these limitations, by employing the constraints of the original model, and
requiring a finite number (which can be selected to achieve desired accuracy) of filters for the subop-
timal filter. The scheme is a modification of the finite Gaussian sum approximation used in (6], with the
addition of the consistency condition imposed by the original piecewise linear model. This paper inves-
tigates the scheme further, by generalizing it to the case of nonlinearities in the observation process.
It also considers the case of allowing the memory of the suboptimal filter to be larger by keeping a
number of filters over several observation samples.

The system under consideration is given by the following discrete time model

xk l - g(xk) + b wk (I)

where xk is the n-dimensional state vector of the system at time k, and where the noise sequence (wk) is
assumed to be white and Gaussian with covariance matrix Q. The observation model Yk (m-dimensional
vector) is assumed to be nonlinear with additive white Gaussian noise vk with covariance R

Yk 
= 

h(xk) + vk. (2)

The nonlinearities g(x) and h(x) are assumed to have a continuous piecewise linear approximation given by
the following model

g(x) - G x + gi (3)]

for x c it i - 1.

(x) - Hi x + hi (4)

for x c Uhi, i - I,...H h

where Gi and Hi are constant matrices, gi and hi are constant vectors, and where the regions (Q,) and

( ohi} form partitions of the entire space. The two partitions may be combined for simplicity of notation
% such that a new partition containing all nonempty intersections of sets fi and Qhj for all I and j to

provide a partition with sets i, i - 1, 2...., M where H is no larger than Mrgh.

The approximation for (1) discussed in (1-21 provides the basis for the nonlinear filter design. In
this approximation the system (1) is assumed to have 

M
g different linear models as given by (3) where

model i is valid when the state S(k) (called mcro-state) of an underlying Msrkov process is equal to Si
where t ranges from I to M. The transition probability matrix fl of the Markov process is derived from
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9-2

the original system by considering the transitions from 0 to 
0 
g. This may seem like an enormous

computational effort, depending on the complexity of the nonlfnearity.- On the other hand this transition
matrix can be precomputed. The steady state probabilities can be found in the same manner. The same
assumption may also be made about the observation nonlinearity h(x). Hence the approximation is assumed
to hold for the overall combined sets (Gli). The Markov linear approximation yields the following rep-

resentation for the system

Xk+l - Gi xk 4. gj b wjk  (S)

Yk -
H i 

Xk + hi + vk (6)

when S(k) - Si, i - 1,.....

where we have combined the two models for g and h and their regions, and where the macro-state Si cor-
responds to the regions x c Q. The approximation involves two assumptions: The first is that the
transition probabilities from state Si at time k to state Sj at time k+i are not dependent on the actual
value of the state xk .  The second involves the approximation that the models given by (S)-(6) are not
restricted by the constraints of the nonlinearities.

In general the transition probability from Si to Sj may be obtained from the following expression

flJ - Prob. ( Xk+l C Qj I xk c i) (7)

where N is the transition probabilty matrix for the Markov chain defined by S. The Markov chain also has
a corresponding steady-state marginal probabilities pi of macro-state Si obtained from

p - p (8)

where p is a row vector with components Pi. The validity of the Markov approximation is based on some
assumptions on the linear regions (91) relative to the noise variances. Two types of regions are allowed
for the approximation to be appropriate, depending on a measure. w('). of region size defined relative to
the covariance of the white noise processes. The first type is what is termed as a contracting region,
satisfying the relation

w(q(Oi)) < p(0i). (9)

The second type is called an expanding region, satisfying the relation

u(q{Oi)) > o(Qi). (10)

Here, q stands for the joint function defined by the intersect'on of g and h, and the notation q(Q) is
used to refer to the image of 0 under the mapping of the nolinearity q. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the measures of contracting regions are relatively large, while the measures of expanding regions are
relatively small, in order to ensure the validity of the approximation.

The resulting model is a finite state Markov chain with macro-states (Si), having transition proba-
bility matrix (aij}, and steady state probabilities (pi), where the aii are very small for expanding
regions and relatively large for contracting regions. When the macro-state S(k) is equal to Si the system
obeys a linear state and observation model (5)-(6).

The optimal filter for such a model (also called switched parameter model) [31 involves a set of
Kalman filters matched to all possible sequences of macro-states, and followed by a weighted sum using the
generalized likelihood function of each sequence. This filter involves an exponentially increasing number
of filters. Pn earlier approach (4[ to reduce this number to polynomial growth utilized the sparseness of
the transition probability matrix, a, and the relative size of the transitions to the different types of
regions. In an earlier paper (5] an alternative approach was used that allows a fixed number of filters,
and this number may be expanded depending on the need for accuracy. The approach is in some sense a
modification of the Gaussian sum approximation in (61 but which also utilizes the structure of the
original nonlinear model. The approach which was restricted to state nonlinearities is generalized in
this paper to include the observation nonlinearity.

GENERAL FILTERING SCNE

The scheme is assumed to have M r possible filters, depending on the number, r, of levels of memory
utilized by the sham. This memory reflects the maximum number of possible sequences of transitions of
the macro-states propagated by the scheme. Let J(k) denote a particular possible sequence of macro-state
transitions involving r samples ending at time instant k. In other words there are Mr possible such
sequences given by

(J(k)) - {Jk-r'+ ...... k-l, Jk
1  

(II)
where

{Ji - 1,2,...,M; i - k-r+).k-I, k)

and where each index Ji represent the value of the macro-state at time i within the particular sequence.
We also denote by J(k;i) a prticular sequence J(k) that ends in macro-state i at time k, i.e., I

J(k;i) - (J(k-1), Jk i) (12)

In general at time k, the scheme yields a set of Hr estimates xJ(k)(k), corresponding covariances
PI()(k), and estimated probabilities of the macro-state sequences obtained as normalized likelihood
functions Aj(k)(k) reflecting the &posteriori probability estimate of the sequence of r transitions of the
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macro-states corresponding to the sequence of integers defined by J(k). Hence, at each stage the total

information state update involves the incorporation of the measurement y(k+l) with the prior information

state

I(k) i (iJ(k)(k), PJk)(k), Aj(k)k)} (13)

to the new information state I(k+e). At each stage, the first step is to combine the estimates and their

covariances by a weighted sum to arrive at a single estimate i(k) and a single covariance P(k) using the

macro-state sequence aposteriori probabilities. This is the estimate that is the output of the scheme at

stage k and is given in general by

i(k) - E iJ(k)(k) Aj(k)(k). (14)

J(k)

where the sumation is over all Mr possible sequences J(k). In order to update the information state it
is convenient to define the estimates and likelihood functions that correspond to sequences of the form
J(k;i). There are Mr I such sequences ending in macro-state i. These estimates and their covariance will ,

be denoted as above with the subscript J(k;i) instead of J(k). In this case we can determine the a
posteriori probability of the macro-state at time k equal to i by pi(k) and expressed as

Pi(k) 3(E_ Aj(k~i)(k), 15

Similarly we can define the conditional estimate at time k based on the sequence J(k-l) as a weighted sum
of the corresponding estimates to J(k;i) after averaging over all possible current macro-states. The
resulting estimate is given by

ij(k.I)(k) - ( i ;j(k;i)(k) Aj(k;i)(k) 1/ Aj(k.1)(k) (16)

i

where

Aj(k- 1 )(k) - Z Aj(k;i)(k) (17)
i

The conditional probability of the current macro-state given the sequence J(k-1) may also be derived in
a similar manner

i(kJJ(k-)) - Aj(k;i)(k) I Aj(k-1)(k). (18)

This estimate provides another representation for the overall estimate

J(k.l W(kI ) Aj(k-.)(k) (19)

The rationale for such a representation is that it provides an additional way to check the consistency of
the estimate by updating the conditional probability of the currant estimate of the macro-state by using
the estimate of the estimate of the state. This consistency test is made to ensure that the estimate
Xj(kl(k) that may be used to propagate to the next stage is consistent with the macro-state probabili-
ties pi(kIJ(k-l)). This consistency teast involves an adjustment of the macro-state probabilities to
conform to the state estimate and its conditional covariance PJ.k-l)(k) to the region Qi. The consistency
update generates M macro-state conditional probabilities pi(k]J(k-)) to be used in propagating the
information state to the next stage. In order to update the information for the next time instant, the Mr
estimates need to be aggregated by averaging over the earliest time instant and than updating the filters
by using the remaining estimates together with the transition probabilities fl and the M models (5)-(6) to
obtain the information state I(k+11k) prior to the next measurement. These estimates are then updated by
incorporating the measurement y(k+l) (corresponding to the appropriate model of the macro-state) via the
usual linear Kalman filter matched to the model governed under macro-state Si. while likelihood fuctions
are used to obtain the measurement update of the a posteriori macro-state probabilities.

This approach can still be combined with other approaches for reducing the ;ilter complexity and the
number of filters required. These include the use of the sparseness of the transition probability matrix
of the macro-states and the relatively small or large probability of transitions for certain states [4).
Other approaches (71 involve: The aggregation of estimates that are approximately equal in terms of mean
and variance. The elimination of sequences that are unlikely based on aposteriori probabilities. The
combining of filters whose distance measures are smaller than a certain value. These approaches are
expected to further enhance the utility of the proposed approach.

CONS ISTECY UPDATE

Since this step is the major difference between this approach and earlier ones, it will be described
first. If the variance of the estimate is small, then the information provided by the estimates of

i(klJ(k-)) can be neglected. In this case, these values are changed based on the position of the
estimate x (kl)(k) in the appropriate region Qi, to update the a posteriori macro-state probabilities
i(klJ(k-I i to be used for the transition to the next stage for the updating of Pi(k+llk). If the

covariance PJ(k.1)(k) is large, then the macro-state information is relied on more heavily in determining
the macro-state probabilities. One ad hoc way to accomplish this is to use the following weighted update
expression

ei(kJJ(k-)) o(Pj(kl1)) ji(kIJ(k-1)) + ('-o(Pj(k_1))1 Ui({j(k.l)(k)J (20)
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where the dependence of P on k is omitted for ease of presentation. Here a(P) is a function of the norm
of the covariance of the estimate, that tends to zero as the covariance becomes small, and tends to I as
the covariance becomes large. The Ui(x) is an indicator function of the region 91 that represents the
macro-state Si, i.e. it is equal to unity if x c Q, and zero otherwise.

TIME UPDATE OF ESTIAMTES

We shall address first the question of time updating the macro-state probabilities i(k+lIk). These
are updated by using the consistency updated values Pi(k) together with the transition probabilities. In
this case the conditional probabilities will be propagated (before obtaining the next measurement) by
multiplying by the transition probabilities of the macro-states as given via the matrix a. Explicitly,
this can be written as

Aj(k+l;i)(k+lk) - j(kIJ(k-l)) Aj(k.l)(k) Hji (21)

where the left side of the equation is the probability that at time k+1 the macro-state ends with state
preceded by the particular sequence J(k), conditional on the data up to and including time k. The updates
of the estimates XJ(k+l)(k+lk) and their covariances Pj(k+l)(k+llk) are obtained from the estimates at
stage k and the models described by (5)-(6). to yield

iJ(k+l)(k+itk) - Gi 'J(k;i)(k) + gi (22)

Pj(k+l)(k+llk) - GiPj((k;i)(k)Gi*' + bb'. (23)

where a prime is used to denote transposition. This approach assumes in essence that the distribution of
the state x satisfies a Gaussian sum approximation. This Implies that the update is obtained by using M
Kalman filters matched to the linear models described in (5)-(6). and with initial value at k given by the

estimates matched to each possible preceding macro-state sequence and its covariance. These in turn will
be aggregated again to reduce the total number of filters to Mr for propagation to the next stage. Some
of these transitions may not be possible due to the structure of the transition probability matrix. In
such a case, the number Mr serves only as an upper bound on the number of filters used. These updated
estimates will not be combined until after the measurement updates that are used on each of the individual
estimates corresponding to each macro-state. Again, in the case of M filters, i.e., r - 1, we have a
single combined estimates at time k, and it is propagated based on the transition to any one of the M
macro-states, to yield M estimates.

MEASUREKENT UPDATE OF ESTIMATES

The estimates after the measurement y(k+l) is available are derived using the models in (5)-(6) to
yield the standard Kalman filter formulation

XJ(k+l;i)(k+l) - iJ(k+l;i)(k+llk) + Pj(k+l;i)(k+llk)Hi'R-i vi(k+l) (24)

PJ(k+l;i)(k+l) - {[PJ(k+i;i)(k+llk)]'l + Hi' R
"1 

Hi')'l. (25)

where the vi(k+l) is the i novations process based on the macro-state $i at time k+l defined by

vi(k+l) - (y(k+l) - Hi' 'J(k+l;i)(k+llk) - h i ) (26)

The question is now concerned with the measurement update of the macro-state probability estimates.

This can be accomplished by using the standard likelihood function for a switched Markov model. It should
be noted that such an update is only valid for the true switched Markov model, and it is only an aproxima-
tion in this case. The expression for the a posteriori probabilities in this case will be proportional to
the likelihood functions, Aj(k-i)(k), which for simplicity are defined to include the normalizing con-
stant. The update eqeutione are given in this case by the expression

AJ(k+l;i)(kl) - 0 AJ(k+l;i)(k~l'k) exp(-A vl'(k+l) R
"  

i'(.k+l)) (27)

where 0 is a normalization coefficient.

The consistency update used earlier to provide the a priori information for the transition probabili-
ties is expected to compensate for the fact that a smaller number of filters is used than warranted by the
optimal estimate for the switched Markov approximation. The fact that these macro-states originate in a

physical region is used to correct the estimate of the likelihood function representing the a posteriori
probabilities of the macro-states.

COMBINED ESTDIATE

The combined estimate i(k) is obtained by using the likelihood weighted probabilities of the macro-
states as a weighted sum of the individual estimates as dictated by the optimal scheme for the switched
Markov model

x(k) - Z Aj(k)(k) ij(k)(k). (28)

J(k)

The covariance for the combined estimate can be obtained in a similar fashion by assuming a Gaussian sum

approximation, to yield the expression
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P(k) - I AJ(k)(k)(Pj(k)(k) + Xj(k)(k)XJ(k)
'
(k) - i(k)x'(k) (29)

J(k)

where the validity of the approximation depends on the validity of the switched Markov model. Again,

these equations only show the composite estimate. The estimates and their covariances that are matched to

a specific macro-state are obtained in exactly the same expression with a summation over the 
subscript

of J(k) in a similar manner to (15) for the estimates.

The overall updating steps involved in the scheme are illustrated 
in Figure 1. Similar but simpler

algorithms can be drawn for the special cases of M - 1, or M - 2.

ANALYSIS OF THE FILTER

The complexity of the filter precludes analytical derivation of its performance. One has to rely on

simulation and other asymptotic techniques to address the question of performance and convergence.

Several observations can be made relative to the behavior of the filter. The filter performance would
largely depend on the accuracy of the switched Markov approximation for the piecewisa Linear system.

Hence. the filter is expected to perform well when the process noise covariance is large relative to the

expanding regions of the nonlinearity, and small relative to the contracting regions of the nonlinearity.

The approximation is such that it can be improved by increasing the fixed number of filters used in the

scheme. It is thus possible to improve the performance by taking more stages of memory in the scheme.

Finally, the scheme should perform better than a purely switched Rarkov approximation even when the

approximation itself is not too good, due to the involvement of the consistency updating that relies on

the exact model of the system. The consistency updating is, at present, based on an ad hoc formulation.

There is room for improvement in selecting an optimal choice for the weighting function o(P). In the next

section a scalar case is simulated in order to illustrate the behavior of the filtering scheme.

SCALAR CASE

A special case which is also used for a numerical example to demonstrate some of the properties of

the filter is considered here. A scalar system, in which the g(x) and h(x) functions have three regions

each symmetric (odd symmetry) about the origin is used for demonstartion. The nonlinearities are shown in

Figure 2 and are seen to be parameterized by five parameters. The system and observation model are given

d' by

gxk 
+ 
g -g 

+ 
b wk ,  for xk > I

xk+l go xk + b wk, for -1 < xk < 1 (30)

g1 xk gO 
+ 

9l 
+ 

b wk ,  for tk 
< 

-l

hl xk + h0 - hl + vk, for Xk > a 

Yk " ho Xk 
+  

Vk, for -0 < xk < 0 (31)

hl xk - ho + hl + vk ,  for Xk < -a

where the noise sequences w and v are white Gaussian with zero means and unit variances. The analysis in

this paper is restricted to the case go 
> 

1 and -1 < g1 
< 

1. that yields a stable system with two

contracting and one expanding regions. The deterministic system has two stable equilibrium points at tx*

xs = (so - gl)/(l - gl) > gl (32)

Two cases are considered, the first involves the case of small (relatively) process noise, namely,

b << (x* -i). In this case the probability of transitions from the contracting regions is very small, and

the steady state probability density function of xk may be approximated by a Gaussian sum of two densities

with means at ±x and variance

b
2
/( - &12).-

In this case the estimation problem becomes basically a problem in detection. However, the :esulting

model satisfies the assumptions that rnder the switched Markov model a valid one for the system. The

second case involves the one with b >> x . in which case we can rewrite the system equation as

xk+l - $I 'k + b (wk + - (xk)) (33)

b

where P(x) is a nonlinearity with a limiter characteristic. Due to the assumption on the magnitude of b,

the additive term to the noise is negligible and the system behaves essentially as a linear system. The

range of interest should therefore lie between the two cases discussed above, even though the Markov

approximation Is better for the first case, the behavior of the system allows simpler approaches.

The symmetry of the problem allows the derivation of the transition matrix of the macro-states that
involves only five states because of the nonlinearity in the observations. These can be either derived

directly, or in cases of unknown noise parameters, we may assume values that are compatible with high

transition probabilities from the expanding region, and low transition probabilities from the contracting N
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regions. For the g(x) we use subscripts of +, -, and 0 to denote the three regions, we need only derive
the transition probabilities for f++., [I. a1 " The remaining probabilities are obtained by normaliza-
tion, and symmetry. If we include the h(x) we obtain in general five macro-states and their transitions
can be derived in a similar fashion. In the simulation the state transition matrix is derived experimen-
tally using about 1000 sample steps. Even though the result is not as accurate as analytical derivation,
especially for low probability states, the filter performance was robust relative to the velues of the
apriori transition probabilities. The state of the system involves the a posteriori probabilities of
being in one of the five macro-states at observation time k, and the estimate of the state and its
covariance given any particular sequence of states. The approximation in deriving the filter removes the
dependence on an entire sequence, and relies on only a finite number of steps. In order to compensate for
the loss of information, the probabilities of being in a given macro-state are updated using the consis-
tency updates described in the previous section. The filter will involve five estimates, with their
corresponding covariances and the five macro-states probabilities, which are used to obtain the combined
weighted estimate of the system.

SIMUALTION RESULTS

The filter was simulated for a range of values of the parameters b , h1, h43, m. while go - 10. and
g. -0.2 were held constant. The sample mean and variance of the e rror ofthe combined filter (C) were

compared to the extended Kalman filter (EUF) for 1000 time steps. Table 1 shows the values of the
parameters used in the simulation, as well as tne simulation results. The results are also shown in
Figures 3 - 6.

The results indicate that, as expected, the new scheme performs best when the process noise variance,
which is determined by b, is high relative to the size of the unstable region, but small relative to the
stable regions. For the range of values selected the filter always performs better than the Extended
Kalman Filter. It would perform worse if the observation is linear and the assumptions of the switched
Markov models is not satisfied for the process. The performance improvement is striking when the observa-
tion nonlinearity is ambiguous, n mly, it has regions with negative slopes. The EU in this case cannot
track the change in the region while the combined filter is able to detect the proper region when the
consistency update is used, thus substantially reducing the uncertainty of what the true macro-state is
supposed to be. It is expected that for such a simple scalar problem not much improvement can be expected
from increasing the filter memory. However, the objective is to consider a multivariable nonlinear system
to test the validity of the filter when more than one memory level is used.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper considered a suboptimal filtering scheme for the nonlinear estimation problem in systems
with piecewise linear models in both the system and observations. The approximations used are based on
utilizing the switched Markov model for the system, as well as on modifying the resulting filter with the
physical constraints of the states of the model. Additional Improvements are possible, by incorporating
some features that reflect the fact that the transition probability matrix has special characteristics
involving fast and slow transitions. Additional properties such as convergence and optimal choice of the
consistency updating function need further investigations. Applications to nonlinear tracking and
guidance problems are the motivation for this problem as most such scenarios involve highly nonlinear
geometry with a great deal of uncertainty.
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Figure 1. Block Diagras of the Filter Stages

Table 1. Sample Variance and Means for the Combined Filter and the X

Combined Filter EKF

H0  H l  b a Variance Mean Variance Mean

5 -0.1 3 0.5 8.141 -0.035 949.1 19.7
5 -0.1 4 0.5 15.71 -0.024 676.5 34.0
5 -0.1 5 0.5 18.46 -0.216 106.5 -24.70

5 -0.1 7.5 0.5 40.43 -0.309 1165.3 27.15P

5 -0.1 to 0.5 112.5 -1.34 1231.9 -27

5 0.1I 3 0.5 8.89 0.015 9.54 0.485
5 0.1 4 0.5 12.9 0.468 33.51 -0.222
5 0.1 5 0.5 15.56 0,434 26.4 0.628
5 0.1 7.5 0.5 23.91 1.31 36.27 0.519
5 0.1 10 0.5 25.4 1.42 67.2 0.403

1 -0.1 3 2 8.67 -0.022 670.0 17.9
1 -0.1 4 2 16.09 -0.611 1036.0 -26.53
1 -0.1 5 2 30.88 -1.42 759.6 21.6
1 -0.1 7.5 2 77.65 -2.59 856.7 -22.85
1 -0.1 10 2 142.3 -0.735 753.5 -20.Z

1 0.1 3 2 8.32 -0.067 12.46 0.507
1 0.1 4 2 12.77 0.68 19.23 1.65
1 0.1 5 2 14.5 0.083 29.0 0.337
1 0.1 7.5 2 19.76 1.27 25.51 1.43%
1 0.1 10 2 24.4 0.55 35.6 0.36
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7 G (x)
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Figure 2. System and Measurement Model for the Scalar Case
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Combined Filter Error Variance
and E) Error Variance for a - .5, H0 - 5. H, = -0.1
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Combined Filter Error Variance
and ELF Ertor Variance for a - .5. H0 - S, H1 - 0.1
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Combined Filter Error Variance
and EX! Error Variance for a - 2, H0 - 1. H, - -0.1
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APPENDIX G

LINEAR FILTERS FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE

o AND NONLINEAR FILTERS FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH NON-GAUSSIAN

ADDITIVE NOISE
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LIKEAR FILTF 10 LXA2 SYSTM4S WITH NILTIPLICATIVi IOISZ AND IJNL.A2
FILTU 10 LI'ZAR SYST ""S WITH MM-AD88.N ADOITIVI MOIS3

2. I. Verriest

School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332
Phone: 894-2949

Abstract D-H. This situation also occurs if the equations

(1) and (2) model quantities computed in floating
Exact optimal least squares linear filters point arithmetic (7). In mechanical systems, the

with precomputable gains are derived for the class bilinear terms may have their origin in vibrational
of discrete linear systems with state update and degradation. Another application area is the
output corrupted by white noise multiplying a filtering of linear systems with additive non-
linear function in the state. Gaussian noise. This is explored in section 3 of

The derived method is then applied to obtain this paper.
suboptimal nonlineac filters for linear systems Earlier contributions in the area of non-
with non-Gaussian additive noise. Gaussian filtering are based on a Bayesian approach

(Bucy (21). Aklpach and Sorenson (1) approximate
the densities by a Gaussian sum. Truncation

procedures have also been considered by Buxbaum
1. Background and Notation and.iaddad 13]. Other approximations exist, for

example point masses, orthogonal functions, etc.
In this paper an exact linear least squares 151. In general these filters are computationally

filter for the general discrete system of the form quite involved, and thus difficult to implement.

Hence the need for computationally attractive as
well as easy to understand and implement filters.

xkl r x + Gu + I w BM x ) tarell (6) suggested two 'nice" filters which
+1 k k k k k k k

l I are restricted to either Gaussian state noise or
Gaussian observation noise.

Remark that the entittes a and D In (1) and
yk H kx 

+ 
Vk + 11 W() ik (2) (2) are in fact (1,2)-tensors, written here in

terms of their component matrices. For notational
convenience we shall use the Kronecker product

is derived. The uk, v and Vk are white second notation 81. (A tensor notation is too
order noise processes wi't zero mean and covariance encumberant.) The last terms in (1) and (2) are

respectively written as
m p q

g k r k Ak a k8(w k .kandD k(w 0x k
Covuvw) % :" p (3) where

A^  *' q (1) (q) (q)' ilk .k Bk ] and D . (DO1) ...

Their distribution is assumed to be symmet ,ic about In section 2 the Linear filter for the above
zero. The superscript (i) denotes the ig compo- problem is derived. The usual form
nent of wk. The random initial condition x0 is

P assumed to be uncorrelated with u v and w and x F (4)
has man x -n .k k k xk+l ' kk+ - (4)k

Because (1) and (2) involve nonlinear opera- is assumed, and the optimal gain scheduling (Kk ) is
tions, Gaussianess of the initial conditions and obtained. The results of this section are then
the noise samples will in general not be conserved applied in Section 3 to yield suboptimal nonlinear
in the state and output processes. Hence, we shall filters for the linear non-Gaussian problem.
omit assumptions on Gaussianess since they will not
simplify matters. For this reason the linear esti- 2. Design of the Optimal Linear Filter
mates obtained will not be the conditional expects-
tions (conditioned on the observed data) and are Defining the estimation error x as x - x one
thus not necessarily the exact least squares esti- obtains from (1) and (4) the recursion,
mates. A special case of the model (1)-(3) arises
for instance if the measurement devices have 8 x * Fkxk * Gu. " KC * 8(w Ox) (5)
fixed relative error (accuracy) (e.g. through the k k k k

use of logarithmic sensors). In this case q-1 and where C is the residual
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Backoubstitut ion of this optimal gain in the update

Ck . yk H Hkk equations (8). and (10) yields

(6) E (•F' + xRCK') (13)
-Hkx k + vk + Dk(wk 0 xk+

The equations (1), (5) and (6) can be combined to Pk+l , (FPF' + GG' - C 
'

3 g(n (P+E))18' 4 B(A'G' x) + (GAO x'S)'Bj

0 F_ (14)
(0 - k The initial conditions for (14) and (15) are

+l k (7) respectively

G k v k B-KD k Xk) I - xx' and P - P (15)
0 00 0

The covariance equation for (7) follows by *squat- The formulae (12) to (15) yield the most general
ing up* and taking expectations together with the gain update. The gain dependency on the estimated
fact that state x disappears if * and A are both zeroi i.e.,

If the multiplicative noise v is uncorelated with
ZV(x', x') * 0 the purely additive noises u and v. Note that the

formulas obtained are equivalent to the Kalman
and using standard Xronecker product identities filter formulas if the noise terms Gu + B(w x)and
(81. Denoting the components of the covariance as v + D(w 0 x) are considered as equivalent additive

noises U and v.

Io 1C Pc 1 3. Nonlinear Pilter for Linear Systems
1xi with Non-Gaussian Nose

the update equations are (suppressing the subscript Consider again the model (1), (2) but nov with
k on the right-hand sides) 3 and D zero. It is assumed (without loss of

generality) that the noises u and v, although non-
Pk+ * (P-KN)P(P-KN)' 4 GQG' - KT'G' - GFK' 4 ' Gaussian, have a symmetric distribution. (The

Sasymmetries show up as biases in the odd moments.)
+ (B-KO) (] ) (P*C'1)')] (8-KO) 'The same assumiEtion is made for the initial distri-

- bution (x0 - x ). It Is also assumed that u and v
+ (B-KD) ((A'G'-#'K') 0 x]+[(G'.-K*) 0 x'] (-) ' are independent although this can be relaxed at the

(8) expense of a higher complexity.

Thea priori estimate x satisfies a recursion
k+ 1  FC' 4 KHPP' - ?CN'K - KHPN'K' * Kr'G' U Px_, x given. Subtracting this predictable

+1 (trend) xhe a priori error

- KRXI KD() a (P+C+C'+1))(S-KD)'

x-- (16)
+ KD(UA'G'-'K') @ x) + (KO0 @x') (B-KD)' (9)

satisfies

E k+1 " F Y' + KHC'F' + PCH'K' + KHPH'K' + KRXI'xkl " P x) + Guk X . 0 (17)

+ K:D( 0 (P + C + C' + I)]D' ' ",

i - H + vk yk H* +i ;k (18)
+ KD(*'X 0 x14(Kt 0 x')0'K' (10) k k k k k"'

Define now the quantity x ,

Direct optimization of the gain sequence is 
.h

possible by invoking the projection theorem. X a x _ X X (19)
Indeed the optimization is optimal if and only if (2)
the resulting error ie uncorrelated to orthogonal) then
to the estimate. Nence setting the cross covari- X k+1" Xk
ance C identical to zero in (9) yields a degenerate
equoation for the gain. In terms of the generalized - u (2)
innovations + (P 0 G) (x k 0 U k )+(G 0 Mu uk 0 ik) + G u (21

€  
11TH' 4 R 4 D[fl 0 (P4E)]D' (20)

. . (11) where Ak1 is the k-th Kronecker power of A. The
+ D(O' 0 x)+(# * x')D- prior expectation of X satisfies now

the optimal gain is F (2 + G u )- (21)

KOpt * (PPR' + G 4 81( 0 (P+))D' where U is the column stacked Q-matrix. U - cat
-c (Q). Subtracting from (20) yields the unbiased

(GA 0 x')D' + B(0' 0 x)iR (12) form in
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X- ;(2 " x| ) " (21 (22) The linear filter of section 2 tot this augmented
syete yielgs least squares estimates for x and X

L.F. (21i (say x and x ) when driven by ; and Y (which are
Xk+ X computable from the data). Thus the proposed

nonlinear filter consists of a feedforwad model

+ (F 0 G) (x u )+(G @ F) (u 0 x) + G(2) (23) for x and X which together with the data

yields the riving terms yo for the second order

filter. The filter itself ollows the recursions
where U1 and U are respecitvely Eu4 2 o  cat Q and of the previous section. Mavng estimtes of x and
u(2 ] - Eu( 2 ] . The initial conditioz for (21) is x(2 )1 one can form a better estimte x by solving

70 E(;0 0 ;) cat T0 (cat - column stack) 
( . 1

Similarly we goet + (x - X 12 1) l x* ® + l0) - 0

X kh + Vk+ l1(v 0 x+ x0 v) (24)
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STOCUIA.STIC URDUC D OPDER MODELING 07 O ETERMLNISTIC SYSTEMS |

E. 1. Verriest

School of Electrical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

2. A bilinear Stochastic Model

Abstract

The approach is based on the ideas of
A novel approach to reduced order modeling "balancing" for open loop systems and the
is given. "Artificial" noise is introduced LQO problem as developed by this author in
to reflect uncertainties in the reduced model, [2-41, as well as some information theoretic
and a performance measure to associated to ideas. Some model reduction methods are based
validate the approach. Connections with LQG on the "projection o dynamics." The reduced
design are discussed. model uses for dynamics Che projection of

the dynamics of the original system to the
subepace of the part of the state Chet is
of interest. In balanced realizations this

I. Introduction subspace is determined by inspection of tho
canonical gramian [31. Within this framework,

The standard reduced order modeling problem let a partitioning ot A, B. C be given and
is defined as follows. Consider the nth order let (F, G, H) equal (All, BI. CI). Let the
linear time invariant deterministic system. state x also be partitioned as (xi, xj)'.

Finally we assume that A is asymptotically
sta0 stble. We approach the problem now in several

y Cx stps.
where u(c) is a known input (although it will Step It Assume that for the full order model
at times be assumed that u(t) is a stochastic the initial (partial) state x20  is unknown.
process). The problem is to design a linear 2y lack of information of any kind, let us
system of the form take a probabilistic model, in which x20  is

SFx + Cul x(0) - X0  gauesLan distributed with mean tero and
Hx (2) covariance X2 . This is motivated by the fact

that the gaussLan distribution is the maximum
of dimension m ( n, with the objective to entropy distribution (i.e., least prejudiced)
approximate the output y by Y in some sense. given the second momenta. Most system analysis w
All existing model reduction methods for does indeed not go beyond second moments.
deterministic systems, whether based on Warkov Another motivation stems from the ease in
parameter matching, Henkel matrix reduction, dealing with gaussian distributions and this
moment matching, pade methods, balanced assumption will certainly be an improvement
realizations, etc., all yield reduced models over merely setting x20 - 0. Of course the '
which can be described by inherently problem is now shifte to Che determination
deterministic state apace models of the form of X2 . Here we introduce a plausibility
(2). However, in all these cases a argument, based on considerations of a
deterministic part of the full model is statistical ensemble of identical systems.
'deleted" and this results necessarily in The state x is set up by inputs prior to
a loss of information. Uncertainty is thus t 8 0. AgaPn by lack of full knowledge, let
intrinsic in the reduced model but this is these inputs be white gaussian % N(O, qI),
never taken into account. This paper describes where the q is now an unknown scalar. Next
a design method where this uncertainty is we assume that the initial condition x is
"*conserved" by artificially introducing "*typLcal" for a state set up by this 3Uhice
observation and process-noLsee. This gausiLn noise after the system reached a
uncertainty equivalence principle can of course scochascic steady state. Assuming that (A,
also be brought into the design of reduced 3, C) is balanced 13), implies that x is
order models for stochastic systems. In the aero mean gaussian distributed with covarFance %
latter case the stochastic parameters in the q'A , the canonical gramian. If x is known %
system need to be appropriately augmented. the factor q' can be estimated 4? standard

In this paper some plausibility arguments statistical methods, e.g.,
will be given. A full detailed analysis is q * - ! ! I. . (x A, ) I m 0 (3)
deferred to a later paper. It 1 10' 1 ), 3
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X2 is 421 Al) 2- The well known- sepaatio property for

where x (xl... %i). Then the covariance 3. Reconciliation with LQC Design
X2is4~~ A1  A.The well known separation property for

Step 2: Decouple the x2 subsystem from the the solution of the LQG problem breaks down

full order model. This means that we substitute in the LQG modeling. (See [11 and [51)
the state x2 by a stochastic variable x which
is gaussian with covariance qa(t)A 2 a each The approach taken above has motivated
time, where now q (t) - q'(xI(t), A1 ) is as (quantitatively) that model reduction should
discussed in step 1. Clearly, in the original be accompanied by proper specification of

system x2 (t) is not wildly fluctuating, hence (artificial) process and measurement noise

it would be somewhat unrealistic to substitute covariances. Equivalently, the noise
x for white gaussian noise. From the covariances one selects in LQG design should

partitioned equation for x2, the essential reflect the unmodeled dynamics. In orderdynamics of x2 are governed by A2 2 , and the that this approximtion of unmodeled dynamics

driving terms are both u and x Here, the by noise is tolerable, the variances of thesedrS1n compnens shoul booh be too lar.  eoearhe
approximation is to let x be directly decoupled components should not be too large comparedfrom x and u and be modeled as colored gaussian to the "mi o p n n s " From remark ii)

(corresponding to A2 2) above it follows that for the balanced

An "indirect" coupling is retained by letting realization, this will be guaranteed if a
the covariance of x correspond to x1 in the performance index (P.I.)

above described fashion. To this affect, let Zf{ 1IAlx2211 'I + 011 C2x 2f1 ' + pj{JAllxl

2 A22 22 + €  (4) + aluIll + olClxllfldt (12)
where is an assumed innovations process with is introduced for some a > 0 and 0 < p <

steady state covariance determined from the 1. But x1 is not available in the reduced
Liapunov equation model, so its covariance must be estimated

coy() - -A2 2(qA 2) - (qZA2)A q B () as in step 1. The end result is the P.I.
222 2 2  (with integrand

where the latter equality follows from the Q pAil8 K 1
balanced realization properties 131. The system (x up (13)
(1) is then approximated stochastically by pj u()
the bilinear reduced order model driven by
the (normalized) colred noise I where Al 1 T r (x 2 2 + Aj2A12)
1 AllI + Bl

u 
+ A 12A (6) m

A2+ o(Al1 All + a*C1 Cl) (14)

fl = C1 1 + c2e (7)
whr +C2For systems with slight nonlinearities,

oherA-h standard perturbation methods yield linear
= 2 20 + l- B2Cl 1 v; v^'N1O,I1 (8) models. If again the perturbing

m - 1 nonlinearity is "set to zero" a loss of
Step 3: The reduction is performed as a information results. We can then again match
simplification of the intervening colored noise. the uncertainty.
Rather than modeling the unknown dynamics by In sumary then, noise covariances for
the process 86 we use now two correlated white the LQC model should reflect the degree of
gaussian processes. w and v& with covariance accuracy of the assumed model. Qualitatively
cov(0) (P) (9). The new model as in (6) speaking, in the modeling stage, model
and (7) but with A1 2 9 and C2e substituted by uncertainty should be traded for purely
w and u. Several criteria can now be chosen, stochastic inputs which are simpler to deal
based on different design restrictions, to with in the analysis and design.
select the covariances. If the output In order to validate the modeling, care
approximation must be smooth, then set p - must be taken that the expected deviations
0 and thus also R - 0 and H - 0. W can then are not too large by accentuating the cost
be chosen such that cov( n ) - cov(f) (i.e., of such deviations.
we retain the same uncertainty in the model).
If a wildly fluctuating model output is
tolerable, then equality of the output UM MS
covariances may be combined with the equality (l N. M4th.. "U6 lale am ge. of the stoch.Mtle

of the correlation between process and p",-6,,1,,"A,-e,.,$ to1. C rol syst.. D el. . tzsTra.."tioo A~ccqitj Ceetrol.. wol, Ac-i6. ". 6. Dec. 1971. pp."o

observation noise. It can for instance be s5l*1-5.
shown that if 2m < n and A1 2 nonsingular (which 1 8. . ve"Ilelt 'IeL t.eltiwity Do.IgL 4" Ogic..l Order t.d-cti..
must be true for the SISO balanced realization), (Of the I.C Probles." Pros. iath midoet sysp. CLrcuLcs Sy.te.

b.qoerq.e. N. J-e 19t . pp. )6s-369.
then many solutions exist. 131 V t. Yerrleec -a T. sl t, "0. Cameralsed 1lel&ced oajltectoe@,"
Remark i) The approximation in step 2 will 1U8 Tr.e. ACLoctt CetreL. VOL. &C-16, 14.. $, A.S. 19&3. pp.

be better if the components A1 2 x and C2 x 2  1~; 8. i. Verr1..C, $ SAG Sede I le, eai.,
*are ".small" relative to respectfv ly Al 1 x1  14 . .verr et .le ta.. CA Dee. v1 SaI4.~

+ Blu and Cx . This is the basis for the
next section on QG modeling.
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ABSTRACT
based on the ideas ot 'balancing* (2), as well as some

model reduction invariably involves a trade off information theoretic ideas. Clearly, this uncertainty

between the available information and the simplicity of equivalence principle can be brought into the design of

the retained model. This information loss leads to an educed order models or stochastic systems. n the

uncertainty bout the output of the true system given latter case, the stochastic parameter in the system

the output of the reduced model for identical inputs. need to be artificially augmented. The next section

In this paper a novel approach to the reduction problem describes an approach to open loop model reduction

is given by incorporating this induced uncertainty in based on balanced realizations which leads to a bili-

the reduced model. Geometrically, the idea is to con- near stochastic reduced order model.
struct a tube centered on the model output, to which
the actual system ouput belongs with a high degree of 2. A BILIMEAA STOhASTIC NODB

r

€onfidence. Some model reduction methods (notably the ones
based on a modal decomposition and on balancing tech-

1. WODOCTION5 niques) are based on the "projection of dynamics." The
reduced model uses for dynamics the projection of the

Given an Input-output description of a general dynamics of the original system to the eubspace of the

deterministic system, a realization can be given in part of the se that is of interest. In balanced
state space form. An essential feature (in fact, the realizations this subspace is determined by inspection
defining property) of the state is that It contains all of the canonical gramisan (2). Within this framework

the information one needs to have about the past inputs (21, let a partitioning of A,B,C be given and let

to the system in order to predict its output given the (F,G.H) equal (AllBlCl). Let the state x also be
Patt itoned as (x' , x I) I. Fe future reference, the

future inputs. The concept is obviously equivalent to propagation of the Ifist and second order moments oh a
that of a sufficient statistic In this case.

special bilinear realization is given. Its proof is

A deterministic state s@-ce model evolves in Rn straightforward.

(or a submanLfold of it), for some integer n, the
order" f the system. A reduced model corresponds Theorems Given the bilinear stochastic realization

vio'. a lower dimensional (say a < n) state space model, * .x + u + q(X)Ww
and it is clear that this reduced state cannot contain Xk. 

•  
Ic 

•  
k (3)

the full information necessary to produce the exact
output. This loss of information entails an uncer-
tainty in the output of the reduced model regarding Yk . Cxk q(xk)Vwk (4)
the true model. To our knowledge, no existing model
reduction methods, whether based on Markov parameter where

matching, Hankel matrix reduction, moment matching, 2( x )2
Padi methods, singular perturbation or balanced reali- q(x ) xk  (5)

zations, etc., incorporate this inherent "uncertaintyu
due to the *deletion= of a part of the true model, and uk is deterministic and w k is a standard white

Gaussian noise sequence then the updates of first and

This paper focuses on the reduction of an nth second order moments are

order linear time Invariant system with dim u - ni and )
di yn0 x(k4.1) - AxC~c) +. Bu(k) (6)dim y - no0

x(k+I) - Ax(k) + Bu(k) (0 () fl() )
0 O -x(k)x' (I) +. PWk (7)

y(k) = Cx(k)
)P(kl) AP(IW)A' + WW'Tr (fl (k) (8)

The classical problem is to design a linear system

z(k+1) - Fz(k) + Gu(k) I z(0) , z (2) y(k) - Cx(k) (9)

y(k) - Hz(k) P (k) - CP(k)c' + VVTr(=n(k)) (10)
y

of dimension m ( n, with the objective that y approxi- The uncertainty equivalent modeling problem is now

mates y in some sense. As noted earlier, the model approached in several steps. Firet, the uncertainty in
(2) necessarily results in a loss of infocmation, but a the full order model, given only a partial Initial
"user' of the reduced model does not have knowledge of state# is evaluated. In Step 2, an uncertainty equiva-

this resulting uncertainty. h design method where this lent, one-way decoupled model is set up, leading to a

uncertainty is "conserved* by introduction of artLfi- colored noise driven reduced order model. The last

cial observation and process noises is outlined in step entails the actual simplification. Two methods

(3). Uncertainty equivalence is established through are suggested to approximate the colored noise model by

equality of certain covariances. The approach is a white noise model.
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2.1 Etuivalence fo Xncomplete Knowledge at the 8tats 2.3 White Noise Model

Assume that for the full order model (1) in bal- Rather than modeling the unknown dynamics by a
anced form, the initial (partial) state K is unknown, colored sequence, further simplification results if a
By lack of information of any kind and motivated by white noise sequence is used instead. There are two
the fact that a gaussian distribution is the maximum ways in which one can proceed: (1) matching the cause
entropy (i.e., least pcejudiced) distribution given the and (2) matching the effect. Causal matching is the
second moments, the uncertainty in x20 is modeled by a simplest. white noise sequences of matching covariance
gaussian random vector with secs mean and covariance are substituted wherever the colored sequence enters.
tainly be an improvement over merely assigning zero to 1/2

the coeponents of x20 . in 131 iI% was acgued, based on z(k+l) A11z(k) + B1 u(k) + q(k)A 12 2 v(k) (17)
statistical considerations, that a proper choice for

this covaeriance is
I -1 '(k) - C z(k) + q(k)C 2 A1/2 v(k) (18)

12 *-x lA 1 x A^
m x10AxI 1 102

where now v(k) is a standard white Gaussian sequence.

2 By Theorem I the stochastic model update equations ace
q (x10 IlA)A2  (11) then easily obtained.

Note that with this method a deviation of the
2.2 Decoupling of the x, Subsystem covariances of the outputs necessarily results between

the colored noise and the white noise model. In other
The next approximation substitutes the state x2  words, the "effects* are changed. This suggests then

by a stochasic variable x2 which is gaussian with at once the alternative method of matching the effects.
cQ aciance q (t) A2 at each time, where now q (t) The underlying idea is that the optimal (linesr) filter
q'(xl(t),A 1 ) is as discussed in step I. From the for the equivalent white noise model should not result
partitioned equation for x2 , the essential dynamics in a state covariance which Is less than the covariance
(as captured by the correlation function) of x2 are for the filter for the colored noise system. The

governed by A2 2 1 and the driving terms are both u and problem is, however, that the optimal filtering problem
x1. Here, the approximation is to let x be directly for the colored model involves the full order state,
decoupled from x1 and u, and be modelel as colored and may, therefore, be computationally prohibitive.
gaussian noise (with kynamics corresponding to A2 2). After all we want a reduced model, not an approximation

An *indirect* coupling is retained by letting the of the same orderl Using the results of oin I1], a
covaciance of x2  coccespond to X1  in the above suboptimal filter can be designed which yields an error

described fashion. To this effect_, lt covariance which is guaranteed to be below a certain

bound. Only the coveriance of the colored noise needs
to be known. We suggest the following scheme. Assume

x2 jk*) - A22x2(k) + V( ) (12) a white noise modsl of the form,

- z(k+I) ,' A13(k) + B u(k) + q(k)w(k) (19)

where v is an assumed innovation process with steady Aq
state covariance determined from the Lyapunov equation

2 2 n(k) - Clz(k) + q(k)v(k) (20)
coy(v) q A2 - A2 q A 2A 2  

1
2 22 22The matrices Q - E(ww) and R - E(vv') are determined

2 in such a way that the innovations covariance of the
- q (A2 1 AIA +2 * B25) (13) filter for (19)-(20) is the same as for the bound in

11). Details will be explained in a forthcoming paper.

The latter equality follows from the balanced m i
realization properties (21. The 'system (1) is then F

approximated stochastically by the bilineat reduced (11 B. . Jain, 'Bounding Estimators for Systems
order model driven by the colored noise-T with Colored Noies,6 IEEE Trans. Auto. Control,

Vol. AC-25, pp. 365-368, June 1975.
z(k+l) - A11s(k) + BIu(k) + A 12 0(k) (14) (2) X. I. Verriest and T. Kailath, "On Generalized

Balanced Realizations,* IEEE Trans. Auto. Control,
Vol. AC-28, No. 8, pp. 833-844, August 1983.

n(k) - C I(k) + C 2(k) (15) (31 Z. I. Verriest, "Stochastic Reduced Order Modeling
of Oeterministic Systems,* Proceedings of the 1985

where Automatic Control Conference, Boston, MA, June
^1/2 ("() I1985.

O(k+1) - A220(k) + q(A2 1A I  B3 ,(k) (19)
21AV' 2 w1 (k (16)

(0- I0,,

The propagation properties for the model follow
then from Theocem I using appropriate mattices.

Resarks The approximation will be better if the compo-
nents A12x 2 and C2 x2 are *small" relative to, respec-
tively, 11 1 + u and C,1 . This constitutes a basis
for the LOG modeling. The idess ace developed in (31.
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MODEL REDUCTION VIA BALANCING, AND CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER METHODS

Erik I. Verriest
School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACT

This paper starts with a rather philosophical viewpoint on the concepts of

modeling, model reduction, and randomness. The theory of open-loop deterministic

balancing is introduced as a particular implementation of a model reduction scheme. The

dLcussion focusses on the choice of the criterion. Thus motivated, it is shown that

srailar ideas can be employed in the reduction of optimally controlled systems under the

presence of noise, leading to the LQG-balanced realizations. This connects to the

stochastic balanced realizations. F'ally, different stochastic realization algorithms

are cast in the common framework of the RV-coefficient, and the deeper geometric

gniificance of this measure is explored.

I INTRODUCTION:

1.1 Modeling and Model Reduction

Until recently, modeling has been to a large extent a heuristic and unrigorous
Process where ad-hoc procedures abounded. For this reason, further attention and research

to this problem has been more than welcome. In effect, the first half of the eighties has

n a proliferation in modeling and model reduction methods which are firmly based on

Mathematical rigor. (e.g. (11, (2], (31)

The dichotomy between modeling and model reduction is rather weak and different

atrhos may provide different definitions. Perhaps the most intuitive notion is to let

g4 4ehng be the process whereby an abstract mathematical model is matched to the physical

a~llL and model reduction the process whereby a simpler mathematical model is derived
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from an existing mathematical model. In this regard modeling is what is usually called

"Identification", while model reduction belongs to the realm of Approximation Theory.

Keeping in mind that the physical world and thus all real-life systems are the

basic entities, perhaps eluding a description as a whole, one can only abstract some

aspects of its behavior and model these properties in a formal theory. In what foUows

then, it will be assumed that the "physical reality" is that what allows observation.

Modeling thus infers a procedure which formalizes in a mathematical abstraction some

aspects of the behavior of the physical entity. C(early st'cb a formalization cannot be
I

unique.

Together with the mathematical abstraction (model) one must give itsJp i.e.

which aspects of the physical system it models. Models inherently have their limitations.
I

A linear small signal model of a transistor for instance, no matter how accurate its

parametrization, will be unable to predict the switching properties of digital transistor

circuits. Oearly then, the scope of the model should be matched to whatever one expects

from the model. In the study of the kinematics of machinery, there is no need to apply

the theory of relativity, but in the study of particle accelerators, the classical theory -.

no longer suffices.

Once the scope of the model has been laid down, one must determine the .aciazgy

of that model. How well does it describe the domain-aspect of the physical reality? A

better model is obviously the one that, given the same domain, predicts the behavior of

the physical system more accurately. Biped motion can be crudely modeled with a ball-and-
,,.

stick model, where for instance each stick is rigid, and perhaps massless. A better model

would be the one incorporating the distributed nature of the masses, actuators, etc.

Also, one must be able to explain when a given model is mom accurate, or better

than another one. More specifically, this comsists in finding a measure for the accuracy,

or more abstractly a suitable topology, with a meaningful physical interpretation, so that

the approximation problem for models, within the same sope, is wel defined.
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Thirdly, another definitely more practical aspect of a formal theory is its

S2MniI-. Roughly speaking, complexity refers to the number of ad-hoc rules

(poaulates) that the theory requires, as well as the smallest number of parameters that

need to be specified a priori in order to obtain uniquely predictable (computable) answers

enhin the model. In a Newtonian mechanistic model the whole universe would be

predictible given the initial position, velocity and mass of each particle constituting

the universe. In this theory there is one basic postulate: the (Newtonian) universal law

of gravity, but the parameter set is ... well, very big indeed. Such a model would

dearly be impnctical, if not unfeasible, if one were interested in studying the

dnamics of the solar system, or the kinetics of a gas in a containter.

To summarize, every formal modeling theory should be accompanied by these three

quantifiers:

-its domain of validity

-its predictability or accuracy

-its complexity

Hence, there exists only a partial ordering between models, and blank statements as "Model

A is better than model B." definitely do not make any sense without any indication of

these three quantifiers. Even given the quantifiers, different models may simply not be

comparable. Whether one favors a general model of large scope, or several specialized

ones of lower scope and complexity is now more a matter of personal taste. Of course the

, articular Purpose or objective of the model should influence such a choice.

5% Model reduction problems aim at reducing the complexity although there generally

Is a trade off with the accuracy and the scope. Within the established mathematical

famework, this resorts to finding a more attractive subset of the space which is dense

(with respect to the topology) in the given space, as for instance in polynomial

.ppraimation. Alternatively, it may mean the search for a lower dimensional subpace of

*,C Ie given space, e.g. finite element approximations of distributed systems. At any rate,
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the modelers dream is to come up with a mathematical model, which is suitably small in

order to allow computable predictions of the reality.

Model reduction can be accomplished in many ways: For example, suppose that one

has a large dimensional system, perhaps of weakly interacting subsystems. Existing

techniques find a lower dimensional model, e.g. by aggregation. There is no doubt that

the result will be a simpler model. On the other hand, one could take the opposite

approach, and let the number of weakly interacting subsystems approach infinity, only to

realize a statistical or probabilistic description of the system. Such a probabilistic

description may result in a fewer number of parameters (e.g. first and second order

moments). In fact, this is exactly the approach of statistical dynamics. Again, which

approach is favorable will depend on the purpose of the model. If one is only interested

in the average behavior of the system, then the statistical description may be

preferrable. One does not need to know the detailed trajectories of the gasmolecules in

order to understand the workings of an internal combustion engine.

1.2 Stochastic Models and the Origins of Randomness

In the previous paragraph, we already hinted at building statistical models.

The observed data set on which one tries to model some behavior, typically shows

fluctuations. These fluctuations arise from two origins:

i) Some variables (parameters) of the system may be random. In this sense the resulting

probabilities are unambiguously defined, i.e. the randomness is imposed from the

"outside". (e.g. random boundary conditions).

ii) Randomness can be introduced in an arbitrary way, to reflect our incomplete knowledge

of an exact description of a system. For instance this can be due to uncertainties of a

real probabilistic nature (e.g. quantum uncertainty). This uncertainty further arises

when the number of variables is so large that a correct description would be practically
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impossible. Randomness is then used to replace a knowledge which is too detailed to be

useful in practice.

A practical methodology for discarding information can then be organized as

* follows:

-Retain only a few mple features which seem relevant to the problem. (e.g.

based on the different physical consequences that result from the different ways

of complexity reduction).

Give a probabilistic description. (This allows statistical predictions, despite

the incomplete information).

Compute observed quantities from within this model and compare these with

experimental results. Here the "scope" and the "*acuracy" are tested, thus

allowing "feedback" or interaction in the modeling procedure.

A fundamental assumption is the MARKOV assumption, which is justifiable as

follows:

The large set of variables, giving an exact complete microscopic description of the system

can be divided in two classes, accrding to their relaxation times. If a fust set {x)

has relaxation times, much greater than all the other variables in the second class, then

the timescale of the description (amounting to the scope of the model), is chosen

intermediate to the long and short relaxation times. Hence, all memory effects are

accounted for by the variables {x), and it is adequate to assume that they form a Markov

process.

Another frequently made assumption is that of STATIONARITY, implying that

i) all external influences on the system ae time-independent on the chosen timescale.

ii) the dasfication of all variables in "fast" and "slow" is preserved during the

evolution of the system.
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2 OPEN LOOP BALANCING

2.1 Reachability and Observabifity

A state space model of a continuous time (the theory for discrete time systems

is very similar and omitted) linear system with n inputs and p outputs is characterized by

a triple of matrices (F,G,H)

F etn; Ge nxm; He tPxn

where a is the order of the system. In general, the matrices are indexed by the reals Xt.

For continuous time systems the relations are

£ (t) - F(t) x(t) +G(t) u(t) (2.1)

y(t) - H(t) x(t) (2.2)

If F, G and H are invariant with time, it is weU known [4] that the

reachability and observability of the system are determined by the fullraakness of the

reachability and observability matrices, respectively [G, FG,..., F-IG] and [H', FH',...

FnIH']. However, the rankdefect of a matrix is very difficult to determine numerically

because of the finite precision arithmetic of all cmputers. Moreover, these criteria do

not provide any means to attach a measure of the degree of observability or reachability

of the given system. A quantitative measure of the reachability (*) or observability (0)

in some interval (to, tl) is obtained via the (weighted) Gramian matrices, defined as: (0

(.,.) is the transtion matrix of F)

t
owlto , tJ - f 0' (r, to)H'(T)W(-)H(,)0(T, to) d (2.3)

to
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t

*Ndto, t] f 0(t,r)G(-r)M-1 (-r)G'(-T)O'(t, -r) di(2.4)
to

Note that these matrces are well defined also in the timevarying case, as long as the

integrals converge. The matrices W(t) and M(t) are assumed to be (positive or negative)

definite, (usually identity). An interesting interpretation of these Gramians as weighting

uritrices for energies and uncertainties is given in the following subsection. In fact,

this interpretation forms the basis for the model reduction algorithms to be introduced in

the next subsection. The last subsection then describes the properties of the so-called

balanced realizations, which were first introduced by Moore 15] for the time-invariant

case.

2.2 Interpretation of the Gramians.

2.2.1 Deterministic
We stmat with simple thought experiments. Assume that the relevant input and

output signals are in L2 . Let the system be in the state x0 initially. The output of the

undriven systems is

.'p

y(t) - H(t)0(t, to) xo  (2.5)

In general, the weighted L2 -norm is a particular measure of the "strength" in the signal,

even though there may not be an underlying energy in a physical sense. The cross terms

measure the degree of "interference" between the different components. Also, it is always

possible to renormalize or take linear combinations of the existing output signals that

have a more direct physical interpretation in terms of energy. Equivalently, one can

define a weighting matrix W for the outputs, thus effectively measuring the "energy" as a

weighted L2-norm. With this generalization, the available W-measured output-energy Uw in
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the interval to to tf for a system in state xo at time to is given by,

tUw M- y(t)' W(t) y(t) dt

4tI

= fx o ' V' (t, t)H'(t)W(t)H(t)4'(t, t)xo dt (2.6)
to

- xo'0 W [to, tf]10

The generaliz=d Observability Gramian OW [to, tf] is a weighting matrix for the output L2 -

measure given the initial state. If the system is observable (i.e. OW nonsingular), the

state xo can be recovered as (assuming that the system is undriven in [to , tf])

X1 0 (OW [to, td) J P (t, to)H(t)'W(t)y(t) dt (2.7)

to

Consider now the dual problem of determining the inputs which drive the system from

the zero state at to to any arbitrary state xf at tf. If the matrix AtM[to, tf] is

nonsingular, then a particular input achieving this is

u(t) -M(t) - 1 G(t) (D(tf, t) (XtM [to, tf]) - 1 xf (2.8)

The optimality properties of this input are weU-known [6]. It is the input with the

least amount of "energy", as measured in a M-weighted L2 -norm.

II"IIM2 " /u(t)' M(t)u(t) dt (2.9)
. to

The corresponding minimal energy is
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UR Xf" CqM [to, tf]) Xf (2.10)

Again we see the role played by the M-weighted Gramian matrix. Its inverse appears as a

weighting matrix for the minima steering effort to the state xf from the zero state.

2.2.2 Stochastic.

Here also we start with two thought experiments. One characterizing

"uncertainties" relating to the inputs to the sytstem, the other one relating the state

uncertainty to the outputs.

Let the system be driven by a white gaussian (vector) input signal, of zero

mean, and covariance matrix Q(t). Assuming that this input is uncorrelated with the

initial state of the system, the state covariance matrix P(t) at time t is given by

P(t) - 0(t, to) P(to) V (t, to) + V[ (r1lto, t] (2.11).

The first term equals the covariance l(t, to) for the free-running undisturbed system.

The second term is the generalized Q-l-weighted Reachability Gramian (2.4) for M - Q-1.

It is a measure of the uncertainty induced in the state by a maximally random input. The

disturbability of the state (as measdired by the covariance) in the direction d by a white

Gaussian input is given by

d'P(t)d - Tr DP(t) (2.12)

where D - dd' and Tr is the trace function. The expected value of the A-weighted state

'energy" in the realization is

E x(t)' A(t) x(t) - Tr A(t)P(t) (2.13)

- Tr n(t, to) + Tr A(t) "t[ _1to, t]
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Here *Q-I[to, t] appears as a weighting for D(t) and A(t) under the trace-norm. The second

tp.

term in (2.13) is interpreted as the average energy increase in the states of the given

realization due to the process noise with covariance Q(t).

Finally, consider the state estimation problem for a system with observation noise,

but no driving terms. If the measurement noise is white with covariancematrix R(t), and,

for simplicity, assumed to be uncorrelated with the iritial state x, then the (Kalman ,

filter) solution to the problem leads to the classical result (So p(to- o)_l)

P(o)-l - so + R.I[to, t) (2.14)

The matrix 0 R_.lIto, t] is a (matrix valued) measure for the information (or '*R1l- [to. tI

for the uncertainty) conveyed by the observation process in (to , t) about the initial

state x, and is usually referred to as the "Information matrix" in the estimation

literature. In particular, if there is no prior information, P(tot)-I is the zero

matrix, and

N~O) =,(MR_1 [to, ] -'

The above illustrates in a simple way how XV1 and 0 relate to (generalized) energies,

while their inverses * and 0- 1 have to do with "uncertainties". The lower the required

(minimal) energy to reach a certain state is, the more "reachable" that state is.

Similarly, the higher the output energy available from the system, the more information we

have about that system, and the smaller the errorcovariance of the filtered initial state.

The Gramians provide, therefore, a suitable measure for the degrees of reachability and

observability in a "ystem.

With these remarks serving as a motivation, we proceed to the formal definitions.

SI1
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2.3 Balanced Realizations

2.3.1 The Canonical Gramian

Under a similarity transformation of the state space form of a system, the

quantitative reachability and observabiliry properties of a realization are changed.

Indeed if T(t) is the (nonsingular) transformation

T: (F, G, H) - (TFr- 1 , TG, H - 1)

then the Gramians for the new realization are

T: I[to, to - T(tf) *[t o , tf] T'(tf)

T: Q[%t, tf] - T(to)- T p[t o , tf T-1 (to)

It has been shown [7] that if the matrices F, G, H and the weights W and M are real

analytic functions of time, and if the system is completely reachable and observable, then

a similarity transformation exists such that both 1t and 0 are diagonal and equal. If the

diagonal elements are separated, then one can define a (unique) canonical form by inducing

wine ordering in these elements. In the time invariant case, it is customary to order

them according to decreasing magnitude. In the sequel we shall refer to these as the

CANONICAL ELEMENS, and to the Gramians in balanced form as the CANONICAL

GRAMIAN. The open loop canonical Gramian will be denoted as A. (In the signal processing

and digital filtering context, the canonical elements are also known as the second order

modes [8]). The resulting realization (TFT'I, TG, HIl) is then called balanced with

respect to the weights W and M". (Usually, only balancedness is considered with respect

to the weights W-M-I). Algorithms for obtaining balanced realizations are based on the

angular value decomposition of the Gramians in an arbitrary realization q51, [7]).

Recently more direct methods have been obtained for computing the balanced realizations

(of tim invariant systems ((91, [101, [111, [121, [13]). Ile timevarying balanced
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realizations are an extention of the original balanced realizations for time invanant

systems introduced by Moore, and were introduced in [7]. In view of the interpretations

of the Gramians developed in the previous section, it is clear that in each coordinate

direction of the balanced state space the degree of reachability and observability is the

same.

2.3.2 Model Reduction via Balancing

In order to fix the ideas on how this might be used as a criterion for model

reduction, consider a nonminimal time-invariant state space realization of a system. It

is well known that such a realization is noreachable and/or unobservable [41. A minima

realization, having identical input-output properties if the system is initially at rest,

can be obtained by removing these unobservable or nonreachable modes from the original

description, e.g. via a truncation (projection of dynamics) of the standard decomposition

of the nonminimal system, thus effectively deleting the unreachable and noncontrollable

parts of the state space. The Gramians give now a quantitative measure for observability

e-.

and reachability, rather than the binary value assigned by the (Kalman) citerium. If one

were now to "delete" a component which has a high cost associated with its reachability,

then this component may have very good observability properties, and therefore be very

significant in the input-output description of the system. Since in fact the state

intervenes only as an interface between input and output, a transformation (for instance

just a scaling) can be used to yield a new representation in which this difflcuit-to-reach

state component has become very easy to reach. The opposite would then also be true for

its observability properties. (3early, component reachability and component observability

is not an absolute criterion for the importance towards the input-output or external

description. What one needs to look for is invariants with respect to arbitrary state

space transformations. The product of the reachability and observability Gramians

transforms under T as a imilarity. Hence the eigenvalues of this product are invariants.
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But these eigenvalues are exactly the squares of the canonical elements. Hence it turns

out that the relative importance of a (balanced) state space component with respect to the

external system behavior is quantitatively determined by the "joint degree of reachability

and observability" associated with this system dimension. By virtue of the

interpretations, we developed in the previous section, this is exactly described by the

elements of the Gramians of the balanced realization. Based on this description, the

canonical elements can be used by the system analyst or control designer to decide which

components to use in a reduced order model for the original system. Such a reduced order

model is then obtained by "projection of dynamics". One partitions the original system

(in balanced form) as

where it is assumed that the canonical elements are ordered with respect to their

magnitude. The reduced order model is then obtained as (F11 , G1 , H1). It simply means

that the components which were difficult to control and observe are considered as

completely uncontrollable and unobservable, and subsequently, the minimal realization is

obtained. In reference to section 1, our topology is derived from the trace of the

canonical Gramian, under the restriction of "Projection of Dynamics". The above

"projection-of-dynamics" method is also applied in the discrete case. However, it leads

to some self-inconsistency, ince the reduced models of the discrete balanced system are

themselves not balanced. Similar interference-effects are also known in realization

theory. For instance, the reduction of a Hankel matrix via a singular value decomposition

does not yield a matrix with Hankel structure in general. This has been a steady source

of critique to the method.
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2.3.3 Properties of Balanced Realizations

A basic property of the Gramians introduced in section 2.1 is that they satisfy the

following Lyapunov equations (without loss of generality, we take M and W as the identity

matrix). (to and tf fixed):

[to, t] - F(t)X[t o , t] + Xt[t o , t]F'(t) + G(t)G(t)' (2.15a)

[to. to ]  0 (2. 15b)

[t, td -F(t)',0[t, tfd - 4[t, tdF(t) - HT(t)H(t) (2.16a)

S[tf, tf] - 0 (2.16b)

More general formulas for to and tf depending on t have been obtained in [7]. They are of

interest in "Siding Interval" Balancing and Model Reduction. It follows that for the

balanced realization of a time invariant realization with to-- and tf - , the

canonical Gramian satisfies the symmetrical equations.

4.

FA + AF + GG' - 0 (2.17)

FA + AF+ I-H- 0 (2.18)

These equations form the basis for the derivations of a whole set of nice properties for

balanced realizations (see [9], [11], and [14]). e.g., for some signature matrix E (a

diagonal matrix having either +1 or -1 as diagonal elements) one can show that for SISO

systems
'P

E F ;EG- H (2.19)

3 Balancing in the LQG-anse

In the open loop case, the balanced realization led to a natural selection of reduced

order models through the "projection of dynamics". Adopting this procedure for the design
114
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of a reduced order controller is very dangerous however, due to the feedback around the

system. A more direct approach is needed, treating the dosed loop as a whole. In fact,

the degree of uncertainty (i.e., the noise covariances) and the performace index or cost-

functional of the system should be taken into account for the selection of a reduced

model. Skelton et al. [15-17] suggested a weighting with respect to the "component-

costs". In a stochastic context, this may be undesirable, since it may lead to "bad

surprises". Indeed, if the uncertainty associated with a dynamical element, with small

expected cost contribution, is high, then the actual cost contribution for a sample

trajectory of the stochastic system may be quite different from its (lower) expectation.

This motivates the balancing with respect to the optimal deterministic controller, and the

stochastic observer via the separation principle. ([18-19], [20])

The basics of the LQG-theory are well established, and can be found in many

textbooks. The solution to the optimal control problem for a linear system with a

quadratic performance index in the presence of white gaussian noise falls apart into the

design of the deterministic controller (i.e. assuming perfect knowledge of the state of a

system), and a stochastic observer for the noisy system driven by an external (but assumed

known) input. This constitutes the celebrated Certainty-Equivalence Principle [6]. We

shall briefly summarize the solution for this stochastic control problem. As was done in

the open loop case, here also we shall try to give an interpretation to the solution, and
'

clarify the different components in it. Several different problems are now of interest.

In digital control (using fixed point arithmetic) the interest is in minima ensitivity

(with respect to the finite wordlength effects) design of the digital controller. In

general control, one might be interested in a suboptimal but reduced order controller (in

Order to reduce the computational burden). Finally one might just be concerned with the

modeling and analy of the overall feedback uystem (thus including the plant) for the

purpose of asssing the dominant contributions to the performance index, or uncertainty.

In this case reduced order models for the combined plant and regulator are of interest.
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It will be shown that the ideas of balanced realizations, when properly (re)defined are

again very usefull. The LOG-balancing for continuous time systems will be motivated from

the following analysis.

3.1 The LQG-terminal controller

In order to fix the ideas, consider the stochastic sytem

I-Fx+Gu+w ;dimx-n, dimu-m (3.1)

Sy Hx+ v ;dim y- p (3.2)

with the initial state normally distributed:

x(to) - N(xo, Po) (3.3)

For simplicity (but without loss of generality) we shall assume that w and v are

uncorrelated zero mean white gaussian noise processes, with wovariances Q and R

respectively. They are further assumed to be independent from the initial conditions.

Let the design objective be the minimization of a positive semi-definite quadratic

performance index

tf

J - E ( x'(tf) Sf x(tf) + f (x'Ax + u'Bu)dt) (3.4)
to

It is assumed that the matrices R and B are positive definite, but otherwise arbitrary.

In fact, this amounts to a slight overparametrization, but avoids some preliminary

trasformation. Fust, assuming that the states can be perfectly measured, the

(deterministic) optimal dosed loop system will have dynamics:

I (F.GC)i =(t • (3.5)

C = B-1 G'S (3.6)

- -S(F-GC) - (F-GC)' S -A-C'BC S(tf) Sf (3.7)
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The solution S(t; tf, Sf) of (3.7) has an interpretation as a weighting matrix for the

minimum "cost-to-go" from the state x(t) at time t. For Sf - 0, S(t) is exactly the

observability Gramian of the dosed loop system sporting the fictious (n+ m)-dimensional

output

z - Lx (3.8)

L' - [.CB1' 2 , AI/] (3.9)

The performance index then is the output energy (as discussed in section 2.2) of this

system. The presence of the nonzero Sf can be interpreted as the instantaneous release

("flushing") of the remaining "energy" in the system (due to a nonzero state) at time tf

over a weight matrix Sf. Equivalently, it is also a measure for the amount of

information, about an a priori unknown initial condition, that this fictious output would

carry, if corrupted by unit variance white gaussian noise.

Similarly, the filter error dynamics are given by

I I(F-KH)+M Mw ;dimw-n+p (3.10)

M.m [Q112 , KRW (3.11)

where

i .. X - (3.12)

K - PH' R- 1  (3.13)

- (F-KH)P + P(F-KH)' + Q + KRK' P(to) - Po (3.14)

and w(t) is a white noise of unit variance. Again, P(t; to, Po) is a measure for the

uncertainty in the dosed loop system (3.10), and characterizes the "disturbability" by

the noise. It is in fact the covariance E(') of the estimation error at time t, if at

time to the error was P0.

The Certainty Equivalence principle states that the optimal control for the system

(3.1 - 3.2) where the states are not perfectly known, is given by feedback of the
-I17
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estimates of the states over the optimal conto-gains. The overall equations are thus

u - - C •(3.15) -
u C x

I IFI+Gu+K(y-HI) Io-0 (3.16) "

(The variance of the estimate E() will be denoted by 1, while n is used for the state

variance E (xx'). By the optimaLity of the estimates, we have then l'I - I + P. Note that

the innovation a - (y - H t ) acts as a white Gaussian noise with covariance R. The

following equivalent equations are easily derived.

I -(F-GC)i+GCi+w (3.17)

I (F-GC)I+KHi+Kv (3.18)

I - (F-GC-KH)I+Ky (3.19)

The optional performance index (3.4) can now be evaluated in several different forms

(using partial integration and the Riccati equations for S and P combined with the

Lyapunov equations for nI and I in the dosed loop)

j Tr m f. +f(Arl + cBcM)dt) 3.0
to

tf

'-Tr {f(i" + f (So + C'BCP) dt} (3.21)

to

"'.

tf

-Tr (PA + f (AP + KRK's) dt) (3.22)

to

Several (equivalent) interpretations foUow from these equations. (3.19) and (3.15)

give an open loop representation for the optimal stochastic controller, with input y and

output the control u (figure 1). The equations (3.10) and (3.17) lead to a decomposition

as a cascade of a system (F-KH, M, I), driven by standard white gaussian noise, connected

via a "trawnimon" matrix GC to the system (F-GC, I, L), (figure 2). Whereas the former
118
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subsystem represents the dynamics of the estimation error x (driven by the fictitious

noise w for which Mw = w-Kv), the latter will represent the plant states x, if and orly if

an additional gaussian input (w) is summed at its input. This additional noise has

covariance Q, and is correlated with the noise w according to M E(ww')= Q.

In terms of this decomposition we define a fictitious output z - z1 + z2 where zI is

the (n+ m)-dimensional output from the second subsystem and Z2 - rx where r is the (n + m)

by n matrix r' = f C'B I /2 , 0 ] and L is as defined in (3.9). Because the outputs z, and

z, are "maximally interfenng" (due to their correlation), the variance of their sum z, is

actually the difference of their individual variances, which is the integrand in (3.20).

Another interesting representation (figure 3) can be derived starting from the

equations (3.10) and (3.18). Again a cascade is formed, beginning with the system (F-KH,

M. I) driven by standard white gaussian noise. This time the output (which is the

representation of the state estimation error) drives, via the "transmission-matrix" KH, '

the system (F-GC, I, L). This system will have the variable I as state, if again an

additional "correction" input Kv (with variance KRK') is added, having a correlation T

with w satisfying:

MTK' - E(Mw) (Kv)' - -KRK.

A fictitious output z- Z3 + z4 is defined which generates the integrand in the performance

index. In this case, it is readily verified that this is accomplished by Z3, the output

of the cascade and z4 - N x , where N' - [0, Al/'2]. Note that in this decomposition the

input to the x-subsystem is actually K times the innovations process. This is known to

act as a white noise. Here z3 and z4 are noninterfering (uncorrelated).

3.2 Interpretation of the Cost Functional.

The two decompositions described in the last paragraph, lead to a "cost-decoupled"

interpretation of the various terms. For simplicity, we shall fix the ideas on the

LQG-regulator problem. The matrices F, G, H, Q, and R are all supposed to be time-
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Figure 1: Open Loop representation of the optimal LQG "ystem.
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invariant, and it will be assumed that the statistical stationary state exists. For the

steady-state regulator problem, the ot-rate, rather than the cost (which is infinite) is

computed. Let in the LQG terminal controller, to and tf approach -, and +, respectively.

Then the cost rate is the limit of the expected cost per time unit. It follows then from

the equations (3.20 - 3.22) that the cost rate is

j - Tr {Al + C"BC) - Tr {SQ+ C'BCP} - Tr {AP+ KRK'S} (3.23)

where now P and S satisfy the algebraic Riocati equations, respectively

(F-KH) P + P (F-KH)' + MM' - 0 (3.24)

(F-GC'S + S (F-GC) + L'L - 0 (3.25)

As already discusd, the following identificatioas follow, where the " entry is

irrelevant:

P is the REACHABIUTY gramian for the system (M, F-KH,.)

S is the OBSERVABILITY gramian of the system (., F-GC, L)

Consider now a fictitious system, consisting of the two decoupled subsystems (F-GC,

* Q1/2, L) and (F-KH, M, r). If both are driven by independent standard white gaussian

noise, then their outputs (respectively z1 and z2) will be uDcorrelated as well, and their

expected "powers" additive. The contrbution of the first is exactly Tr {Q Q(F-GC, L)} -

Tr{QS}, while the contribution of the second is Tr{MM'Q (F-KH, r)) - Tr{rT'(F-KH, M)} -

Tr{CBCP}. We used the fact that in the steady state, the A-weighted output power of a

system (F, G, H) driven by a zero mean white gaussian input of variance Q, can be

expressed as

Tr H'AH1 0 .. 1 - Tr GQG'QA (3.26)
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But note that this is exactly the system of figure 2 if one replaced the input noises

by uncorrelated ones, and set the transmission matrix GC to zero. The two partial

outputs are then indeed noninterfering. This leads to the INTERPRETATION that Tr {QS is

the partial cost rate in the deterministic dosed loop system due to the process noise w

only, i.e., assuming full knowledge of the state x. The part Tr{C'BCP} is the cost rate

due to the state estimation error. It is as if the role of the transmission matrix GC and

the input correlation is to guarantee maximal destructive interference between the

outputs, (so that the variance of the output is the difference of the individual I

variances)

Similarly, with regards to the figure 3, we have the estimator subsystem (F-GC, K, L) %

driven by the innovations e, and with output Z3, and the estimation-error system (F-KH, M,
I

N) driven by w and with output z4. The two outputs are uncorrelated, and their sum z " z3

+ z4 has covariance equal to the cost rate of the optimally controlled system. A cost-

equivaltnt decoupled form can be constuted, consisting of the system (F-GC, K, L) (the

estimator system) driven by v, considered independent of the noise w, which drives the V.

error system (M, F-KH, N). Their output "power" contributions are respectively Tr{KRK'S} "'

and Tr {AP). Thus the role of the tansmission matrix KH in figure 3 seems to be to

effectively uncorrelate the two input noises.

The contribution TR{KRK'S} can thus be identified as the cost rate for the closed

loop system under the assumption that the estimated state is the correct state. However

since not 1, but z is the state of the dosed loop system, a correction occurs due to the

imperfect knowledge of the state (i.e. i). This is represented by the (independent)

contribution of the error subsystem (M, F-KH, N), driven by the equivalent noise w, with
a

cost-rate contribution Tr{AP).
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3.3 LOG-Balanced Reazatioas

Since S and P transform under a milanty transformation T as T-T and ST- 1 and

respecnvely, it s poasble to transform any given realization such that in the new

coordinate s. -,,

P-S - fl

where fl is diagonal, with its elements ordered in magnitude. l is called the CANONICAL

RJCCATIAN. The new realization will then be referred to as the LOG-BALANCED realization.

Note that Q as well as A also Wansform under the similaity. (Band Rare of course

invariant as they relate to "emernal" variables).

The cost rate for the optimally regulated ystem is then in the balanced coordinates,

j - Tr fl(Q C'BC) - Tr fl(A+KRK') (3.27)

or, using the fact that il is diagonal:

n
j- C_ i(Qii +fii2 (GB'1G')ii) (3.28)

i-i

n
j- C1ji(Aii+flji2 (HR-1 H')ii) (3.29)

i-I

It is clear that the cost rates corresponding to the individual state components are not

smply determined by the magnitudes of the elements of the canonical Riccatian, but also

depend on the relative magnitudes of the diagonal elements of Q, GB-1 G', or A and H'R-"H.

If the system (in balanced coordinates) is partitioned into two coupled subsystems

wth ill >_ C12 , then a su cet condition for the parl corresponding with ill to have the

dominant cost rate contribution, is that either of the followyng sets of inequalities are

atdsfied: (the indices refer to the biock-entries)
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* II > f n 2

IQll > Q22 (3.30)
,! ~ (GB-1G')11>_ (GB-1G')22

f0l > f12

All >_ A22 (3.31)

"(H'R-1H)1 (H'R-1H)22

The various terms can be interpreted as quantifying the following:

Q Disturbance (noise) in the plant.
GB-1 G' : Potential" of the system input to decrease the regulation cost.
A Cost on the state deviations.
H'R-1 H Information (about the state) gained from the measurements (observations).

The first set of inequalities expresses that the set of variates that are most

disturbed by noise and for which at the same time the input-potential is high, are

dominant. (The larger the input-potential, the less the cost of control). Alternatively,

*state variables for which the information contained in the measurements and the state-cost

is highest, also contribute to the major parts in the regulation cost-rate.

If one were only interested in obtaining a simple model for the optimally regulated

system, for instance with the goal of identifying the dominant contributions to the
',

uncertainties and the costs, then the combined plant and regulator may be reduced by

"projection of dynamics". The decision on the order of the reduced model can for instance

be based on trshoding the ratios
9.

-.

Tr fl1
"(r) a Trf and 0(r) -

Tr 0 j(n)

"" where
r

j(r) - % fi(Qii+flji2 (GB- 1G')ii)
-4 i-1

,€ 24
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If an the other hand o wants to design a reduced order regulator for a fixed plant,

the above cannot be taken over directly. It has been shown that the design of a reduced

order regulator based on a reduced order model of the plant may be unsatisfactory. Also,

a projection of dynamics" approach on the full order combined plant and regulator, based

on the magnitude of the elements of the canonical Riccatian alone may not guarantee the

stability of the regulation of the (full order) plant with the obtained reduced regulator

(16-17], [20]). Also in the open loop case, the A provides insufficient information

" (q141, [21]).

In reference to the decompositions in figures 2 and 3, the following property of the

transmi-on matrix is derived.

:Thrm The lower (upper) triangular part of the transmission matrix GC (KH) is dominant

in the balanced coordinates.

proof: Since T - GC - GB' 1G'fl, it follows that CIT is symmetric. But then fiTij - Tjifl j

for all i and j. Hence, TAi - Tij /fl j . Since by assumption the elements 1i- are

ordered, we get TAi > Tij whenever L.j. Similarly, X - KH -flH1RlH and thus Xfl is

symmetric, from which Xji < Xij whenever i .

Consider figure 2. Keeping the ordering in mind for the balanced case, it follows

that low uncertainty states are more perturbed by the high uncertainty states than vice

Versa. It further follows from the positive semi-definiteness of the "input-potential"

that for j.j

(GB-lG')i2 < (GB-IG')aI (GB-lG')bj

and thus that the elements in the upper left block of (GB=IG')f are larger in magnitude

than the elements in the upper right block of T. Hence, X2 is almost decoupled from the

dated loop system (I, F-GC, L). In fact, for the same reason the upper right block of

the closed loop system matrix F-GC will be close to that of F itself, so that there is
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almost no feedback from the x2 subsystem. One expects, therefore, that the closed loop

dynamics of the plant controUed with the reduced regulator, would have a near optimal

behavior. Similar arguments work with figure 3.

4 STOCHASTIC MODELING

4.1 The Stochastic Realization Problem

Desai and Pal (22-23], extended the ideas of balancing in the LOG-sense to the

stochastic realization problem. Balancing is here with respect to the state covariance

matrices in the forward and the backward innovation ftpresentations. These matrices solve

dual Riccati equations. The elements of the "canonical Riccatian" are connected to the

canonical correlations between the past and the future observations. Arun and Kung [24]

contrasted the method based on canonical correlations with a method based on Principal

Components. Vaccaro showed its connection with deterministic open loop balancing [25].

Ramos and Verriest [26-27] unified the theory be showing that both the canonical

correlation analysis (CCA) and the principal component analysis (PCA) are special cases of

a more general optimization problem, using a new tool from multivariate statistics: the

RV-coefficient introduced by Escouffler [28]. If two zero mean random vectors X1 and X2

(not necessarily of the same dimension) have covariance matrix

cOv(Xl,X 2) - 1. 21 121 (4.1)

then the RV-coefficient is defined as

RV(X,Y) - 0 (4.2)

This measure share many of the properties of a correlation coefficient, but is not one

itself. (It is the square of the correlation if X and Y are scalar). It also allows the
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computation of a 'figure of merit" for each algorithm in a consistent way.

This formalism is applied to stochastic realization theory as follows. Given the

correlation sequence {Ak) of a discrete time stationary stochastic sequence {yk}, the

forward and backward predictor subspaces are

Xk -Span (Yk Yk) (4.3)

Zk- -" SPan(Yk IYk+ )

where Y+ and Y7 respectively correspond to the "future" and the "past" of the process.

Here (A4B) denotes the projection of span(A) onto span(B). These two spaces form the

information interface between the past and the future. Defining as usually

k- E(Yk + (Yk-)'} , Rk+ - E(Yk (Yk + )'} , Rk" - E(Yk-(Yk')'} (4.4)

then CCA is equivalent to the problem of finding transformations L and M such that RV

(L'Y + , M'Y+ ) is mainiz, subject to the constraints that L'(R+)L and M'(R-)M are

diagonal. The PCA is equivalent to the problem of maximizing RV (Y+, M'Y-) over M under
the constraint M'(R-)M diagonal. The two methods are also referred to as the one-sided

and the two-sided stochastic realization problem.

4.2 Geometrical Interpretation: Correlation between Subspaces

Let H be a Hilbert space. The set of all closed subspaces of H has the structure of

an othocomPlemented complete lattice, also called a logic. The lattice of all closed

sxm ces of H and the lattice Proj H of all orthoprojectors on H are isomorphic.

In his study of the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics, Mackey posed the

P'Nmb of finding all positive measures on the dosed subspaces of a Hilbert space. Such

a measr must have the property that for any countable collection {S) of mutually
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orthogonal cosed subspaces the mapping is c'-additive, i.e.,

Z I() - 64 SO) (4.5)
Si i t

A measure satisfying the above property is for instance obtained by selecting a vector v

in the lilbert space H, and letting for each subspace A of H

o v(A) , IPA(v)F2 (4.6)

where pA is the projection operation on A. Gearly, finite convex combinations of such U.

measures also satisfy the conditions for such measures, and passing to the limit, any

positive semidefinite trace class operator T also defines such a measure via

I(A) - Tr(?pA) (4.7)

Gleason (29] has shown that is a separable Hilbert space of dimension at least three,

every measure on the dosed subspaces can be represented as above, with T a positive

definite operator of trace class.

Consider now a tensor product Hilber space RP W)H, and let {Ti} be a complete

Orthonormal Set (CONS) in H. Any vector i in this tensor product space has then a
decomposition '

x•> <W>i ; a RP foralli (4.8)

The vector x wi be referred to as a "prior. lt for all A in Proj RP  : Ii(A) - ',.

JpA(xi)2 and define a "superpoition of measures" on Proj RP as x ,i ai for some
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square summable positive weights {ai). By Gleason's theorem (291 it follows that there

exists an operator T : RP - RP such that

px(A) - Tr Tx pA (4.9)

This operator is characteristic for the given vector x in RP T H (in fact, a "sufficient

statistic"), and one can think of T (or g) as "conditioned" by the vector x. Since

"Ix Ct i21 xi> <xiI xx, (4.10)

it can be interpreted as a Gramian or covariance operator.

The measure A.X(A) gives a numeric value to the closeness of A to RP, given the prior

x [301. Define also the extended projectors pB a Proj (RP e H) by

pB(x) ai pB i> <"'il (4.11)

They allow now the definition of the "variance" and "covariance" of subspaces in Proj RP ,

[31]. The "posterior" variance of A a Proj RP given x is then the operator from RP to RP

(PAx) (PAX)' - pAi> <xiPA - pAT1PA (4.12)

and the covariance

(PBx) (PAX)' - pBi> <11 ipA.- pBr-PA (4.13)

This is simply interpreted as the restriction to B of the mapping T1 restricted to the

ubRpaM A, and displays the coupling or interface between A and B given x. In order to
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Abstract termS in the optimal performance index is given.

This then leads to a set of criteria to determine the

This paper starts with a discussion on the Projec- reduced order models.

tion of Dynamics--prtinciple as a model reduction tool.

This is exploited in modal approximations and reduc- 2. Projection of Dynamics

tione based on open loop balancing. Similar ideas can

be employed for the reduction of the closed loop, By Projection of Dynamics (POD) of a system (A, B,

terminal controller problem, in the presence of noise, C), we understand the reduction of the given system (A,

leading to the EQG balanced realizations. An interpre- B, C) to a smaller system, which has as its dynamics

tation. of the various terms in the optimal performance the projection of the original dynamics of the system,
index leads to the motivation for this reduction confined to the retained stat& variables. Without loss

m technique. It is shown that several *natural* restric- of generality, one can thus assume that the POD is
tions occur, constraining the faithfulness of this acting on the 11,11 block system obtained from parti-

reduction technique. As in the open loop case, it tioning the given system into

illustrates the insufficiency of the canonical ricca-

tion towards the determination of the reduced order
models. A1A2I A 2 :1JCC2

1. Introduction thus yielding the subsystem (A1 1,B1 ,CI).

The theory of balanced realizations, introduced by The POD technique arises, for instance, in the

Moore (5), has proven to be very useful in the model model reduction techniques based on modal approxima-
reduction problem for linear systems. The method tion, the above introduced (open loop) balancing

relies on a transformation of the realization of a techniques, and the reduction via the Ressenberg form.

given system to the balanced coordinates. In this In each of these cases, the given system is first

basis, the reachability and observability gramian of transformed to a special realization (the diagonal or
the system are equal and diagonal. These canonical Gilbert realisation in the first case, the balanced

elements (also termed second order modes) can be realization in the second, and the Ressenberg in the
interpreted in terms of energies or uncertainties (101 latter). The technique is also the one used to obtain

and display the relative importance of the (balanced) a minimal realization from the Kalman canonical

state components with respect to the external system decomposition of a system into its observable and

behavior, as the -joint degree of reachability and reachable part, its observable and nonreachable part,
observability* associated with this system dimension. its unobservable and reachable part, and finally, its

The reduced model is then obtained by deleting the nonreachable and unobservable part. Finally, in the

system dimensions corresponding to the smaller canon- design of reduced order observers, the technique

ical elements, i.e., Projection of Dynamics. It has surfaces in a restricted sense. Only the vubdynamics

been shown by Kabamba (3] that the above sketched of the A and B matrices are of interest in the latter

procedure does not yield faithful reduced order models case.

in some cases. The reason hereto is that the canonical
gramian only has n *free parameters, whereas the n-th By itself, POD, without any further restrictions,

order model requires 2n parameters (we *hall restrict is not a viable reduction technique by virtue of the

our discussion to the Single Input Single Output case). following fact,

Rance, the decision on the reduced order model to only

based on half of the parameter set. Theorem. Given any observable realization of order n,

and r ( n, then any arbitrary r-th order denominator

The open loop balancing methods have been extended polynomial can be obtained by POD, after a suitable

to the closed loop LQG problem by this author [8,91 and similarity transformation of the full order system.

Jonkheere and Silverman (2) for the LQG regulator. The

performance of the LQG reduced system was also shown to Foer instance, in the design of reduced order observers,

depend on other variables, not directly related to the one method makes use of the above fact by determining a
elements of the canonical Riccatian." similarity transformation such that the n-I by n-1

(1,11-submatrix of A has arbitrary aigenvalues (41.

This paper will motivate the use of and determine More general transformation than the one in (41 are

a 'complete' set of parameters, which suffice as an needed to also be able to vary the In-2)-th order

information base to determine reduced order models, numerator polynomial.

The more general terminal controller problem will be

discussed. The LQG regulator problem will then follow 3. Balancing in the LQG sense

as a special case (infinite final time, and time invar-

iant parameters of system, noise, and performance In the open loop case, the balanced realization

index). Section 2 describes briefly the method of led to a natural selection of reduced order models

Projection of Dynamics. in Section 3, the LQG balanc- through the 'projection of dynamics.' Adopting this
Ing is discussed, and an interpretation of the various procedure for the design of a reduced order controller

CH2344-0/86/0000-1765 $1.00 ( 1986 IEEE
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is very dangerous, however, due to the feedback around -GC) ) x (5)
the system. A more direct approach is needed, treating 0

the closed loop as a whole. In fact, the degree of C - I G s (6)
uncertainty (i.e., the noise covariances) and the
performance index or cost-functional of the system S - -s(r-Gc) - (r-CC)'S - A - CBC S(t - Sf (7) 

should be taken into account for the selection of a

reduced model. Skelton (71 suggested a weighting with The solution S(ti te, S,) of (7) has an intecpcetation
respect to the 'component costs.* In a stochastic as a weighting matrix for the minimum *cost to go' from

context, this may be undesirable, since it may lead to the state x(t) at time t. ror Sf * 0, S(t) is exactly
*bad sucprises." Indeed, if the uncertainty associated the obeervabiltiy gramian of the closed loop system
with a dynamical element, with small expected cost sporting the fictitious (nhi)-dimensional output

contribution, is high, then the actual cost contribu-

tion for a sample trajectory of the stochastic system Lz (8)
may be quite different from Its (lower) expectation. /2 1
This motivates the balancing with respect to the L. * [-C3

I / 
, A /2

]  
(9)

optimal deterministic controller, and the stochastic
observer via the separation principle. The perfocance index then is the output energy of

this system. The presence of the nonzero Sf can be
The basics of the LOG theory are waell established, interpreted as the instantaneoue release (.flushing")

and can be found in many textbooks. The solution to of the remaining °energy" in the system (due to a
the optimal control problea for a linear system with a nonzero state) at time t, over a weight matrix Sf.
quadratic performance index in the presence of white Equivalently, it is also a measure for the amount of

gaussLan noise falls apart into the design of the information, about an a priori unknown initial

deterministic controller (i.e., assuming perfect condition, that this fictitious output would carry, If
knowledge of the state of a system), and a stochastic corrupted by unit variance white gaussian noise.

observer for the noisy system driven by an external similarly, the filter error dynamics are given by
(but assumed known) input. This constitutes the cele-

brated Certainty-tquivalence Principle (1). We shall - (F-KH)x + w i dim w * n + (10)
briefly summarize the solution for this stochastic

control problem. Also we shall try to give an Inter- N (1/2, KR1/2 (11)

pretatLon to the solution, and clarify the different where
components in it. Several different problems eo now
of interest. In digital control (using fixed point x * x - x (12)

arithmetic), the Interest is in minimal sensitivity
(with cospect to the finite wordlength effects) design K - PHR

"  
(13)

of the digital controller. In general control, one

might be interested in a suboptimal but reduced order - * (F-KH)P + P(F-KH)' + Q + KRK' P(t )- P (14)

controller (in order to reduce the computational 0
burden). Finally, one might just be concerned with tht and w(t) is a white noise of unit variance. Again,

modeling and analysis of the overall feedback system P(to to, Pc) is a measure for the uncertainty in the
(thus including the plant) for the purpose of assessing closed loop system 00), and chatacterizes the
the dominant contributions to the perfoamance index, or Idisturbability by the noise. It is, in fact, the
uncertainty. In this case, reduced order models for the covaciance E(xx') of the estimation error at time t, If

combined plant and regulator ace of interest. It wil at time t the error was Pc"
be shown that the ideas of balanced realizations, when

properly (re)defined are again very useful. The QG The Certainty Equivalence principle states that

balancing for continuous time systems will be motivated the optimal control for the system (1)-(2), where the

from the following analysis, states are now perfectly known, Is given by feedback of

the estimates of the states over the optimal control
3.1 The LQG Terminal Controller gains. The overall equations are thus

In order to fix the ideas, consider the stochastic u - -Cx (15)

system L

x Fx + Gu + w I dim x - n, dim u - m (1) x * Fx + Gu + K(y-Kx x 0 (16) %

(The variance of the estimate E(xx-) will be denoted by
y R lix + v I dim y * p (2) £, while 9 is used for the state variance E(xx'). By

the optimality of the estimates, we have then f l Z +
For simplicity (but without lose of generality), we P. Note that the innovation c * (y-Hx) acts as a white

shall assume that w and v ace uncorrelated zero mean gaussLan noise with covaciance R. The following equiv-

white gaussian noise processes, with covariances 0 and alent equations are easily derived.

R, respectively. They are further assumed to be

independent from the initial conditions. Let the -(-GC)x + GC; + w (17)
design objective be the minimization of a positive £

semidefinite quadratic performance index. (F-GCHx 4. + Kv (16)

tf I -

x * (F-GC-K1)x + Ky (19)
f Z x t f)S X (t f) + If (xA'x + u ' u)dt) (4)

t o  The optimal performance index (4) can now be evaluated

in several different forms (using partial integration
It is assumed that the matrices A and a are positive and the Riccati equations for S and P combined with the

definite, but otherwise erbitrary. In fact, this Lyspunov equations for 1H and E in the closed loop)

amounts to a slight overparameterization, but avoids tf

some preliminary transformations. First, assuming that J * TrifS, + f (All + C-BCE)dt} (20)
the states can be perfectly measured, the (determinis- t
tic) optimal closed loop system will have dynamics. 0
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Itf

- Tr~fls + f (SQ + CSBCP)dt) (21)
It

- Trip fS f 4f (AP + KRE's)dti (22)
to

0" 
.

Several (equivalent) Interpretation& follow from C
these equations. Equations (19) and (15) give an open
loop representation for the optimal stochastic
controller, with input y and output the control u
(Fig. 1). The Eqs. (10) and (17) lead to a decomposi-
tion as & cascade of a system (FP-KH,M,I), driven by a
standard white gaussian noise, connected via a
"transmission* matrix GC to the system (F.-GC,I,L) Figure 3 The Strot-Driven Istimator Decomposition.
(Fig. 2). Whereas the former subsystem represents the
dynamics of the estimation errot x (driven by the fic- MTK' - E(Mw)(Kv)* - -KMK
titious noise w for which Kw~ - w-Kv), the latter will
represent the plant states x, if and only if an addi- A fictitious output z -3* 4 is defined which gener-
tional gaussian input (w) Is summed at its input. This ates the integrand in the performance index. in this
additional noise has covariance Q, and is correlated case, it is readily verified that this is acco~plished
with the noise w according to MR(ww') - Q. This inter- by %3. Ohy:putput of the cascade and £4 - x, where

preatin illberefrrd t asth erordrien N' - [0, A 1. Note that in this decomposition, the
closed loop decomposition. input to the x-subsystem is actually K times the

innovations process. This is known to act as a
white noise. Here z3 and £4 are noninterfering
(uncorrelated). This decomposition will be called the
error-driven estimator decompositio.

to GC 111.5..C1 3.2 Interpretation of the Cost Functional

The two decompositions described in the last para-
graph lead to a -cost decoupled' interpretation of the
varioua terms. For simplicity, we shall fix the ideas
on the LQG-regulator problem. The matrices F, G, R, Q,

Figure 1 That Closed Loop System, and R are all supposed to be time-inveriant, and it
will be assumed that the statistical stationary state
exists. For the steady state regulator problem, the
cost rate, rather than the coat (which is infinite), Is
computed. Let in the LQG terminal controller, to and
tf approacn -- and -, respectively. Then the cost

a rate is the limit of the expected coat per time unit.
It follow$ then from the Eqs. (20)-(22) that the cost
rot* is

If RKAl C to CJ* Tr(Aft + C'BCr} - Tr[SQ + C'BCP) - Tr(AP + KRIK'SI
(23)

where now P and S satisfy the algebraic Riccati equs-
t io, respectively

(F-KN(P + P(F-KH)' + M4' - 0 (24)
Figue* 2 The Error-Driveni Closed Loop Deomposition.

(F-CC)s + 4s(P-.GC) + L'L - 0 (25)
In terms of this decomposition, we define a

fictitious output I - £1 £ 2 where xis the (nmu)- As already diecussed, the following identifica-
dimensional output from the second eubsystem, 1r4,222 . tions follow, where the 4* entry is Irrelevant:
rx where r is the (n~m) by In matrix r,* - ic' s, 01
and L is as defined in (9). Because the outputs s, and P is the AUACHABILITt gramian for the system (M,F-KH.*(

£2 are maximall"y interfering* (due to their corre-
lation), the variance of their sum s, is actually the S is the OSERVASZLIrY gramian of the system (*,F-GC,L)%

* difference of their individual variances, which is the
intogrand In (20). Consider now a fictitious ?Y t am's consisting of -

the two decoupled systems (F-GC,Q L) and (F-KH,1,r).
Another interesting representation (Fig. 3) can be If both are driven by independent standard white gaus-

derived starting from the Eqs. (10) and (18). Again a sian noise, then their outputs (respectively 11 andz2
cascade is formed, beginning with the system (F-KH,M,I) will be uncorrelated as well, and their expected
driven by standard white gaussian noise. This time the *powers' additive. The contribution of the first is
output (which in the representation of the state exactly irQdF-G;c L)} * Tr[QSj)i hile the contribution
estimation error) drives, via the *transmission--matrix* of the second is ;ri104'&(F-KH,V) . r(rFr.(?-KH,M) I -%
KH, the systxm (F-GC,I,L). This system will have TrrC'BCPj. We used the fact that in the steady state,
the variable x as state, if again an additional the A-weighted output power of a system (F,GH) driven
'correction' input Ky) with variance KU'O) is added, by a zero mean white gaussian Input of variance Q, can
having a correlation T with w eatisfyingi be expressed s
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or, using the fact that 0 is diagonal;
Tr 'ANt - Tr GQG'e. (26)

whr i*Li (Ga-IG') 10 28

0,Ae 1. ±(o i c~a 21 ) (28) .'
N 

•
7 eAG I-G'eA dvi-I

- 7 T~,AT~ ~(Ai~o~cu(HR~ (29)

:) L(,LL.,:L( I ' LL) (9 '

0.

0 It is clear that the cost rates corresponding to the

individual state components are not simply determined -
out note that this is exactly the configuration of by the magnitudes of the elements of the canonical

the error-driven closed loop system decomposition, Riccatian, but also depend on the relative magnitues

Fig. 2, if one replaced the input noises by uncorre- of the diagonal elements of Q, GB
- 

G', or A and H'R- I.

lated ones, and set the tcansmission matrix GC to

zero. The two partial outputs are then indeed If the system (in balanced coordinates) is part.-

nonLnterfering. This leads to the INTERPRUTATION tioned into two coupled subsystems with 0 1 ) 0 then a

that Tr{QSI is the partial cost cats in the determinis- sufficient condition for the pact corresponding with fl

tic closed loop system due to the process noise w only, to -ve the dominant cost rate contribution, is that.

i.e., assuming full knowledge of the state x. The part either of the following sets of inequalities are %

Tr(C'DCP) is the cost rate due to the state estimation satiofied (the indices refer to the block entries)

error. It is as if the role of the transmisoon matrix

GC and the input correlation is to guarantee maximal 1 2

destructive interference between the outputs (so that 911 Q22 (30)

the variance of the output is the difference of the

Individual variances). (GB1G')1 1  (GB1G')2 2

Similarly, with regards to the error-driven esti-

mator decomposition, Fig. 3, we have the estimator 1 2

subsystem (F-CC,X,L) driven by the innovations c, and A (31)

with output Lz3, and the estimation error system 11 22

(F-KHM,N) driVen by w and with output 24. The two (('R 1
N) 2

outputs are uncorrelated, and their sum 3 * 23 * z4 has 122

covariance equal to the cost rate of the optimality The various terms can be interpreted as quantify-

controlled system. A cost equivalent decoupled form Ing the followingt 7.
can be constructed, consisting of the system (r-C,K,L)

(the estiator system) driven by v, considered indepen- Q Disturbance (noise) in the plant.

dent of the noise w, which drives the error system GB-
1
' 1 'Potential" of the system input to decrease

(KP-KH,N). Their output *power* contributions ace the regulation cost.

respectively Tr{KRX'SJ and Tr{API. Thus the role of A z Cost on the state deviations.

the transmission matrix KH see"a to effectively KIoRIS B Information (about the state) gained from

uncorrelate the two input noises, the measurements (observations).

The contribution TR(KRK'SJ can thus be identified The first set of inequalities expresses that the

as the cost rate for the closed loop system under the set of vartates that ace most disturbed by noise and
assumption that the estimated state were the correct for which at the same tine the input potential is high,

state. Rowever, since not x, but x is the state of the are dominant. (The larger the input potential, the

closed loop system, a correction occurs due to the lose the cost of control.) Alternatively, state

imperfctct knowledge of the state (i.e., x). This is variables for which the information contained in the

represented by the (independent) contribution of the measucesents and the state coat is highest, also con-

error subsystem (),F-KN,N), driven by the equivalent tribute to the major parts in the regulation cost rate.

noise w, with cost rate contribution Tr(AP).

It one were only interested in obtaining a simple

3.3 LWG Balanced Realizations model for the optimally regulated system, for instance

with the goal of identifying the dominant contributions

Since S and P transform under a similarity trans- to the uncertainties and the costs, then the combined
fosration T as T TST 

"  
and TPT', respectively, it is plant and regulator may be reduced by "projection of

possible to transform any given realization such that dynalco." The decision on the order of the reduced %
in the new coordinate system, model can, for instance, be based on thresholding the

rat ioa
P - -a(r) T-

where n is diagonal, with its elements ordered in Tr

magnitude. Q is called the CANONICAL I.UCCATIAH. The

new realization will then be refecred to as the LOG O(r)

DALACED realization. Note that Q as well as A also j(n)

transform under the similarity. (9 and R are, of where

course, invarient as they relate to *external' r

variables.) j(r) - f GiCQSfl+ .(B' ')1 i)

The cost rate for the optimally regulated system

is then in the balanced coordinates, If, on the other hand, one wants to design a

roduced order regulator for a fixed plant, the above
- TI n(Qg'Dc) * Tr n(A+KRK') (27) cannot be taken over directly. It has been shown that

the design of a reduced order regulator based on a
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reduced order model of the plant may be unsatisfactory. S. B.C. Moore, -Principal Component Analysis in
Also, a "projection of dynamics, approach on the full Linear Systnemst Controllability, Observability,
order combined plant and regulator, based on the magni- and Model Reduction,* IEEE Tran. A. C., Vol. AC-
tude of the elements of the canonical Riccatian alone 26, No. 1, pp. 17-32, Jan. 1981.

may not guarantee the stability of the regulation of
the (full order) plant with the obtained reduced 6. C.T. Mullis, R.A. Roberts, 'Synthesis of Minimum

regulator (21. The problem in here, of course, the Roundoff Noise Fixed Point Digital Filters,' iErE
feedback around the system. Trans. Circuits Syst., Vol. CAS-23, No. 9,

pp. 551-562, 1976.

In reference to the decompositions in Figs. 2 and

3, the following property of the transmission matrix is 7. R.B. Skelton, A. fousuff, 'Component Cost Analysis

derived, of Large Scale Systems,' mnt. J. Control, Vol. 37,

No. 2, pp. 285-304, 1983.
Theorem. The lower (upper) triangular part of the
transmLssion matrix GC(KH) is dominant in the balanced 8. R.I. Verriest, "Low Sensitivity Design and Optimal
coodinates. Order Reduction for LQG-Problesm, Proc. 24th Mid-

west Syup. Cir. SySt. Albuquerque, Now Mexico,
Proof. Since T - GC - GS G'fl, it follows that ft? is pp. 365-369, June 1981.
symAmetric. But then n T. - T. foe all i and 1.
Hence, Ti - T,/ l I/. 'Alice aAssumption the ele- 9. R.I. Verriest, -8uboptimal LQG-Design via Balanced
aenta I are orcred, we get ?i ) TJ whenever j ) I. Realizations,* Proc. 20th IE Conf. Dec. Control

S l ISan Diego, California, pp. 686-687, December 1981.g Similarly, X - RH - 0RR H nd thus XII is symtme-

tric, from which Xji ( X j whenever j ) i. 10. R.I. Verriest, T. Kailath, *On Generalized

Balanced Realizations,' IEEE Trans. A.C., Vol. AC-
Consider the erroc-driven closed loop decompo- 28, No. 8, pp. 833-844, 1983.

sition. Keeping the ordering in mind for the balanced
case, it follows that low uncertainty states are moce
perturbed by the high uncertainty states than vice

versa. It further follows from the positive semi-

definiteness of the "input-potential' that for j ) I

(GBD IG')2 I (GB_ 
1
G.) i±(GB_ IGO)

and - hus that the elements in the upper left block of
(GB G,) are larger in magnitude than the elements in

the upper right block of T. Hence, x2 is almost
decoupled from the closed loop system (I,r-GCL). In

fact, for the same reason the upper tight block of the
closed loop system matrix F-GC will be close to that of
! itself, so that there is almost no feedback from the

.x12 subsystem. One expects, therefore, that the closed
loop dynamics of the plant controlled with the cduced
requlator, would have a near optimal behavior. Similar

arguments work with Fig. 3.

4. Conclusions

Through some physical insight in the various terms

in the optimal performance index, it vas shown that the
canonical riccation alone does not give sufficient
information for a faithful decision towards a reduced
ocder model. Sufficient conditions involving addi-

tional parameters (30) or (31) have been given that
enable such a faithful reduced model design. Some

further generalizations (the terminal controller and
follower problem for time varying stochastic systems)

are presently under investigation.
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ON REDEFINING THE OPTIJ4AL LEAST SQUARES FILTER UNDER FLOATING POINT OPERATIONS

E. I. Verriest

School of Electrical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

1. INTRODUCTION with quantized measurements by Curry (21

(although infinite precision computations are
The linear least-squares filtering problem assumed), and the work by Miller and Wrathall

is revisited. The optimal solution is of course 13). The floating point arithmetic modeling
the celebrated Kalman Filter. However, the opti- relies on the work of Knuth [4) and Vandergraft
mality of the solution requires that all computa- (5]. The nonlinear estimation methods used are
tions are performed with infinite precision, standard (e.g. (61).
which is of course, out of this world. The ques-
tion we therefore pose is: "Given the wordlength The next section describes some preliminary

constraints of the digital machine (which results results. A full exploration will be deferred to
in finite precision) what is the optimal solution a later"Vaper. The problem is set up as a least
to the least squares problem?" Preliminary squares problem in discrete time. A stochastic
results indicate that if arithmetic errors model is given and the floating point constraints

(roundoff or chopping) are modeled as additional are to be taken into account. First an equiva-
noise sources, then the original problem chop- lent unconstrained model is set up in discrete

ping) are modeled as additional noise sources, time. The noise enters nonlinearly in this
then the original problem can be recast in an model. It is shown below that an elegant solu-
equivalent least squares problem, now assuming tion can be obtained by 'embedding' this discrete
infinite machine precision, but with additional model into a continuous one, in which the noise
noise terms, enters in an additive fashion. This step is what

we refer to as the diffusion approximation. This

Under floating point operations, the arith- continuous time model is then solved (exact solu-
metic error depends on the magnitude of the tions are possible in some cases) or approximat-
operands, and hence the equivalent problem will ed, and finally, the resulting continuous filter
turn into a nonlinear filtering problem. In is discretized to yield the (sub)optimal discrete

order to simplify the mathematics the diffusion filter for the constrained problem. These three
approximation is taken. Exact solution of the steps are discussed more specifically for the
nonlinear least squares problem is computational- linear filter problem (Kalman filter) for the
ly prohibitive since the entire distribution model
needs to be updated (via the Kolmogorov (Fokker- x - xk + ruk
Planck) partial differential equation). Several k+ k
approximations are proposed: the truncated Yk Hxk + v k (0)
second order filter, the Gaussian second order
filter, and the method of the quasi-moments

(Hermite functions). Since this nonlinear filter 2. EQUIVXLNCE O THE FLOATING POINT
has a different .structure than the one for which CONSTRAINED LINEAR PRO ML AND

the equivalent noise model was derived, implemen- T8E UNCONSTRAINED NONLINEAR PRO04
tation of it on the digital machine will induce a
second order type arithmetic error. This error For these preliminary results it will be
is either assumed to be small and therefore assumed that all gains can be precomputed in

neglected, (preliminary results proved that this infinite precision, so that only roundoff involv-
- was indeed the case under some circumstances) or ing the estimator state update needs to be

one can incorporate the error again in an update considered. If now a certain formula yields a

to a new equivalent nonlinear problem, and keep certain vector x, then the actual computation

iterating if needed. A fixed point theorem argu- will result in a finite precision approximation
ment shows convergence to an "exact* nonlinear Q[xj of it. Hence we can write x = Qix] + e.
equivalent model. Applying this to the optimization problem for the

measuretlent update yields the "desired"
This work should complement the recent work update xk , from the a priori estimate x k , and

by Moroney (1]. There only fixed point arith- prior covariance P . The actual covaciance is M
metic is considered. Previous work along these + & where M

"  
k P-1 + H'R 

1
H and *, is the

lines includes the work on estimation and control truncation error covariance. Similarly, the time

update yields xk+ 1  o *xk with actual covariance
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3. THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION
P5e+ " (Hk 4. '(j9' * Fot" + (1)
,k+1 k Using the backward difference (if 0 is non-

where M is again the truncation error covariance singular), the discrete model is transformed into
induced by the xk+ 1 computation. The overall a a continuous model. If 4 is the time step, then
priori covariance update results in we set ka - t. Under the assumption that a is

1 sufficiently small, this leads to the Ito-
P k+1 P k' + Or' + K (HP H' R) K' differential equation

+ $yK41 + YT (2) x(t)dt = *(x(t)dt - 6dx(t)) + rdu(t)

-1
Kk - #P kH'(HP k' + R) (3) + y diag(x(t))dc(t)

or
But this is exactly the covaiance one would have I -

had for the unconstrained filter for the systems dx(t) (I -')x(t)dt + du(t)

xk+ #x + ru +.e (4) +- - diag(x(t)dc(t) (10)
+1 k k kA

Yk " Hxk 
+ 

Vk (5) which is of the form

where the covariance of ek  is * - * ' •4. + dx(t) - F(t)x(t)dt + G(x(t))dw(t) (11)
One major difference occurs, and that is that flr
the above model the estimate x and the error x where w(t) is a standard Brownian motion with
will be conditionally independent. This is not incremental covariance I, and
the case in the original problem. Hence the
equivalence is only with respect to the error G(x(t))G'(x(t))
covariance. So far the pdf of the truncation or 1 - 2 2
rounding error has not been modeled. Although m [.-1 v r,-1 • 2 diag(x(t)) ] (12)
this error is obviously uniform in the least A
significant digit, it will be approximated by a If 4 were singular the forward difference can be
Gaussian distribution (which is even exact for approximated to an Ito-equation like (11).
the second order truncated moment filter). The Aspects for the "continuization" of a discrete
results in (5] for floating point operations can system in the deterministic case are developed in
easily be extended to vector and matrix opera- (73.
tions. It turns out to that the floating point
errors in each component are proportional to hat 4. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE
component. Hence the error in the update xN N.

can be written asx 4,, OLNhPRBE

- *To demonstrate the feasibility of the pro-
e = x - Q x) - y diag(x)C (6) posed method, we generate several approximations

for the case of a first order system.
where c is a random vector with mean zero and 2
covariance I and where y is some predeterminable dx(t) f(t)x tdt + /q I + q2 x (t) dw(t) (13)
constant.

The truncated second order filter (6) gives the
Assuming that x is sufficiently close to x, time updates

the equation (6) gets transformed into I

e = y diag(x)c (7) * f(t)x(tIt 1-1) (14)
P;(tlti.l) ,, 2fltl)Pltltiil)

With the previous discussion this results then

finally in the equivalent model + (q, + q2 2 (tlti-1) + q2 P(tltL- 1 )

xkl #xk + ruk + y diag(xke1t)rCk (8) i(tltL_ 1  (2f(t) + q2)P(tlti- 1 )

Yk a Hxk + Vk (9) + q4 
+ q 2 x (tlti-I) (15)

The nonlinearity arises in the read-in matrix for it is clear that the covariance decays slower due
the noise vector c . Zquation (0) is further an to the round off noise. In fact, stability of
implicit equation In Xk I because of the appear- f(t) is no longer sufficient to assure conver-
once of this term on both sides. Rather than gencel The meaurement update formulas give
converting this in an explicit form (which
destroys additivity of the noise), a diffusion x(t ) - x(t 1 ) + K(t )(y I - hx(t )] (16)
approximation is described in the next section.

P(t (t) - K(t )hP(t (17)

Vy ) * P(ti)h R_ (t ) (18)
C I
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2 Finally, we remark that we can build on

R t = h P(t) + R(ti) (19) existing work (13) for treating the combined LQG
problem under floating point arithmetic.

These formulas are identical to the ones in the

infinite precision assumption. One can also use
the Gaussian second order filter. The measure- 5. CONCLUSIOM

ment updates are again given by (16-19), but now
the time update for the covariance has the addi- A novel solution on approximation to the

tional term least squares filter problem under floating point

3 2 - arithmetic is presented for a linear stochastic

qlq2(q + q 2 x (tlti-I
1

3/2 ) 
2
(tlti-1) model.

in the right hand side. The estimate update is To answer the question where the benefit of

again as in (14). We finally remark that second this study will be, it is perhaps easiest to

order filters provide a performance generally state that if the stochastic model has low order

superior to that of first order techniques (such and possesses slow time constants, and if a

as the extended Kalman filter), especially for general purpose computer is available with large

small noise strengths [6). wordlength, then the finite wordlength effects
are going to be negligible and there will be no

Higher order moment filters can be generated benefit from this study. On the contrary, if one
as well, e.g. the cumulants truncation (of which deals with microprocessor control of large scale
the second order Gaussian is a special case). systems and/or systems with multiple time scales,
Since in fact we expect nearly Gaussian distribu- (singularly perturbed systems) then potential

tions, another good alternative is the condi- benefit will be gained from a deeper study of the
tional quasi-moment method. Here the unknown optimality. The resulting optimal filter may
density is expanded in terms of the Hermite func- turn out to be nonlinear, but this does not
tions necessarily increase the complexity significantly

HW(x) (e.g. multiplication versus addition).

G The more detailed study, under progress,
where fG is the nominal Gaussian distribution, considers the floating point constraints of the

gain sequence computation as well. The latter is
Also the direct approximate solutions for obviously data dependent. The information filter

.he Fokker-Planck equation can be developed, form is believed to yield the best approach.
e.g. discretization and model reduction via
balanced realizations. Preliminary work on the

feasibility of this scheme is in progress. V. WERi C.S

In all these cases the remaining step is to 1. P. Moroney, Issues in the Implementation of
discretize the time update equations. The Digital Feedback Compensators, MIT Press,
resulting discrete filter has the structure 1983.

x(k+1) - x(k) + K(k) (y - Hx(k)) 2. R. E. Curry, Estimation and Control with
k Quantized Measurements, MIT Press, 1970.

but now K(k) differs from the Kalman gain, and is
data dependent. 3. W. Miller and C. Wrathall, Software for

Round.tf' Analysis of Matrix Algorithms,

Exact solutions for an Important class Academic Press, 1980.

exist. Namely if there is no (real) process
noise (Q = 0), then the only noise in the equiva- 4. D. C. Knuth, The Art of Computer Program-
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diffusion model leads then to bilinear stochastic Addison-Wesley, 1969.
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ERROR ANALYSIS Or LINEAR RMCURSIONS IN FLOATING POINT

Erik I. Verriest

School of Electrical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACT This disadvantage is obliterated when floating

A stochastic error model for floating point point arithmetic is used.

arithmetic is developed and used to study the Modern digital technology has rapidly
effects of finite wordlength on linear recursive increased the speed of floating point processors.
formulas. Optimal realizations eAst, but they As a result, these modules are increasingly intro-
are highly sensitive. duced in real time applications of estimation,

control, digital filtering, and general signal
processing, and the need for a comprehensive anal-
ysis of its limitations (due to finite wordlength

1. INTROOCTION effects) is obvious. No fully comprehensive model
for the wordlength effects in floating point

The accumulation and roundoff error in long exists, although some very significant contribu-
computerized calculations and recursive algorithms tions have been made in the past. Attempts to
is a phenomenon that can destroy an efficient and give rigorous analysis of a sequence of floating
sound computational procedure based on arithmetic point operations have proven to be so formidable
over the real number field. A tell-tale example that one has to content one's self with plausi-
is the Kalman filter divergence. Analytically bility arguments (e.g., see (4], p 213). A
this state estimator yields the estimate with noteworthy contribution is the axiomatization by
minimal covariance, but the actual error covari- Kulish [5].
ance may be much larger than the predicted covari-
ance (which solves a certain Riccati equation) or General statistical modeling of floating
even grow unboudedly whenever a finite precision point errors relies on the work of Wilkinson (16],

version of the algorithm is implemented. Forsythe and Moler [21, Stewart (11], Knuth (4],

and Vandergraft 112]. Brent [1], Marasa and
It is clear that in order to keep track of Matula 161 performed extensive simulations for

the confidence in the computed results, a certain various finite precision arithmetic systems.

measure of confidence should be computed and An analysis of the effects in digital filtering
*tracked* with each operation or update. is due to Kan and Aggarwal 131 and others. Rink

and Chong analyzed the performance of a floating
One such measure is the rigorous computation point state regulator [91. Van Wingerden and De

of error bounds via interval analysis. Not only Koning (13] recently combined this work with a
are the additional computations that are required Monte Carlo identification technique. A dynamical
time consuming, but the obtained results may be stochastic model was used by Verriest (14] in the
overly conservative. The individual rounding computation of a gain correction for (Kalman)
errors in a compounded expression indeed tend to filtering applications in floating point. In this
cancel rather than to reinforce each other if an paper, the finite wordlength effects on discrete

unbiased rounding rule is used. In this paper linear recursions of the form (dim x - n, dim u -
another measure of confidence is used. It is of a m, dim y - p)
more probabilistic nature and estimates the propa-
gated covariance due to the finite wordlength x Axk + Bu k
errors. Such a study is standard (and straight- k+1
forward) for fixed point arithmetic, and is well yk CXk(I)
described in several textbooks, culminating in
the optimal filter implementations by Mullis and are analyzed. The paper is organized as follows.
Roberts [81 and the LOG compensator by Moroney First a model for the floating point errors is
17]. One of the serious shortcomings of the use discussed. The third section then uses this error
of fixed point arithmetic is the necessity of model to obtain representations for various confi-
scaling in order to provide a higher accuracy. dence measures.

2. TEM ERROR NDOEL
This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force
under Contract F-08635-64-C-0273. We shall work with normalized floating point

numbers. For a given base b, they are expressed
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by two numbers, • and f. Here e is an integer are called the inherent errors since they inherit
exponent and f is a signed traction assumed to be their properties from the operation sequence and
normalized, i.e., b

- 1  
jfI < 1. The value of the the given recursion.

floating point number is then

The Intrinsic errors are bounded by the "unit
The in the least significant digit* times be . The

error Is therefore uniform in an interval with
Since the coding of the exponent e and the signed length proportional to the number itself (i.e.,
fraction must fit into a given wordlength (w), be). The extrinsic errors are also proportional
there will be a tradeoff between the precision and to the computed result 1121, with an exception of
the range of the representable numbers in the subtraction of nearly equal quantities, which may
computer (1]. However, in this work we shall cause a blowup of the relative error. For the
assume an infinite range and only consider the inherent error (also called accumulated error)
effects of a finite number of digits in the Wilkinson 116) (also Forsythe and Moler [21) gives
fraction. Besides simplifying the analysis, this errorbounds which are proportional to the computed
assumption can be substantiated by the fact that result. If y is the exact result of 6 combination .e
normally an underflow or overflow would cause of n multiplications and divisions, then the rela-
program termination, and we are only interested tive error in the computed result is bounded by
in the finite wordlength effects during a normal nY for some Yo" M4any other bounds on the
program execution. Following Kulish (51, the 00

rounding errors in algebraic processes are also ofsituation is as follows. We have R, the set of the form f(n). The linear (in n) bound is rather
reals and an operation * (which is +, -, x, conservative, for the individual rounding errors
or 1).On the computer the elements of R, as well in a compounded expression tend to cancel rather
as the results of a * b are not exactly represent- than to reinforce each other if an unbiased
able. Hence the reals must be mapped in a subset rounding rule is used. With biased rounding and
F according to a proper (I.e., monotone and symme- truncation, the bound may be more realistic. %
tric) mapping Q:R * F. The approximation of the &
operation is then Q[,,. 1 Because of the above observations, we are led

to a stochastic model for the finite wordlength
Qr*; a,b) : Q(a'b) (2) error.

Unfortunately, the in general not representable (5)
result a * b seem to be necessary for its reali- y " Q[yj - 'fnly"
zation. It can be shown, however, that in all where C is a sample of a standard white Gaussian P
cases where a 8 b is not exactly representable, It process and Y(n) is a normalization factor,
is sufficient to replace it by an appropriate and dependent on the number of operations. The
representable value a ; b with the property *large* samples c simulate then the occasional

blow up due to subtraction of near equal quanti-Q(aeb) - Q(a;b) (3) ties (occurring with empirical frequency .14 [4)).

It can be shown (by considering error accumulationThen the proper definition is in one single batch of n
2 
or n batches of n opera- %

tions) that for consistency of (1) Y(n) must be %
Q*; a,b) :- Q(a;b) (4) order /.

The concrete algorithms for the realization of Remarki The above approximation (5) will be
this forul can then be decomposed into four invalid if the number of binary operations greatly

exceeds the number of independent variables occur-
ring as operands. "t

1. Identification of the exponent and frac- ra
tion of a and b. 3. AI4ALYSIS OF LINEAR RECURSIONS

2. xecution of aeb.
3. RenTrmazation" The formulas (1) are generic state space
4. t apping into P (because accumulation of representations for digital filters or com-

higher wordength may be used). pensators as for instance used in feedback

controllers. The signals uk and Ykare respec-..
The cause of floating point or;,.ors is three- cnrles Th sias k an Ykar repctively the input and the output vectors. Asfold. First, there are intrinsic errors, due to explained in the previous section, the bilinear

finite wordlength representation of a given number error model is assumed, as well as a perfect
(parameters, inputs...). Even if two numbers have representation of the parameter matrices A, ,
an exact representation, binary operations (sum, and C. (This entails no loss of generality since -
product...) on then may require a longer word- the effect of parameter truncation can always be
length for exact representation. Hardware impLe- *thrown back to the data [12). By equation (5), .o
mentation greatly affects this error (presence or the recursions in floating point can be modeled by
absence of guardbits, double register arithmetic, (aauming the use of an unbiased rounding).
rounding or truncation...). The errors induced by
binary operations are referred to as extrinsic m m +Bu +'Ydiag Ow (6)

sAx(Aerrors. Finally all these errors propagate k+1 k k k k I kthrough the recursion and hence accumulate. They
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y .-cxm B diag (cx') D 2'k p7 Fm APmA' +* r2 D D; *"'kA'-k,' (13)

where wi - v) in an (n + p) dimensional standard
white gaussLan sequence, 6 and I are normalization E . Exk(x"la) (14)

parameters which are purely hardware dependent, kr

while the elements of the matrices D are realize-
. tion dependent, and reflect dependencies among the Z + Bu (15)

computed state or output components. (If tw corn- kki k k

*. ponents of the x-vector are updated in identical
ways, then their errors must also remain equal.) - CPmC' + 0 0 CIPk+)C- (16)
S and Y are fixed such that the maximal ows of k+1 k 2

squares of the elements for each row of W is one.

If A is a full matrix without any particular A proof is straightforward by 'squaring up' (11)
structure, then generically one can set W - I, and and taking expectations, noting that wk is inde-
Y corresponds with (n * m) multiplications and n + pendent from xk and . Finally the identity
m - I (signed) additions. A special case occurs

for instance if a pair (A,bJ is in canonical form, diag(x) Q dLag(x) - xx' 0 (17)

i.e., for

. . . .. ais used where I is the Schur product (i.e.,
A - n(A8)j - Ai- 1J).

L . b8 Remarks:

* I I. It the input uk is purely random with zero
one has mean and covariance Qk, then

i0 09 Ek1 ' Al )A + (18)a

0 is substituted for (16) and (17). .pe
relative error is then the 'ratio* Pmv

For truncation or biased rounding, the probabil- where Vk - Exkx .
istLc model needs to be adjusted to incorporate

the bias. For each type of arithmetic, a bilinear 2. Defining Z as the unit under 0, i.e., Ei, - I
state model arises. For this reason w shall we can rewrite (15) as
refer to the floating point error model in the

previous section as the "bilinear error model.* (. - (.2 DO')
. 
Ap A' + Y2DO' * 1 (13')

k+1l kk1
The propagation of the expected value of the It is clear that even when A is strictly stable,

above model state is PP, may grow unboundedly, due to the presence of

"3 " the positive Schur factor C + ' 2 00'.
Xk• - +, • B (10)

- kTheorem 2: The model (6) is second order stochas-
Clearly, if uk,- uk and xm 0 x4, then the solution tically stable if the eigenvalues of A are within
of (10) and (1) are identical. Therefore, the a circle with radius (I + y2)-1/2.

exact recursion (I) can be interpreted as the
expectation of the floating point model. Another measure of the similarity of computed
Subtraqting (101 from (6), the floating point result and exact result of the recursion is given

error x
4 

- xm - x
m 

satisfies by the generalized correlation coefficient,

"k * 15 "m between the outputs of the exact (y) and the
xk I ' dig (Dwk)] A"k y dag (Dwk)xk+1 finite precision system (yf). We define this

generalized correlation coefficient as

f Lm fP(y-y f
A criterion for almost sure stability can be No(

established for first order systems based on

Grintsevichyus' theorem. For higher order systems
(the case of interest), we shall only be concerned 0(yy) r(Y(Y )0

with the first and second moments. The following ((Y(yyTr(yf(y,),))
1
/Z

properties were 
derived(

where Y is the data matrix (y .. and
Theorem Ii For the bilinear model (6)-(11), the similarly for Yf. Note that PH(y,yt can be writ-

error covariances ten in terms of the sample correlation functions

6m 3 (mm,)(mm-Y),

solve the recursion
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Erik I. Verriest
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Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACT the use of fixed point arithmetic is the neces-

sity of scaling in order to provide a higher
A stochastic error model for floating point accuracy. This disadvantage is obliterated when

arithmetic is developed. A characteristic fea- floating point arithmetic is used.
ture of the floating point error in an operation

is that its bounds are proportional to the result Modern digital technology has rapidly
of the operation. This model is used to study increased the speed of floating point processors.

the effects of finite wordlength on linear recur- As a result, these modules are increasingly
siv formulas. Optimal realizations exist, but introduced in real time applications of estima-
they are highly sensitive. tion, control, digital filtering, and general

signal processing, and the need for a comprehen-

sive analysis of its limitations (due to finite
wordlength effects) is obvious. No fully compre-

1. INTODUCHION hensive model for the wordlength effects in

floating point exists, although some very signif-
The accumulation and roundoff error in long icant contributions have been made in the past.

computerized calculations and recursive algo- Attempts to give rigorous analysis of a sequence

rithms is a phenomenon that can destroy an effi- of floating point operations have proven to be so
cient and sound computational procedure based on formidable that one has to content one's self
arithmetic over the real number field. A tell- with plausibility arguments (e.g., see 14],

tale example is the Kalman filter divergence. p. 213). A noteworthy contribution is the
Analytically this state estimator yields the axiomatization by Kulish (5].
estimate with minimal covariance, but the actual

error covariance may be much larger than the General statistical modeling of floating
predicted covariance (which solves a certain point errors relies on the work of Wilkinson
Riccati equation) or even grow unboudedly when- (161, Forsythe and Moler 12], Stewart (111, Knuth

ever a finite precision version of the algorithm (43, and Vandergraft (123. Brent [1], Marasa and

is implemented. Matula [6] performed extensive simulations for

various finite precision arithmetic systems.
It is clear that in order to keep track of An analysis of the effects in digital filtering

the confidence in the computed results, a certain is due to Ran and Aggarwal (3] and others. Rink
measure of confidence should' be computed and and Chong analyzed the performance of a floating

"tracked* with each operation oe update. point state regulator (91. Van Wingerden and De

Koning (131 recently combined this work with a
One such measure is the rigorous computation Monte Carlo identification technique. A dynam-

of error bounds via interval analysis. Not only ical stochastic model was used by Verriest (14)
are the additional computations that are required in the computation of a gain correction for
time consuming, but the obtained results may be (Kalman) filtering applications in floating

overly conservative. The individual rounding point. In this paper, the finite wordlength
errors in a compounded expression indeed tend to effects on discrete linear recursions of the form

cancel rather than to reinforce each other if an (dim x - n, dim u - m, dim y - p)
unbiased rounding rule is used. In this paper

another measure of confidence is used. It is of x Ax + Bu
a more probabilistic nature and estimates the k+1 k k

propagated covariance due to the finite word- y Cxk (1)
length errors. Such a study is standard (and

straightforward) for fixed point arithmetic, and are analyzed. The paper in organized as follows.
is well described in several textbooks, culmi- First a model for the floating point arrors is

nating in the optimal filter implementations by discussed. The third section then uses this
Mullis and Roberts (81 and the LQG compensator by error model to obtain representations for various
Moroney [7). One of the serious shortcomings of confidence measures.

2. Tag OR NODKL
This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force

under Contract F-08635-64-C-0273. We shall work with normalized floating point

numbers. For a given base b, they are expressed
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by two numbers, e and f. Here * is an integer these errors propagate through the recursion and

exponent and f is a signed fraction assumed to be hence accumulate. They are called the inherent
normalized, i.e., b

- 1 
4 Ifl < 1. The value of errors since they inherit their properties from

the floating point number is then the operation sequence and the given recursion.

fbe The intrinsic errocs are bounded by the

*unit in the least significant digit" times be .
Since the coding of the exponent e and the signed The error is therefore uniform in an interval
fraction must fit into a given wordlength (w) , with length proportional to the number itself
there will be a tradeoff between the precision (i.e., be). The extrinsic errors are also pro- b

and the range of the representable numbers in the portional to the computed result (12], with an
computer [1]. However, in this work we shall exception of subtraction of nearly equal quanti-
assume an infinite range and only consider the ties, which may cause a blowup of the relative
effects of a finite number of digits in the error. For the inherent error (also called
fraction. Besides simplifying the analysis, this accumulated error) Wilkinson [16] (also Forsythe
assumption can be substantiated by the fact that and Molar (2]) gives errorbounds which are pro-

normally an underflow or overflow would cause portional to the computed result. If y is the
program termination, and we are only interested exact result of a combination of n multiplica-
in the finite wordlength effects during a normal tions and divisions, then the relative error in
program execution. Following Kulish (51, the the computed result is bounded by nTo for some
situation is as follows. We have R, the set of 0o" Many other bounds on the rounding errors in

reals and an operation * (which is 4, -, x, or aygebraic processes are also of the form f(n).
;).On the computer the elements of R, as well as The linear (in n) bound is rather conservative,
the results of a * b are not exactly represent- for the individual rounding errors in a com-
able. Hence the reals must be mapped in a subset pounded expression tend to cancel rather than to
F according to a proper (i.e., monotone and reinforce each other if an unbiased rounding rule
symmetric) mapping Q:R * F. The approximation of is used. With biased rounding and truncation,
the * operation is then Q]*,,) the bound may be more realistic.

Qt]; a,b) t- Q(alb) (2) Because of the above observations, we are
led to a stochastic model for the finite word-

Unfortunately, the in general not representable length error.
result a * b seems to be necessary for its reals- y - Q[y * Y(n)yc (5)
zation. It can be shown, however, that in all
cases where a * b is not exactly representable, where C is a sample of a standard white Gaussian
it is sufficient to replace it by an appropriate process and Y(n) is a normalization factor,
and representable value a ; b with the property dependent on the number of operations. The

"large" samples E simulate then the occasional
Q(a~b) , Q(ab) (3) blow up due to subtraction of near equal quanti-

ties (occurring with empirical frequency .14
Then the proper definition is (4)). It can be shown (by considering error

accumulation in one single batch of n
2 

or n
Q], a,b] :- Q(a;b) (4) batches of n operations) that for consistency

of (1) Y(n) must be order / n.
The concrete algorithms for the realization of .
this formula can then be decomposed into four Remark| The above approximation (5) will be
steps. invalid if the number of binary operations

greatly exceeds the number of independent
1. Identification of the exponent and frac- variables occurring as operands. In the case of

tion of a and b. an equal mixture of *, -, x, and i, Marasa and
2. Execution of ab. Matuls (6) have shown by extensive simulation on
3. Renormalization. combinations of 10 operations, that the relative
4. Mapping into F (because accumulation of error grows slightly faster than exponentially.

higher wordlength may be used).

3. ANALYSIS Or LINAM FNCUIRSION8'.
The cause of floating point errors is three-

fold. First, there are intrinsic errors, due to The formulas (1) are generic state space
finite wocdlength representation of a given representations for digital filters or compen-
number (parameters, inputs...). Even if two sators as for instance used in feedback control-
numbers have an exact representation, binary lers. The signals uk and yk are respectively the
operations (sum, product...) on them may require input and the output vectors. As explained in
a longer wordlength for exact representation, the previous section, the bilinear error model
Rardware implementation greatly affects this is assumed, as well as a perfect representation
error (presence or absence of guardbits, double of the parameter matrices A, R, and C. (This
register arithmetic, rounding or truncation,...), entails no loss of generality since the effect

The errors induced by binary operations are of parameter truncation can always be *thrown
referred to as extrinsic errors. Finally all back* to the data 12. By equation (5), the
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recursions in floating point can be modeled by A criterion for almost sure stability can be
(assuming the use of an unbiased rounding). established for first order systems based on

In m Grintsevichyus' theorem [17,p.153) for steady-
+ +Bu m c di (Alxu wk (6)xk 1- k +B k  k X ig( k k  . . bu.

state conditions (i.e., if * x

m) D v (7) Namely if

xkk + 8da k k -2 k -logla(1 + Ywk)I < 0

where - v1) in an (n + P) dimensional standard then the error xm is a.s. convergent for all k
white gausstan sequence, 0 and f are normalize- iff
tion parameters which are purely hardware depen- 9 log sup(YIxuwk11 <-
dent, while the elements of the matrices D are u

realization dependent, and reflect dependencies i.e., if jai < f(Y) for some function f of Y.
among the computed state or output components. For higher order systems (the case of interest),
(If two components of the x-vector are updated we shall only be concerned with the first and
in identical ways, then their errors must also second moments. The following properties were
remain equal.) 8 and Y are fixed such that the derived:

maximal sum of squares of the elements for each
row of W is one. If A is a full matrix without Theorem 1: For the bilinear model (6)-(11), the
any particular structure, then generically one error covariances
can set W - I, and Y corresponds with (n + m)
multiplications and n + m - 1 (signed) additions. m .
A special case occurs for instance if a pair - Elx-xj(x-xj
(A,b) is in canonical form, i.e., for O E (ym-ym)(ym m), (12)-a........a 1l Eil y,,° -y

I n solve the recursion
A 1 9 b 9 (8) m2

I +, - AP ' A + Y (A A +'*. ) (13)

one has k - Ex,(xk). (14)
k

01 Axk+Ou(5
(9 ) m

x k Bk (15) "

For truncation or biased rounding, the probabil- *M P 10 8,+a2 0 Di C(Pm+Lfl)C. (16)
istic model needs to be adjusted to incorporate k k 2 k k

the bias, e.g. for truncation

c c (w A proof is straightforward by *squaring up' (11)
Qc(X] - x 2 (x - agn(x) and taking expectations, noting that wk is inde-

pendent from xk and xk. Finally the identity

- (i - - 'Vl)x YVcx' (5') diag(x) Q diag(x) - xx' * (17)

where we set w' - w sqn(x). For each typo of is used where * is the Schur product (i.e.,
arithmetic, a bilinear state model arises. For (A*B)ij * AijBi).
this reason we shall refer to the floating point

error model in the previous section as the Remarks:
'bilinear error model."

. pf the input uk Is purely random with zero
The propagation of the expected value of the mean and covariance Qk, then

above model state is

xm A ku 1 k AtA' + B kB. (18)
X K+1 * k + ouk  (10)

m is substituted for (16) and (17). T e rela-
Clearly, if u u and x * x0 then the solU- tive error is then the "ratio* PmV , where
tion of (10) and l) are identical. Therefore,
the exact recursion (1) can be interpreted as
the expectation of the floating point model. 2. Defining E as the unit under , i.e., Ei-
Subtracting (10). from (6), the floating point I we can rewrite (13) as
error x ' xm - x' satisfies
. |m - (,.+¥ DD J * Pm ' + I2D ' (1 )

xkl +, I Y diaq (Dw )I X Y dia( (kw)x k 1 k A-1
kk kcI k+1

It is clear that even when A is strictly stable,
(11) e may grow unboundedly, due to the presence of

the positive Schur factor C + y2O'.
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Ther' ~: ih moel(6)iSSecndordr t0 Theorem 5: For a given realization (A,B,C), thek
chaStically stable if the Qigenvalues of A are error properties are left invariant if Q ii
within a circle with radius (1 +~ y2)-1/2 . multiplied by a positive constant.

Another measure of the similarity of com- Remark: We have not touched upon certain impar-
puted result and exact result of the recursion is tant and interesting issues. If very low pr'ci-
given by the generalized correlation coefficient, Sion in used, it can be shown that trapstates S

between the outputs of the exact (y) and the may exist. These are vectors of floating ;o1nt
finite precision system (yf). W4e define this numbers such that Qlxk+l( ' Qtxx) for the
generalized correlation coefficient as undriven system. Obviously, zero will he a

f f trapatate, but many more may exist, depending on
0 . 11 i oN(Y,y) (19) the iteration and the precision. Whenver nonzero

trapetates exist, the bilinear model will break
down. The details are under study.

f0 (yyr(Y(tY
N(yf fT~yT(~Y) ,))1/2 (20 4. FINAL RE4ARZS AND NCLSIO48

Simulation of the bilinear model yields an
where Y is the data matrix (y1,y ... ,Y1 )., and output that fluctuates too fast as compared to
similarly for Yf. Note thatl 0N Uy,yf) can be the output of a simulation of the roundoff
written in terms of the sample correlation ef fects on the recursions. This leads to the
functions conclusion that the developed error model Is only

good to provide 014S bounds on the error. The
N Sample paths of the bilinear model (6-7) are in

1 f).) no way a good representation of an actual sample
N Tr( Ey( run of a computer with small word length. Our

NN

N N w ith the actual recursion (i.e., one updates all
N Tr( N yIyj) Wj Tr( E y'(yf)')(21) of (13-16)). A one-a or three-a confidence

i-i i.1I ellipse can the? be constructed around the
computed update yk, based on the matrix Vm.

assuming a random Input with variance Qjk, and k

invoking ergodicity. For the model (6)-(11), the Concluding, we state that a bilinear error
PNyy)can be precomputed. model can be used to obtain confidence bounds on

computed recursions. These bounds are less con-
Theorem 3: The steady state correlation between servative than the absolute bounds provided by
the model output yss andi y(- ym for Y 0 0) is Interval arithmetic. eased on this model, we

have shown that optimal realizations exist, but
are too sensitive to be of practical value.

____ (22) RKrRD4CZS
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X - (AXAI+BQBI) *(E+OcD D) (23) .,..
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tion coefficient ts maximal. It was found by November 1971.
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zation Impractical. We established also the 151 U. Kulisch, 'Mathematical Foundation of
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Theorem 4: If DO' - 1, then scaling (i.e., a July 197~.
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E. I. Verriest

School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Abstract purely hardwere dependent and the elements of W

f onldepend on the particular recursion (dependencies ofTh~e effects of the finite ord length n a components of yk )
.

floating point Implementation of the least squares
'I filter is discussed. Optimal precomputable gains The rest of the paper deals with the filter for

are given, and a computationally more attractive the r~del
approximation is given.

1. IMROD I ON xk~l - Fxk + Guk

Optimality of the Kalman filter is only guaran- Y - + +

teed if computations can be performed in infinite o- ((OO)( 0))
precision. Therefore the realistically computed 0 R

estimates are no longer optimal. This paper takes
the finite word length constraints of the digital .T OPFXJAL FILTE FO DEGRA A
machine into account in the algorithm design.

First it will be assumed that all gains can be
Finite word length effects in fixed point are precomputd and set in infinite precision. This not

now well understood and described in several books, only simplifies the analysis, but can also be justi-
" culminating in the optimum filter implementations by fid. The error due to the difference in the

Mi 9llis and Roberts (11 and the compensator by desired and implemented gain can be "thrown* back to
* oroney (2]. the data, a technique known as inverse error anal-

ysis. Hence without lose of generality the (actual)
General statistical modeling of floating point computed filter update (with gain Kk) is modeled by

errors relies on the work of Wilkinson (3), Knuth Isuppressing the *O'-notation)
(4] and Vandergraft (SI. The effects on the per-
foruance of compensators have been studied (6,71. A k k Kk(y k - H(k) + k(
gain adjustment for the filter was given by this
author in (8). whre # is the finite wordlength error. The

2. part * + Kk(y k - ) which is the desired or
2. TERROR NtODI theoretical update wile be defined as the CORE of

the estimate. The estimation error x - x-x satis-
The cause of floating point errors is three- flee then

fold. First, there are *intrineic' errors, due to
finite wordlength representation of a given number xk*t U 4. - . - - (

" (parameters, Inputs...). Even if two numbers have .k k Kkvk
* an exact representation, binary- operations (sam, The covariances P - Zx' and £ Exx' satisfy the

product...) on them may require a 'longer wordlength coupled matrix equations r . E
, for exact representation. Hardware implementation

greatly affects this error (presence or absence of E P, + k k k K R% +
guardbits, double register arithmetic, rounding or k1 F k HCF. + K k k kE(9k)
truncation... ). The errors induced by binary opera-
tions are referred to as "extrinsic* errors. c F eF' k KkHPkP* - FCkH'K- KkR

'c '  
k

Finally all these errors propagate through the re- -kI P C "K -Fial l hs ro*prpgt-hog h e 'i7) '
ctursion and hence accumulate. They are called the

" inherent* errors since they inherit their proper- P - (F-K H)P (F-K HP + GOG' + KMRK + E(
ties from the operation sequence and the given re- kk FkH KCk #48."(8)

cursion.

A characteristic feature of the floating point %tere is as usual the Innovations covariance

errors is that they are proportional to the computed * HP HI + R (9)
results (i.e. one has 6multiplicative noise'). If (
O(yk

] represents the result of a recursive compute- Appropriate initial conditions are
tion of a vector Yk, then the model of the computa-
tion error is E o 0, Co 0, Po 0

Yk Q(Yk] a 
Y 

diag(Yk)WCk (1 For fixed point arithmetic, the driving term in (6)-
(9) in

where C is a sample of an n-dimensLonal standard
white ,ussian sequence, Y is a parameter which is E( k 6

2
W (10)
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and thus not only constant, but also independent of tions. Moreover, & two point boundary value problem
C, P and E. The optLmal gain can then be found (TPBVP) needs to be solved since the forward and the
directly by minimization with respect to K .  backwarSg equations are coupled. The optimal

gains . 8 scomputed by (21) wb11 therefore depend
!FPkH-R' (1) on N a%. should be denoted as , - 0, ... , N-1.

HHence in order to obtain the o imal least squares
oe~ever, gnerically, the computed estimate is no estimate at each time N, a new series of gains for

longer orthogonal to its error. k-0 to k - N-I needs to be computed. A filter
Implementation with prycomputed gains would require

The situation is different under floating point lots of memory (order N°).
arithmetic. In this case the statistics of the
computation noise depend on the core estimate. As Rather than implementing the optimal scheme, a
seen in section 2 suboptimal floating point correction will be derived

- which is more straightforward to realize. Availabi-
#k .

Y 
diag(F, + k(yk - HXk}] w (12) lity of the optimal solution remains beneficial to

analyze the performance of the proposed schemes.

The resulting driving term in (8) is the expectation

(9 is the Schur product) 4. SUOBPTLJXL YLLTKRS

Z(#k))- Y2 (L k * WWI) (13) The stepwise optimization formulas of section3
are used to obtain a minimum error covaijiance P1where Lk is the core update of 9, i.e. within the structure. The one-step gain K is com-

R
t
K, puted (diag NW' - I) from (23) and the suoecript 0

L %. ' k k kC.?' 4 k 'im K~x (14) simply replaced by k. Thus

This couples (8) to (6) and (7). The optimal filter sub .. 1 - 2 (2
Yj - 2.. FCkHIRC (2

can be derived via an equivalent constrained minLmi- l+y 2 iiy
2

zation problem of the final covariance
A- 2 where of course P,, Ik and C follow the recursions

4W EIx-xlN . Tr(P ) (15) (6)-(6) and (13)-( 4).,

with respect to the sequence n, d subject to S. COCWIOS
(6-(81, (13) and (14).

For the floating point implementation of linear
Adjoining the constraints, the Hamiltonian for filters the optimal precomputable gains are charac-

the system is tersed as the solution to a nontrivial TBVP. A
i+1 - + &c C c' & hr E computationally more tractable approximation Is

presented. It requires more computational effort
)ce. )c1 k+ )i 1b 6 ) than the Kalman filter, but offsets the degradation

due to the finite wordlength. This disadvantage
where the right hand sides of (6)-(S) are actually diaapers since the gains are precomputable as
substituted r tche Pk4l' Ckl, and 1 The opposed to the method in (Si. The methods and

Aboundary conditions are A . , 0, 0 and results described can be carried over to the regula-
N tor a" well.

the generalized Euler-Lagrangs equations lead after
some algebra to the (backward) recursions

1 2,. +1F + yF' A.+ 1F (17) 1. C. T. Nullis and R. A. Roberts, *Synthesis of
Minimum Roundoff Noise Fixed Point Digital Fil-

- 2 -ters,' IEEE Trans. Circuits and Systems, Vol.
+1- H'KjAjF + (?-K.)' A 1r + I' H'K;A+ 1F (18) 23, No. 9., pp. 551-562, September 1976.

2. P. Noroney, 'Issues in the Implementation of

p c Digital Feedback Compensators,* MIT Press, 1983.
H'KA l4kH (f-K kH)Ac K i k'K'A. I(FKkN) 3. J. H. Wilkinson, *Rounding Errors in Algebraic

Frocesesa, Prentice Hall, 1963.

P 24. 0. It. Knuth, "The Art of Computer Programmning,'+ (?-KkH)-Ak+l(F1KkM) + Y2H-%k,, 1 k~H (19) Vol. 2, Addison-Wesley, 1981.

S. J. S. Vandegraft, "Introduction to Numerical
P where t C c Computations," Academic Press, 1983.

A - (A - A - A + As) N'*W' (0 6. R. B. Rink and H. V. Chong, 'Performance of
fState Regulator Systems with Floating-Point

The optimaity condition ; -0yieLds finlly Computation,' IEEtZ Trens. AC, Vol. 24, No. 3,
the gain pp. 411-421, June 1979.

o c' 7. A. J. N. Van Wingrden and W. L. Deloning, "The
" (A *U) ((A* A.1 )FP Influence of Finite Nordlength on Digital Opti-

mal Control,- IEEE Trans. AC, Vol. 29, No. 5,

I Ac I 2 ;) -..RC ( pp. 305-391, May 1984.
(+ - kl (21) +. k. . Verriest, "On Redefining the Optimal Least

w U .y2(WWI) Squares Filter under Floating Point Operations,"

where U . Proc. ICASSP 1954, p. 30.9, March 1964, San
Diego, CA.

It is clear that the potential benefit of an

adjustment to the optimal gain is grossly offset by
the computational burden In solving the above equa- This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force under

contract F-08635-64-C-0273.
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SUBSPACE CORRELATION MEASURES

AND APPLICATION TO

*' THE STOCHASTIC REALIZATION PROBLEM

Erik I. Verriest

School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

(404) 894-2949

ABSTRACT

It has been shown in earlier papers that the canonical correlation
analysis and the principal component analysis as applied to the stochastic
realization problem can be derived under the unified framework of the RV-
coefficient. This RV coeffficient also provides a common statistical measure
of information that can be used in the evaluation and comparison of the
different methods. It is shown here that this RV-coefficient has a very
natural interpretation in terms of the information structure (and not just
the data) of the problem itself. More specifically, it can be derived from
the generalized probability measures (Gleason measures) defined on the
propositional system associated with the modeling problem. This problem
draws some close analogy to the foundations of modern quantum theory.
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Introduction.

A fundamental problem in modelling, identification, signal processing,

digital filtering and cluster analysis is that of finding a finite

dimensional Markovian representation of a stochastic sequence from the

covariance information. This stochastic realization problem has been widely

discussed [A,F,B,DPAK,RV]. Whenever a finite set of real data is gathered,

all processing is performed over finite sets, and in most cases an

underlying probabilistic model is absent. As a result, covariances must be

estimated from the observed time series. A more direct, data driven

approach is favorable. Moreover, for many applications, the Markovian

representation or state space model may be too complex, due to a high

dimensionality, thus barring efficient computational management. This

motivates the quest for lower order models, and a common measure for the

evaluation of the performance of the different modeling approaches.

Many methods exist for the determination of a stochastic

realization. Two philosophies, deeply rooted in multivariate statistical

analysis, are singled out. Akaike [A] and Faurre [F], among others, ,

developed the theory based on the information interface between the past and

the future of a time series. This led Desai and Pal (DP] to an algorithm

for obtaining a stochastic realization and model reduction scheme, based on

the Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). Their realizations form the

counterpart to the deterministic balanced realizations of Moore (M].

Another method based on the Karhunen-Loeve Method (KLM), also known as the

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been proposed by Arun and Kung [AK].

Ramos and Verriest [RV] unified the CCA and KLM methods by showing

that they are both special cases of a more general optimization problem,

using the RV-coefficient introduced in multivariate analysis by Escouffier

[EJ. Given two zero-mean random vectors x and y, with Coy [y) -Rxy R J,
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the RV-coefficient is defined by

* ~TrRx.R.,.,
RV(x,y) - 2 ]Tr; where Ryx - Rxy()(Tr[Rxx ]Tr[Ry)

It was shown that this common statistical measure of information provides a

rationale for drawing inferences about the performance of the algorithm.

It further unifies the exact covariance and real data case by relating this

RV-coefficient to certain operators in a tensor product space G ® H* where G

and H are separable Hilbert spaces [V]. Here G is the base space, and H is

respectively L2(0,B,m) and RN.

In this paper, the geometry of the stochastic realization problem, both

exact and approximate, is investigated, and it is linked to some notions in

the theoretical foundations of quantum mechanics. More precisely, measures

on the subspaces of a Hilbert space are introduced, which relate to the

density matrices in the quantum mechanical context. It is then shown that

the above mentioned RV-coefficient is but one possible measure. Many others

can be defined, leading of course to slightly different results. We will

not emphasize the algorithmic solution of the realization problem, to which

many fine researchers have substantially contributed. A motivation for the

use of the RV coefficient in the stochastic realization problem is

presented

Philosophy of Stochastic Realization Theory

As originally formulated, the stochastic realization theory deals with

the following problem (for a full mathematical statement, see e.g. [F]):

Given a process with covariance sequence Rk, find a Markovian representation

or state space model of minimal dimension, that generates an output with the

given covariance function. This problem presupposes the knowledge of the

exact covariance sequence. A perhaps more realistic formulation is: Given
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an observed sample path of a stochastic process, find a realization of,p

minimal dimension which generates an output with the same covariance as the

observed sequence. There are thus two parts: on one hand, there is the

realization of the model given the exact covariance sequence of the given

process. This will be referred to as the exact problem. There also is the

problem of determining or estimating the covariance sequence from the

observed data sequence. Stochastic realization theory is therefore a
-..

statistical theory. The problem with this is that many observed processes

occur only once, and that one thus can hardly speak of a statistical model

with repeated sample paths. It is our contention to reformulate the
•N

realization problem from the point of view of observed data. In order to do

so, we rely on some of the same principles that guided physicists to the

logical foundations of modern quantum mechanics [PBV,Gn,Gd,Va], which is

founded on the impossibility of certain knowledge. Although we will not

discuss deterministic realization theory, it is worth mentioning that a

similar approach can be taken here, leading to the usual Boolean logic, also

pertinent in the logical foundations of classical mechanics.

The Propositional System.

We will depart slightly from the usual setup of the problem. First of

all, only the observed time series is available to the modeler. Hence, any

notion of "state" should refer somehow to the observed data sequence yI,

Y2 ''-,Yk" As more things are observed with time, the information grows.

More possibilities will appear ("splittings" in previously unresolvable

information). We shall define the state of the system as the entity

representing the maximal information that possibly can be given about the

system. In order to build this up axiomatically, from "first principles",

we are led to consider the fundamental idea of a question, defined as
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"every experiment leading to an alternative of which the terms are only Yes

or No." (e.g. "the value obtained by the time series at time i lies in the

Borel set B"). All information one has about the system is captured in the

totality of all such elementary questions. The problem is that there are

very many such questions to ask, and unless we have a good theory about

these questions and the relations among them, this framework would be of no

value. We say that the question is certain (true) if the truth are

falseness of its answer can be stated with absolute certainty. In the

situation that whenever the system question Q, is true, we have the property

that question Q2 is always true, we say Q, implies Q2, and write QI < Q2.

If we define two questions as equivalent if QI < Q2 and Q2 < QI, and denote

the resulting equivalence class by [QI], then the implication is a partial

ordering on the quotient set. The equivalence classes of questions will be

called propositions. We can also make new questions from old ones, by

introducing the greatest lower bound (GLB) and largest upper bound (LUB) of

any two questions. The greatest lower bound of a family of questions Qi is

defined as the question /\iQi such that /\iQi true means that in the event

of the measurement (verification) of an arbitrary one of the Qi's, the

result "Yes" is certain. The least upper bound \/iQi of the family of

questions is then the greatest lower bound of all questions Si > Qi Vi.

This induces a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound on the set of

propositions. There exist a minimal proposition 0 (always false) and a

maximal one, 1, which is always true. It is important to point out that for

the stochastic problem exact knowledge of the truth of the proposition yl -

A, does not allow to say anything with absolute certainty of the output Y2. I
One says that the propositions regarding yl are incompatible with the

propositions regarding Y2. The greatest lower bound is therefore 0, i.e.
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the false statement. Propositions regarding the output at one particular

time are compatible (simultaneously verifiable). On the other hand, the

propositional system for a deterministic system allows propositions of the

form (Yl-', Y2-
2). Furthermore, if Q is a question, then the question that

leads to the reverse truth statements is supposed to exist as well, and is

called the orthocomplement.

At a more abstract level, a partially ordered set X is a complete

lattice, if each subset of X admits a GLB and a LUB, which belongs to Z. An

orthocomplementation in a lattice is a map #:X -> X : p -> p# such that

i) (p) -p VpEL

ii) PA p# -0 ; pvP# - I V p E (2)

iii) p < q -> q# < p#

Examples of a complete orthocomplemented lattice are the power set of a

given set, and (more generally) any a-algebra B as for instance used in the

Kolmogorovian probability theory. Note that this a-algebra is isomorpic to

the set of propositions that can be made about the probabilistic events. A

lattice is veakly modular if p < q -> q A (q# V p) - p. If p < q, one

says that q covers p if p < x < q > x - p or x - q. Elements which

cover 0 are called atoms. A lattice is atomic if Vp 0 0, there exists an

atom a < p. A proposition system or logic is then abstractly defined as a

complete orthocomplemented, weakly modular and atomic lattice. More details

can be found in the literature (e.g.[BV,P]).

In the above example of a a-algebra, the distributive property

SIA(S 2vS3) - (SIAS2)v(SIAS3) holds. A complete orthocomplemented

distributive atomic lattice is called a classical (Boolean) proposition

system. The usual Aristotelean logic reigns in such a system. The

propositional system (propositions about subsets of phase space) of a
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subspaces of a Hilbert space?

Let H be a Hilbert space. The set of all closed subspaces of H has

the structure of an orthocomplemented complete lattice, also called a logic.

A one-to-one correspondence exists between the lattice of all closed

subspaces of H and the lattice Proj H of all orthoprojectors on H. Gleason

[G] has shown that in a separable Hilbert space of dimension at least three,

every measure p on the closed subspaces can be represented by

p(A) - Tr (TPA) (3)

where PA is the projection operator on the subspace A of H, and T is a

positive definite operator of trace class. Geometrically, these measures

arise as limits of convex combinations of "elementary" measures of the form

pv(A) - 11 pA(v) 112 ; v e H (4)

This notion has been extended by Jajte [J]. In particular it has been shown

that every (vector-valued) Gleason measure f on Proj H can be extended in a

unique way to a continuous operator on L(H), the algebra of all bounded

linear operators in H. An important class of Gleason measures taking values

in a Hilbert space K are the Orthogonally Scattered Measures (OSG).

Definition: An OSG-measure is a mapping f: Proj H -> K for which:

* i) For any sequence of pairwise orthogonal projectors PI, P2,...

from Proj H

E f Pi" 1 (  Pi ) (5),.

i i

the series on the left hand side being weakly convergent,

ii) For any orthogonal projectors P, Q in Proj H

P I Q -> P ± 4Q (6)
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in an interval J, then nothing changes this fact in the future (because of

causality). So from time 1 on, the statistical subensemble for which yi (F

has been filtered out. The axiomatic foundations of quantum theory led now

to a suitable representation of such logics An arbitrary propositional

system can be decomposed as the direct union of irreducible propositional

syst-ems, and it is known (Val that every irreducible propositional system

can be realized by the lattice Proj(H) of all closed linear subspaces of a

Hilbert space.

Generalized Probability Measures.

The goal of this section is to calculate the probability of obtaining

an answer "yes" for an arbitrary proposition of the system, "prepared in the

state" determined from the available data. The terminology "prepared in a

certain staten is standard for physicists. In our context, It simply means

that we look at an ensemble of systems whose prior information set is

identical to the observed time series; i.e. a filtered ensemble.

If the underlying propositional system is a Boolean a-algebra, then the

Kolmogorovian probability theory gives a consistent definition for the

probability measures. They are defined on a measurable space (0l,B). We

illustrated that since the probabilities are actually defined on B, it may

not be necessary to invoke n at all. B is the consistent collection of

(note that the a-finiteness axiom cannot be empirically deduced, but isN

brought in for mathematical convenience) logical statements that can be made

about the physical system. It is possible to capture the classical

probability theory as a theory of measures on Boilean algebras. Here is the

* problem: We want to make consistent probabilistic statements, but, we lost

the Boolean structure of subsets of a set. How do we generalize a

probability so it can be defined on a non-Boolean logic, e.g. the logic of
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classical mechanical system has this property. In fact, this is also the

logic underlying the relations among the propositions of the probabilistic

events in the Kolmogorov sense. By the Loomis representation theorem, there

exists then a set 0 such that X - B(O), i.e the propositional system is

isomorpic to a set of subsets of some set.

Whereas the Kolmogorovian probability starts from a set of possible

outcomes, on which a a-algebra of events is described, in the above

alternate way, the a-algebra (read: propositional system) comes first. Now

this latter viewpoint leads to the right generalizations. However a more

general logic X may fail to be distributive, so that the propositional P

system can no longer be isomorhic to the lattice of subsets of a set. Yet,

even in such a case, one would like to define a reasionable notion of

"probability" for the events (propositions). This can be done in a

consistent way, generalizing classical probability [Gu].

It is already clear from our remarks regarding the compatibility that

the logic of a stochastic system and the logic of a deterministic system are

quite different. In the first the distributive property fails to hold in

general. To illustrate this, consider the propositions S - "Yl > 0" and

S2 - "Y2 > 0" , and let S2 be its complement. Both propositions are

meaningful, the composite proposition S2 V S2, which is the trivial

p,roposition 1 is meaningful as well. Then Sl A (S2 V S ) is simply SI , but

since S1 and S2 are incompatible, (S1 A S2 ) v (S1 A S) has no meaning.

The state of a system is represented by an atom (i.e. a proposition that is

only implied by the always false proposition 0) in the propositional system.

Conversely if we are given all the propositions true for the system, then

the state is defined as the greatest lower bound of these propositions.

Conditioning is related to the notion of a filter. This means that if for

instance at time 1 the output is observed, and found with absolute certainty
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Any OSG defines a positive Gleason measure via

P- IIPII2  " P e Proj H (7)

By Gleason's theorem, there exists then a non-negative sclf-adjoint trace

class operator T such that

P - Tr TP ; P e Proj H (8)

.4'

The above can be interpreted as a "variance". A "covariance" can be defined

by COV(P,Q) - <eP',Q>K - Tr TPQ. In fact, it can be shown that if H and K

are real Hilbert spaces, then V P,Q r Proj H

<eP'eQ>K - Tr TPQ - Tr TQP (9)

where T is given by Gleason's theorem. In quantum mechanics, T is known as

the density matrix.

Applications to Realization Theory

We assume now that we have N sample paths of length p of a stationary 4.

time series, and organize it in a data matrix Y e Rp x N . This entails no

contradiction with our data-approach, as N shifted versions of the same

observed data can be used by virtue of the (assumed) stationarity. In the %

abstract sense, we may also consider the exact realization problem. In this

case, we shall work with random variables rather than data matrices. The

underlying spaces are L (Q,B,P) for the stochastic realization problem, and

RP N for the real data case. These spaces are isomorpic respectively with

tha tensor product spaces

L3(0,B,P) -
p  L (O,B,P) (10)

RPx N  - RP RN (1)
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More generally, if (0i) is a complete orthonormal set in H, then any vector
H*p

W x in the tensor product space C H (a space of operators H C> G ) of the

the form

X - 2 lxi> <Oil (12)

wnere Jxi) is a family of "data"-vectors e G , and 01 an "evaluation"-

vector (e.g. it picks out the w-th sample). The bra-ket notation is used

since it seemed to be the most clarifying notation. The vector x will be

referred -o as the "conditioning". The inner product in G 0 H* is

4 x , y , - 4 zi Ix.> <Oil , E Iyj> <Ojl I

- Zij <xilyj>G <OiIOj>H

- zi <xilYi>G  (13)

Let pi be the Gleason measures corresponding to xi, i.e. pi(A) -

*IPA(xO 2 Introduce now a superposition of measures on Proj G induced by

". this prior.

Ax -i Pi (14)

For all subspaces A of G, it follows that

jx(A) - Tr TxPA (15)

where Tx - Zi lxi> <xil - xx' is interpreted as an (unweighted) gramian or

covariance operator. The measure px(A) gives a numeric value to the

closeness of A to G, given the prior x. In a quantum mechanical context, it

would read as the (unnormalized) expectation value of the observable

represented by the projection operator PA, when the system is prepared in

the state x.
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The problem of determining the subspace of fixed dimension which "looks

most like H from the point of view of x" is then solved by letting PA be the

projector on the eigenspace of Tx with the largest principal components.

Aragon and Couot [AC] also stated several equivalent problems relating to

the PCA (KLK). This did not lead to a useful consistent covariance measure

for two orthogonal subspaces of G.

The Canonical Correlation Analysis, and an alternative derivation of

the Principal Component Analysis are obtained as follows:

For each B r Proj G, define the operators

PB: G H* -> G ® H* (16)

^B Z Ixi>)< il( 71"
i

i

Note that, Vx C G H*,

(PB) 2 (x) _ B (z PBIXi><OI)

- E (PB 21xix<,,il

- E p Bli><Ol
AR

- PB(x) (18)

Thus PB is a projection operator. Define further %

fx: Proj G -> G H: Cx(B) - P (x) (19)

which is a vector valued (in G 0 H ) measure (operator valued if you wish)

satisfying:

i) For any set (Pi) of pairwise orthogonal subspaces

><0

Zi fx(Pi) - Zij PilxJX ji

- x(Ei Pi) (0

Hi) If P ± Q, then x(P) ± x(Q) (21)

Hence, is an OSG-measure. Then by (7), there exists a positive measure
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;4x such that

jj X111112
Ax- i l1PiXi>1l2 - Tr PTxP (22)

This corresponds to a "coherent" addition of OSG measures, conditioned on x.

(i.e. a posterior measure). It stems from the fact that Tx : G -> G is a

characteristic for the given x in G ® H*, (in fact, a "sufficient"

statistic"), and one can think of Tx (or px) as being conditioned by the

x E G ® H*. The posterior variance operator for subspace A, and covariance

of A and B e Proj G, given x is then the operator G -> G given by

(pBx)(Ax)' - Z PBxi><xiIPA _ pBTxPA e G 0 G* (23)

i

This is simply interpreted as the restriction to B of the range of the map

T.JA restriction of Tx to A), and displays the coupling of the

interface between A and B given x. If a norm 11.11 is chosen on the space of

operators G 0 G*, a scalar covariance measure can be associated to this

(co)variance operator. It naturally follows that the correlation between

the subspaces A and B in Proj G is

p(A,Blx) - IIPATxPB11 / (1 1pA.IpAjjjpBTxIBjj)h (24)

In particular, the Frobenius norm leads to PF, which is the RV coefficient

(1) for the empirical data, used in the realization context in [R,RV] and

motivated in [V]. other norms (e.g. spectral) may be taken as well. In the

time series analysis, let the observed data be organized in a data matrix X

ER P x N , and let (0i) be the standard orthonormal basis in RP . Then Tx - XX'

is the sample covariance matrix S, and the correlation between the

complementary subspaces K - span(Ol .... Ok) and K1 - span (Ok+1 .... Op is

(for the obvious partition of S)

F- Tr(S1 2S2 1)/(TrSII
2 TrS2 2 2) (25)
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The PCA (KI4) and CCA are now both optimization problems, but with respect

to different constraints. With data transformations H and N on K and K1

respectively (considered as past and future in the Markovian modeling

problem), corresponding to the global transformation operator

L - H PK + N (pK)l : G -> G (26)

these problems are formulated as (O(K) is the orthogonal group on K)

PCA max Tr (HTI2T21M')/(Tr(HTIIH')2 Tr(T 22 )
2)) (27)

MeO(K)

CCA max Tr (MTI2NN'T21 V')/(Tr(MT 1 MI')2 Tr(NT22N')2) (28)
MG-O(K)
NeO(K±)

It is shown in [RV] that the above problems are equivalent to a

generalized singular value decomposition. This approach is the "standard"

one of (AK,DP]. It also relates to the procrustes problem [GV, p. 426]; i.e

find an orthogonal matrix Q such that the Frobenius norm Ia-Qbll is minimal p,

for given A and B.

Note that T is a covariance in the exact redlization theory, while here

it corresponds to the sample covariance, respectively for G ® H* - L3 or

RpN . Discriminant analysis and a rational way for discarding variables in

multivariate statistics can also be treated in this way. The use of more

general probability measures in pattern recognition has already been

explored by Watanabe [W].

Finally, modifications can be made to minimize the "endeffects" due to

substitution of zeros where data is missing in the time series, by using a

weighted linear superposition of states.
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Conclusions and Outlook

A, The RV-coefficient, used successfully in the unification of various

stochastic realization approaches, has been linked to the generalized

measures defined on the subspaces of a Hilbert space. The logics defined on

these spaces are similar to the representations of the logics that occurring

in quantum mechanics and allow for the definition of generalized measures.

more importantly, we have indicated that a similar approach can be used in

the realization problems. We have only discussed some details for the

stochastic realization, which has the same structure as a purely quantal

A, system in physics. The application of this logico-algebraic approach in the

deterministic realization theory is pursued elsewhere. We only mention that

in this-case a usual Boolean (or classical) logic results, and a theory of

approximation and modeling can be based on set theoretic measures. The

quantum "probability" is different from the Kolmogorov probability. The

"logic" is not the one of subsets (Boolean lattice), but the logic of

subspaces. The first is a special case: the set of orthogonal subspaces

spanned by subsets of a complete orthonormal basis form a distributive

logic. How can we further reconcile the analogy with quantum mechanics?

Quantum experiments are non-repeatable, i.e. identical realizations are not

possible, whereas for identically prepared classical systems, identical

propositions follow. Think of the analogy with an ensemble of

noninteracting, identically prepared deterministic systems. By definition,

- each of these gives necessarily the same response, whereas this will not be

the case of a stochastic ensemble, because of the different inaccessible

noises in each realization. Instead of working with an ensemble of

* realizations in parallel, we can work with a single realization, butI

serially in time, if we assume timeinvariant systems and stationary noises.

Roughly speaking we then have the following connections:
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Kolmogorov measures --------- Gleason Measures

Classical Mechanics --------- Quantum Mechanics

Deterministic Realizations -------- Stochastic Realizations
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ABSTRACT

The multivariate time series identification problem is approached in this

paper from a canonical variate analysis point of view. Two different but

related problems are extensively studied, namely the generalized symmetric and

generalized unsymmetric stochastic realization problems. These are associated

with the problem of finding linear transformations (basis ve-tors) of the

forward and/or backward predictor spaces of a second-order stationary vector

stochastic process. These basis vectors correspond to the states of a forward

and/or backward Kalman filter models, respectively. A new form of solution is

presented which provides a unified framework for solving these two related

problems and, in addition, motivates algorithmic development. This unified

framework, known as the RV-coefficient approach, is used to generalize

previously known results in stochastic realization theory and to generate

several new others. In particular, it is shown that the canonical realization

algorithm and the Karhunen - Lo~ve method, which solve the symmetric and

unsymmetric stochastic realization problems, respectively, can be derived under

this unified framework. More importantly, the RV-coefficient provides a common

statistical measure of information that can be used as a tool for comparing

performance between algorithms and for obtaining appropriate reduced - order

models. The normalized balanced realizations found in deterministic realization

theory are extended to the stochastic case and shown to have some optimality

properties in the RV-coefficient sense. Also, the problem of transforming a

given pair of forward-backward innovations representations to a certain

canonical form (coordinate-free) is shown to be, in the RV-coefficient sense, of

the same format as that of the stochastic realization problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The time invariant stochastic realization problem can be defined as the

problem of finding a finite dimensional Markovian representation (state-space

model) from knowledge of the autocovariance sequence of a second-order

stationary stochastic process. This problem has received a great deal of

attention in the recent past due to its fundamental importance in system

identification, digital filtering, signal processing, and time series modeling

[1] - [11]. In many applications, the Markovian representation or state-space

model may be computationally unmanageable due to its high dimension. This may

be caused by the introduction of superfluous state components due to noise

perturbations in the covariance structure of the stochastic process as a result

of roundoff errors, inexact covariance estimates, etc.. The solution then calls

for an approximate or reduced-order model, which ray be obtained directly from

the solution to the stochastic realization problem, provided it yields a

coordinate-free representation [71 - [11].

Faurre [4] has clarified the algorithmic aspects of the stochastic

realization problem by characterizing the set of all possible Markovian

representations in terms of extreme point or canonical representations. This

canonical structure was further extended by Akaike [3] [12], [13], who has

developed a stochastic realization theory based on the information interface

between the past and future of a stochastic process and the concepts of

predictor spaces and canonical variables. This theory has been fundamen-tal to

modern stochastic realization algorithms, which, in an optimal way, attempt to

approximate the information interface between the past and future of the

stochastic process.
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To fix the ideas, let us mathematically define the stochastic realization

problem as follows. Given a zero mean, rational, discrete-time, stationary,

vector stochastic process {yk}' find a Markovian represenation of the form

Xk+1 - Fxk + wk (la)

Yk Hk Vk (Ib)

such that it has minimal dimension (n) and the output (lb) generates the same

autocovariance function as that of the process {yk } . Here xk is the (nxl) state

vector process, wk and vk are respectively (nxl) and (mxl) zero mean white

Gaussian noise processes, Yk is the (mxl) output vector, and the parameter

matrices F and H are of appropriate dimensions. Furthermore, the noise

processes wk and vk have the following joint covariance structure:

E I] T VT] -7 ] -E k 2

w Wk s v

E (2)

S .R

V ST  T

where 6ks is the Kronecker delta function, E is the expectation operator, A
T

denotes the matrix transpose of A, and Q, S, and R are constant matrices of

appropriate dimensions such that 0>0, R>0, and E Vv >0, where A>0 (>O0) refers to a

matrix A which is positive definite (positive semi-definite). In addition, (1)

is Markov with forward propagation property

E(xkw s - E(xkvsT} - 0, s>k (3)

L
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and output autocovariance function given by

A(k) - [HFk-iG](k) + [GT(F-k-i )T HT11 (-k) + [A(0)]ko (4a)

where

1 if k>O

' (k) ,, (4b)

(k) 0 otherwise (b

G = FEHT + S (4c)

TA(O) - HLH + R (4d)

Z - FEFT + 0 (4e)

and E - E(XkXkT ) is the (nxn) positive definite state covariance matrix.

The stochastic realization problem then amounts to identifying a triple

(F,G,H)n  of minimal dimension n and covariance matrices (E,Q,R,S) such that (2)

- (4) are satisfied. The motivation for solution is due to Akaike [3], [12],

[131 and follows.

Let the past and future of [yk be defined, respectively, by

Yk-i Yk

Yk-2 Yk+1

Yk- • (5)
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and let the block Hankel matrix, H, along with the respective past and future

covariance matrices, R and R+, be defined as [81

A(l) A(2) A(3)

A(2) A(3) A(4)

- E(Y k(Yk-)T  - A(3) A(4) A(5) (6)

I,-

A(O) A(l) A(2)

TT AT(1) A(0) A(l) (7)

-T T T

-- E(Tk- Yk ) = AT(2) AT(1) A() .(7)

• ..

°S.

TT
-A(0) AT(1) AT(2).-.'

A(l) A(O) AT(1).

R = E(Yk (yk ) ) A(2) A(1) A(O) . (8)

Now define, respectively, the forward and backward predictor spaces of {yk } as
-.Yk%

.4.

Xk - span [Yk lYk - ] - span[H(R-)-iY k- "

Zk_1  span [Tk- Ikl - span[H(R+) -1k +  (9b)
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where, for zero mean random vectors a and b, [alb] - E~abT}E~bbT)-1 b denotes the

orthogonal projection of a onto the Hilbert space of random variables spanned by

the components of b.

The predictor spaces (9) have infinite components, however, Akaike [31,

[13] has shown that the states of a forward and backward Markovian

representation are finite dimensional basis vectors of the predictor spaces.

Thus, finding a basis respectively for (9a) and (9b) is a matter of finding

linear transformation matrices A and B such that the transformed vectors (basis

vectors of dimension n), called the state vectors, xk and zk, are orthogonal,

i.e.,

x k ATH(R-)-1 Yk (a)
x k k la

Zk T- T BTHT(R+)-1Yk+ (lOb)

with orthogonality property defined by

E(xkxk T= = diag [Sxl, 6x2 ,  6 xn (11a)

E{ZklZk- = - - diag [zl' .z2 . . 6zn] (llb)

Notice that zk ts the state of a backward Markov model which is dual to (1) and

evolves in the opposite direction of time (see [14] - [16]). If ye let MT

THR and LT BTT + -1AT (R-- and L a BT(R )- , then the covariance based stochastic realization

problem reduces to that of finding linear transformation matrices L and/or M
d

such that (10a) and (11a) and/or (10b) and (11b) are satisfied.
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Fortunately, the solution to this problem is a classical one in

multivariate analysis and has led the way to recent stochastic realization

algorithms. These algorithms have the added feature of implicitly solving the

Riccati equations arising in an earlier algorithm due to Faurre [4], [57].

With this canonical structure, Akaike [13] extended the Ho-Kalman algorithm

[17] to the stationary stochastic case, and Baram [111 accounted for the

nonstationary stochastic processes generalization. Along the same lines, Desai

and Pal [8] introduced the canonical realization algorithm (CRA) for balanced

stochastic realizations (defined in the sequel), while Arun and Kung [91

developed the Karhunen-Loeve Method (KLM) for solving a one-sided problem (i.e.,

xk or zkl. In an attempt to unify existing stochastic realization algorithms,

Larimore [7] developed the generalized canonical variate method, which

successfully breaks into CRA or KLM as specific cases. Other forms or variants

of these algorithms have been given in [181 - [201. These algorithms all have

their grounds on some form of multivariate statistical analysis.

Earlier attempts to unify existing stochastic realization algorithms have S

partly failed due to a lack of a common statistical measure of information that C

can be used as a rationale for drawing inferences about the performance of the

algorithms or for model reduction purposes. Meanwhile, existing measures may

lead to results which differ in magnitude depending on the type of solution, and

therefore, can create a problem of interpretation.

Escoufier [21] and Robert and Escoufier [31] introduced the RV-coefficient

statistic as a tool for solving a large class of problems arising in

multivariate statistical analysis. This solution approach, although it has not

received much attention in the literature, shows future promise in stochastic

realization theory as well as signal processing, pattern recognition, and

discriminant analysis, to name only a few [10], [221, [231. In this paper we
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solve the covariance based stochastic realization problem from an RV-coefficient

point of view and show that the solutions leading to different algorithms can

all be put under this common framework of analysis.

Ramos [10] and Ramos and Verriet [301 showed that the RV-coefficient

approach leads naturally to Akaike's stochastic realization theory [13]. In

addition, it serves as a tool for algorithmic development and introduces a

common statistical measure of information in standardized units (i.e., in the

interval [0,11), which can aid signficantly in the interpretation of the

results. This allows the modeler to compare several algorithms and models as

well as model reduction techniques. Recently Verriest [22], [23] extended

Escoufier's RV-coefficient to a geometrical framework which, based on certain

operator valued measures, defines the correlation between subspaces of a Hilbert

space. The approach is motivated by the procrustean problem [32] and leads to

several different RV-type measures. Other measures of multivariate association

between two sets of random variables are suggested in [331 - [351.

We begin the next section by reviewing the statistical measures used in

existing stochastic realization algorithms and discuss their limitations. In

Section 3, we solve the general, symmetric stochastic realization problem and

its unsymmetric version, both from an RV-coefficient point of view, and further

relate the results to the works of Desai and Pal [8] and Arun and Kung [9],

respectively. We further introduce several other theoretical extensions and

present a unification of existing stochastic realization algorithms. Section 4

treats the problem of transforming a given forward-backward pair of innovations

representations into the canonical structure of the symmetric or unsymmetric

stochastic realization problems, by taking a direct route via the RV-coefficient

approach. Discussions of the present work and conclusions are contained in

Section 5.
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II. COMPARISON OF EXISTING PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND

MOTIVATION FOR UNIFICATION

Since Hotelling's classic paper [241, the theory of canonical variate

analysis has been fortified with several measures for quantitatively assessing e

the degree of association between two sets of random vectors. These measures

have been categorized by Cramer and Nicevander 1251 into two distinctive

classes: redundancy measures and canonical correlation measures. The former

type are associated with the predictablility of one component with respect to

the other, and thus form the basis for the methods of principal components of

instrumental variables [261, external single set components analysis [27], and

redundancy analysis [28], all of which seem to be equivalent. Canonical

correlation measures on the other hand, are measures of multivariate association

that attempt to extend the correlation coefficient to two sets of random

vectors. These measures form the basis for the methods of canonical correlation

analysis, multivariate analysis of variance, and multivariate regression [58].

Canonical correlation based measures are symmetric as opposed to redundancy

measures which are asymmetric.

Recently, Larimore [7] introduced a generalized measure of multivariate

association which, depending on the type of problem, acts either as a redundancy

measure or a canonical correlation measure. For this reas-n. we classify it as

a combined performance measure.

Several performance measures have been developed for use in stochastic

realization theory, especially with the model approximation problem. These can

also be classified under the above -mentioned categories, however, before we

attempt to do so, we first need to look at the symmetry aspects of the
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stochastic realization problem and the underlying form of the particular type of

solution.

Recall that Yk- and Yk+  are respectively the past and future of the

stochastic process wyk}, whose joint covariance matrix is given by+ T I R I +;:.Y kv ,' :
E{ (12)

Further recall that the stochastic realization problem is associated with

the problem of finding transformation vectors (also canonical or state vectors)

NT T +
xk M Yk- and/or Zkl u L TYk such that these are orthogonal. In general, the

simultaneous estimation of the transformation matrices M and L will lead to

canonical correlation based measures. Here the Joint covariance matrix of the

state vectors is given by

k-j Zk1 - Xk ] z

where r - diag [7y, y2 , yn] is an (nxn) diagonal matrix of squared

canonical correlation coefficients between Yk- and 7k ,' n - rank [H] corresponds

to the dimension of the state vector, while the other terms are as defined

previously. Condition (13) is known in multivariate. analysis as the

bi-orthogonality condition. In the stochastic realization problem this is

equivalent to the problem having a symmetric solution, i.e., the state-space

models characterized by zk_1 and xk are dual to each other.
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On the contrary, if one is interested in estimating M and L independently,

i.e., as two separate problems, then the joint problem becomes unsymetric and,

in general, will lead to a pair of independent redundancy based measures. In

this case, we have the following joint state covariance structure

T)

- (14)

As expected (14) lacks bi-orthogonality since the off-diagonal matrices are

not diagnonal, as a result of the independent orthogonalizations of Zk_ and xk.

As we will see later this lack of symmetry will lead to state vectors Zk1 and W

xk that are not dual to each other as opposed to those obtained satisfying (13).

We now continue our specific discussion with a brief description of the

different types of performance measures used in conjunction with the stochastic

realization problem..-

A. Canonical Correlation Measures

These measures are not, in general, associated with prediction, but

rather with maximum correlation or similarity between two sets of random

vectors. However, Yohai and Garcia Ben 136] have shown that solving

T+ + A + A+ Tn

min ( k kT- E(k Yk )(k + - k) R+  (1-yi) (15)
M i-1
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Tp
subject to the orthogonality constraint M(R-)M AX, leads to a measure of

prediction accuracy (or confidence) of Yk+ based on xk - MTYk-, i.e.,

+ - E[YkIXkM TYk- - HM[MT(R-)MJ- 1MTy (16)
^k k Dxxk ' Yk1Y

A 4

is the best linear predictor of Tk+ among all predictors of the form Ik +

where D is any (- x n) matrix. Here we have taken Ax - In for convenience.

It should be noted, however that (15) involves solving the following

generalized eigenvalue - eigenvector problem

T T + -1MTHT(R) HM -r (17a)

M T (R-)M " 1 (17b)

However, if we minimize the anti-causal function Y with - n' then

the solution involves a generalized eigenvalue-eigenvector problem dual to (17)

whose solution is given by

n
min P(LYk+,Yk-) - IR-1 n (1-yi) (18)
L -

One can see that (15) and (18) are related to one another by the factor,

n
V - (I-y), which is called the alienation coefficient [241. This

i-i

coefficient which carries information from both the forward and backward models,

is a measure of independence between Yk- and Yk+ . Therefore, (15) and (18)

being a constant multiple of v, also reflect the independence between Yk- and

Y k Hence, there is practically no gain in information by solving (15) and/or

(18) separately as in [361. It has been shown in [371 that since (15 and (18)
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maximize a determinant as opposed to a trace, they cannot be considered

prediction measures. Hence, we classify them as canonical correlation measures.

Desai and Pal (8] solved both problems simultaneously by performing a singular

value decomposition of a weighted Hankel matrix, arriving at the following

information based measure due to Gelfand and Yaglom [38].

n
(Tk-'T+) 1 'v-

I(= 2 log (1-Yi )  (19)

i-i

Notice that (19) is of the form, a log w, where a is a constant, therefore, it

also reflects the independence between Yk- and Yk+ [7]. Furthermore, when a

canonical correlation coefficient is unity (15) and (17) are equal to zero,

while (19) degenerates to infinity.

Another measure which has been in use for some time is 1321

infimum IB - AlIF 2 - n+l + Tn+2 + . + Y (20)
A:rank [AJn

where II " IIF denotes the Frobenius norm (i.e., II A 11F - [tr (ATA)]l/2) . The

matrix A represents the best nth order approximation to the Hankel matrix H. If

one divides (20) by I H IIF2 then we obtain
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n R

(Yk+,MTyk) 6- Z 6Xi (23)

i=1

q

where &x is the variance of the ith state component xk and corresponds to the

ith largest eigenvalue of RM[M T(R -)M]-MTHT . The measure (23) then represent.

the proportion of variance unaccounted for by the state-space model with xk as

the n-dimensional state vector. Similarly, for estimating zk-I L TYk , one can

obtain

n
* (LTYkYk-)= 1 - 6zi  (24)

p

where p - tr[R-] and 6zi is the ith largest eigenvalue of HTL[LT(R+)L]-ILTH. In

general, when Yk is not a scalar or when A(k) 0 A(-k), +(Yk, MTYk-) # #(L TYk+

Yk- due to lack of symmetry in the individual solutions. In this case, the

eigenvalues in (23) and (24) are different as opposed to those in (15) and (18)

which are the common squared canonical correlation coefficients.

Notice that (6x /q) in (23) represents the explained fractional variance of

+ i
Yk by the ith state component xk. The same holds true for (24) with respect

to the variance of Yk- in terms of zk . Thus, (23) and (24) are quantitative

measures that account for the distribution of the variance of Y and Yk by

their respective canonical components (state vectors). Unfortunately, this is

not the case for canonical correlation based measures. In [10], [30] a

redundancy index was derived from the canonical correlation solution in order to

determine the individual contribution of the state components to the total

variance of Yk and Tk
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zYi

S(L Tyk+,MT Tk-)  i nl(21)

i-

which represents the degree of deterioration in the approximation. We have used

here "-' as an upper bound for H, R- and R+, however, in practice one should use

a finite upper bound. i

B. Redundancy Based Measures

As mentioned earlier, redundancy measures are associated with the

prediction efficiency of one of the components (Yk- or Yk ) with respect to the

other. Arun and Kung [91 (see also 139] - [41]) computed xk a M T k by

performing a one-sided Karhunen-Loeve expansion of the forward predictor

space Xk - span[Yk +IYk-. The criterion used was based on minimizing the

following prediction efficiency measure

T( k+ , M Yk tr[R ] - tr[HM[M (R-)MI-1MTH T (22)

For convenience of interpretation, we divide (2L) by q - tr[R+], the total

variance in Tk to obtain

a'
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C. Combined Measures

The only measure found in this category is due to Larimore [27] and in our

notation is defined as

+ T + AT -1 + A.+
max (Yk+  M TYk )e E[(Yk+ - Tk ) (Yk k )]

= Xn+l + Zn+2 + " + am (25)

where ai's are the singular values of a well-defined matrix. When &I, (25) is

a redundancy measure and when e - R+, it becomes a canonical correlation measure

with mi's as the squared canonical correlation coefficients.

One can see that depending on the form of e, the magntiude of (25) can

change drastically, therefore, presenting a problem of interpretation if one

wants to compare both modeling approaches. Similarly, all other performance

measures are derived based on one type of problem in mind (i.e., the symmetric

or unsymmetric stochastic realization problem), and have no equivalent measure

for the converse problem. Therefore, if we want to solve both types of

stochastic realization problems by the different methods available, then we

cannot compare the results simply because there is no common measure that yields

the same units (i.e., variance, correlation, information, similarity, etc.). We

are then faced with a problem of interpretation.

To overcome this difficulty, we will next present a unitleo measure of

similarity, known as the RV-coefficient, which will allow us to unify previous

algorithms under a common framework of analysis.
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III. SOLUTION TO THE COVARIANCE BASED STOCHASTIC REALIZATION PROBLEM:

THE RV-COEFFICIENT APPROACH

A. Mathematical Preliminaries

Consider a particular sample realization of two zero mean stationary vector

stochastic processes (Xk) and {yk1 of dimension (pxl), whose squared Euclidean

distance is given by

D2(xko yk) = iIXk _ yk' 2 - E((xkyk)T (xkyk)) V k

E(xk TXk) - 2E(xk Tyk + ECykT Yk)

2  2 (6- S + +2sx + Sy (26) '

Replacing xk and Yk by their respective normalized vectors, xk and Yk' t

follows immediately that

D2 (xk,Yk) - 2(1-ry) (27)

where r is the correlation coefficient between xk and Yk'

Now, suppose we collect all the information available in xk and Yk for

kejl,N1 and form the (pxN) data matrices X and Y (X and Y may have different row

dimensions). Then X induces a configuration C(X) of N points in RP with

relative distance matrix given by [31]

, S(X)

[tr[S(X) i
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T*p where S(X) -X X. A similar expression for D (Y) may be obtained from Y. These

distance matrices are translation and rotation invariant and also invariant to

' global changes of scale. Then by making use of the scalar product [tr(A TB)] for

square matrices A and B, and its induced norm, I Al I [ tr(A TA)] 12(notice that

IID*(x)Il - II*(Y) - 1), the distance between the two configurations C(X) and

C(Y) can be defined in a form similar to the relative distance between two

vectors as

D C(X), C(Y)j- IID*(X) -D*(Y) 112

tr[S(X)S(Y)2 [I --------
tr[S(X) Itr[S(Y) I

-2 [1 - RV(X,Y)] (29)

where,

tr[S(X)S(Y)]
RV(X,Y)------------

[tr[S(X) Jtr[S(Y) i

t r [ S X YS 
( 0

------------------------- ------7
xx yy

Here, ST xx XT, I -y aY V XYT and Sy X YXT are within a

*multiplicative factor of 1/N, the covariances and cross-covariances between X

and Y. Immediately we can see that (29) is a generalization of the distance

* between two vectors and RV(X,Y) is a measure for the correlation between the

configurations C(X) and C(Y).
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The sample RV-coefficient shares some of the properties of a squared

correlation coefficient, i.e., has values in [0,1]. The closer to 1 it is, the

closer are the patterns and the better is Y (or X) as a substitute.for X(Y) in

characterizing the sample space. Summarized below are other properties of the

RV-coefficient [31], [42], [43]:

i. D[C(X), C(Y)] is a decreasing function of RV(X,Y).

ii. RV(X,Y) = RV(Y,X)

Tiii. RV(A X,Y) = RV(X,Y) when A is orthogonal

iv. RV(X,Y) - 0 if and only if xyT.0

v. RV(X,Y) = 1 if and only if X-kY for some nonzero scalar k.

vi. RV(aX,.Y) = RV(X,Y) for some nonzero scalar a.

The RV-coefficient evolved thus from a geometrical interpretation as a

measure for the comparison of subspaces. This bears some similarity to the

relationship between subspaces of a given space, formalized using the singular

value decomposition (SVD).

In particular, the orthogonal Procrustes problem [32] analyses the

possibility of rotating a given data matrix X into another given data matrix Y

(both of size pxN). The precise problem is

minimize lI X - Y)II F

QI (31)

subject to QTQ - IN

which is equivalent to maximizing tr[XQ TY T  subject to the orthogona'

constraint on Q. The solution, in terms of the SVD of YT X, i.e.,
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yT = U ZrVT (32)

is obtained for 0 . UV , yielding

maximum tr[X 0TYTI - tr[E] (33)

The minimization of the Frobenius norm in the above problem stems from the

fact that if the columns of the data matrices X and Y are displayed in RP, the a

natural measure of the "goodness of fit" between the N point clusters in R is

x Z IIxk - Yk1 2 " tr[(X-y)(X-y)TI

-olx-Y N 2 F (34)

If the problem is generalized by considering more general transformations

T, consisting of translations, rotations, and (uniform) scalings, then it is

shown [44] that an asymmetry exists (i.e., D(X,Y) # D(Y,X)). Gover [451 noted

that symmetry can be recovered by centering and normalization of the data

matrices. Sibson [46] introduced two related coefficients

tr[UXT ] - 2trtyTxxTy]1/2 + tr [yyTI
" itrXXT Itr[YY 11172- (35)

[tr[ TXXT] 1/2
-p - - T (36)

tr[X Xltr[Y TY]-I

which also retain the desired symmetry property on D(X,Y).
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We viii next solve the covariance based stochastic realization problem from

an RV-coefficient point of view. We start from given matrices, X and Y, and

then search for linear transformation matrices, L and/or M, in such a way that

Lhe "images" of the transformed variables are as close as possible. The reason

for this stems from Akaike's stochastic realization theory [3], [121, [13),

where the transformed variables form a minimal information interface, that is

LTX should contain all the information about Y that is contained in X and vice

versa. Also, if we were to reproduce X (or Y) from the transformed variables

YT. (LTX), then we would like to loose as little information as possible in the

approximation.

B. The Generalized Symmetric Stochastic Realization Problem

Let X - Yk *and Y Y-, then S R+ ,S - R-, SX -H , and S H are

as defined previously. Furthermore, if we let the (nxl) state vectors of the

backward and forward realizations be as defined earlier, i.e., I
Zk-1  L T + (37a)

x k  M MT k -  (37b)
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V

with corresponding diagonal covariance matrices given by

T TE(zklZ k-i1 - L (R )L - z (38a)

E(xkxkT  MT(R-)M - ax  (38b)

where LT  and MT are the (n x -) transformation matrices, then the generalized

symmetric stochastic realization problem can now be formulated as the following

constrained optimization problem:

(l:Mxmz VLT +'MT tr[L T HT HLI(P1): Maximize RV(L k*, [K) 2. tr(MT(R)MI j1?
LSV

Subject to: LT(R+)L - (39)

MT(R-)M- ax

By introducing Lagrange multipliers X , 1,\2' ".. Xn) and (*,, *2' "''n )' we

can transform (P1) into the following unconstrained optimization problem

(P2): Maximize *(L,M) - tr[LTHMTHTL Q (R+)L

0 L,M

1 1M. [T(R)], (40)
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Then upon taking the derivative of *(L,H) with respect to L and M and equating

them to zero, followed by some algebraic manipulations, we get the following

optimality conditions [10]

H(R, )-1sTL - (R+)Lr . o (41a)

HT(R+)- i - (R-)Hr - 0 (41b)

where r is the (nxn) diagnonal matrix of squared canonical correlation

coefficients. In addition to (41), we have the following identities [101, [31]

A z A a A x (42a)

A a - xr  (42b)

v a I zr  (42c)

where A - diag [X1, '2, ... , Xn] and ' - diag [I, *2' ' * n]  Notice how

(42) displays the symmetry properties of RV(LTY k+'MTYk-). As a result of this

symmetry, we can formulate the solution as given by (41), into the format of a
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weighted singular value decomposition [47], [48], which in turn leads to the

following canonical decomposition for H

H- (R ) iZ- 1/2r /2 Ax- 1N/2 2T(R-) (43)

- [(R+)LA z-1/2 r/4X1 1/4 x-1/2MT(R-))

I C

where 0 and C are respectively the observability and controllability matrices.

Upon solving for L and s from the respective expressions for 0 and C in (43),

and substituting these into the state equations, we finally get the desired

solution, i.e.,

I]

Zk_-_ I az r-4 (R+)-lyk (44a)

Xk = (xr-c(R-)-IYk (44b)

Then for selected values of z and Ax the optimal value of RV(LTYk+,MTYk-) is

. given by

n

RV(LTy k* , Tk-). - , (45)
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It is worth mentioning at this point that the same problem for fixed z and

6 was originally solved by Akaike [131 from a canonical correlation analysis

point of view, and was later algorithmically extended by Desai and Pal [8J. We

will show next that our approach, although different, is general in the sense

that it covers these previous results as specific cases. This is due to the

flexibility in the choice for Az and Yx

NORMALIZED AND BALANCED STOCHASTIC REALIZATIONS

Here we will make use of the flexibility in the choice for 6z and Ax in

order to characterize different Markovian representations. It is a known fact

in realization theory that equivalent minimal Markovian realizations are related

by a similarity transformation. Thus, if we restrict 6z and A x to be either the

identity matrix or some function of r, then we can define a set of coordinate

systems which give essentially a unique system representation under sign changes

of the basis vectors. The following Lemma characterizes the existence

conditions for these coordinate systems.

Lemma I

Given a canonical factorization for H as in (43) with az and A x satisfying

(38), if we let ax - In (or Az - In)' then the optimal level for 6 (a) in the

RV-coefficient sense is reached at A * r (a - r).

z x

proof: From the definition of the RV-coefficient, we know that
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n

6  6

4 

)j1/2

Multiplying (46) by its denominator and collecting terms, we get

n n n 2
2 2 1/2 (47)

Zi (6z Yisx -C 6Z)( X a (47)

Then, as we increase A, the RV-coefficient approaches its upper bound. Hence,

we need to maximize A. Let us fix Ax, then taking the derivative of A with

respect to Az  and equating it to zero, we get the following optimality

conditions

-n 211/2{, n n Z,,aXl

-(.z) L :n (48a)

Similarly, fixing Az and operating on Ax 0 0, we get

-~i~) n 1 2 1/2 0
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Suppose further that Ax - In in (48a), then one can verify that the optimal

choice for 6z is to make it equal to r. Similarly, let az = In in (48b), then

a - r corresponds to the optimal choice, and the lemma follows.
Xp

Tue following definition extends the normalized realizations of Moore [49]

to the stochastic case. This is possible from Lemma 1 which shows the

optimality of these in the RV-coefficient sense.

We£inilion 1

A stochastic realization for A(k) is input - normal if and only if A = Iz n

and 6x - r; output-normal if and only if ax In and az r; and balanced if and

only if az ax r 1/

The results of Lemma 1 and Definition 1 lead us to the following Theorem

for characterizing normalized and balanced stochastic realizations from the

canonical decomposition of H.

Theorem 1

There exist nonsingular transformation matrices Ti, for 1=1,2,3 such that

the state vectors

i T +-o(R)- (49a)

x ik T TiC(R-)-I k -  (49b)
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are transformed under the rule

Ti = r for j= 0,1,2 and i=j+l (50)
%I

into the following realizations:

a) i-i; input-normal

b) i=2; balanced

c) 13; output-normal

Furthermore, the basis vectors for these coordinate systems are aligned and

differ only by scale factors:

1/4
T 1 =r T2  (51a)

T'=rl42 (5ib) 1

proof: Let P i = 1/2 r-1/4 and P i a x 1/2r-1/ 4 for i 1,2,3. Then from

1 -1/4 1-/
z x z

1/4 3 -1/4 1/2 2 2
r and P . r . If we now let Az U = r , then P P I. Thisx xz n'

shows that Ti-T Pz and T i = P i both satisfy (50). Furthermore, Ti is a

diagonal matrix with positive elements only, thus invertible. Finally, (51)

follows easily from the fact that T2 - In. This completes the proof.

Interestingly, the normalized stochastic realizations not only have proved

to be optimal in the RV-coefficient sense, but also, along with the balanced

stochastic realizations (81, they share the same generic property found in

deterministic realization theory. This property was first introduced by Moore

[49] for deterministic systems, and since it exactly carries over for stochastic

systems, we will omit the details here. In addition, these stochastic

realizations are unique modulo a sign matrix if the canonical correlation
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coefficients are distinct, whereas, for scalar processes, a sign symmetry

property is observed. Ramos (10] has recently shown the existence of a

cross-Ricatti equation for scalar or symmetric stochastic realizations (this

type of symmetry is related to the condition A(k) - A(-k) and should not be

confused with symmetry in the sense of (42)). This cross-Ricatti equation is

the stochastic counterpart to a deterministic cross-Gramian equation introduced

by Fernando and Nicholson [50] and further studied in [51], [52]. Further

properties of balanced stochastic realizations, hence, normalized stochastic

realizations because of their generic property, can be found in [8], [481, [53],

[54]. I
As a final remark, it is worth mentioning that when RV(LT Yk M T 1,

the state vectors are related to one another by a rotation and a scale factor,

i.e.,

zk_ - exPk (52)

where a is a nonzero scalar and P is an orthogonal matrix. This follows from

properties 3, 5, and 6 in the definition of the RV-coefficient and implies that

Zk1 has a reversibility property. Interestingly, Anderson and Kailath [14]

introduced this property for self-dual forward-backward Markovian pairs. A

condition for this self-duality is that the autocovariance function of [Yk 1 '

A(k), is symmetric. This is precisely the condition for the existence of the

cross-Ricatti equation found by Ramos [10].
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C. The Generalized Unsymmetric Stochastic Realization Problem I
Canonical correlation based measures are, in general, invariant under

nonsingular transformations of Yk+ and Yk-' This property, although indirectly

used by Desai and Pal 18] to prove uniqueness of the canonical correlations and

that realizations obtained from CRA are unique modulo a sign matrix if the

canonical correlations are distinct, is not always a desirable one. This stems

from the fact that the total variance of a set of variables is not invariant

under all nonsingular transformations of the variables, but only under

orthogonal transformations. For instance if Lis an orthogonal matrix, then

RV(L Tk +,MTk ) - RV(Tk +,M Tk ) can be interpreted as the ability of Yk- to

predict a linear combination of Yk+ which accounts for a large proportion of the

total variance of Yk+ . This situation has appeared recently in the work of Arun

and Kung 19], who introduced the Karhunen-Loive method (KLM) (see also [39] -

[411, where tie same method is called the unweighted principal component

algorithm (UPC)) for obtaining a foward Markovian representation. The idea here

is to optimally approximate the information interface between Tk and Yk+ vi a

one-sided Karhunen-Loive expansion of the forward predictor space. We will next

show that this corresponds to a more general problem in the RV-coefficient

framework.

In the case of obtaining only a forward Markovian representation such as

xk-MT Y-, we solve the following optimization problem:

T T TT *T -tr[LTHl*HTL]

(P3): Maximize RV(L Tk ,M TYk -

k k ----- T ------- ----T - 21/2[tr[L (R )L]I tr[M (R )M]2

Subject to: L L - n (53)n

MT(R-)M -
x
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Notice that L does not alter the form of the solution since it is an orthogonal

matrix, however, we will retain it to better illustrate the properties of the

solution and its connection with that of the symmetric problem. Again, if we i-

ntroduce Lagrange multiplier matrices Ax - diag [Xx1 , Xx2, . . 'Xn and T -

diag I', aJ2 t " " " n]., then we are led to the maximization of

TT n Tn T

*(M,L)- trCHMMTH I X [MT(R')Mji Z T[TLL (54)

whose optimality conditions are given by

aB(L,M) - HMMTHTL - LT (55a)
aL

3 (L,M) - H TLLT HM - (R-)MAx - 0 (55b)

After some algebra, one can show that L is given by the solution to the

following eigenvalue - eigenvector problem

H(R-)-IHYL - LAX (56)

where A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues in descending order of magnitude.x

From (55) and (56), the solution for M can be obtained as

M - (R-)-IHTLA-1/2ax 1/2 (57)
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and the optimum RV-cofficient is given by

n

RV(LT Yk+ MT RV(Y M - ill i (58)
RV( ~ k -R(k , k 2 n 22 2

[trCR j (I 6x)

-1/2 1/2/

If we nov let n - A , then the following decomposition for H is

immediate

H - LnMT(R - )

- [Ln1/2 1I/2MT (R-)]

- OC (59)

Substituting for MT as a function of C into the state equation, we get

X k.x1/2 -1/2 C(-)-1k -  (60)

which has the same format as its counterpart from the symmetric problem.

However, these are not equal becuase of the difference in the canonical

decomposition for H from both approaches. This is easily seen from the

following canonical covariance structure
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ET~ f ILT Yk + M TY IT L T( L LT B 1
M Jk HjLM (R )Mj

(61)F-LT(R+)L A 1/2 1/2

A x1/2 ax1/2 4x

where LT(R )L is a general (nxn) matrix, therefore since LT k is not a basis

for Zk_ 1 - span[Yk-ljITk, it cannot be considered a state vector. On the other

hand, if we maximize RV(L Tyk +MT Y k- ) with MH In and (38a) as contraints, then

Zk-i - LT k+ corresponds to a backward state vector, but MTY - looses the state

vector property.

Finally, from (60) one can see that different choices for x leads to

different Harkovian realizations. In particular, if we let 6. - Ax, then (60)

is equivalent to the state equation obtained by Arun and Kung [91 via KLM.

D. Unification of Coordinate-Free Stochastic Realization Algorithms

Host of the stochastic realization algorithms that yield canonical

Markovian models (also known as coordinate-free representations) are special

cases of the two general problems solved earlier in this section. The main

differences rest upon the type of constraints used and the particular choice for

A and Az" In Figure 1, we present a hierachy of solutions to the stochastic
x z

realization problem from an RV-coefficient point of view. Here, we start with a
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general RV-type maximization problem and depending on the constraints, one can

move towards a symmetric or unsymmetric solution. These are then classified by

algorithms or type of solutions according to the choice for the state covariance

matrices.

It should be noted that in all cases the parameters (F,G,H) n and (E,0,R,S)

are obtained from the canonical decomposition of the Hankel matrix H (i.e., (43)

for the symmetric stochastic realization problem and (59) for the unsymmetric

problem) as follows (81 - [10]

n - rank [H] (62a)

E = ax (62b)

(F,G,H)n - ([CC# - 0O1, [CE], [ETO])n (62c)

(QR,S) ([E-FEFT], [A( 0)-HZHT, [G-FZHT]) (62d)

where "t" and "-" are respectively the shift-up and shift-left operations on

block matrices, "#" denotes the pseudo inverse for non square matrices, and

E- [I, 0 , 0, 01T

*' To show how different choices for the state covariance matrices lead to

different solutions, consider the symmetric stochastic realization problem with

x 1 n and let , ,* r be the maximum state covariance matrix of a forward

anti-filter model of the form

X'+ F* *
k i r + wk (63a)

k k* *

7k Hxk +vk (63b)
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hee k* nk* * -1z
where vk and are white Gaussian noise processes. Then since xz k z

and A*x " -i [4], Az - r-1 must be satisfied, thus leading to the solution by

Akaike [13]. By similar arguments one can verify that Az - Ax - In correspond

to the state covariance matrices in Baram's algorithm [111. The solutions by

Desai and Pal [8] and Arun and Kung [91 follow easily from our previous results.

Since the algorithms are mainly related by scale factors, the generality of the

RV-coefficient approach is immediately noted.

The use of different RV-coefficient statistics (see Figure 1) as a measure

for comparison between symmetric and unsymmetric stochastic realization

algorithms, as well as a tool for model reduction, is illustrated by Ramos [10]

for a set of streamflow data from the Nile River. His results indicate that the

unsymmetric stochastic realization problem is more stable in terms of the rank

of the Hankel matrix, resulting in smaller reduced-order models as well as

better RV-coefficient performance.

However, for prediction purposes, both approaches led to similar results.

These results will be published in a separate paper on stochastic model

reduction.
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IV. A DIRECT APPROACH FOR OBTAINING COORDINATE-FREE MARKOVIAN

REPRESENTATIONS

A. Symmetric Case

Here we assume that a forvard-backvard pair of Markovian models of the

innovations representation type are given and characterized by x*k and z*k, with

respective state covariance matrices P and N (not diagonal) satisfying a pair of

algebraic Riccati Equations (see [41, [48], [54] for such construction). We are

then interested in finding a similarity transformation of the form xk - Tx*k and

Zk - TTz *k such that in the new coordinate system, the state covariance

matrices satisfy the properties of Definition 1.

Let xk  - MTx k and zk - LTz k be the transformed state vectors. Then, we

vish to find L and M such that xk and Zk- 1 are as close as possible in the

RV-sense. This amounts to solving the following RV-optimization problem.

T T ~ tr[L TNPMMT PNM]
(P4): Maximize RV(LTz -MTx--- rL TN

LM*k-..l M*k) T--------------- ----- ---- 172
LM [tr[L NLJ tr(M PM] I

Subject to: LTNL- A (64)z

MTPM a

vhere Ez x NP has been shown in [55]. If we let E - NP, then the

solution corresponds to a singular value decomposition of 2 - N-/ 2ZP-T/2, vhich

leads to

- NL6 z 2r/ 2 x- /2MTP (65)
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where r1/2 is again the diagonal matrix of canonical correlations [481. The

correspondence between L and M is shown to be

LT = Tzr-2Ax-2METN-  (66a)

MT . a 1/2r - 1 / 2  - /2LTE-1 (66b)

x z

from which the following identity is immediate

LT2 4 - z 1/2r1/2 a 1/2  (67a)

Now, since E - NP, from (65) one can see that

LA - 1 1 2 r 1 / 2  -1/2 MT - I (67b)
z . x n

must be satisfied. Furthermore, if we recall that M =T, then for any choice of

*x and &z satisfying the properties of Defini.ion 
1, the identity L = M-T holds,

which tells us that applying the transformation L and M simultaneously is

equivalent to applying a similarity transformation T to both the forward and

backward models. We now have the following theorem which establishes this fact.

Theorem 2

Given a canonical decomposition for Z as in (65) with L and M satisfying

the constraints in (64), if we apply a transformation of the form

Ti - r T , j = 0,1,2 and i * J+l (68)

T 1 r/4Ax-1/2MT r 1 /4 2 z/L - I

to the pair of Markovian models, then the normalized and balanced stochastic

realizations are characterized by
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Xki . Tix~k (69a)

Zk M Ti-Tz*k (69b)

where

a) i - 1: input-normal

b) i w 2: balanced

c) i a 3: output-normal

Furthermore, the tranformations Ti differ only by scale factors, i.e.,

T m r" 4 T

M1 r-1/4r2 (70a)

1/4* T3  r T2 (70b)

proof: Follows easily fror (67), Definition 1, anMd Lemma 1.

Remark 1: This direct approach is equivalent to artificially symmetrizing a

system of the form Z - TA2T-1 via a singular value decomposition 1481, (541.

Remark 2: For deterministic systems, the equivalent approach would be to

maximize RV(LToT, TC) subject to LT V 0L.A. and M TV d, where V and Vc are

respectively the observability and controllability gramians [561. This

, establishes a tri-equivalence between deterministic balancing, stochastic

balancing, and the symmetric stochastic realization problem, in terms of

solution strategy.
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B. Unsymetric Case

A direct approach is also possible for the unsymmetric problem by simply

solving the following RV optimization problem

T T
+ T tr(L Z MMT rXY LI

(P5): Maximize R, M xk) -. - --..
L,M kI tr[LT(R )LJ tr[M PM] I

Subject to: LTL I In (71)

M PM ax

Tx

where Z yx " (Yk+XT*k."

Following the same Lagrangian optimization procedure as in the previous

problems, one can easily show that the solution is given by solving the

following eigen-system

E MMT yL -LY= 0 (72a)
yx xy

o LLTZ H- PHAx - (72b)

from which the following identity is observed

T- 6xA (73)

The solution for M is then given by

MT /2 -2LT p-1  (74)x x yx
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Nov, notice that x*k = E(xklyk-) a C(R-)-Yk - , where xk is any state vector

satisfying (1), then Zyx  H H(R-)-ICT - OP and (74) simplifies to

MT x 1/
2Al/2 LTO (75)

which transforms the state vector into

a/2 -/2 T -OX 1 k

X A LH(R) T k (76) 

One can see that (71) is the same state equation obtained for the generalized

unsymmetric stochastic realization problem (see, e.g., xk=MTYk - using M from

(57)).

This last result completes the equivalence between the stochartic

realization problem and a direct approach for obtaining coordinate-free

Markovian representations, initiated by Desai and Pal [8].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The need for introducing a common statistical measure of information as a

tool for comparison between different stochastic realization algorithms has led

to a unification of Akaike's stochastic realization theory to handle other forms

of multivariate analysis. This has been possible via Robert and Ecoufier's

novel RV-coefficient approach, which leads to a natural interpretation for the

stochastic realization problem and can be used to advantage in the following

context: 1) for algorithmic development, 2) for performance evaluation, and 3)

for model approximation. Two types of problems have been identified and solved
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from an RV-coefficient point of view, namely, the generalized symmetric

stochastic realization problem and its unsymmetric version. Previous

algorithms, which include among others, the canonical realization algorithm

(CRA) and the Karhunen-Loive method (KLM), are shown to be particular solutions

to these general problems. In each case, an RV-coefficient statistic has been

presented based on the different choices for the state covariance matrices.

The normalized realizations found in deterministic realization theory have

been carried over to the stochastic case, showing optimalilty in the

RV-coefficient sense. Alternatively, the problem of finding a similarity

transformation that brings a pair of innovations representations to a certain

canonical form (coordinate-free) has also been tackled from an RV-coefficient

point of view. This again can be formulted as two general problems which bear

resemblance with the generalized symmetric and unsymmetric stochastic

realization problems. Furthermore, a parallelism between deterministic

balancing, stochastic balancing, and the generalized symmetric stochastic

realization problem, from a solution standpoint, has been established.

Finally, we remark that the RV-coefficient approach provides us with a rich

theory for solving a large class of multivariate problems. In particular, areas

such as signal processing, random fields, discriminant analysis, and pattern

recognition, to name only a few, should benefit from this analytical tool.

Preliminary results addressing this issue have already been presented in [221,

(231, where an abstract representation of the RV-coefficient has been

introduced.
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ABSTRACT

Recent results [1] - [7] concerning cross Grammians for both SISO and

symmetric MIMO systems are extended for stochastic systems. The extension is

based on a cross Riccatian matrix and several results from stochastic

realization theory. It is shown that the cross Riccatian can be obtained from

the solution to a cross Riccati equation carrying properties from both a

forvard and a backvards innovations representation. Other symmetry properties

similar to those for the cross Grammian are introduced, along vith connections

to balanced stochastic realizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent series of papers Ill - [3), a cross Grammian matrix VCo was

introduced for both continuous and discrete-time SISO linear dynamical

systers. This matrix, vhich is the product of the controllability and

observability matrices, i.e., Vco M CO, shares some interesting properties

which are of concern in linear systems theory. One such property is that if

Vco is of full rank, then the system is observable, controllable, and minimal.

It has also been shown [1] that Vco can be determined from the solution to a

matrix Lyapunov equation, and further, that V -co VcVo, vhere Vc and Ho are

respectively the controllability and observability Grammians. In [4), these

results vere extended to MIMO systems having a symmetric transfer function

matrix (equivalenty symmetric Markov parameters). More recently [5], the

definition of the cross Grammian has been extended to a more general class of

transfer function matrices referred to as orthogonally symmetric transfer

function matrices. Other properties of Vco are given in [6] and its

connection to balanced realizations have been reported recently in [2], [3],

[7].

In this note ve introduce a cross Riccatian matrix, ZPN' for MIMO linear

dynamical stochastic systems vith symmetric Markov parameters. This type of

symmetry arises naturally in SISO systems such as univariate ARMA and

state-space models, as well as in MIMO systems representing electrical

circuits and pover netvorks. Other symmetry properties similar to those for

Vco are introduced, including the solution to a cross Riccati equation and its

connection to balanced stochastic realizations.
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II. PRELIMINARIES. FORWARD - BACKWARDS

STOCHASTIC REALIZATIONS

Here we are interested in stochastic processes that have a finite

dimensional Markovian (state-space) representation. Thus, suppose we can

represent a given m-dimensional zero-mean stationary stochastic process [yk1

by a forvard state-space model of the form

Xk1 w Fxk + vfk

k a 0,1,... (1)

Yk -HXk +V k

where xk  is the (nx 1) state vector, Yk is the (m x 1) output vector, and

(vf k and [vf k are zero-mean white Gaussian noise processes with joint

covariance matrix

Efj IV 0:T :] > 0, R > 0 (2)1

f f_
Furthermore, v k and v k satisfy the forward propagation property

f T f TE(xk(w E(xk(v )) =0, s > k (3)

We assume that the parameter triple (F,G,H) is minimal, i.e., observable and

controllable such that the state covariance matrix and its inverse exist,

i.e., E - E(xkxTk) is the unique positive definite solution to the following

matrix Lyapunov equation 18)

I = FEFT + Q (4)
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It is vell known [81 that the output autocovariance matrix A(k) is

parametrically represented by

A(k)= [HFk-IG11(k) + [GTF(-k-()THT  -_k) + A(0)Iko (5)

where

{1 if k>1
1(k) otherwise

A(0) - HEHT + R (6)

G = S - FM T (7)

From duality one can also represent (yk} by a backwards state-space model

[9], [10], i.e.,

Z PTZ + V,
k-i k k

k = 0,-1,-2,... (8)

Yk Gz + Vb

Yk= k k

where zk  is an (nxl) state vector evolving in the opposite direction of time,

and (vk b) and (vkb) are zero-mean white Gaussian noise processes with joint

covariance matrix

vb sb, vb] 0b Sb
vbI Vb b sY-O 0 , Rb > 0 (9)

b [ T R ks 0 ' b Rb(
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and uncorrelated vith z. for s > k. In addition, -. E{zkzk T  satisfies the

folloving matrix Lyapunov equation

E- . FT-F + 0 b (10)

while Rb and Sb satisfy

Rb - A(O) - GTE-1G - R + HEHT - GT E-IG (11)

Sb - HT _ FTEG (12)

A pair of models satisfying (1) - (12) is called a forvard-backwards dual

pair. These types of models have been studied recently in the light of

balanced stochastic realizations [91 - (12] and in smoothing problems [13],

(141.

III. SYMMETRIC STOCHASTIC REALIZATIONS

Vhen the stochastic process {yk) is a scalar, or when given the model,

the triple (F,G,H)n yields a symmetric stochastic realization, then some

interesting properties common to both the forvard and backwards model take

place. These properties are summarized below in a series of Lemmas, along

with their proofs.

Lemma 1:

The following conditions are equivalent for a scalar or symmetric

stochastic realization:
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IL

i. (F,G,H)n is symmetric

ii. A(k) - HF G is symmetric for all k > 1

+ 1/(~"2  -T/2
i i i . R a) ( R -  -

iv. H - (R+)- 2 H(R-)T/ is symmetric

where R- and R+ are semi-infinite toeplitz covariance matrices with respective%I
first rows [A(O), A(1), A(2),...I and IA(O), AT(l), AT(2) ,... , B is a

semi-infinite Hankel matrix with first row [A(I), A(2), A(3),...], (A)1/2

denotes the matrix square root of A, and AT denotes the transpose of A.

proof: A condition for symmetry is that the parameters satisfy the following

relation

F DFTD and I - GTD (13)

where D is a sign matrix. Substituting these into A(k) HF k-G, we get

A(k) - GTDD(Fk-1)TDD1HT

*GT(F k-1)TH
T

AT(k) w A(-k) (14)

where DD I. From (14), properties (1-4) then become obvious.

Lemma 
2:

Given a symmetric stochastic realization characterized by the triple
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where
1I=^/2(o

A 1 -A 12(0)

A-2 CHITA-/2(0 )

A3 - [R- _ cHTAi(O)HC]I/2

A4 - [R' - OGA-1 (O)GT 0 T]1 /2 -

A5 a A-
1/2 (O)GToT

and by applying the matrix inversion Lemma, along with the symmetry properties

from Lemma 1, we get the desired result.

It should be noted that the above cross Riccati equation shares

properties from both a forward and a backwards innovations representation.

Furthermore, it is the stochastic counterpart to the cross Grammian equation

introduced in [1 for deterministic systems.

Lemma 3:

For a symmetric stochastic realization (F,G,H)n, the following relations

always hold true:

2 PN (17)

PN DN(9
rPN = PD (18)

Z PN =DN (19)
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(F,G,H)n , if P and N are positive definite solutions to a matrix Riccati

equation corresponding respectively to the fo.-ward and backwards Kalman

filter, then

EPN P 1/2 NT/2 satisfies a cross Riccati equation of the form

EPN- FE PNF + [G- FEPNG][A(O) - HE pNGJ - - HT F TPNHT] (15)

proof: Since P C(R-)-CT and N = oT(R+)-1o [12], we have

rPN - C(R )-./2(R+) /0 C(R) 0

or equivalently, by making use of the semi-infinity properties of 0, C, R-,

and R%

2 A3 A5J OF
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.9.

proof: from property (3) of Lemma 1, we have

-- TT +- -T/21 (+)-1/2 %-/ -/
C(R-)- CTOT(R )-1O = C(R-) (R)-OC(R-)-T /2 ](R)- 0/20

= C(R) OC(R)- 0
= 2p
- PN

and recalling that EPN - C(R) 0 and by using the identity CD-O, the last two

relations follov easily.

Lemma 4:

A necessary and sufficient condition for a symmetric system to be

observable and controllable, hence minimal, is that rank [7pN]=n.

proof: It suffices to show that the monzero eigenvalues of the weighted

Hankel matrix H are also the eigenvalues of ZPN* Let

ItpN - >,I - IC(R)-o - XnI 0 (20)

b- the characteristic equation for ZpN. Then it follows that

IC(R)-o ,in (X)n-Poc(R) - XI p 0

- I(fR)I- ()-1/2 -

- BH - XIp p 0 (21)

where p>n is the dimension of H and R. Hence, ZpN and H have the same nonzer

eigenvalues. Now, since ranklH) = rank[Hj = n is a necessary and sufficient
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condition for minimality (equivalently observability and controllability),

. then rank[EPN] - n since B has (p-n) zero elgenvalues. This completes the

proof.

Lemma 5:

The Cauchy index of a symmetric stochastic realization (F,G,H) n is given

by the signature of the cross Riccatian EPN*

proof: The Cauchy index is given by the sum of the positive real minus the

negative real eigenvalues of the Hankel matrix. Hence, from (21) it is clear

that this is equivalent to the signature of EPN*

The conditions of Lemma 3 imply that the computation of the cross

Riccatian reduces to the problem of determining either P or N. Whereas Lemmas

4 and 5 reveal that the cross Riccatian contains the same information as the

Hankel matrix but in a more compact form.

Lemma 6:

The eigenvalues of E2  are invariant under similarity tranformations and

equal to the squared canonical correlation coefficients {i1 ni 1 between the

past and future of the stochastic process tyk}.

T
proof: Let T be a similarity transformation such that [F,G, H]n ....

-1 1' T T T 1

[TFT-,TG,HT- ]n M [F,G,H n , P ---- 4 TPTT - P, and N -.-. T-TNT-  - N are

the s4milarity relations between the original and transformed systems. Then

" -pN -

it fl ta 22 = ' -p are similar matrices; therefore,
IfolwthtZPN --- PN TPN

Mthey must have the same eigenvalues. This proves the first part. The second
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part follows by substituting for P - C(R)-cT and N = oT(R+) 0 in (17) and

making use of property (4) of Lemma 1, followed by a singular value

decomposition of B, and finally, applying some simple arguments from 112].

Lemma 7:

Given a symmetric stochastic realization characterized by the triple

(F,G,) n , if the system is transformed to any one of the following balanced

coordinates

a) input-normal: P - r and N In

b) output-normal: P - In and N = r

c) internally balanced: P a N . r1/2

where r - diag[' 1
2 , '2 ' /2yn 1/2] is the diagonal matrix of canonical

correlation coefficients, then the condition Z2pN- r always holds.
hods

proof: Follows by inspection

Lemmas 6 and 7 are useful in balanced stochastic realization theory

[10]-[12] since finding the balancing transformation amounts to finding an

eigenvalue - eigenvector decomposition for E 2PN For symmetric systems,

PN'N*however, one can use the properties of Lemma 3 to find E2pN by solving only

one Riccati equation as opposed to two in the general case. Futhermore, the

results of Lemma 7 show that EPN is an invariant parameter when the system is

in balanced coordinates. We finally remark that the above symmetry results

are the stochastic counterpart to the results in Il1 - 141 for determinstic

systems.

With the exception of 10], very little work has been done on symmetric
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stochastic realizations. We hope that the above symmetry results, in addition

to those in (101, motivate further work on symmetric balanced stochastic

realizations. In (71, an algorithm has been developed for obtaining

deterministic balanced realizations from the solution to the cross-Grammian

equation. The authors are currently investigating the possibility of

extending this algorithm to use the cross Riccatian for obtaining balanced

stochastic realizations.

CONCLUSIONS

We have defined a new cross Riccatian matrix, EPN, which contains

properties from both a forward and a backwards innovations representation. It

was shown that EPN satisfies a cross Riccati equation which is related to the

forward and backwards Riccati equations by a sign matrix. For balanced

stochastic realizations, this implies some computational savings since one

need not solve a pair of Riccati equations while computing the balancing

transformations. Furthermore, the cross Riccatian matrix and the associated

aankel matrix share some common properties which arise naturally in

realization theory.
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fOJECrION =D4IQES FOR DKL REDOCTION

Erik Verriest

School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, ,eorgia 30332-0250p

The emphasis of this paper is on the geometrical theory
behind the stochastic realization problem, and its applica-
tion to (stochastic) model reduction. It is shown that
known stochastic realization algorithms based on canonical
correlations or principal components can be analyzed in a
common framework using certain operator valued measures.
This analysis is based on the concept of the RV-coefficient

as introduced in multivariable statistics as a measure for
the similarity between two sets of random variables. It is
shown that the theory has some parallels with the founda-
tions of (geometric) quantum mechanics.

a. INTRODUCTIONI

The stochastic realization problem deals with the quest for a finite dimensional
Harkovian representation for a stochastic process from the known covariance in-
formation. If the covaciances of the invervening random variables are exactly
known, then we deal with the exact stochastic realization problem, which has
received great attention 11,3,4,5,101. This is primarily due to is fundamental
importance in system identification, digital filtering, signal processing, and
time series modeling (161. For many applications the Markovian 'epresentation or
state space model may be too complex due to its high dimensionality, thus barring
efficient computational management.

This partially motivates the search for smaller dimensional Harkovian realiza-
tions which approximate the origina (o exact) one in some sense. The high

dimensionality of the original (exact) state space model can, for instance, be

caused by the incorporation of weakly coupled superfluous state components.
These components may mask any underlying physical principles or tendencies hidden
in the dynamics.

Another difficulty with the stochastic realization problem is the necessity of
the exact covariance information. In most practical situations, all one has
available is an estimate of the covariances based on the real data (i.e., sample

covariances). Not only would the noise fluctuations in the covariance structure
lead to models of high dimensions, but what is more essential, the sample covari-
ance sequence may not be positive-real. In such a case, the exact realization

algorithm applied to inexact data may not have a solution at all (3].

Akaike has developed a stochastic realization theory based on the information
interface between the past and the future of a time series and the concepts of

canonical correlation analysis. Here the pair of canonical vectors with positive

canonical correlations form a minimal interface between the past and the future

of the process. It is shown that these two canonical vectors are the states of

the forward and backward innovations representation (extreme Karkovian represen-
tations) introduced by Faurces 10) and ace also basis vectors of what Akaike

calls the forward and backward pcedictor spaces, respectively. Moreover, the
canonical correlations coefficients provide a rational basis for obtaining the

i jI 
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reduced order model. Baram [4] extended Akaike's result to the nonstationary
case and considered the model reduction problem by deleting the insignificant
singular values from a singular value decomposition of the Hankel covariance
matrix. A similar algorithm for obtaining the stochastic realization and reduced
order model called the Canonical Realization Algorithm (CRA) was introduced by
Desal and Pal 15]. It is a further extension to Akaike's work by introducing the
concept of balanced stochastic realizations. Here a forward-backwards dual pair

is obtained with state covariance matrices being equal and diagonal and these
diagonal elements are the canonical correlation coefficients. A forward-backward
pair that satisfies these conditions is said to be in balanced form. These
balancing conditions are the stochastic counterpart to the deterministic
balancing conditions originally proposed by Moore (17] and for the time varying
case by Verriest and Kailath E23]

Recently Arun and Kung (3] introduced the Karhunen-Loeve Method (KLM) which also
has its grounds on Multivariate statistics and in the context used here is shown
to be equivalent to Principal Components of instrumental variables as discussed
in Rao (21). KI4 optimizes the approximation of the information interface be-
tween the past and the future of a stochastic process via a one sided Karhunen-
Loeve Expansion (KLE) of the predictor space. A break in the diagonal elements
of the state covariance matrix dictates the reduced order model. As opposed to
CA, KLM is not symmetric in the sense that either a forward or a backwards
Markovian representation is obtained. This would constitute two separate prob-
lems. Arun and Kung (3] also pointed out that CRA is not well suited for model
reduction due to the smallness of the canonical correlations and the fact that it
works with unapproximated data. Despite the theoretical facts, no direct compar-
ison between KLM and CRA has been reported justifying Arun and Kung's argument
nor has there been any statistical measure of information common to both models
that would aid the modeler to disciminate against CRA and KLM when dealing with
the model reduction problem.

Ramos and Verriest explored in an earlier paper (19] the combination of the
canonical correlation and principal component analyses, given the exact covari-
ance information, in a common framework using the RV-coefficient introduced by
Escoufier [6]. It was shown that this common statistical measure of information
provides a rationale for drawing inferences about the performance of the algo- %
rithms. In the RV-coefficient framework, linear transformations on sets of random
variables are found, so that the transformed sets are as similar as possible in a
certain sense. The RV-measure attains values in (0,1] and the closer to one, the
greeater the similarity of the sets of random variables.

The motivation for this paper is to derive some more geometrical insight in the
problem, in order to adapt the method for use in the approximate stochastic real-
ization case, based on real data.

In the following, we therefore briefly summarize the stochastic realization to
set the necessary background. This is followed by a brief discussion of the
canonical correlation and principal component analysis. Next, the RV-coefficient
is introduced in a geometrical context, for the exact covariance data and for the
real data cases. A unifying framework is developed, and a connection is made
with some of the foundations of quantum mechanics. Finally, the RV-technique is
illustrated for the CCA and PCA.

TE DISCRET STOCHASTIC RELIZATION PROBL=

Given the covariance sequence A(k) of a rational stationary, zero mean, discrete
time vector sequence {y ), the stochastic realization problem consists in finding
a Markovian representation of the form
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Xk+1 , Fxk + w k)

Yk 0 H'xk + Vk (2)

here {wkI and tvkI are white Gaussian noises with

w ~ k[] [w.,L k, (3)v v. SI'R 6k,i I Vk, Z

such that E(Ck+n ) - A(k). 6(k,t) is the Kronecker delta.

The solution to this problem is well known (10). Given the covariance sequence,
one forms the (infinite) Hankel matrix

2 A3 "(4)

The time sequence is rational if and only if this Hantel matrix has finite rank
(say n). It follows then from the deterministic realization theory (10] that the
order of any minimal Markovian representation of yk } is precisely n, and a
triple (F,G,H) can be constructed such that k

A(k) - k-1G + A6 , k 0
0 kO (5)

A(k) A A'(-k) , k (0

where in order to have a Karkovian representation, the following needs to be
satisfied.

P - FPF' a Q (6)

G - FPH' - S (7)

A0 - HPH, - R (8) '.

S RJ > 0 , P > 0 (9)

Here P is interpreted as the state covariance matrix
I.e

P - E(xkX ) (10)

The triple (F,G,H) together with A0 do not uniquely specify the covariances
P,Q,S, and :.. However, P completely specifies Q,S, and R, and therefore charac-
terizes the Markovian representation. Furthermore, note that any minimal reali-
zation of the covariance sequence is unique, modulo a similarity transformation.

'I

In the stationary sequence realization problem, the past and the future can be
brought on equal footing, since the statistical properties of the given sequence -
are invariant with respect to time inversion. There are, thus, two classes of
representations: the forward and the backward representations. The forward lei
Markovian representations have the causal structure; or forward propagation pro-

perty:

E(x V;) M 0 Vs > t
ts

Similarly, the backwards models have the anti-causal structure.

E(x tv') 0 Vs 4 t

Denoting by n the set of state covariances defining a forward Markovian model
with triple (F,G,H), and by n the correisonding set of state covariances for the
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backward models with triple (F,G,H), the following can be asserted about thesets n and ".Note that both sets only contain positive definite matrices.

1. Both sets are closed, bounded, convex, and have two extreme points.

P* < P P
. for aP > P*

for 1

V >

2. There exists an order isomorphism (matrix inversion) between the partially
ordered sets (H,<) to (fl,>). Thus,

Pen <*> p-I - (1a

P -- 1 (12)

P "P (13)

It can be shown [1] that the extreme points P. and P. respectively correspond to
the forward and backward innnovations-representations.

APPROAC TO IMUROVIA MW DELING

Assume that the stochastic time-series {y } is Gaussian (with zero mean). The
relevant random variables are then in the Rilbert space L2 (fl,B,P) and conditional

expectations can be interpreted as orthogonal projections onto subspaces

L {yk} P)
2 ( l , k

For the time-series y k} define as in (10] the infinite vectors.

Yk =  k the future (14)

~ ,the past (15)

and define the semi-Infinite covariance matrices

H -f (16)

R -EtykkY+)l (17)

R-5

R - EJY k(Yk (18) 5

Within this reoresentation. the forward and backward predictor subspaces are
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xk -Span(y* I f) (19)I

Z k-i1 Span( kY k) (20)

(AB) denotes the projection of span (A) onto the Hilbert space spanned by the
Components of B. From the projection theorem, one obtains

- H(R Y k (21)

Zk-I a H ' -(R)Y k (22)

Under the assumption that a finit% dimensional Markovian representation exists,

finite dimensional bases Xk and Zk can be found such that they respectively
Xk and Zk, i.e., there exists operations A and B such that

aXk A, Xk A'(R )-IYk  M'Yk 
(23)

* +-+ +
Z B'Z B'H'(R+) Y L'Y I
k- k k k (24)

Since the basis vectors must be linearly independent, their covariances must be
nonsingular. We may impose the constraints

EXkX a Ax - diag(6 ) (25)

EZ Z 2 " diag(z i)  (26)

by suitably redefining the A and B (multiplication with an othogonal matrix on
the right.) The stochastic realization problem is thus equivalent to the problem
of finding matrices L and M such that the similarity between the predictor spaces
is as large as possible, while satisfying the constraints (25) and (26). For the
stochastic model reduction problem, different statistical techniques have been
proposed, notably the canonical correlation method and the principal component

analysis.

The application of the Canonical Correlation Analysis to the realization problem
has been pioneered by Akaike [1], Baram 14], and Desai and Pal [51, who tied this
in with balancing techniques. By the above analysis, the state is in fact the
information interface between past and future. The canonical correlations lead,
therefore, to a natural distance measure between the past and the future, which
in the Gaussian case is nothing else than the Kullback-Leibler mutual informa-
tion.

Arun and Kung [31 used a different approach. In [31, the past is treated as
instrumental values for predicting the future. (The Principal Component Analysis

is also named Instrumental Variable, or Karhunen-Loeve method (21]). The model
reduction method is then based on retaining the components of the past that have
a significant contribution to its efficiency in predicting the future.

The two methods are obviously not equivalent, and therefore problems and some
critique on each have been pointed out. First of all, the interpretation of the
canonical correlations has been questioned (3]. A relatively strong canonical
correlation between two components is possible, however, they may not extract
significant portioni of the (total) variance. Another critique is that the
canonical correlations are rather small numbers to compare, since they must ob-
viously belong to the interval (0,11. This is probably not such a sharp disad-
vantage, since only relative magnitudes are important anyway. Finally, since the
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canonical correlation technique is an exact covariance realization technique, and

only sample covariances are available in any real situation, the robustness of

the realization procedure may be at stake. On the other hand, the proponents of
the canonical correlation analysis point out the nice way in which the connection

between Y and Y+ is displayed. This paper will hopefully resolve such a dispute
between opponents and proponents of either method, by giving a common framework
which puts both analyses on equal footing. As was already remarked in the intro-

duction, the analyst can then decide which features are important for the situa-
tion at hand, and make an appropriate decision.

STATISTICAL PRELUDE: TE GBOMETRIC NATURE OF MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Let X be a random vector of dimension p over a probability space (Q,6,P) with
finite second order moments. Thus X belongs to the Hilbert space LP p). In

this sett ng, the Principal Component Analysis consists of finding a transforma-
tion in L (O,,P) taking the vector X into Y such that the components of Y are

uncorrelated and

E(yiy.) - 6 (27)
2. ) i ij

where X. is the i-th eigenvalue of the matrix E XX'. Note that if X - AY, then

E XX' a AAA' (28)

and thus p
Ex x - a a (29)e

I j k-i ik jk

which 'explains" the (co)variance of the components of X.

The Canonical Correlation Analysis on two random vectors X (  and X (2 ) , nt

necessarily of the same dimension, finds linear combinations of X (  and X (  
.

with the largest covariances in a certain way. It, therefore, "explains the
connection" between the two random vectors.

THe important remark that we want to make here is that both techniques rely on
the Hilbert space structure: the inner product in the space is derived from the

covariance. In the statistical literature, a new measae. has been introduced by
Escoufier [6] which is scalar and expresses the "similarity' between subspaces.

Let X be the p dimensional random vector partitioned as

X - . L (30) [ -]
with covariance matrix

-  -12] (31)L21 Z22J

Escoufier defined the following scalar measures (3]:

COVV(X ( 1 ) , X ( 2 ) Tr 2 1 1 2  (32)

(1) 2
VARV(X ( ') - TrZ21  (33)

RV(X ( 1 ) X ( 2 )  COVV(X 2) A;
[VARV(X ( ')) VARV(X (23 31/2
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The properties of the above measures re analogous to the usual covariance
properties since for any other related x

(

1. covv(x,x (3) ) _ coVV(x( ),x(3)) + coVVx (2 ) ,x ( 3) )nlxn 2

2. If X (1) - AX (2); where AER ; AA' - kI and n1 4 n2 , then
CO( ( 2 ) , x ( 3 ) ) =kCW ( 1 , ( 3 ) )

COVV(X~ 2  X - k COVV(('),X

Note that it follows at once from 2 that the RV-measure is invariant with respect
to scaling and orthogonal transformations. However, the introduced scalar mea-
sures are not quite the same as a covariance, since if X (1) and X ) are scalar,
then COVV(x1 #x2 ) . (Ex 1 x 2 ) 2

Other measures have been *ntroduced previously, e.g., Hotelling's Vector Correla-
tion Coefficient (VCC), defined as (12]

b £12

(VCC) 2 ,. - 21 r22 (35)
I r 11 IrZ2 2 1

This measure has seveni drawbacks. First of all, it does not support the degen-
erate case X( )

' -. (X 'Iz')'. The RV-measure on the other hand supports this
degenerate case. Furthermore, any intuietive notion of similarity between two
random vectors (of arbitrary, not necessarily equal, dimension) .should be nonzerc
as long as there is some correlation between at least one of the components of
each vector. Moreover, it may be advantageous to let the difference in dimen-
sionality of each vector influence the similarity. An increasing difference in
dimensionality should decrease the similarity. In order to compare the two de-
fined measures in this respect, let the covariance matrix be partitioned as

L n1 )n 2  (36)

where
A - diag(61 "' 6n2

then

1. RV(X '~X 2 ) E n2  (37)

12
. Rv~x( 1 ) x ( 2 )  . 2 ) a - (32

2. If n2 - 1, then RV( 1 ),X( 2 ) - 61/ V 1  (38)

the right hand side of (38) decreases as the dimension n increases, thus indi-
cating the decreasing "similarity" of the random vectors as n increases. The
Vector Correlation Coefficient gives respectively

1. (VCC) , a 6 (39)
i-1

2. VCC is independent of nI (if n I ! n 2).

These properties may provide the prime motivation to consider RV as a measure of
similarity, but are not sufficient for a justification to take it out of the ad-
hoc status.
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The theoretical justification is due to Escoufier. The rigorous mathematical
construction is as follows. First, characterize the random vector X in L by an

operator on L2 . Next, show that the set of such operators has the structure of a

Hilbert space under the inner product COVV(.,.). Then the psual induction

inner product ---- + norm ----- distance

leads to a rigorous definition of the "similarity.' In particular, we have the

following definition of the operator associated to X.

Definition: Associated Oerator. With XcL associate an operator Ux  L2  L
defined by

VyCL2  U (Y) Y)x(40)

The following propositions follow then at once from the definition. The proofs

are in [3].

Proposition 1: U characterizes X in the sense of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
More precisely, if Z is the covariance matrix of X, then

1. VzCR n s.t. Zz - Xz (41)

the random variable y x'z satisfies

2. Conversely, VyEL2 such that Ux (y) - \y

y = x'z where Zz - Xz

Proposition 2: I
1. Ux is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.

2. The set of operators {u.J forms a Hilbert space under the inne. product

2 CONS 11
where "CONS" stands for a complete orthonormal sy'!tem of basisvectors {ik.
in the space L2 (which is separable). Note that one has also

<U ,Ux> - C u ( iSj) (44)

CONS1 CONS 2  i JE

where the (U,, ) and (A,,'j) solve the eigen problems (41) associated re-

spectively w&th and 2.

Proposition 3 t
n,1xn2 ( ) ( 2 )? ]<UxIU > = Tr(Z2E2 E Z E[X I X (45)

x I x 221 12 -1 J-1 1

This propostion follows from the invariance of the inner product (43) with re-
spect to orthogonal transformations.
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Define now a "correlation coefficient* y(U1 , 2) by

<U1 ,U 2 >

Y(U,U) IUIIU 21 (46)
12 1uIU1 W 2 1

Note that the special case Y - 0 occurs iff the eigenspaces of U1 and U2 are
orthogonal to each other, while y - 1 iff U, and U2 have the same eigenspace, the

same eigenvectors, and proportional eigenvalues. The correlation between the

operators associated with the random vectors is thus

Tr(E21 12)
(47)

1Tr 22

which is defined as the RV-coefficient between X, and X2.

REAL DATA CASE (SIGNAL PROCESSING COTEXT)

Consider the case where a p-dimensional vector is measured n times. It is custo-
mary to say that we have p variables, and n samples. Let these then be organized

in a datamatrix X -* ' ' n  in Rpxn (48) ,

This can also be represented geometrically as a configuration C(X) of n points
in RP (and of course dually as a configuration of p points in Rn, but only the
first will be discussed). Let the distance between points in RP be derived from
the metric

<X ,X > a X'QXj (49); i J .'

S with Q positive definite. Then Q a LL', leading to the equivalent interpretation

as the Euclidean metric on the transformed variables.

y - L'x

Different weights may be attached to the different samples (e.g. according to

some measure of the accuracy of the obtained measurement). Let p a {Pi' i-I,
..., n} be such a set of weights for which pi ) 0;

n

i-I

bie. d{ } is a probability measure). A weighted average of the data points can
be de ined

n
<>- Z i~
p 

i i

Whenever one has the configuration C(x) together with a measure {pi} it will be

adantageous to consider the 'centered" data matrix whose columns are xi - <x>p
a x i . Its importance, of course, is to obtain translation invariant properties.

The classical multivariable methods consist now in a search for linear transfor-

mations of the original variables that minimize (under some constraints) the

"closeness' of the configurations C(X) and C(Y). But how can a distance between
configurations of points be defined? Ideally, such a measure should be invariant
with respect to translation, rotation and scaling, and this should thus a priori

hold for the "self-distance' or distance of the relative positions in C(X). It
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is easily seen that the Euclidean distance matrix (i.e., with ij-element [x1 -

x.) 'Q(xi - x) I/2 ) is a (matrix-valued) measure which is invariant with respect
to translation and rotation, but not with respect to scaling. On the other hand,
the matrix-valued measure

S p(X)
(51)

2
Tr S (X)

where S (X) - diag(/p)X'X diag(/p) is invariant with respect to translation,
Pnxn, rAB dfnsa

rotation, and scaling. Note that for A,B in R x
, <AB> = Tr AB defines an

inner product on Rnxn for which the induced norm is the Frobenius or F-norm. The
distance between the (measured) configurations (C(X),p) and (C(Y),p) is then
induced by this norm., i.e.,

2sp (x) sp (Y)

d2((C(X),p)(C(Y),q)) - 4 2 -

/Tr S (X) /Tr S p(Y)

= 2(1 - RV(X,Y))

if one defines

Tr S(X)S (Y) Tr S1 S2

RV(X,Y) - p p - 12 21 (53)

/TrS (X) TrS (Y) 2 Tr S .Tr S2
p p 1 22

Since S can be interpretid as a sample covariance, this last definition shows
the neat similarity between the signal processing (53) and stochastic realization
(47) contexts.

UNIFYING FRAMEWOR

In the previous sections, we have shown how the (exact) stochastic realization
and the (real) signal modeling benefit from the use of a certain measure with
similar interpretation. Both have been introduced by Escoufier (7,8]. In this
section, a more abstract representation is developed. The motivation starts from
the observation that for the stochastic realization problem, the underlying space

L (Q,8,P) and in the real data case, the space Rpxn are isomorphic with the
tensorproduct spaces, respectively

L 0 ,6p) - Rp@L (fl p) (54)

Rpxn _ Rp (@ Rn (55)

In general now, let G and H be separable Hilbert spaces. Let {@i} be a CONS in
G, and { i a CONS in H, then any vector x in the tensorpoduct space G & H has a
decomposition

x - jxi i t56)

with xiCH. In this framework, we define the Associated Operator and Gramia.:

Definition: With the decomposition of xeCG H as in (56), the associated oper-
ator U x from H to H is defined as

Ux : H + H : y + E<yxi>Hx i  (57)

i
Although this definition is given with reference to a specific coordinate system,
the following theorem is easily shown.
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Theorem: The associated operator Ux is

I. Independent of the choice of a CONS in G.
2. Bounded, self-adjoint and positive emidefinite.
3. Hilbert Schmidt (i.e., E I U (0 1 ) I < )

i
Definition: Given x in G® H, the Gramian G is the operator Gx from G to G,
g -- G (g) such that

Gx($) = <xijXj>#i (5

Note that the above gives a definition of GX via its action on a CONS. Again,

the following is easy to show:

Theorem: The above defined Gramian G

1. Is coordinate independent.
2. Is bounded, self-adjoint, positive semidefinite and Hilbert-Schmidt.
3. Has normalized eigenvectors which form a CONS in G.

Main Property: The operators U x and Gx have the same eigenvalues (counting their
multiplicity). The eigenspace of G corresponds to the eigenspace of U under

unde
the mapping

X : G + H : Z + X(Z)

x(Z) - j z~x

Definition: The Ocorrelation" between x1 in G, ® H and x2 in G2 ® H is (with GI

and G2 subspaces of G)

(X 1 X 2) Y(U xU ) (58)

where Y(1,U x) is the correlation in the Hilbert space L(H) of the associated

operators.

Theorem: The correlation defined above is

1. Independent of the chosen CONS.
2. Invariant w.r.t. orthogonal transformations, scale transformations, and

translations.
3. <Ux1 ,Ux2> * Tr(G 2 1 G1 ) (61)

It follows now from this last theorem that

Tr 02G
(x 1 ,x 2 ) 21 (62)

2 2
/Tr G' Tr G

11 12
Remark: A complete duality exists between the roles played by G and H.

GEOI( CAL INTERPRETATION: ORRELATIO ETWEEN SUBSPACES

Let G be the Hilbert space containing the Oobservations" Jyi)' Denoting by M.N
the largest subspace contained in both M and N, and by MvN the smallest subspace
containing both M and N, thOf set of subspaces which are closed under A and v havea lattice structure. If M denotes the usual orthogonal complement in G, then

the subspaces of G form a complete orthocompleted lattice (or logic (22]). It is
postulated that the propositions of & physical system are a complete ortho
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complemented lattice [15]. Since the propositional calculus of a physical system
has a similarity to the corresponding calculus of formal logic, one refers to
this often as "quantum logic."

The set of subspaces of a Hilbert space is isomorphic to the set of orthopro-
jectors Proj G on G. With each subspace, there corresponds one projector (namely
the one whose range is exactly that subspace), and vice versa. Consider now the
vector valued measure on the subspaces (projectors)

y(A) ! P y (63)

y

where PA denotes the orthoprojector on subspace A. This has the interesting
properties that if A I B, thn (A) I F(B), which is the orthogonal scattering
property. Furthermore, if Jp } is a set of pairwise orthogonal subspaces (pro-
jector), then

~(P ) E P )(64)
y y i

The last property is characteristic for a Gleason measure [13], so that is
referred to as an Orthogonally Scattered Gleason (OSG) measure [14]. This OSG-
measure induces a scalar Gleason measure

P (A) a I y(A) 12 (65)
y y G

Interpreting the right hand side of (65) as a variance, it is natural to intro-
duce a "covariance" between subspaces as

<t(A), E(B)> G €66) ',

By Gleason's theorem [11], there exists a self-adjoint, trace class operator Ty
such that

0 (A) - Tr(TyPA  (67)

y y
Note that here simply Ty - yy'.

Consider now a family of vectors y and their corresponding measures i Intro-
ducing a measure p on the yi a "mixturew gleason measure (or linear superposi-
tion) is obtained

pi 1 i (68)

Aragon and Couot [2] show that with any such superposition, there corresponds
gain an operator

T pT - p iyiy i  (69)i "£'

The correlation between the subspaces A and B is then [14] ...-I

A B
<tkr -) Tr(TP P 70

/U(A) V(B) /Tr(TPA)Tr(TP )

Note that T can be interpreted as sample covariance S. Hence finding the sub-
space B of fixed dimension which best "approximates" the given space entais the
maximization of (note that since AnG, then PA % I) ,

Tr (SP Tr (S ),Tr(SB)

/Tr(S)Tr(SP) vTr(S)Tr(S B(

for SB - BsPB. Clearly the optimal projection PB is the one projecting on the
elgenspace of S with the largest princ pal components. If instead of a discrete
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V'j

measure P, one has a continuous measure p, then (70) remains valid if one
replaces the (sample) covariance S by the exact covariance matrix Z for G

S (fl,B,P).

The principal component analysis for the exact covariance and real data cases
follow thus nicely from this formalism. What is the connection between this
formalism and the operators developed in the general RV-theory? Rewriting (69)
as

T P y /py m Yiyi (72)
i

and defining the data matrix Y as diag (4p') Y' the operator can be written as

n
T( ) i RPYi = U.(*) (73)

y.

where (57) is used (for the dual case) for G - Rn. and H = RP. But then for A,
B C Proj RP we get

<TPTP> (Rp) TrTPTP (74)

= covv (A,B)

thus leading to the earlier defined RV coefficient. Note that (74) defines a
scovariance" between operators whose existence follows from Gleason's theorem,
while in (66) we considered directly the "covariance* between the OSG-measures

itself. T plays the role of the exact or sample covariance matrix, which is in
fact the representation of the Gramian defined earlier.

APPLICATIONS

The results in this section have been reported in (18] and [191.. They are in-
cluded for completeness. Consider the:

pxn qxn
General Problem: Given xcR and yCR n . Find transformations L and M (i.e.,
metrics), such that L'X and M'Y are as "similar* as possible. As a measure for

similarity, the use of the RV-coefficient was motivated,

Tr(WSI2MM'S21L)
RV(L'X,M'Y) - 12 M 21  (75)

/Tr(L'S1 1 L) 2Tr(M'S2 2
M) 2

Remarks:

1. Since for any orthogonal matrix R, the substitution of L by LR leaves RV
invariant, one may assume without loss of generality that the matrices
L'SI1 L and M'S 2 2M are diagonal.

2. Instead of finding optimal transformations, equivalent problems are to find
a proper metric or a set of projection hyperplanes.

The familiar statistical modeling techniques can now be brought on a common
ground using this powerful tool [8] and applied to the stochastic realization
problem.
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1. Generalized Double-Sided Stochastic Realization

Here we let X = Y+ and Y - Y-, then

1 12 (76)
1 S 2 :~

With the states for the forward and the backward realization as in (23) and (24)

and diagonal Ax and 4y the generalized double-aided stochastic realization prob-

lem [18,191 can be formulated as the maximization of

RV(L'Y ,M' Y

with respect to L and M and subject to

L'R +L u AZ (77)

M'R'M - AX  (78)

Using (diagonal) Lagrange multipliers A and Y, the problem is reduced to an un-
constrained optimization problem. Its conditions for optimality are

WLU4'HL - R LA a 0 (79)

H'LL'HM - R-MV * 0 (80)

It follows that
AA- A (81)z x

which together with (79) and (80) leads to the generalized eigenvalue -eigenvec-
tor problem

H(R-) IR'L a R+Lr (82)

H'(R+)- Hm - R'Mr (83)

with r the eigenvalue matrix. r is related to A and Y by [8)

A A r (84)
x

T V AZr (85)

The optimal transformations L and H are the solution to

L[ (R+ M) r'/2al/2& 1/ 2  (86)x z

M. (R-)'IH Lr' /2 e/' 1 / 2  (87)z x

For the particular choices of A and & made, the maximal RV coefficients

Tr A rA
RVW yxz (88)

/Tr &2 Tr A2

x 2
Note that if one of A and A is the identity, then choosing the other as r, the
diagonal of the squated can~nical correlations, maximizes RV. Ramos (181 has
shown that the input normal, the balanced [5), and the output normal (1) stochas-
tic realization follow from this choice. Baram's realization [4) follows by

taking both equal to 1.
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2. The General Double-Sided Stochastic Realization

This corresponds with the principal component analysis [3], constraining L to be
the identity, thus maximizing

RV(Y+,M'Y ")

subject to (78).

The solution is
M - (R) H'Q (89)

for some orthogonal matrix Q. The maximal RV is

RV(y + , MI y-) ( 190

Tr(R +2

COSNCLSION

The RV-coefficient framework enables the unification of the theory of stochastic
realization, and in fact provides a valuable tool to directly compare different
modeling or model reduction schemes. The double sided solution involves canoni-
cal correlations, as opposed to variances on the one-sided solution. The form-
alism applies to the exact covariance as well as the real data case.

The realizations of the RV-coefficient to projection measures have been explor-
ed. This is currenlty being further investigated, and it is hoped that it will
yield more insight into the dynamical aspects of the real data case.
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OPTIXALITY POP XIUT OF SAW*AL =. PZAIZATIOdBa MINIMUM SENSITIV17Y

W. Steven Gray and Erik I. Verrisit
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Abstract. It has been well established that the 1. The Problem Definition and Historical Content
so-called balanced state space realizations of linear
tiae-invariant systems have certain desirable computa- This paper deals with a new geometric approach to
tional properties. But the complete relationship the robust design problem. Classically, the sensitiv-
between balanced realizations and the general parameter ity properties of a given realization have been inves-
sensitivity problem is not yet fully appreciated. tigated either via a 'sensitivity system,' which is

usually prohibitively large 1121, or alternatively, via
In this paper we present a geometric approach to the operator form 11]). Muller and Weber determine the

the robust design problem and its solution using a control and observation sensitivity in 110) and maxi-
specific optimality criterion. In particular, for mize scalar measures for the *quality' with respect to
discrete-time linear systems, a minimum sensitivity certain structural parameters. The question of robust-
parameterization of a linear system with a given input- nose, with respect to variations of certain structural
output relationship will be linked to the balanced parameters, is closeey related to this problem and
realization. treated by Ackermann in Ill. Finally, sensitivity

analysis from a geometric point of view was recently
introduced by Delchamps [41 and applied to compensation

Notation and feedback. Our approach will be geometric in nature
as well, but strictly from a realization perspective.

(The following is a summary of the notation used in
this paper. All nonstandard terminology will be Consider a linear time-invariant system with mdefined in the body of the paper.) inputs and p outputs. Foer our applications, this may

a se ofrealnumersbe a model (fo a real system one wants to simulate, or
R set of coal numbers the Implementation of a digital or analog filter, or an1 set of natural numbers obaerver-controller for implementing an optimal regu-

set of parameters lator In some given plant. In all these applications,
R ixj set of ixj real matrices only the relationship between the input and output of

I h eigvlu ofmari the implemented device Is important. It is now wellI igenvalue Of matrix T known that many equivalent state space realizations
n system order exist for one and the same input-output behavior.
m,p number of system inputs, outputs Usually the so-called *canonical formal are implemented
r minimum of (n~l)m and (n~l)p because they minimize the number of parameters that are
a 5 equivalent to (n+l)nn required and allow for a pipelined realization of the

"* t equivalent to (n+l)np devices (e.g., the direct forms in digital signal
q equivalent to e+t processing). A minimal number of parameters corre-
e q-dimeneionel parameter space eponds to minimal complexity, a quality that may be
0 point in 6, i.e., a parameter set important if the operation count is significant.
$a extremal sensitivity point in 6 However, a minimal set of parameters has no redundancy,
f(*) observable functional and therefore, one may expect high sensitivity with
f (,) gradient vector of functional f respect to these parameters.

essian matrix of functional f This paper investigates how the nonuniqueness of
C0see.) third order tensor of functional f with the state space realizations can be utilized to deter-

respect to S mine optimal parameterIzations under various measures
k observable value of "optimality." In particular, we shall look at
Nk(f) manifold in 0 induced by functional f and realizations which exhibit a minimal sensitivity with

observable value k respect to variations in parameters derived from the" equivalence relation on e teachability and observability matrices.
L(') sensitivity performance index
X Lagrange multiplier constant In general, an n-dimensional linear system with m
H () sensitivity Hamiltonian with respect to k inputs and p outputs has a full parameterization con-

(A,a,C) state space realization triple sisting of n(n+m+p) parameters 161. urthermore, it
R,O reachability, observability matrices has been demonstrated that such a system can be mini-

mally parameterized by no more than n(m+p) parameters
ith column of matrix 0 121. We shall find it mathematically convenient,

0. el, Lth element of matrix O however, to work with a larger, albeit redundant,

' system Hankel matrix parameter set. Specifically, we will consider a

W i 
1
n n x n identity matrix q * (r.*)n(m+p)-dimensional affine space such that each

point in the space represents a particular reachability
nm and observability matrix for a particular linear

"jth singular value system. The parameter space Is not required to have aXconcke deta uncionvector space structure. This is because additions and
Kronecker delta function scalar multiples of such matrices have no meaningful

0 Aroneckee product interpretation. The space is given the structure of a
YSc(*) column stacking operator Riemannian manifold by introducing an Euclidean metric
r(.) trace operator in the tangent space at each point.

I.I Frobenius norm 
,6



Z 777.

Clearly, in this space certain connected subsets Using methods from the calculus of variations, we
will exist such that all points on such a subset corre- can further characterize and determine the extremal
spond to a system with the same input-output behavior. sensitivity points of M . Specifically, let
In fact, we can resolve the whole space into disjoint
sets corresponding to different input-output behavior. H (e) - L(8) - X(f(6)-k) , (2)
For a particular parameterization, the proximity of k
neighboring sets or "leaves" will be an indication of where I Is a Lagrange multiplier constant. Then we
the robustness and sensitivity of the parameterization have the following definition.
with respect to perturbations of the individual
parameters. Hence, optimal parameterizations are those Definition 3: A point 0 on Mk  is said to be an
for which the "inter-leaf" distances are maximal. extremal sensitivity point if

2. Geometric Approach to the dH (8)/de - (fee ( )-XI)f (a) . 0 . (3)
Robust Design Problem

In other words, the extremal sensitivity points have
Suppose we have an offine space e and some gradient vectors which are eigenvectors of their

smooth functional fiG->R. Then we can define MkNf) Hessian matrix fee" We can ascertain whether a
{ezaf(O)ok} as the 1level surfaces" induced by f and

particular extremal sensitivity point has maximum
the scalar k on the space 0. Esentially, f generates sensitivity or minimum sensitivity by examining the
equivalence classes on e with 8 i -j if and only if definiteness of the Hessian matrix.

f(i )=f(ei) for Oi,SrCe. This notion motivates the We now apply these general results in the context
following definition. of discrete-time linear system theory and show how they

can be used to solve the robust design problem.
Definition 1: The functional f will be called an

observable functional over the parameter space 0. The 3. An Application for Robust Design
scalar f(O) at a particular Bce will be referred to as of Discrete-Time Systems
the observable value at 0.

The parameter sensitivity of state space realiza-Using the construction above, we see that param- tions of linear time-invariant systems has been studied
eter sets which give the same observable value, k, are by many investigators during the past decade [7,9-12).
essentially indistinguishable with respect to the given Much of the research has been motivated by the desire
observable f. In the context of the study of parameter of system designers to take into account the effects
sensitivity, an important question herein is to deter- of uncertainty inherent in all practical systems.
mine which parameter sets, if any, in a given equiva- Frequent sources of uncertainty include imprecise
lence class, Mk have the least or greatest propensity knowledge of the *given' plant parameters, external

to change the observable value when the individual disturbances to the plant, ard roundoff and quantiza-
parameters in the sets are perturbed. This problem can tion error in the finite precision components of the
obviously be addressed by examining the gradient of f control system.
over the manifold M k, It has been well established that balanced (in the

Suppose we are given a parameter set o r M or sense of Moore [,13)) state space realizations of
0 k linear time-invariant systems have certain desirablesome fixed k. It is clear that we can perturb S° in an computational properties (7,9. But the complete

infinite number of directions and, in general, the relationship between balanced realizations and the
observable value will be perturbed as well. The general parameter sensitivity problem is not yet fully
direction with the greatest influence on k, i.e., the understood. What follows is an attempt to use the
greatest directional derivative in magnitude, is in the results of the previous section to demonstrate further
direction of the vector fo(e), where linkage between the two concepts.'

f 8 ) - gradient of f evaluated at e Consider a system described by the state space
0 model (A,BC) where ARnxm

, 
kRnx

, 
Crxn .  

At this

Alternatively, we can view the space 0 as being point, we need not assume that the triple describes
composed of level surfaces or *leaves,* where a given specifically a continuous or discrete-time system.
leaf corresponds to a specific equivalence class Mt. It is well known that such a linear system can also
The relative spacing between such leaves is measured by be uniquely specified by an (n+l)p x (n+l)m matrix of
moving normal to the surface of one leaf until another Markov parameters known as the Henkel matrix, say H.
is reached. This normal direction at a point on a Furthermore, the Rankel matrix can be shown to always
surface is given by the gradient at that point, and the permit the factorization
normal distance in this case can be best interpreted as 2 - OR (4)
the magnitude of the gradient. Thus, we imediately where .T TT T2T Tn T
get the definition below. 0 - LC A C (A ) C

T  
[A ) C

Definition 21 A parameter set 0' C M I an extremal R - [B AB A 2 ... An ]•

sensitivity point in Mk if and only if 0 minimizes or Now assume that we wish to realize a linear system

maximizes L() over NV where specified uniquely by a given Hankel matrix, R. The
parameterization we shall consider is a parameter set

L (0) * If1(0)1 (1) consisting of the (n+))n(m+p) components in the
matrices 0 and 3.

Note, the extra square function and factor of I does
2 Definition 4: Let t be a class of (n+l)m x (n+l)pnot change our conclusion above and were added only as matrices with the defining property that Ar! if and

an algebraic convenience. only if A has the singular value decomposition ]
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r N
A v u . , CS) ( (0 ) - Tr A-O R ) , A c4

To AL 8B - Tr RAO0

where r min (n+l)m,(n l)p) and v, and uI are the
appropriately sized column vectors such -hat vv vc

T j .
(see T3.8, 131)

Note that if ACT, then by definition it follows I n A)VC(O)
that T 0  (0) . n)Te T (lOb)

AA' . I when p ) a , (6a) A(

oil -[(I A) T(10c)
Clearly, when map, then T is simply the class of Cn[ T)0

n

(n+l)a x (n+l)m orthogonal matrices.

The optisality condition is then
Lema 1: Lo.,t E[ be ant (n+l)p x (nel)m matrix such

that r(AB ) 
- 0 for all Act. Then it follows that (£ee-XIq)fe * 0 , (11)

hE -0.
Making the appropriate substitutions, it follows that

Proof: Let E have the singular value decomposition

=- * I *. aL n(CZ-Ct
rhie vS C (1 ) n ad ] [(II sA)r ) ton (12 1i-1i T L n1 GA) Ln vec(MJCJ

J.' 0JuJvj vecC) * a nm)vcRC we lb

Decomposing A. then as in (5) we have that where a (n+l)nm and t (n+)np. Equation (12) gives

(nI mAl)vec(O) - vec(E2) when p ; P , (13a)

TZCAT T) n~l T u
,(^ ,J. -,,I j ~ ~ ~ vc(o, ..a (,nal, .. (, wen . ',

We have used in C13a,b) the requirement that A, *al for
r r T T) the system given by (12) to be consistent.

iiI J1 I Now expand (134)7

, o.- [o, o0 .. on .-[.BT t ...
0i [ ."0 1 2**I4

i0I O columns of 0 j R
T 

- columns of R

But by the definition of the singular value decomposi-
tion . 0 for all i N so -0. A 01

0 2  R

Lema I provides us with an observable functional IA 0

that can be used successfully in the context of the

f(() T V ACE-O) Ac (a) [
MAO A  a T I 1,2, ....,n

Vea(0) ' 2 ...0 [. (o j(, [o o2 o] .[-.

whete vea(*) is the column stacking operator from

matrix calculus 13J. Clearly then we shall be inter- Pi
T 

. oTATAo
sated in the equivalence class K 0 (f) where by Lemma 1

it feollows that I - 08. Likewise, from (13b) we get

Theorem Is The extroemal sensitivity points of N(f) RATBT . OTO

have the property that 0

MT . OTATAO when p ) s, we now restrict our attention to the case where

77 T a a p such that A and, consequently, { are simply
RAA R w 0 0 when a A p orthogonal matrices.

Proofs There are several ways to prove this result. Definition So Realization (A.8,C) with m - p is said

The following method takes advantage of soa matrix
calculus Ishorthand notation to do the matrix manipu- to be an essentially balanced realization if R

T 
- 0TO.

lations (3). From equation (C), we have

in the disccete-time case U
T 

and o
T
O are respectively,

the controllability and observability grammana at time
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t - n. Thus, an essentially balanced realization can Simply allowed us to put the results immediately in a

be convected to a true finit•-intetval discrete-time balanced realization framework. The continuous-time
balanced re alizationl problem is lightly more dif cult to sove and will be

state space transformation T such that presented in a later publication [151.

T(22t) T - T(O O)T T diag( 1, .2 . .-,n) inlly, it in instructive to display the perfom-

ance index explicitly for the observable functional
In this case, T can be interpreted as a series of given in equation (8). Substituting equation (10b)
rotations of the state space's coordinate axes. From into (1), it follows that
this observation it follows then that only the scaling 2
of the state variables has an effect on the sensitivity L(8) i16ecl()1
of the parameters (2 l ] Iand Oi,j . Another important 2 . (RT

property of essentially balanced realizations is
illustrated in the following lemma. a Hence, the effect of minimizing L(e) while constraining

8 - OR is to make the components of 0 and 3 roughly the

Lemma 2: An essentially balanced realization has the same order of magnitude. Such a situation would be

minimum sensitivity property. desirable if these parameters were to be quantized for
fixed point data registers.

Proof: As alluded to in the previouc section, we can
test for the sense of the optimality by examining the 4. CouMutational (Algorithmic) Aspects

definiteness of the Hessian matrix A few comments are in order concerning how an

S= (fee )o + (f e-e)e (14) essentially balanced realization might be computed
e0 e q given a specific Hankel matrix. Clearly, there are

For our particular choice of observable, f, we have matrix algebraic methods possible similar in flavor to

f = 0 since it is bilinear in Ri i and 0a, .  Since those used to compute balanced realizations. We shall
eee concentrate in this case, however, on a numerical
f 0 is an orthogonal symmetric matrix, it follows that optimization approach that follows very naturally from

Aa - , 1,2.q the theoretical structure put forth up to this point.

IBe i 80extremal From our discussion, it follows that an essen-

tially balanced realization will minimize the perform-
i.e., the matrix f is similar to a signature ance index given in equation (16), subject to the

matrix. Thus there exists a similarity transform T constraint that 8 - OR. Lemma 1 gave us a convenient
such that way to adjoin this constraint while keeping the

* Tf8
"T - diHg(,,*l.* .,*) Hamiltonian simple and differentiable in the componentsof 0 and R. The price paid, however, was the introduc-

,e ) diq(,1-lt)-",t1-,. .. -) t ion of an arbitrary orthogonal matrix A. Clearly,
such a formulation does not lend itself easily to the

Hence, use of numerical algorithms. To remedy this problem,
form the Hamiltonian instead as

T(f a0 -XI q)f 00T
1  

I -iag(1*A,2±_,X18
For I a 1 and A - -1, we have o (8) H (0, ) IO ) 2 2 17

T(f.AI)fT- diag2 2 2 2
TSf aq o T o 0 o . o 

)  
(15) where 1.1 is the Forbnius norm. Now the optimization

and thus H 8e ) 0. can be carried out explicitly on Ho with respect to 0

and R and the scalar A. It should be noted, however,
The fact that the Hessian matrix is semi-definite that from an analytic viewpoint equation (16) is often

leaves open the possibility that there may be some more difficult to work with. Finding an essentially

coordinate directions one can move in the parameter balanced realization is now reduced to solving an

space 0 that have no influence on the observable value. optimization problem where Ho is to be minimized with

Hence, the observable would be completely insensitive respect to the components of 0 and R. One approach to
to these parameters. solving such a problem is to employ a relaxation-type

There are several interesting observations to be algorithm. Specifically, one can perform a sequence of
one-dimensional gradient based optimizations until an

made with respect to the minimum sensitivity criterion, essentially balanced pair (0,1) is computed to desired
First, note that we worked specifically with a Hankel precision. The 8 and C matrices of the realization can

matrix *59 (n+1)p x (n*l)m It is well known that the then be immediately identified from the first block
Hankel matrix must be at least this large in order to column of R and the first block row of 0, respectively.
specify the system uniquely. However, there is no The A matrix follows, for example, from
reason why the above derivations could not have been # +
carried out using a larger system Hankel matrix, i.e.. A (18)

using Markov parameters of higher degree. In fact, if where

it is assumed that we are working with a stable system, R
then we could have used the doubly infinite Henkel Rn+l . n+)ml (19)
matrix in the derivations. In this later case, the +
criterion given by Theorem I is satisfied by requiring R is the pseudo-inverse of R and 'R is found by

that the system realization be an infinite-interval shifting the right-most block column of R into R (7).
discrete-time balanced realization. Second, note that
the minimum sensitivity criterion did not use implic- An obvious limitation to this method is that H0
itly the fact that the Rankel matrix given corresponded must be optimized with respect to a large number of
to that of a discrete-time system. This assumption parameters. In fact, for long or infinite time

intervals, such an approach will not be practical.
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5. Conclusions and Future Rasearch (7 S. gung, *A New Identification and Model Reduc-

tion Algorithm via Singular Value Decomposition,'
Given a square system Hankal matrix, it was shown Proc. 12th Asilomar Cont. on Circuit, Systems and

that a realization, which satisfies the discrete-time Computers, Pacific Grove, CA, Nov. 1978.

balanced realization criterion to within an orthogonal

state space transformation, has minimum sensitivity (8) B.C. Moore, 'Principal Component Analysis in

with respect to perturbationa in the components of the Linear Systems; Controllability, Observability,
reachability and observability matrices. This was and Model Reduction.' IEEE Trans. Auto. Control,

observed to be true regardless of the size of the vol. AC-26, Feb. 1981, pp. 17-32.
Heankel matrix used provided it was large enough to
specify the system uniquely. It was also suggested (91 C.T. Mullis and R.A. Roberts, "Synthesis of Mini-
that an optimization-type algorithm could be used to mum Roundoff Noise Fixed Point Digital Filters.'
determine explicitly such a state space realization. ZZE Trans. Circuits Syst., vol. CAS-23, Sept.

1976, pp. 551-562.

A topic for future research is to determine

whether the nonuniqueneas of the essentially balanced 1101 P.C. Muller and H.I. Weber, *Analysis and Optimi-
- cealization can be exploited to find subsets of this zation of Certain Qualities of Controllability

Class which have other desirable properties. For and Observability for Linear Dynamical Systems,*
example, in the context of finite wordlength effects, Automatics, vol. 8, 1972, pp. 237-246.
there is the deterministic effect due to coefficient
truncation and the stochastically modeled e(fct due to (11] J.G. Reid, P.S. Maybeck, R.8. Asher, and J.D.
computation roundoff. Here we have shown that *soen- Dillow. *An Algebraic Representation of Parametec
'tzally balanced realizations, i.e, a realization where Sensitivity in Linear Time-Xnvariant Systems,'
the controllability and observability grammians are J. Franklin Inst., vol. 301, Jan.-Feb. 1976,
equal, have a certain minimal sensitivity property, pp. 123-141.
with respect to parametric perturbation. On the other

hand, Mullis and Roberts have demonstrated that, with (121 R. Tomovic and M. Vukobratovic, 'General Sensi-
respect to roundoff noise, an optimal wordlength filter tivity Theory,* American Elsevier, 1972.
follows from a state space realization where such
grasmians are simultaneously diagonal (though not (13] 3.I. Verriest, "The Structure of Multivariable
necessarily equal) 191. Mence, both optimality Balanced Realizations. Proc. 1983 Int'l Symp.
properties are possessed by the usual balanced Circuits and Systems, Newport Beach, CA.

realization.

(14J 3.1. Verriest, 'On Generalized Balanced Realiza-
Another topic for future research is to relate tions," IEEE Trans. Auto. Control, vol. AC-28,

the results stated herein concerning the parametric June 1983, pp. 833-844.
sensitivity of the matrix factorization 9 - Oa to the
parametric sensitivity of the state space triple (IS] 3.2. Verrlest and W.S. Gray, 'Robust Design
(A.,C). Piobleams A Geomettrc Approach,' Proc. 1987 KTNS

(to appear).
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH
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Abstract

There exists a certain correspondence between the problems of
observability and identification. A less familiar correspondence is the one
relating controllability to a "dual" of the identification problem: the
"DESIGN"-problem. This amounts to the choice of a realization or
approximation of a desired system response, using parameters that can only
be approximately adjusted, e.g. due to quantization. A particular
application is in the design of digital filters, simulators and controllers,which minimize the effects of component tolerances in analog systems or

finite wordlength effects in the digital discrete case.

A geometric approach to the design problem is be presented, and its
solution given under a useful criterium for optimality. For linear time
invariant systems, the minimum sensitivity realizations of a desired Hankel
matrix are linked to the Balanced Realizations.
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1. THE PROBLEM DEFINITION AND HISTORY

This paper deals with a new geometric approach to the robustness

problem. Classically, the sensitivity properties of a given realization

have been investigated, either via a "sensitivity system", which' is usually

prohibitively large [TV,F], or alternatively, via the operator form (RMAD].

Muller and Weber determine the control and observation sensitivity in [MW],

and maximize scalar measures for the "duality" with respect to certain

structural parameters. The questions of robustness with respect to

variations of certain structural parameters is closely related to this

problem, and treated by Ackermann in (A]. Finally, sensitivity analysis

from a geometric point of view was recently introduced by Delchamps [D], and

applied to compensation and feedback. Our emphasis will be in optimal

implementations of systems with quantized or inaccurate parameters.

Consider a linear time invariant system (AB,C) with m inputs and p

outputs. For our applications, this may be a model for a real system one

wants to simulate, the implementation of a digital or analog filter, or an

observer-controller implementating an optimal regulator for some given

plant. In all these applications, only the relationship between the input

and the output of the implemented system is important. Usually the so

called "Canonical Forms" are implemented because they minimize the number of

parameters that is required, and allow for a pipelined realization of the

devices, e.g. the "Direct Forms" in digital signal processing. A minimal

number of parameters corresponds to minimal complexity, a quality that may

be important if the operation count becomes important. However, a minimal

set of parameters has no redundancy, and therefore one may expect high

sensitivity with respect to these parameters.

This paper investigates how the nonuniqueness of the state space
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realizations can be utilized to determine optimal parametrizations under

various measures of "optimality". In particular, two issues seem to be

important for the practical implementation of a given transfermatrix:

sensitivity and clustering. The minimal sensitivity requirement-guarantees

that the actual realized transfermatrix is "close" to the nominal transfer

matrix. Clustering deals with the desired parameter values. If for

rztance a fixed point implementation is used, then it is desirable to have

all parameter values in some range or ranges. It relates to the problem of

realizing an approximation to a given system with parameters chosen from a

finite set with fixed values. This paper focusses on the first problem.

Our approach to the problem is geometric, as in [D]. A full

parametrization of the system has n2+np+nm parameters. A minimal

parametrization on the other hand requirs n(l+m) or n(l+p) parameters if p-1

or m-i [H], or if p and m are both larger than 1, somewhere between

n(m+l)+p(p+l) and n(m+p) parameters [B].

Because addition and scalar multiplication of systems have no

meaningful natural interpretations, the parameter space is simply assumed to

have the structure of an affine space of dimension n(n+m+p). Each point in

this space represents a particular realization of an m input, p output

linear time invariant system of order n (or less). The space is given the

structure of a Riemannian manifold by introducing an Euclidean metric in the

tangent space at each point. For instance in the analysis and design of the

finite wordlength effects with fixed point processing, a uniform metric for

all tangent spaces is appropriate, whereas for floating point processing, a

metric varying smoothly from point to point is more appropriate.

Clearly, in this space, certain connected subsets will exist such that

all points on such a subset correspond to a system with one and the same

input outpu behavior. In fact we can resolve (i.e. partition into
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equivalence classes) the whole space into disjoint sets, corresponding to

different input output behaviors. For a particular realization, the

proximity of neighboring sheets will be an indication for the robustness or

sensitivity of this realization. Hence optimal realizations are those at

which the "inner-sheet" distances are maximal. These geometric notions are

made precise in section 3, after giving a more philosophical introduction in

section 2 on the design problem and its relation with other systems

problems. This theory is applied to systems design in section 4. The most

interesting result is the one relating the minimum sensitivity (under the

fixed point metric) realizations to the balanced realizations.

2 SITUATION OF THE PROBLEM

A rather unusual viewpoint due to Root (R], considers the phenomenon

"linear system" as a mapping a from a suitable subset of the cartesian

product of input functions (U) and realizations (Z) to the set of output

functions (Y). The restriction to a certain subset (we will not go into the

details of this) is necessary for the convergence issues. For continuous

linear time-invariant systems, the mapping standq for the convolution

operator

a U x E -> Y (u(.),S) -> y(.)

t
y(t) - f ceA(t'')Bu(r)dr

For discrete systems a similar expression results. We can now look at the

marginal maps derived from the linear system opeator. In particular, if

S - (AB,C) is fixed, we define the usual linear input output map as

as : U x (S) -> Y : u(.) ->y(.)

On the other hand, for a fixed input u(.), the marginal maps

u :(u) x Z -> Y S -> y(.
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associate with each realization S e.g. the impulse response h(t) if u(t) -FI6(t), or the transferfunction H(p) characterizing the steady state response

to a sinusoid u(t) - ept of complex radial frequency p.

The control and deconvolution problems are inverse problems for the map

ain the sense that the former relates to the derivation of a right-inverse

and the latter to a left-inverse of the map. Moreover, a certain causal

structure is implicit in the problem. In designing a control to achieve a

desired output, invariably "future" actions are understood, while in the

deconvolution problem one acts on observed data, and thus relates the "past"

of u(.) and y(.). Similarly, the construction of a left-inverse for ou

pertains to the system identification problem, invariably tied to an

observation of functions or time series, and hence relating the "past" of

y(.) to the system. Finally, finding a right-inverse of au is the problem

of 'designing" a system with desired "future" behavior.

In the identification problem the measured data is necessarily

corrupted with uncertainties due to the finite observation tie and and

finite memory effects. It may even be impossible to isolate the phenomenon

of interest from the rest of the universe. Similarly, uncertainties

interfere with the design problem: the parameter values necessarily must

have a finite precision. In order to find "uniquely" an "optimal" solution

to these problems, one introduces a suitable distance measure or norm in the

domain and range spaces [W].

3. MAIN RESULTS

A summary of some known results on the geometry of systems and their

Lalizations is first given. It is established that the subsets of the

realization space of system realizations which exhibit identical
input/output behavior form smooth manifolds. However the totality of all
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such "sheets" does not have the structure of a foliation since not all these

subsets are manifolds of the same dimension. A restriction on the set of

systems is required in order to avoid such degeneracies. The next

subsection discusses the robust design on an abstract level.

3.1 The geometric structure of the realization space.

Let Lm,n,p be the realization space, i.e. the space of all triples of

matrices (F,G,H) of dimensions n x n, n x m, p x n. Only realizations over

the real field R will be delth with here. Since there is little significance

to the addition and/or scalar multiplication of realizations, this space is

not endowed with a vector space structure, but rather that of an affine

space with vector space Rn(m+n+p) . Hence at each point S, there is an

attached vectorspace TsL (the tangentspace at S), isomorphic to Rn(m+n+p)

The group Gln(R) acts differentiably on the right to Lmn,p, via

(A,B,C) -> (A.B,C)T - (TAT'1 ,TB,CT " )

which of course corresponds to a change of base in the state space z - Tx

The quotient topology is non Hausdorff in general. The restriction to the

completely reachable (or dually, the completely observable) pairs eliminates

many problems, in particular, the action of Gln(R) is free (as a consequence

of reachability/observability) and the quotient space (set of orbits)

rnp - /GLn(R) is a smooth (real) analytic (thus certainly C®)

differentiable manifold (hence Hausdorff) of dimension n(m+p) [H2]. The set

of equivalence classes of minimal realizations °  are analytic open

sub-manifolds, [H2]. In the system identification problem, this space,

called parameter space, plays a crucial role. Its properties have been well

studied. (e.g. in relation to the (non)existence of continuous canonical

forms [H2], and degeneration phenomena [H3]. The best one can do based on

input-output data alone is to identify the orbit of a minimal realization S,
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i.e. parametrize the input-output operator in some (minimal) way, by

choosing a point in Mc 'cr  An obvious question is: "Does a sequence

(obtained as more data comes in) of points in co cr necessarily-;,n'p

converge to a point in M~c°cr?" The answer is no: degenerationconvrgeto pont n-H,n,p

phenomena occur, and so-called generalized systems appear [H2,H3]. It has
co,cr if

been established that there is a continuous canonical form on fnp

and only if min(p,m) - 1.

Since the isotropy subgroup is trivial for all reachable or

observable realizations, its dimension is constant on -ocr and hence

the orbits of Gln(R) form a foliation F of c ° 'cr of dimension n(m+p)n~-;, n, p

[LI. The field of tangent spaces to the leaves form an n(m+p) dimensional

subbundle r(F) of the bundle, called the tangent bundle to F. The quotient

bundle v(F) - TL/r(F) is called the normal bundle to F.

Our interest is not in the universal parametrization, but in the

orbits under the action of Gln(R) itself. These orbits are open, and the

boundary points of reachable realizations are non reachable realizations.

The explicit form of the closure of the orbits was adressed in (KM].

We shall endow the tangentbundle TLc ° ,cr with a positive definite1 ,n,p

metric.

<.,.>s: TsL x TsL -> R for all S in cocr

This metric is associated with the tolerance in the components of the

realization and is different from the (observability, reachability and

riccati metrics) on the associated vector bundle (the state bundle) of the

principal fibre bundle w L-> H with structural group G1n(R), discussed

by Delchamps [D]. A uniform metric, P(S) - In(m+n+p) would for instance be

useful in the design of fixed point computer realizations of a given m x p
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regulator of McHillan degree n. Its induced norm is the Frobenius norm of .

the realization matrix [ .]
3.2 The Robust Design Problem: A Geometric Approach.

Before proceeding with our system design, we shall prove a general

result on sensitivity:

Definition: Let e be an N- dimensional open subset of an affine space AN of

design parameters (configurations). By an Observable, we shall mean any

smooth function f: e -> R which has no critical points (i.e. the gradient

is never zero).

Remarks : i) The reason for considering open subsets is that typically for

our applications, but not exclusively, this situation occurs if the

inverse image of a finite set of points by a continuous map from this

set to the reals is cut out.

ii) The significance of an observable is that any two

configurations 01 and in the parameterspace are indiscernable by

observation of f if f(Ol) - f(02 ). This allows us to regard two

parametrizations yielding the same observable(s) as being the same (or

equivalent) for some purpose. In a systems context, an observable is

for instance the value of the transfer function (scalar case) at a

particular frequency, or the impulse response evaluated at a specific

instant. They are also referred to as "system functions" [F].

iii) The gradient of a function depends on the metric of the

space. The vanishing of a gradient at a point is independent of the

chosen metric.

Every such map induces a partition of e into equivalence classes, in

fact, these equivalence classes form what is commonly known as a foliation.
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In this case, the submanifolds are the level surfaces of f, and have

dimension N-i. There exist a vector field normal (in terms of some

arbitrarily chosen Riemannian metric) to the leaves.

The whole issue of the sensitivity problem is now to find the points on

the leaves corresponding to a maximal "separation" of the leaves of the

fc!iation. Of course, this notion needs to be made precise, since the

leaves are densely stacked.

3.2.1 Riemannian Metrics

If 9 is paracompact, then a Riemannian structure G can be put on e (or,

more exactly, on its tangentbundle). This means that for each e e 8, a

symmetric, positive definite bilinear form Ge is defined on the vector space

TOO, such that G defines a metric on TO, i.e. is a smooth section of the
0 #.*

vector bundle T28. Let T*0 -> TO be the natural isomorphism of each

space T8 with T 9 . If f is a smooth map, the gradient of f is defined as

the element df# of TO (i.e. the vector field corresponding under the map

to the differential forrm df). In the local coordinates this is given by

af a
VGf - gi eG a~i  aij

where the summation convention is used. The matrix (giJ) is the inverse of

the metric tensor {gij}

a a Lgij - G -a' a;-.]-)N.

The squared norm of the gradient is

af Bf
IvGfjB - G(VGf,VGf) - gi aei
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If 8 is foliated by f, then the tangentspace A6 to the leaf through 9

is an N-i dimensional subspace of Too.

3.2.2 Extremal Sensitivity Theorem

Points of extremal sensitivity (with respect to an observable f(O), are

determined by minimization of L(O) - 4IVCf 112 over the leaf characterized by

a particular value of the observable f.

The problem is to find the points on the leaves for which the effects

of an infinitesimal perturbation are minimized. A worst case analysis leads

to the minimization of the gradient norm lIVGf I - G(VGf,VGf)", or

equivalently, but mathematically more convenient, the map

- 11Vof 11

This scalar field induces a vector field in the tangent space Ae of the

leaf. However, note that dK* - dG(df*,df#)* is in general not tangent to

the leaf. Its projection on the tangentspace to the leaf at 9 yields the

tangent vector dG(df*,df#)* - Adf* to the leaf through 0, for some A 6 R.

Equivalently, we could have worked directly with the Hamiltonian for the

constrained problem, as the points are constrained by the leaves of the

foliation (f-cst) of e.

h - IV Gflz - Af

Either way, it leads in coordinate free form to

Theorem 2: If f is an observable for the parameter space (8,G) , then the

points of extremal sensitivity with respect to f are implicitly determined

by the equation

dG(df,df)# - Adf- 0
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proof: The stated condition is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the

constrained optimization problem.

The gradients of h and f are alligned at the extremal sensitivity

points. In particular, for the uniform metric, gij- 6ij, the condition

specializes to

(foe(.) - AI ) fo(.) - 0

while for the relative metric gij-6j/OiOJ , which is useful in connection

with the floating point arithmetic, the condition is

2' 2 2
diag(O)diag(fp) + diag(0 )f99 3 diag(0 )fo - I diag(a )fO

In the latter case, a simpler form is obtained by using the "generalized"

gradient Vf with components 01 af/8i instead; corresponding to the

A 
(A

generalized Hessian H - diag(Vf) + diag(O)foodiag(O)

We state what was just shown as an important

Corollary: The extremal sensitivity points of (e,G), where G is the uniform

or relative metric, are the points where the gradient df# is in the

eigenspace of the generalized Hessian operator H: TO0 -> TOO, i.e.

A

(H(f) - AI)df# - 0

Exml . Consider in R2  the foliation 0 - constant. With the uniform

metric, the extremal sensitivity points are 6n the diagonals Ol - ±02" With

the relative metric, the generalized gradient is Vf - 012 (1,1)' and the
A (1generalized Hessian H - 0 1 92  1)J

The problem is degenerate. Every point is an extremal sensitivity point.

Examle 2. Consider in R2 the leaf f(O) - 1 of an ellipsoidal foliation

given by f(O>-) and + H2/b2 .  For the uniform metric, the gradient is
(2 ie2b 9) , 92 / anb e Foah fr2,2/b2). The eigenvectors of the
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Hessian are (1,0) and (0,1) corresponding to the extremal sensitivity points

(±a,O) and (O,±b). If lal : IbI then the former is a maximal sensitivity, I
and the latter a minimal sensitivity point. With the relative metric, one

finds the extremal sensitivity points at 01 - ±a//2 and '2 - ±bW.2 , i.e.

the points where the diagonal of the enclosing rectangle, with sides 2a and

2b, intersects the ellipse.

4 APPLICATION TO ROBUST REALIZATIONS w I
For the application to linear system realizations and design it was

found fruitful to express the parametrization in terms of the components of

a factorization of the system Hankel matrix H - OR, where 0 and R are

respectively the observability and reachability matrices of the realization.

This does not quite solve the optimal realization problem, but it provides a

suboptimal solution, which is mathematically more tractable. The Hankel

matrix defined as a map with domain LM,n,p plays the role of a

multidimensional observable. The details for discrete time systems are

given in [GV]. In this paper the continuous time systems design under the

uniform metric is discussed, for square (p-m) systems only. The general

case is more tedious and will be published elsewhere.

Definitions: Let L[O,.) be the Hilbertspace of m-vectorfunctions with

inner product <x(•),y(.)> - Jo x(t)'y(t) dt. The reachability operator

A: L2[O,Q) -> Rn for a realization (A,B,C) is defined by

Iu(t) - fo eAtBu(t) dt. Its adjoint * is the operator

2: Rn -> L[0,-) : R x - B'eA'tx

The observability operator is Q: Rn -> L [O,-) : Qx - CeAtx. Since B

and have a finite dimensional range and domain respectively, they are

compact operators [K, p.157]. Furthermore, their composition OB is also
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compact [K, p. 158]. Finally, we introduce the Hankel operator H:
[10,) -> L [0,-) : Hu(t) - foh(t+r)u(r)dr where h(t) - CeA B is the

impulse response of the realization (A,B,C). It is readily verified that

indeed H - OR. An operator A: Lm[0,.) -> LM[0, ) satisfying

AA* -A*A - Id (the Identity operator) is called isometric. We shall also

assume that the set (ei)Q.._ 1 is the standard basis for Rn and that the

fInorios (00"j-1 form a complete orthonormal basis in LTE0,-). Many

notations are used in such a setting. We found it relatively easy to use

the Dirac notation for the vectors and their duals (i.e. the bra and ket

notation). In this form we have:

I - huvlu> <OvI
Uv

- rijlei> <Ojl
ij

2 G okl1k> <eilkl

The matrix representations [hj ], [rj] and [oij] will be respectively

denoted by Mat(H), Mat(]) and Mat(Q). By Vec(M) we mean the vector

formed by stacking the elements of the matrix M columnwise.

It is now possible to state our first auxiliary result:

Lemma: Let E: L2[0,-) -> L210,-) be such that Tr AE - 0 for all

isometric operators A, then E - 0.

proof: Suppose E has the singular value decomposition [K, p.261]

E - E 01 jui> <v'i

where (ui) and (vi) are orthonormal sets in Lm[O,-), then choosing A as

* .vj> <ujl yields E9i - 0 . Since the singular values are nonnegative, we
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must have all 01 " 0 and hence E - 0.

In order to apply the theory developed in the previous section, we

consider the affine space formed by the matrixelements of 2 and A, so that

the parametervector is 0' - [Vec(Mat(R)')', Vec(Mat(2))']

Analogous to the discrete case [GV], we shall consider the observables:

-A ?) - TrA(-oR) Denote by Mo(fA) the leaf on which fA is constant,

zero say, then we have the

Theorem 3: The extremal sensitivity points of Mo(fA) have the property that

E* *

proof: Substitute the bra-ket expansions in the expression for the

observable f(8), and use the orthonormality of the bases. This reduces the

continuous time problem to the matrix problem, solved in [GV], where it was

shown, based on the corollary to Theorm 2, that the extremal sensitivity

points satisfy

Mat(C)Mat()' - Mat (2)'Mat(Q)

Re-expressing Mat(])Mat(])' and Hat (2)'Kat(2) in the basis (ei}n

gives then the condition in terms of the original operators: 0 -00

Corollary: The minimal sensitivity realizations on the Gln(R)-orbit of a

minimal realization of ji are the essentially balanced (i.e. balanced modulo

an orthogonal transformation) realizations.

proof: Observe first that the condition for an extremum did n,,t depend on the

choice of A, and therefore must be true for all isometries, or observables

*fA" All extremal sensitivity points of fA belong therefore to the

intersection nA Mo(fA). By the lemma, the intersection of the manifolds
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Mo(fA) is the submanifold characterized by Q - OR, i.e. the orbit of

the system with Hankel operator H under the action of Gln(R).

Then, by the previous theorem, U - Q*Q so that

<x, U*y> - <x,.Qy> Vx,y e Rn

<q*x,9*y> < x, 2y>

which in integral form is

x' foeAtBB'eA'tdt y - x' f-eA'tcceAtdt y

By definition, this states the equality of the Reachability Gramian with the

Observability Gramian. Realizations having this property are essentially

balanced, hence their name, as an orthogonal similarity transformation will

make them truly balanced (equal and diagonal gramians), in the sense of

Moore [M). The observables fA(8) are invariant with respect to such

transformations. The second variation property is used to show that the

extremal solutions obtained indeed correspond to minimum sensitivity

solutions. Finally, all infinitessimal variations in the parameters of the

factorizations of the Hankel matrix lead to second order variations in H.

But small (first order) variations in the reachability and observability

matrices are themselves linked to first order variations in the realization

parameters. It follows thus that any essentially balanced realization is

truly a minimum sensitivity realization! U

As shown by the main theorem, it suffices to find an essentially

balanced realization of the given system. The characterization as a

actorization of the Hankel matrix is therefore independent of the size of

the Hankel matrix considered, as long as it is large enough to specify the

given input-output relation.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The optimal sensitivity properties for the continuous time realizations

have been derived. By using expansions in a complete orthonormal basis in

the function space L2 , the problem was reduced to the discrete

timeoptimality problem, solved in [GV]. In both cases the balanced

realizations are therefore optimal. The balanced realizations have been

wcaeiy used in model reduction methods, even though no clear optimality

properties were known about the resulting reduced order models [M,G1].

We have restricted our discussion to square systems (m-p) and

minimal realizations. Extensions of the theory are in progress. It seems

intuitively clear that one could further exploit the redundancy of a

realization by deliberately using nonminimal realizations. Finally, the

idea in the proof of the main sensitivity theorem leads to gradient type

algorithms for the optimal sensitivity realizations. Some preliminary

remarks regarding these appear in [GV].
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ON SINGULARLY PERTURBED SWITCHED PARAMETER SYSTE(S
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ABSTRACT transition probabilities. Thus u(t) may be
described as having two sets of discrete states, S1

This paper considers a switched parameter containing M, states, and S2 containing M2 states,

togeher nto fast and low compnens is inve- tat a fa as .he d slw iescae cm on ern ed heIstochastic linear system whose state equations representing the slow and fast components, respec-
depend on a finite state Markov process. The tively. The methods developed in (5) may be used
decomposition of the system and the process to aggregate the fast states into a single state so
together into fast and slow components is inves- that as far as the slow time-scale is concerned the

tigated in the paper when both are singularly process may be approximated by an Ml+1 state slow
perturbed. The results can be shown to hold when Markov process.
the process is independent of the original system,
is ergodic, and the matrices of the different The limiting behavior of the overall system
models of the system commute. depends on the relative size of w and c as they

both tend to zero. This reflects the fact that the
fast time-scales of the discrete process and the

INTRODUCTION continuous one may not be equally fast. While the
general case is considered in the paper, this

This paper considers the limiting behavior of su-mary will only address the problem when w and c
singularly perturbed switched parameter linear have the same order of magnitude, and are assumed
stochastic models. Such models occur in many to be equal. Furthermore, for simplicity (and due
detection-estimation schemes (1] and in the study to the possibility of transforming the original
of multiplex control systems (2]. They have also system into a decoupled one) we shall concentrate
been described more recently as hybrid systems (3]. on the decoupled case, i.e., A1 2 = 0, and A2 1 = 0.
The paper is concerned with the properties of such The summary of the main results are given in the
models when both the continuous and the underlying following sections.
discrete-event processes are singularly perturbed.
Stochastic linear singularly perturbed systems have FAST MODE SYSTEM
already been considered, and their properties are
well documented [4]. Similarly, [5] considers the The analysis of the fast subsystem is rela-
aggregation of states for singularly perturbed tively straightforward and depends on whether it is
discrete-event Karkov processes. Here we study the of interest in its own right or as input to slow
combination of both types of behavior for singular- subsystems as discussed in (4]. If it is of
ly perturbed linear stochastic models which depend interest as an input to slow subsystem, then as u
on a discrete-event Markov process, also singularly tends to zero the process x2 (t) tends to a white
perturbed. noise process

The system model is assumed to have the x2(t) - - 82
1  

2 w(t) + error (3)
following set of state equations

where it is assumed that all the values of A2 are
l= Al(u(t)] xl + Al2 (u(t)] x2 

+ BI w(t) (1) stable, and where the dependence on u(t) is omitted
for simplicity. Hence, the fast process behaves in

V x2 " A2 1(u(t)] xl + A2 (u(t)] x2 
+ B2 w(t) (2) the limit as a switched parameter white Gaussian

noise whose covariance A2 "IB2QB2 'A2 '' switches
where w(t) is a white Gaussian noise vector, and among the M, values based on the slow states of the0where W > 0 is a small parameter. Thus xl(t) underlying Markov process u(t). The question of
represents the slow mode of the system, and x2(t) the involvement in this limit of the fast component
the fast mode. The process u(t) is a discrete- of u(t) is still open. The error can be expressed
event Markov chain with transition probability in terms of the integral of x2 (t) and it can be
matrix P(i), and is assumed to be independent of shown that the the mean-squared error is 0(v) as .n
x(t) and ergodic. The singularly perturbed case the standard singularly perturbed case.
assumes that the xM transition probability matrix
P(W) may be block partitioned into PII( ) (of When the limit is required for the purpose of
dimension MjxMI), P12(W), P21(T), and P22(t/€) (of analyzing the fast state x2 (t) directly, then the
dimension M2 xM2 ), where c > 0 is a small parameter. analysis need to be carried in the stretched time-
The parameter c represents the fact that some of scale (t-ti)/w after appropriate scaling (as
the states of u(t) are assumed to have fast mentioned in (6), for example) of the white noise
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process to obtain finite variance for x2 (t). The two main approximations that become possible with
time instants (ti) represent the transition times such a model are: The fast continuous process can
from the slow states of the process to a fast state be approximated by a white noise with random covar-
of the process. In this case it can be shown that iance that switches according to the slow states of
in the stretched time-scale the fast subsystem may the Markov process. The slow continuous process
be modeled as a switched parameter process depen- can be approximated by adding an additional state
ding only on the fast states of the Markov chain, to the slow Markov process that yields an average
When u(t) takes values among the slow states, then value of the system matrix over all their values
in the stretched time-scale, x2 (t) behaves app- based on the fast states. The results depend on
roximately as any time invariant process with two crucial assumptions, the ergodicity of the
constant parameters held to their values at the Markov chain, and the fact that the values of the
last slow transition. system matrix commute. The results allow the

derivation of higher order correcting terms to the
SLOW MODE SYSTEM approximations.

The analysis of the slow modes of the system It is crucial to relax some of the restric-
is based on writing the solution of xl(t) as a tions imposed by the proofs derived in this case.
function of the fast states for the duration of Also, the case when the time-scales of the fast
intervals of transitions among the fast states of Markov process are different from the time-scales
u(t). The solution is given as a standard state of the fast subsystem need further study. The
equation solution of a time varying linear system motivation for studying this problem is in its
with white noise input w(t). The time varying potential for deriving simplified filtering schemes
nature stems from the dependence of the system for switched parameter systems. Typically these
matrix on the different values of the fast states schemes require expanding memory as more observa-
of u(t). Let these values be denoted by Al[ufi] tion samples are taken. Such aggregations and
where {ufi, i - 1,2,...,M 2) are the fast states of approximations derived in this note may be helpful
u(t). A crucial assumption for the proof of the in obtaining approximate implementable schemes.
results is that these matrices Al[ufi] commute with
each other. It is shown by finding the mean- ACKNOWLEDGEENTS
squared error of the approximation and taking its
limit as w tends to zero that the approximate model This research is supported by the U. S. Air
for xl(t) during the fast transitions is as follows Force Armament Laboratory, under Contract F08635-

84-C-0273.
1
(t ) 

- A, il
(t ) + 

B, w~t) (4)
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ABSTRACT
In 0 x (5)

The effect of quantized control on an " n A22 "LA2 1 Im z
otherwise linear singularly perturbed system is where In and I are nxn and mxm identity natri-
analyzed. Three cases are studied: open loop M
control, closed loop control with small quantiza- ces, 'respectively. The natural modes of (3)

tion stoep size, and closed loop control with correspond to the slow modes of the original
large quantization step size. The results of a system and the natural modes of (4) correspond to

numerical example are also given to demonstrate the fast modes of the original system.

the analytical techniques described in the paper. If a stretched time-scale %=(t-t 0 )/u is
defined, (4) may be expressed as

I. INTRODUCTION
dn() 2n() + B2u; n()-n (6)

This work examines the effect of quantiza- dc A
tion on a singularly perturbed linear control
system. Singular perturbation theory is often where n(i) denotes the transformed function
used for dynamic systems possessing both slow and n(Vc+t 0 )=n(t). In this equation, n(%) is
fast dynamics to simplify the analysis and composed of a transient due to the initial
control design 1,2]. One of the requirements conditions and may have a steady-state value with
under which a dynamic system may be separated respect to %. This fast transient in % is known
into slow and fast models using standard singular as the boundary layer solution and its contribu-
perturbation techniques is that the system is tion to n(t) is only significant for t in a short
smooth with respect to its variables Including interval (t0 ,t1j known as the boundary layer.
the control input and continuous in time (1,3). Also, note that remains relatively constant
However, in many applications the actuators with respect to % so that E(%)3C0 Ill. Without
controlling the system have discrete states loss of generality the paper considers decoupled
supplying piecewise-constant or quantized control systems of the form given in (3), (4), or (6).
so that the smoothness requirement Is not m The following is an outline of the paper.
This type of actuator includes stepper motors and Section 2 discusses the effect of open loop
certain types of hydraulic and pneumatic devices Secti ecsses c hr input o the d op
(4,5]. Quantization may also occur as a result piecewise-consTant control input on the decoupled
of a digital controller quantizing either the system. The effect of closed loop quan3ized
measurements or the signal to the actuator. As control on (b)-(4) is shown ln Section 3 for
shown in this paper, these systems may still be cases involving both small end large quantization
separated into slow and fast models using the steps. The later case is demonstrated via a
techniques described here. numerical example in Section 4 involving systems

(1)-(2). Section 5 concludes the paper.
The system under consideration is linear,

time-invariant and is represented by 2. OPEN LOOP QUANTIZED CONTROL

i(t) - Allx(t) + AlZz(t) + Blu(t) (1) This section considers singularly perturbed

wi(t) - A2 1x(t) + A2 2z(t) + B2u(t) (2) linear systems excited by an open loop piecewise
constant control input. This control input is

where w > 0 is small (1). The quantized control assumed to be separable into a slow switching
input, u(t), may represent an open loop command component@ US, and a fast switching component,
signal or a closed loop feedback signal. Both uf. The slow and fast modes of the system are
cases are analyzed in this paper. assumed to be decoupled as in (3)-(4) with input

If A2 2  is Invertible, the system in (1)-(2) u u f. The magnitude of ahe input is

may be decoupled using the transformation citedd to be in a finite class of allowable

in (6) with the resulting form, levels, i.e., quantization levels. Any change ii
the input is characterized by a discontinuity

t(t) - AO& + Bou; &(t0).0 (3) with minimum height equal to the smallest

quantization step.
The decomposition of u may be defined as

follows

where A0-A1 1 -A1 2 Az2 "1 A2 1 , B0 51 -A1 2 A2 f3 2  and us(t)-u(t)-constant for tc[ti,ti+lJ, such

A2 =A22. The new variables C and n are expressed that the switching interval [titi+ ) is

up to an error of order O(w) by large relative to u,

uf(t)=u(t)-u,(t).
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The response of the decoupled system (3)-(4) (t) - *s(t.t)t(tl) [*s(t,ti)I)Ao Ous2
is examined due to the switching of us and uf. n-!
It is found that any change to u3 excites the + U f0(j+ 1o-l)B 0 u.. (12)
fast modes of (4) requiring analysis of the
boundary layer. Furthermore, control of the fast A time-varying version of the system in (3)-

modes in the boundary layer requires application (4) with open loop piecewise constant control may
of the uf control immediately following a switch be similarly analyzed. The constraint .on the
in us . If U' represents the steady state system is that 1A2 1, 1321, IA0 1, IB01 are
component of uf twith respect to the fast time- bounded.

scale), then the control (u5 -Cf) has O(u) effect Therefore, linear systems exhibiting a
on the slow variable C(t . The C control separation into fast and slow dynamics without
affects t(t) in the same manner as us. (Actual- control input also exhibit this behavior when the
ly, the original u may be decomposed so that u input is piecwise constant and separable into
contains u and u has no steady state value) fast and slow components. Such systems can be
Some detai s of this analysis are given below, reduced into a slow model in the slow time-scale

The response of n(t) and k(t) due to a t. and a fast model in the fast time-scale T.

switch in us is examined first. Let us switch
from u.1 to us2 at t1  and define the expanded 3. CLOSED LOOP QUANTIZED CONTROL
time variable % = (t-tl)/U. Equation (6) becomes

3.1 Small Quantization Stopsd-(c+~u2 n0 -"lB2us. (7)dn(l) -A"n(%)43u n(O)--A2  Quantization effects in the closed loop

system may be represented by a white Gaussian
In the boundary layer (()-(0)+O(u). The noise input if the quantization steps are small
solution to (7) is given by [7). Singularly perturbed systems with white

noise input have been studied previously, see,
n(%) = *f(%O)n(O)+(f(1,O)-I)A2 "lB2us2  (8) for example [8,9]. This work differs from other

papers on stochastic singularly perturbed systems
where *Note that if A2 is in that along with the noise input which is white
astale matrix) oe in the normal time-scale, t, there is also a
a stable matrix then, noise input which is white in the expanded time

urn n() - -Af 1l 2 u. 2 - lim n(t) scale, v (used to implement the fast controller)." n -The control, u(t), in equations (1)-(2) for
for t outside of the boundary layer (i.e. for linear state feedback may be represented by
tc(t1 +6,t21, where 6>0). The response of 4(W)
for tc(t 1+6,t2] can be expressed as u - -Ksx - Kfz + ws(t) + wf(%) (13)

C(t) - *s(t,tl)(tl)+[#s(ttl)-IIA0"3 0 us 2  (9) where w. is Gaussian white noise in t and wf is
white noise in x. These noises are assumed to be

where 0s(t,tl) - exp[A0 (t-tl)j. independent with autocorrelations given by

If the fast system is to be controlled in (w
the boundary layerjtl,tl+61, uf(%) must be added w(tl)ws(t2 )) - Qs6(tl-t2) and

in equation (7) (uf is assumed to be zero). The E(wf(%t)wf(92 )) - Qf6(%t.%2) (14)

resulting system becomes (The independence assumption may not be very
accurate and merits further investigation). The

(10))effects of ws and wf on the mean and covariance
-1 10) of n and & are examined below.

n(0) - -A2 ' B2 u. 1 . Substituting (13) into (1)-(2) yields the

Assuming uf() is bounded, t(T) a t(0)+O(). Let new closed loop system

vi and ufi denote the switching times and the (A1 1-B1 Ks)X + (AI2-B1Kf)z + 3l(ws+wg) (15)
correspond ng values, uf(ji), of uf(%), respec-

tively. Then the solution to (10) becomes U (A2 1-B2Ks)x + (A2 2 -B2 Kf)z + B2(w+w f ) (16)
n() f(,O)n(0) + [( IA u This system may then be decoupled using the

ffT,0J-&Jd2'l 2 us 2  transformation mentioned in Section 1. The

n-I resulting system will be as in (3)-(4) with input
+iiO[#f(t, i)'*f(Ti+l)jA2"lB2ufi, %41n (11) u a (ws+f) and system matrices given by

where n is the number of switches and ufn=O. A0 a All-BlKs "
Again note that n(%)--A 2 "!I2u 2 . The effect of (A1 2 -BKf)(A2 2 "B2Kf)'(A 2 1 "32 Ks)3 2

uf(%) on C(t) is O(u) as can be seen from the B0 U 81 AI2 (A2 2 - 2 Kf)'3 2  (17)

solution of (3) A2 a A2 2-B2 Kf
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In order to examine the variance of n, the 3.2 Large Quantization Steps

time scale is expanded by defining %-(t-t 0)/u and
(6) is rewritten using the definitions in (17) When the quantization steps are large

compared to the feedback signal, the stochastic
error model described- in Section 3.1 does notdn( ) - A2n(T) + B2(ws+wf); n(0).n 0  (L8) apply. Also, the. usual perturbation series
expansion techniques are not applicable to this

Since ws and wf are independent, the variance of system due to the discontinuity in the quantifier

n(), Pn(t), consists of a component due to w., function (3]. However, the system in equations
Pn(t), i (1)-(2) can still be separated into fast and slowPnsCt). and a component due to wf, P subsystims with 0(p) errors in the variables.

n n (19) The analysis for this separation is carried out
a P f for the decoupled system in equations (3)-(4)

Pnf is the solution of the following Liapunov with a scalor input and can suitably be applied
equation [10 to the original system.

In the case of scalor quantized feedback,
dPf = A2Pnf + PnfA2' + B2QfB 2 ' (20) the control input u in (3)-(4) can be written
dx u-Q(-K 1&°K2n) where K and K2 are row vectors

representing gain and Q(.) is a quantizer
Note that if A2  is asymptotically stable, Pnf function defined as follows
approaches a steady state limit, Pn as -&-. The
variance Pns has been shown previously to be Q(x) - ci, di S % < di+ 1  (25)
s(1/l) 8t.e In fact, asiO- n approaches a white
noise process. Clearly, Pns dominates Pnf for for i - 1, 2, .... n.
small w; therefore, Pn('%)-Ps()

Simiarl, te vriace f ct),PC~). t ii assumed that ci , d i are defined such thatSimilarly, the variance of (t), P (t),
consists of a component due to w, PCs(t), and a .dl--, dn+l-+. -, and ci<ci+l, di<di+. An example

component due to wf, Ptf(t). Pis is easily found of this function is given in Fig. 1.to be the solution -of the following Liapunov"
equation [10] The fast system is written in the form ofequation (6) where u - Q(-K 1 0 -K2n(O)) assuming

Ns 0 A2P~s + P&SA2
' + BlQsBI ' '  (21) that &(%)nt0 is constant with respect to x. The

dependence of Q(.) on C0 may be removed by

In order to find P~f, the solution to (3) is defining the following modified quantizer
required with input wf function Q'(x) - Q(-KI&O-x)

&(t) - 0(tt 0 )&(t0 ) + (22) Q'(x) - ci, -(di+KICo)Z x ,-(di+,+K,4O) (26)

do for i - 1, 2; . ... , n.*s(tO)BlWf Nwt)do

0o Since u can take on only. a finite number of
values, this system is a Ictually, piecewise linear.

Performing a change of variables in the integral The phase space corresponding to this system is
and post-multiplying by C(t)' and taking the partItioned into regions associated with each
expected value yields possible value ci of u as seen from the defini-

tion of Q'(K 2n). The boundaries of these regions
P~f(t) . 405(t~tO)PC (tO)4s'(t'to) + are defined by the solutions ni of the following

f (23) set of expressions:
W2 0 5 (t,uA+t 0)BiQfBl'1 s'(t,uA+t 0 ) dX (K2n - -(di + K1 ¢O); i-1,2,.... ,n) (27)

where Ebe Regional equilibrium po.ints are defined to
whe =(t-t 0)/u. Expanding this equation in a n-A 2"IB2ci so. that ni governs the behavior

Taylor series about u-0 yields of n(%) Inside the ith region. Note that if a
regional equilibrium point does not lie in its

Pf(t) - *(t,to)PC(tO)$s'(tto) + 0(m). (24) associated region, it is not a global equilibriumpoint. Also, the assumption that A2 is stable

Therefore, the effect of wf(%) on the covariance means that there may exist a global equilibrium
of t(t) is O(u) and Pc(t)mPEs(t). point on one of the boundaries. Inspection of

Evidently, the variance of both the fast and the function Q'(K 2n) shows that only one possible
the slow time variables are dominated by the such equilibrium exists for a given value of 0"
white noise in t. Furthermore, as uO, the white As %-. n approaches its global equilibrium
noise in x has negligible effect on either the point. Let ns be the equilibrium point and
slow or the fast systems. Therefore, standard define
singular perturbation techniques for stochastic
systems may be applied to this problem if the nf(W) = n(i) ns (28)
quantization steps are small.
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In the normal time scale, t, nf is seen to decay directly due to time stop considerations.
rapidly from its initial condition to zero in the
initial boundary layer. As the slow variable 4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
C(t) begins to decay, the "equilibrium point" n.
of the fast system changes values. In fact, n. An example of the separation method dis-
can be written entirely as a continuous function, cussed in Section 3.2 is demonstrated here. The
n. a f(K1C(t)), where f(x) is as shown System is given by equations ()-(2) where t11]

I) f(x) *ni, if -di K2nik x >-di+I-K2ni All B,4 0o Allf
for some i, A(9 - [0 'J A12 [0.345 0 0 '(~C29)

ii) f(x) um(x+di+K 2ni) + ni, if A21 a ( 0 -0.524]1 A22 -[-0.465 0.2621 B2 -
-di+l-K2ni x >-di-K 2ni+ l for some i, 0 0 A

0 L211

where m = (ni-ni+I)/I2(ni+I-ni)]. Ks - (1 0.89202] Kf a (0.24396 0.061996]

Part i) corresponds to a regional equilibrium x(0) a z(O) - [2.5 O] (32)
lying inside its associated region and part ii)
corresponds to an equilibrium point lying on one and a a .1 and u-Q(-Ksx-Kfz). The quantizer is
of the boundaries. An example of this function uniform with five possible states,
is shown in Fig. 2 for a second order system. /

The flat portions of the graphs correspond to -2 -1.5

part i) of the function. The sloped lines are a Q) -1.5 Sx .5(

result of simple interpolation between the flat Qx . 5(3

parts and correspond to part ii). Note that the 1 .5 S x < 1.5

slope of these lines is roughly inversely 2 1.5 S x.

proportional to K2 . If this slope is less than Decoupling the system using the transformation of
O(1/u) in order of magnitude, the variation of ns  Section 1, the regional equilibrium points are
outside the boundary layer does not excite nf by found to be
more than O(u).

Therefore, since the fast variable satisfies ni - (-1.127 -21' n4 - (.563 1l'

n(t) - nf( ) + n(t) + 0(), (30) n2 - [-.563 -1]' n5 - (1.127 2]' (34)

it is approximated by nf(-t)4ns(t 0 ) in the n3 - (0 Oi'

boundary layer and by n(t) otherwise. The slow and the initial equilibrium n
variable, E, is approximated up to 0(u) error by fncton ni*i•(Knihoum nsFi . Thef unction n •f(K10) is shown in Fig. 2. Note

4_ . Bou; 4(t0 )-s (31) that the sfop: for n.1 is approximately 2.8 and
dt for n.2  is 5. This is less than 10 l1/u but it
u Q(-Ki4-K 2ns ) is large enough to cause excitation of the fast

where ns(t) - f(K 1I(t)). variable nf as seen in the results.

This procedure can be extended to the The phase plane plot of nl(t) versus n2 (t)
multiple input case. However, the complexity of found by integrating the actual system is shown

finding the equilibrium points increases, in Fig. 3 along with the initial equilibrium
point n,(0). The trajectory is attracted to

A remark can be made about the comparison ns(0), then follows along the line of possible
between analysis by time integration of the equilibrium points to zero. This system is

actual system (3)-(4) and by time integration of approximated by two systems: a fast one and a
the reduced systems (6) (where u=Q(-Kj1 0 -K2 n(%))) slow one. The fast system given by equation (6)
and (31). The usual benefits of using the with appropriate parameter matrices starts at a
reduced models include Integrating lower order value of n(0)-ns(0) and decays to zero in T as
systems and using a larger time step for the slow n(%).ns(0). This is superimposed with the slow
model. A peculiarity of this system is that uf. system given by equation (31) integrated with
does not necessarily go to zero as nf goes to respect to t, so that n(t)-nf(%)+ns(t). The
zero. This is a consequence of an equilibrium coordinates then are transformed back to x and z
point lying on the boundary between regions in for comparison.
the phase space. If n spirals into such an Cmequilibrium point, it kes cusn noComparison between time integration of the..

equlirim oit, it keeps crossing into
different regions characterized by u switching original system and the approximated system are
between two values. In other words, nf is driven shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7. Note that the initial

zo zero by uf which must keep switching to boundary layer is tracked very accurately. With

maintain the zero value of nf. In the reduced the exception of z2 , the errors between models

models, the boundary layer need only be evaluated are O(u). The fast variable, nf. does appear to

until nf decays sufficiently regardless of uf. be excited in both zI and z2 near the transitions

The slow model does not depend on uf. However, corresponding to n (t) moving along one of the

the constant fast switching of uf may cause slopes in Fig. The CPU time required for

numerical problems in time-integrating (3)-(4) time-integratlon of the actual system was 5-10
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times longer than required for the approximated (6] P.V. Kokotovic and A.H. Haddad, "Control-system. Also, convergence problems occured in lability and Time-Optimal Control of Systemsthe actual system time integration while none with Slow and Fast Modes," IEEE Trans. Auto.appeared in the approximated system. As u Control, Vol. AC-20, 1975, pp. 111-113.
decreases, numerical evaluation of the actual
system encounters more problems while the (7] R.E. Curry, Estimation and Control withapproximated system becomes more accurate. Quantized Measurements, MIT Press, 1970.

5. SU.A.RY (8) H.K. Khalil, A.H. Haddad. and G.L. Blanken-

ship, "Paramter Scaling and Well-Posedness
The effect of quantization on a singularly of Stochastic Singularly Perturbed Controlperturbed linear lystem is discussed. Three Systems," Proc. 12th Asilomar Conference oncases of quantized control are studied: open Circuits, Systems and Computers, November 6-

loop, closed loop with small quantization steps, 8, 1978, Pacific Grove, CA.
and closed loop with large quatization steps.
The open loop quantized control is decomposed (9] A.M. Haddad and P.V. Kokotovic, "Stochasticinto a slow switching and a fast switching Control of Linear Singularly Perturbedcomponent. The fast switching has O() effect on Systems," IEEE Trans. Auto. Control. Vol.the slow subsystem, yet any change in the slow AC-22, October 1977, pp. 815-820.control excites the fast subsystem and requires
evaluation of the boundary layer. The closed (10] Kwakernaak and Sivan, Linear ODtimal Controlloop system with small quantization steps is Systems, Wiley, N.Y., 1972.evaluated by modelling the quantizer errors &swhite noise in t and white noise in %. The white [11) J.H. Chow and P.V. Kokotovic, "A Decom-noise in t dominates the behavior of both the position of Near-Optimum Regulators forslow and the fast subsystems. Therefore, the Systems with Slow and Fast Modes," IEEEsystem may be evaluated using standard singular Trans. Auto. Control, Vol. AC-21, Oct. 1976,perturbation theory for stochastic systems. A pp. 701-704.
closed loop system with large quantization steps
in the feedback violates the smoothness require-ment of standard perturbation methods, so a new n1
technique for separating this system into slow
and fast models is provided. The technique is
successfully illustrated via a numerical example. 1.12
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SINGULAR PERTURBATION IN PIECEWISE-LINEAR SYSTEMS

B. S. Heck and A. H. Haddad
School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology

~Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0250

Abstract

This paper analyzes piecewise-linear systems which are singularly

perturbed. A technique is developed that allows decoupling of such systems

into fast and slow subsystems for analysis and design. The results of a

numerical example are included to demonstrate this technique.
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1. Introduction

Systems inherently possessing both slow and fast dynamics are found

commonly in electrical, mechanical and aerospace applications. These types

of systems are numerically very stiff and, hence, are difficult to analyze.

This problem may be alleviated by using singular perturbation theory to

separate the system into reduced-order models, one containing the slow

dynamics and one containing the fast dynamics. Reduced-order models are

easier to use in analysis and design by lessening computation complexity.

In addition, time-integration of the lower order systems instead of the

full order model reduces computation time since a larger time step can be

used for the slow dynamic model. Using standard singular perturbation

-techniques, however, requires that the system dynamical equations be smooth

[1,2] ruling out their use on piecewise-linear systems.

This paper extends the general method of singular perturbation for

application to continuous piecewise-linear systems. Such systems are found

in electrical circuits and in flight controls. The piecewise-linearity may

be due to nonlinear elements such as saturation or may result from a

linearization about various operating points of a nonlinear plant. These

systems may exhibit both fast and slow dynamics, so it is desirable to

separate the model into slow and fast subsystems.

Problem formulation

The system considered in this paper may be represented in the

following form:

= fl(x,z) x(t0 ) = x0  (1)

= f2(x,z) z(t0 ) = Zo (2)

where f, and f. are continuous piecewise-linear functions, where p>0 is a
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small parameter and where xcRP and zcRr. The functions are linear in

specific regions of the phase space (Rp+ r) where a region is typically

defined as an intersection of halfspaces. For example, equations (1) and

(2) are represented in the ith region by the following "linear" system:
i j

lAl1 x + A12 z + w 1  (3)

i i iz = A2 1 x+ A2 2iz + w 2  (4)

For the purposes of this paper, the i th region is defined by the set

Si={(x,z): di_ 1 < K x + K z z di} where Kx  and Kz  are row vectors and

d. 1 < di are scalars. By this definition, the type of regions allowed are

parallel in that the boundaries do not intersect. The reason for this

restriction will be discussed in Section 2.

The system given in equations (1) and (2) contains both fast and slow

dynamics. The variable x is primarily slow while z has both fast and slow

components. Starting from the initial conditions of equations (1) and (2),

the fast part of z quickly dies out and z converges to a quasi-steady-state

value (i.e., the slow component) in a short time interval [t0,t0+6) known

as the boundary layer. The fast component of z is then known as the

boundary layer solution. The solution of the system outside of the

boundary layer is termed the outer solution. It is desired to decouple

system (1)-(2) into fast and slow models which yield the boundary layer

solution and the outer solution, respectively. The boundary layer solution

is then used as a correction term to the outer solution so that the

combination is an approximation for the original system with errors on the

order of 0(p). A technique to decouple the system is developed in this

paper.

The following is an outline of the paper. Section 2 discusses the
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boundary layer solution and developes a reduced-order model to approximate

this solution. The outer solution along with a corresponding reduced-

order model is discussed in Section 3. A numerical example is presented in

Section 4 to demonstrate the techniques developed in this paper. Section 5

concludes the paper.

2. Boundary Layer Solution

The fast dynamics of the system are most prominant during the boundary

layer and can be decoupled from the slow dynamics by introducing an

expanded time scale x - (t-to)/M. Examination of equation (1) shows that

x stays relatively constant with respect to T assuming that A11 i, A1 2i and

w1
i are bounded in all regions Si [1]. Equation (2) may be rewritten as

follows:

di - I() (5)
d-c

where i(i)=z(gT-t0 ) and f(i)=f2(x0,I). The function f is a continuous

piecewise-linear mapping from Rr  into Rr. The regions where the function

is linear are found by projecting the regions from Rp+r of the original

problem into the manifold xix 0 . For example, the ith region in Rr is the
set Ri=(z: di.I < KxXx+KzZ 9 di). A degenerate case where Kz=O results in

the existence of only one region in Rr so that is linear. (Note that the

equilibrium point of the degenerate case is easily found assuming that the

system is stable). A stable equilibrium point is the initial quasi-steady-

state value, zs(t 0 ), of z(t).

The equilibrium point(s) of system (5) for the nondegenerate case can

be found using solution techniques developed for piecewise-linear resistive

networks. Many papers have been written on finding the solution x of the
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equation f(x)=y where f is a continuous piecewise-linear function, see for

example [3-91. Fujisawa and Kuh show in [4] that a continuous piecewise-

linear function satisfies a Lipshitz condition. The following theorem from

[4] gives sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the

solution.

Theorem 1: Let f be a continuous piecewise-linear mapping of Rr into

itself and let J1k denote the matrix composed of the first k rows and

columns of the Jacobian matrix ji in region Ri . The mapping is a

homeomorphism of Rr onto itself if, for each k=1,2,...,r, the determinants

of the kxk matrices

S 1kj 2k,...,jrk

do not vanish and have the same sign.

This previous work is used in finding the equilibrium point(s) of system

(5) by solving f(i)=O. In this application, Ji = A22i and each A22i is

assumed to be Hurwitz for stability purposes. The conditions of Theorem 1

may be stringent and various other sufficient conditions for the existence

and uniqueness of the solution are given in [9-11]. Also, reference [12]

discusses nonunique solutions.

2.1 Algorithm to Solve for Equilibrium Point

The Katzenelson algorithm is widely used in solving for x in the

equation

f(x) = y (6)

where f:Rr-Rr is continuous and piecewise-linear. The basic outline of

this algorithm used in solving 1(z)=O is given below. More details of the

general method are given in [4). Let Wi=A21ix0+wi Vi, and denote the
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iteration number on zs, y, and A by superscripts.

0) initialize by letting zs=zo and i-1

1) solve yi = A2 2J Zsi + Wi, where region Rj contains zs

2) solve z zsi - (A2 2 j)- yi

3) if z lies in region Rj then zs = z and stop

4) otherwise, let Rk be the region containing z;

if k>j then d = d. and then let j=j+lJ

if k<j then d = dj. 1 and then let j=j-1

5) solve Xi = (Kzzs+Kxx0 d)/Kz(A 2 2j)-lyi

(assuming that the denominator is not zero)

6) solve zsi+l = zsi + Xi(A22j)-lyi

7) let i=i+l and go to 1)

It is shown in [4] that if the piecewise-linear function is a homeomorphism

(e.g. it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1) then the algorithm will

converge in a finite number of steps.

2.2 Boundary Layer Approximation

A fast model approximating the dynamics occurring in the boundary

layer can be found once the equilibrium point of system (5) is known. The

boundary layer solution is then given as zf(T)=z()-zs(t0 ). In many

singular perturbation cases, the equilibrium point zs can be written as an

explicit function of x so the fast model is typically given in terms of zf.

In this application, z. must be found implicitly. Therefore, the fast

model approximating the boundary layer solution is given in terms of i. In
* th

the i region the fast model is given by

dz i i()nz 7
di = A21 x 0 

+ A 2 2 
i 

+ w 2  z(0)=z o  (7)

zf(T) - i(T) - Zs(t4)
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where the ith region is defined by the set Ri={z: di_ 1 < KxX 0 + K z d di).

For the purposes of this paper, it is assumed that there exists

exactly one equilibrium point which is asymptotically stable. Multiple

stable equilibrium points may be handled by partitioning the phase space

into domains of attraction for the various equilibrium points and the

analysis in this paper holds for each domain of attraction.

Asymptotic stability is assumed in this system though there is no

known general method for determining asymptotic stability of piecewise-

linear systems. Depending on the specific system under consideration, a

Lyapunov function may be found. Another possibility is to use standard

SISO frequency domain techniques or hyperstability. For using

hyperstability notions, system (5) may be rewritten as

di = Ai + Bu (8)

where A is chosen to be stable, B is the identity I, and u is defined in

the ith region to be u=&Aiz+Al 2ixO+w 2 i where AAi=A2 2i-A. If the

nonlinearity in the feedback loop satisfies the Popov integral inequality,

then the necessary and sufficient condition for asymptotic stability is

that the transfer matrix (sI-A)-1 must be strictly positive real [13).

The errors in this approximation are due to the approximation of x by

x0, introducing errors of O(p) into equation (7) and into the definition of

the regions. Substituting x - x0 + 0(p) into (7) and into Ri yields the

system

di A2 1 i (x,+O(P)) + A 22  + w 2  i(O)zo (9)

Ri  {z: d i l+O() < KxxO+Kzi S d.+O(w)}

where £ represents the actual response. In the interior of any particular
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region, both the approximation and the actual model are linear. Previous

results on singular perturbation theory in linear systems show that if

(t')-£(%')+(j) then i(c")-z(.")+O(p) for -0>-O as long as both i and £

stay within the region. The problems that may arise due to a boundary

crossing are eliminated if the class of systems allowed is restricted to

those in which the vector field intersects a boundary hyperplane at a large

enough angle (i.e. 0(w0 )). In these systems if either z or z crosses into

another region, the other must also cross into that region. The resulting

error in the approximation remains on the order of 0(p). These conditions

are summarized in the following theorems. Note that the restriction placed

on the class of systems is sufficient and not necessary for proving that

the approximation is on the order of O(W).

Theorem 2: Let the vector field near a boundary at di=Kzi+Kxx0+O( ) be

given by
f(s) - A21

i (x,+O(p)) + A22i £ + w2i (10)

Assume that f(z) does not vanish near the boundary. If f(i) intersects the

boundary with an angle of order O(w0 ), then the difference between the

solutions of (7) and (9) is 0(p).

Proof: Assume z crosses the di boundary at x' and z has not crossed any

boundary. Prior to crossing z-z+O(w). The normal vector of the boundary

hyperplane is given by n-Kz T/VKz1. Since f(z).n-0(w0 ), then

Kz(A 2 i (x0+O(p)) + A22i ' + w2i) - 0(M0 ). (11)

It follows that

Kz(A 2ii X0 + A 22i z + w2i) = 0(W) (12)

Define s and s by
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SKzz - di '  (13)

= Kz - di ' + O(P) (14)

where di'=di-Kxx0 . Assume ss>0. For i to cross the boundary,

< 0 where ! is given by expression (11). Correspondingly, ! < 0
whe r

where di i given by expression (12). At the boundary crossing, g=0 so

that Kzi-di'=O(P). It follows that ;(T') = Kzi - di' + O(P) = 0(p).

Since -= 0(p°) then A = 0(po). Hence, AT=O(p) since As=s(T')=O(p).

Therefore, if z crosses a boundary into a new region at x', then z must

also cross into the same region at a time T" such that t"=t'+O(P).

It remains to be shown that the time difference of O(P) in the boundary

crossing has O(p) effect on the solution. Let A = A2 2
i and &A = A22J - A

where R. is the new region and T0 <T
' be such that both i(i0 ) and i(c0 ) lie

in region Ri. Then the solution of (7) for t>t' is
'

+(t) = c(tt 0 )'(t 0 ) + xo+W2j ) do

1 (15)
+ Jo O(T,o)(A 21ixO+w 2 ') do

t0

where O(T,') = exp[A(x-T')]. Since the integrands are bounded in both

integrals and T"-T'=O(G), equation (15) is rewritten as

z(T) = O(TTo)i(T0 ) + T $(t,o)(AAz+A 2 1]x0 +w2 j) do

T1 . (16)
+ f- O(,o)(A2 1 Xo+W 2

1 ) do + O(G)

Similarly, the solution to equation (9) is found to be

+ f (xo)(Ai+A2 j x0 +w2j) do
f ft( )Aixw(17)

+ f (xo)(A21 Xo+W2' ) do + O(u)
to

Hence, z(i)-z(i)+O(p).'
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]T
Theorem 3: Let the vector field near a boundary at di=Kzi+Kxx0 be given by

f(z) =A 2
i x 0 + A2 2i z + w 2 i (18)

Assume that f(i) does not vanish near the boundary. If f(z) intersects the

boundary with an angle of order 0(p°), then the difference between the

solutions of (7) and (9) is 0(u).

Proof: The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2. The gist of the

proof is to show that if z crosses the boundary prior to a crossing of £,

then z must cross within a time of 0(p). The time delay in crossing

affects the error in the approximation only by 0(p).

Using the results of Theorems 2 and 3 it is seen that the errors in

the approximation are on the order of 0(). The restiction given in

Section 1 that the regions of linearity be parallel is used to avoid the

problem of "corners". It is not known at this time how good the

approximation is if either z or z crosses a boundary at the intersection of

two boundary hyperplanes.

3. Outer Solution a.

A reduced-order model for system (W)-(2) is developed below with

arproximation errors on the order of 0(p) for the time outside of the

boundary layer. Assuming that the fast subsystem given in equation (7) is

asymptotically stable to its equilibrium point, the fast component of z is

negligible outside of the boundary layer. Therefore, the variables of the

reduced-order slow model are x and the quasi-steady-state value zs of z.

zs is the equilibrium point of system (7) where x0  is replaced with x.

Hence, the quasi-steady-state value of z is a continuous implicit function

of x. (Continuity is shown below.) zs can be determined using the
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Katzenelson algorithm described in Section 2.1 where the current value of x

is substituted for x0 and the algorithm is initialized with zs1 equaling

the previous value of zs . Due to continuity, a small change in x results

in a small change in zs so that in almost all cases while time-integrating

the system only steps )-3) are needed to find a new zs . Continuity of zs

as a function of x is shown in the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 4: Let f:Rr-Rr be a continuous piecewise-linear mapping defined in

the ith region by

f(z) = A21 i x + A22i z + w2
i  (19)

If f is homogeneous then the equilibrium point zs of (20) is given by a

continuous function of x.

Proof: Since f is homogeneous, a unique solution for zs exists for any x.

Let x, be given resulting in zs=zs,. Let Si denote the region of

(xi,zs,) in Rp+r.

Suppose (x1,Zs,l) lies in the interior of region Si .  Then zs,j can be

written as

zs,1 W -(A22i)-I(A 21i x1 + w2i) (20)

Choose x2 close to x, resulting in Zs=Zs,2  such that (x2,zs,2 ) lies in

region Si . Hence,

Zs, 2 -(A 22 i)-(A 21 i x2 + w2i) (21)

It is clear that zs is a continuous function of x at x, supposing that

there exists a 6>0 such that (x,zs) lies in region Si for all x such that

1x1-xx<6. For the region Si defined by the set ((x,zs): di_ 1 < K Xx+KzZ s

di} a 6 is given by

*3 mI
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where M = Kx  lz(A 2 2i)iA21

i.

Therefore, zs is a continuous function of x for all x such that (x,zs ) lies

in the interior of a region.

Suppose x, is given so that (x1,zs,l) lies on a boundary, say

di=Kxx1 +Kzzs,, i.

Choose x2 close to x, resulting in zs=Zs, 2. If (x2,Zs,2 ) lies in region Si

then the above analysis is applied and zs is considered to be continuous

from the closed half-plane in region Si . If (x2,Zs,2 ) lies in region Si+ I ,

then
(Ai+1)-l(A i+1 x +-

ZS,2  -(kA 2 2  (Ar2 1  X2 + W2i) (22)

A consequence of the continuity of f is that(A i i)- + + 0 (23) i
-(A 2 2 i

) (A2 1  X1 + W2 =) + (A2 2 i (A21  X, + W2

Adding equation (23) to equation (22), subtracting the result from (20) and

taking the norm of both sides yields:

lIzs i-Zs,211 = II(A2 2i+
l) l A2 1 i+l(x2 -xl) 6 I(A22 i+l) A2 ,i+IIx2 ll.

Hence, zs  satisfias a Lipshitz condition in the open half-plane in region

Si+ I . Therefore, zs is continuous for x such that (x,zs ) lies on a

boundary hyperplane. Thus, zs is a continuous function of x.

The reduced-order slow model of system (1)-(2) for t outside of the

boundary layer, i.e. t>t 0+6, is given as follows:

i i i
Xs All xs + A 12 z5 + wi xs(tf)=Xo (24)

where zs is an implicit function of x and is found using the Katzenelson

algorithm.

The error in the approximation is due entirely to the fact that

Z=Zs+O(w). This error is analogous to the error of approximating x by x0
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in the boundary layer solution. Therefore, the effect of the error can be

analyzed similarly as in Theorems 2 and 3 showing that the errors in the

solution are on the order of 0(p).

4. Example

The techniques previously described for separating a piecewise-linear

singularly perturbed system are demonstrated on the Example below. The

model represents a linear system with a saturation nonlinearity in the

feedback loop. Such types of models exist in both flight controls and in

*electrical circuits. The system is given by

k = Ajjx + A,2z - B~u (25)

A2 1x + A2 2z - B 2u (26)
S -1 if Kxx+Kzz < -1

U Kxx+Kzz if IKxx+KzzIl1

1 if Kxx+Kzz > 1

where W=.i. The parameter matrices are given as follows:3[. 0] B, 0
All = 1-0 ] A 1 2 = [0.345 0B = 0

A2 1 = 0 -0.524 A22 '[0.465 0.262] B2 =0 0 0 -11

Kx = [1 0.861] Kz = [1.220 0.310]

The initial conditions are given as x(0) = z(0) = [2. 3.]'.

This system is put into the piecewise-linear form by substituting the

expressions for u into equations (25) and (26). The three regions are

defined as Sl={(x,z):Kxx+Kzz<-l}, S2=((x,z):IKxx+KzzI;1} and

S3={(x,z):Kxx+Kzz>l). The initial condition is located in S3.

The reduced-order models given in the form of equations (7) and (24)

are used in finding the time response. Comparisons between these results

and those obtained by time-integrating thq full order model are shown in
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Figure 1 through Figure 4. Note that the approximation matches the actual

response very closely, i.e. within an order of O(p). The computation time

for the approximation was roughly half as long as for the actual system.

Furthermore, as the value of w decreases, the approximation becomes more
6

accurate and the relative computation time decreases due to the numerical

stiffness in the actual system.

5. Summary

A singular perturbation technique is developed in this paper which

allows for a decoupling of a continuous piecewise-linear system into slow

and fast subsystems. Under the assumption of asymptotic stability, the

fast variable is found to decay in the boundary layer to its quasi-steady-

state solution. This quasi-steady-state solution is given by a continuous

implicit function of the slow variable. The solution is found using the

finite step algorithm given in the paper. Sufficient conditions for the

approximation to be accurate to an order of O(w) are given. The technique

developed is successfully illustrated via a numerical example.

3.

.p.
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ON THE COMTOLLABflJ AMD OBSERVABILIT OF HYBRI SYSMNS 1

Jelel Ezzine and A. H. Haddad

School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia; 30332-0250

ABSTRACT:

.1*

In this paper a special class of linear piece-wise constant time-varying

systems is introduced. These systems are called hybrid systems because the set

of linear time-invariant systems among which the system is switching is

finite. This kind of model can be used to represent systems subject to known

abrupt parameter variations such as comutated networks or to approximate

certain time-varying systems. Our main results are: a necessary and

sufficient algebraic condition, a very simple algebraic criterion, and a

computationally appealing algebraic sufficient test for controllability and

observability. Moreover we give a simple sufficient stability condition.

1 This research is supported by the U.S. Air Force under contract
F08635-84-C-0273 (with the Armament Laboratory) and AFOSR-87-0308.
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1. INTRODUCTION AN) PROBLE4 PORMULATION:

In this paper we examine the controllability, observability and related

issues of hybrid systems. Hybrid systems in this paper are a special class of

piece-wise constant time-varying systems. The set of constant realizations

among which the model is switching is finite. Systems of this type can be used

to model synchronously switched linear systems [11, networks with periodically

varying switches [2) and fault-prone systems [3). Even though hybrid systems

are time-varying they lend themselves to a precise and complete qualitative

and quantitative analysis. Among such results we mention the possibility to

explicitly compute their transition matrices, to derive and state necessary

and sufficient conditions to test for their stability, and most interestingly

the possibility to derive algebraic controllability/observability test similar

to the celebrated one found in the theory of linear time-invariant systems.

This is possible because of the many features hybrid systems share with time- %
A

invariant systems. Moreover because they are time-varying, they offer many

useful features due to their variable structure property. In other words,

hybrid systems are a mixture of time-invariant systems with which they share

the algebraic and geometric structures and time-varying systems from which

they bring their variable structure property that will be of a great help in

controlling, observing and stabilizing them.

The class of hybrid systems considered in this paper are assumed to have

the form

dx/dt = A(r(t))x(t) + B(r(t))u(t) (LI)
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y(t) - C(r(t))x(t); (1.2)

where x is the plant state vector of dimension n, u is the plant control input

vector of dimension p, y is the plant output vector of dimension m, and r(t)

is the "form index" which is a deterministic scalar sequence taking values in

the finite index set N={I, 2, ..., N).

This type of model can be used to represent systems subject to known

abrupt parameter variations such as commutated networks or to approximate

certain time-varying systems. This can be done by imposing a "deterministic"

switching rule on the time behavior of the form index. However, to model

unknown abrupt phenomena such as component and interconnection failures the

form index can be modeled, for example, as a finite-state Markov chain.

The latter problem has received considerable attention from the control

community but many important generalizations remain to be worked out. Chizeck

et al [3] calls such a control problem the Jump Linear Quadratic (JLQ) problem

since they view it as an extention of the standard Linear Quadratic (LQ)

problem. However, very little attention was given to the deterministic version

of the problem, even though it shares many features with the JLQ problem. This

paper is concerned with the latter problem.

Let SM denote any sequence of length M of the values taken by r(t), and

let 6ti denote the time interval during which r(t)=i. Throughout the paper the

following assumption is made, that SN contains all the values that r(t) takes.
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In this case we define

N
T = Z 6t,

as the period of the system. If in addition the sequence in every SN is the

same the system is called a periodic hybrid system. It will be obvious that

making M.)N in the assumption on SM will not affect the results. The (M=N)-

assumption makes the notation less cumbersome.

The ith form is the realization Ei=(Ai,Bi,Ci) associated with the ith form

index (i.e., r(t)=i), with ieN.

The following is an outline of the paper. Section 2 discusses the

stability of hybrid systems where a simple sufficient stability criterion is

derived. The observability and controllability of periodic hybrid systems are

treated in sections 3 and 4 respectively. Algebraic observability and

controllability tests are obtained. Section 5 extends the results of sections
a.

3 and 4 to general hybrid systems. In section 6 the stabilizability of hybrid a-

systems is addressed and a simple example is used for illustration purposes.

Section 7 concludes the paper and points to possible future research

directions.

2. STABILITY:

Even though Hybrid systems are time-varying systems it is possible to

obtain necessary and sufficient asymptotic stability conditions. To gain some
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familiarity with these systems we start by studying the stability of periodic

hybrid systems. To this end we recall a theorem by Willems [5] that gives a

necessary and sufficient conditions under which piece-wise constant periodic

systems will be uniformly asymptotically stable.

THEOREM [51:

The null solution of the periodic hybrid system (piecewise constant

periodic system) (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable iff the eigenvalues of

the matrix

1
O(t+ to) = ii Exp(Ai(6ti)) (2)i=N

have magnitudes less than 1. It is unstable if at least one eigenvalue of this

matrix has magnitude greater than 1.

Basically what the theorem is saying is that for the system to be

asymptotically stable its transition matrix over one period of time has to be

a contraction.

It is obvious how to modify this theorem to derive a similar one for

hybrid systems which are not necessarily periodic. However the theorem will be

difficult to use, since one has to compute matrices similar to (2) NI times

and check their eigenvalues.

In order to derive simpler conditions to test for the stability of such
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systems, a different norm is defined, namely the logarithmic norm. The result

is a simpler condition that is only sufficient.

The logarithmic norm (also known as the logarithmic derivative, the

measure of a matrix) was introduced in 1958 separately by Dahlquist [6] and

Lozinskij [7] as a tool to study the growth of solutions to ordinary

differential equations and the error growth in discretization methods for

their approximate solution. It is formally defined as follows:

DEFINITION:

.'

The logarithmic norm associated with the matrix norm 11.11 is defined by

P(A) = lim (III + hAIl - )/h. (3.1)
h-,O +

Explicit expression for the logaritimic norm associated with the Euclidien

norm is

=(A) max{i wI c X((A+A* )/2)). (3.2)

Then the following inequality is true:

NExp(At)Il S Exp(p(A)t) (4)

One very important property of the logarithmic norm follows from the fact

that it may be shown to be the smallest element of
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S = {x :nExp(At)I Exp(xt), tO}. (5)

Therefore it gives an optimal bound on the exponential behavior of llExp(At)I

for tZO. It may be concluded immediately that

sup11Exp(At)11 - I iff p(A)SO. (6)
t?.O

In the case where A is normal square matrix (i.e., A =A), then

IExp(At)U = Exp(a(A)t) = Exp(p(A)t), (7)

where a(A) is the spectral radius, i.e. the maximal real part of the

eigenvalues of A.

Now we are ready to apply the logarithmic norm to derive a simple
-S
-S sufficient condition to test for the stability of hybrid systems.

THEOREM 1:

For the null solution of the hybrid system (1) to be uniformly

asymptotically stable, it is sufficient to have

E p (Ai)6ti < 0, 6ti  ti - ti-1, icN. (8)

ii

The proof is a simple application of the logarithmic norm to Willems's

theorem. It is important to know that the above theorem is stated not only for

periodic hybrid systems but it applies to the more genaral hybrid systems as
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defined above too.

3. OBSERVABILITY:

Since hybrid systems are a special class of time-varying systems they

display interesting properties relative to controllability and observability.

It would be appropriate to define the latter properties while keeping in mind

the fact that these systems are variable structure systems. We start with the

observability criterion because it is simpler to prove. Consequently, the dual

controllability criterion is stated by appealing to the duality principle.

Definition:

A periodic hybrid system is said to be observable if there exists some

finite tf~to+T such that the initial state x(t.) of the unforced system can be

determined from the knowledge of y(t) on [tg,tf].

Using the above definition it is possible to state an algebraic necessary.

and sufficient observability criterion very similar to the usual algebraic

test. Moreover this algebraic test is expressed as a function of the

observability matrices of the different forms. This condition is a

generalization of the well known algebraic observability test.

THEOREM 2: 5

A periodic N-form hybrid system is observable if f the
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'A.

observability matrix 10
02Exp(AI(6tl))

(9)

ONExp(AN-16tN1)''. Exp(Al(6tl))

has full rank, where Oi is the observability of the ith form, icN.

Proof:

Let us assume that the system is in its ith form at time tc[ti,ti+l] then

the output is given by the following expression

1

y(t) = CiExp(Ai(t-ti)) II Exp(Aj(.5tj))x(to) (10)
j=i-1

taking n-i derivatives of y(t) and arranging them in a matrix yields

1 A

Yi(t) = OiExp(Ai(t-ti)) H Exp(Aj(6tj))x(t0 ) (11)
j=i-1

where Oi is the observability matrix of the ith form. Now repeating the same

procedure for all ieN and stacking the Yi's starting by Yj gives the following

equat ion '

YI OIExp(Al(t-t 0 ))

Y2 02Exp(A2(t-tl))Exp(Al6tl)

- x(t0 ). (12)

YN ONExp(AN(t-tN-1)) .. Exp(AI6tl)
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Befor proceeding any further we wouldlike to note that we have a "free"

parameter t for every Yi. The t parameter is free because we can choose it any

way we want in the appropriate interval. As it will be seen in this proof

picking t=tk, k=O, 1, ...,N-l, for every Yk yields a simpler

observability/controllability criteria. That is, less computation is needed to

apply the test. Nevertheless, picking it otherwise will be of use as discussed

in the sequel.

For notational convenience (12) can be written in the following compact

way

Y = Ox(O) (13)

and the question is whether we can find x(0). Now if the Nnmxn matrix 0 has

rank less than n, then there exists a linear combination of the matrix 0

columns adding to zero, i.e.

n

0 = Ox - E xicoliO. (14)
i-i

Therefore, the condition that 0 has full rank is necessary for observability.

To prove that it is sufficient we first multiply (13) on both sides by 0'

to obtain

O'Y = O'Ox(0). (15)
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Now if 0 has rank n, it is equivalent [Kailath] to say that WO0 is

nonsingular, wich means that x(O) can be directly obtained from (15) as

x(O) = (O'O)o10'Y. (16)

This is the only solution of (15). Moreover, it is also the only solution of

(13). To wit assume that x, and x2 are two different solutions of (13), then

we shall have

Ox 1 - x2] - 0

which means that some combination of the columns of 0 is zero, which

condradicts the assumption that 0 has full rank. Therefore the theorem is

proved.

4. CONTROLLABILITY:

At this point the dual algebraic controllability test is introduced. First

an analog definition for controllability is proposed and used along with the

algebraic observability test to prove the result via the duality principle.

Definition:

A hybrid system is said to be state-controllable if for any to each state

x(to) can be transferred to any final state xf after one period. Thus there

exists a tf, to+Tltf<- such that x(tf)=xf.
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Before presenting any new algebraic controllability criterion -the dual to

the observability criterion given above- the usual controllability test for

time-varying systems is used. This is done in order to display certain

interesting properties of hybrid systems. Computing the controllability

grammian and using the fact that our system is piece-wise constant yields the

following theorem.

THEOREM 3:

A periodic hybrid system of N forms is controllable iff

N ti
W(t0,t0+T) = z f 'i(t,tO)BiBic(i(t,t 0)di (17)

ti=1

has full rank.

.

COROLLARY:

A periodic hybrid system is completely controllable iff it is

controllable.

Proof:

See Remark (2.18) in [14], then use the above theorem.

Befor proceeding any further, a necessary and sufficient condition for a
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periodic hybrid system to be uniformly completely controllable is given. This

result will be of importance when stabilizability of such systems is in

question.

TIMOREN 4:

A periodic hybrid system is uniformly completely controllable iff it is

completely controllable.

Proof:

If the periodic system is completely controllable, there must exist a

finite sZT such that W(0,s)ZcI>0. Therefore the result is proved by using a

* result from Silverman et al (Lemma 1) [10] and Remark (2.18) in Kalman et al

Having used the usual test we are ready to present an algebraic

controllability test very similar to the one used in linear time-invariant

theory. The following criterion applies for periodic hybrid systems. An analog

criterion for hybrid systems will be introduced later in this paper.

d%

TEOREM 5:

A periodic hybrid system of N forms is controllable iff the

controllability matrix
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[CN, Exp(AN(6tN))CN_1. ..., Exp(AN(6tN_1))...Exp(A2 (6t2))CI] (18)

has full rank, where Ci is the usual controllability matrix of the ith form,

icN.

Proof:

Using the principle of duality and the algebraic observability theorem

presented above proves the theorem.

For computational purposes, it is better to rewrite the above

controllability matrix as follows

[CN, Exp(AN(6tN)){CN.1, ...{C4 , Exp(A3(6t3)){C 2, Exp(A2 (6t2 ))Cl} 1. (19)

This way one does not have to compute all of the matrices needed to express

(18) and compute its rank. That is the rank is checked sequentially and (19)

is augmented appropriately until full rank is achieved. If not, the system is

not controllable. The same observation applies to the observability criterion.

Besides the above algebraic criteria for controllability and

observability, we are ready to introduce two more tests. The first test is a

very simple and geometrically and computationally attractive necessary

algebraic test. The second one is a simple algebraic sufficient condition.
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Z%%b V* V~ ='7177_17- - .- A

OM4 6:

* A necessary algebraic condition for a hybrid system to be controllable is

rank(C l , C2 , ... , CN I rank n. (20)

Where Ci is the controllability matrix for the ith form, icN.

Proof:

We write for the state at s, when at time to the system is in zero state,

x(s) = f 0(s,x)B(T)di. (21)

to

Using the fact that the system is piece-wise constant and the linearity

property of the integral operator yields for s-tN

X(tN) - Exp(AN~tN)... Exp(A 2 t2 )I Exp(Al(tj-r))Blu(r)dz +...to

tN-1
+ Exp(AN~tN)I Exp(AN.I(tN-j-T))BN-ju(x)di

tN_2

tN
+ f Exp(AN(tN-%))BNu(T)di. (22)

tN-1

After expanding the exponential matrices inside every integral, it is found

that x(tN) is an element of the column range space of the controllability

matrix given in the theorem. Moreover, it is easy to see that
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rank 6 rank C 1 n I

an inequality that dictates that full rankness of C is a necessary condition

for our system to be controllable.
I

The above proof gives an alternate way to prove the necessity part in

theorem 5. It is also interesting to note that this latter test is independent

of the Ei's order. This order independence would have been very beneficial if

we did not loose it in the sufficiency part of the proof.

Now we state a theorem that gives a simple sufficient algebraic test. With ,%

the above simple necessary test this condition will provide an efficient

algebraic way to test for the controllability/observability of hybrid systems.

This theorem is adapted from a theorem given in i1].

THEOREM 7:

A sufficient coldition for a periodic hybrid system to be controllable is

rank[B 1 , Exp(Aj8tj)B 2 ... , Exp(AN6tN)... Exp(Al6tl)BN] S rank C = n. (23)

Proof: I

Since C has full rank then CC'>O, i.e. is positive definite. Also
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N
C(SS 2 , . . sN)C'(slPs2 ,. . . sN) = V 0(Sk,to)BkB '(sk,to). (24)

k=1

Where Skc[tk,tk.1J. Then

tN
W(to,tN) f 0(s,t 0)B(s)B'(s)0(s,0 )ds

to

N Sk±O
a (± I 0(s,to)B(s)B'(s)O(s,to)ds)

k-l sk

= oe(sl,s 2 ,...,sN,t0)C'(sl,s2, .. SN,t ) + o(c), (25)

for a sufficiently small.

If we assume that C has full rank then for a small enough (25) is positive

definite. But then (25) implies that W(tn,t0 )>O and the theorem is proved.

5. APERIODIC HYBRID SYSTEHS:

In this section we generalize the above results stated for periodic hybrid

systems to more general aperiodic hybrid systems. Nevertheless, many of the

above results apply to hybrid systems (i.e., not only the periodic ones)

without modification. Therefore we will state the most important results and

leave the rest to the interested reader.

ThURI 8:

A hybrid system is controllable iff theorem 5 holds for all possible N!

permutations of the form-index set N.
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THEOR I 9:

In case theorem 7 holds for the N! permutations of the index-set N then

the hybrid system is controllable.

It is obvious that theorem 6 applies for general hybrid systems too.

Moreover, we think that the theorem is very "close" to being a sufficient

condition too. A heuristic argument can be given as follows: Since any matrix

exponential is a perturbation of the identity matrix it follows that

multiplying any matrix with matrix exponentials will not change its range

space drastically. That is if, for example, C1 and C2 have algebraic

complementery range spaces (i.e, range(Cl) is perpendicular to range(C2)) then

range(Exp(AT)C I) will almost always remain an algebraic complement but not

necessarely perpendicular to range(C2 ). As a matter of fact, Mariton [121

states that he has proved that theorem 6 is also a sufficient condition.

6. STABILIZABILITY:

-..

This section presents some results concerning the control and

stabilization of hybrid systems. These results use off-the-shelf techniques to

control/stabilize hybrid systems.

6.1 StabilizabilitT:

We would like to mention the work of Ikeda et al. [13). In their work

they looked at the relation between controllability properties of the system
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and various degrees of stability of the closed loop system resulting from

linear feedback of the state variables.

Their results are as follows: For any initial time to, and any continuous

and monotonically nondecreasing function 6(.,t 0 ) such that 6(t0 ,t0 )=O, the

transition matrix 6(.,.) of the closed loop system can be made such that

II(t,t 0)IIa(t 0)Exp{-6(t,t0 )} for all t~t0 , iff the system is completely

controllable. Furthermore, in case of a bounded system, for any m6O, a bounded

feedback matrix can be found such that 11i(t,tl)II;aExp{-m(t2-t,)} for all tj,

t 2 at 1 , iff the system is uniformly completely controllable. Thus, their

results can be regarded, in some sense, as extensions of the well known

results of closed loop pole assignment for time-invariant systems.

Therefore there is a high degree of flexibility in the stabilization of

hybrid systems if they are either completely controllable or uniformly

completely controllable.

As an illustration of the above result, a recipe is proposed to stabilize

a periodic hybrid system via state feedback when all of the forms are minimal.

This design procedure allows the designer to impose or choose an upper bound

on the norm of the transition matrix of the hybrid system to be stabilized.

Thus the norm of the transition matrix for hybrid systems plays a role similar

to the maximum overshoot and time constants in linear time-invariant systems.

To impose an upper bound on the norm of the transition matrix a known

stability criterion [5] is used: The null solution of (1) is uniformly
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asymptotically stable iff there exists two positive constant numbers cl and c2

such that

II(t,t0 )ll clExp(-c 2 (t-t0 )) (26)

for all taO. Therefore using theorem I leads to the following design criterion

E P(Ai)6ti 1 kI - k2 T (27)
i

where kl=ln(cl) and T the period of the hybrid system. The ki's, i=1, 2, are

the design parameters that the designer chooses according to his

specifications to make the upper bound of the transition matrix of the system

and consequently the time response of the plant to be as desired. This is

possible beLause every form is controllable, therefore the closed-loop poles

of each form can be assigned arbitrarily. Consequently, (27) can be always

obtained via state feedback since every form is observable. It is important to

note that this design procedure applies to periodic hybrid systems and hybrid

systems as well. It is encouraging to remember that the minimality condition

for every form is not necessary to achieve such design.

I

Before closing this section, we would like to mention another way to control

uniformely compietly controllable hybrid systems. This technique2 is due to

Kalman [9 ]. Kalman showed that by using the mathematical concept of the

gt ,eralized inverse of a matrix introduced by Penrose it is possible to define

a suitable control that will accomplish the desired transfer. Moreover, he was

2 It is interesting to note that this technique never made it into

standard optimal control text books.
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able to prove that the proposed control is the minimum energy control required

to accomplish the transfer.

6.2 Example:

The example is a 2-form periodic hybrid system. Form number one and

two are respectively described with the following dynamics

l: dxl/dt = x, + u

dx2 /dt = X2,

E2: dxl/dt = x,

dx2/dt = x2 + u.

It is clear that both forms are unstable. Since both forms are diagonal

their transition matrices are simple to compute and the transition matrix of

the hybrid system is found to be unstable too.

Our goal is to stabilize this hybrid system. It is obvious that both forms

are uncontrollable but the hybrid system is controllable. The controllability

of the system is easely checked by any of the controllability tests introduced

in this paper.

To stabilize the system we use Kalman's technique [14] to control the

controllable subspace of each form. Starting at time zero E1 is on and remains

so for T, time units. It is easy to check that

u(t) = 2{Exp(-t)}/tl-Exp(-2Tl))xl(O), tc[O,TI]
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pk

is an optimum open-loop control action that will take xl(O) to zero in TI time

units. A similar control action will take x2(TI) to zero in T2 time units.

Therefore, steering the system to the origine was accomplished in one

period. This control action resembles "dead-beat" control.

7. CONCLUSION:

In this paper a special class of linear piece-wise constant time-varying

systems was introduced. These systems are called hybrid systems because the

set of linear time-invariant systems among which the systems are switching is

finite.

Because hybrid systems share several features with linear time-invariant

systems it was possible to derive the following results: 1. A necessary and

sufficient stability condition and a simple sufficient criterion. 2. Algebraic

necessary and sufficient controllability/observability tests analog to the

usual tests. 3. A very interesting necessary controllability/observability

condition which is "almost" sufficient along with a simple sufficient

condition.

The necessary controllability/observability condition is a flat block

matrix composed by the controllability/observability matrices of every form

which makes it independent of the switching order. This order independence

along with the fact that the condition is "almost" sufficient make it a very
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useful test. Therefore identifying the class of hybrid systems for which this

condition is necessary and sufficient would be an interesting research

problem.

State feedback via switching or nonswitching gains is an interesting topic

that needs investigation. Nonswitching gains are very useful since they

eliminate the need for form-detection.

Much more has to be done concerning stability theory of this class of

systems. The variable structure property seems to be a promising feature in

this direction. In addition if one thinks of every system Zi=(Ai,Bi,Ci) with

ieN as an operator acting on the state x during 6ti, and these operators are

applied in a successive manner, then this process can be viewed as an e

.iterative process [4]. Viewing a hybrid system as an iterative process sheds

some light on some complicated issues such as the stability of such systems.

Moreover, if we discretize our continuous-time hybrid system with samples

happening at the discontinuities we come up with what we call the induced

discrete-time hybrid system. Using the induced discrete-time model one can use

the discrete-time LQ-theory to control/stabilize such systems. This remark

implies that we probably only need to study discrete-time hybrid systems. At

this point we woul dlike to mention the work of Ludyk [151 where the author

tries to solve the problem of eigenv'lue assignment for time-varying discrete-

time systems following the path of Wollovich [16]. Applying these techniques

might give us more understanding of the control/stabilization of hybrid

systems.
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Finally adapting the results of this paper to hybrid systems where the

switching is a stochastic process such as a Markov chain might be of great

usefulness.
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OPTIMAL AND SUBOPTIMAL FILTERING FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS DRIVEN BY SELF-EXCITD
POISSON PRO)CESSES

MARY ANN INGRAM AND ABRAHAM4 H. HADDAD
School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0250

ABSTRACT

Stochastic differential equations for the conditional density function

and moments are presented for a linear system which is excited by a marked

Poisson process whose rate depends on the state of the system and which is

observed in white Gaussian noise. The set of optimal filtering equations

is infinite dimensional, therefore, any practical filter is suboptimal. A

suboptimal filter is developed for the case of unmarked Poisson excitation.

This suboptimal filter estimates the Poisson process via a combined sequen-

tial estimation and detection scheme based on the criterion of maximum

a posteriori (MAP) probability. An example computation is presented.

1.* INTRDUCTION

This paper examines the issue of state estimation for a linear system

which is driven by a Poisson process whose rate parameter depends on the

*state of the system. The input process is described as "self-excited"

since its rate function can be specified given the past history of the

input process.

The model of a dynamic system driven by a Poisson process with a state

dependent rate is motivated by several practical situations. In aircraft

maneuvers, the pilot's discrete application of controls is sometimes

modeled as a Poisson input process. It is reasonable to expect that the

rate of the control actions is dependent on the state of the aircraft.

Another example is the tracking of a light source with a photon detector.

The rate of photon arrivals certainly depends on the state of the tracking

system, notably the tracking error angle.

The most general system considered in this paper is described by the

following scalar equations:

dxt ia x tdt +b dn (1)

dz tdw

where n, t is a marked Poisson process whose marks (i.e., the amplitudes of

the jumps) {u.}l are a sequence of mutually independent, identically

distributed random variables with density p u(u). The incident rate
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of nt is a memoryless function of the state, (x t). The process wt is a

Brownian motion with diffusion Vt.

The objective is to estimate xt given the history of the observation

process, either ys or zs, for s 4 t. In Section 2, an expression for the

minimium mean-squared error (MMSE) estimate is derived, and shown to be

impractical. Good suboptimal approximations to the MMSE estimate are

desirable, but are not pursued here. Instead, in Section 3, the maximum

a posteriori (MAP) criterion is used to derive a practical filter for xt.

3 2. OPTIMAL FILTER EQUATIONS

This section derives the expression for the stochastic partial differ-

ential equation satisfied by ptlt(x), the conditional density function of

xt given Zt A Izs;s 4 t}, based on a filtering theorem for white Gaussian

observation noise. Furthermore, recursive equations are obtained for the

central moments of this density function. The procedure used here is

similar to the one used by Kwakernaak [11 to analyze a linear time

invariant (LTI) system driven by an unmarked Poisson process with a

constant rate.

First, the filtering theorem stated in Kwakernaak [1] is summarized

for the special case of a scalar system with independent observation noise.

Filtering Theorem [1]: Let Qt, t . tO, be the semi-martingale defined

by

dQ t  R tdt + dM t  t ) t (3)

where M is a martingale with respect to a growing family of a-fields Ft,
tFt

t > to, and where Rt is a process adapted to F. Let zt , t ) tot be the

semi-martingale process

dzt - h tdt + dwt t ) t (4)

where h is another process adapted to F, and wt is a Brownian motion inde-

pendent of F, such that E(dw 2 ) a Vtdt, Vt > 0 for t ) to. Define Z as the

growing family of a-fields generated by the process zt. For an arbitrary

process E t define i - E( tZ t). Then Qt satisfies the dynamic equation

dQt  Q t +-Qtht]Vt [dzt d t

d Rdt + -h t .t (5)
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ivx
The filtering theorem will be applied to Qt = e , for xt as defined in

(1). However, the differential rule for filtered Poisson processes must

first be used to obtain dQt. The rule may be found in Snyder [2, p. 200],

and is also a special case of the differential rule for discontinuous semi-

martingales (1,3].

Differential Rule [2]: For an appropriately smooth function Q(xt) and

for xt defined in (1), the rule is

a Q(x
dQ(xt) xt(- - )dt + f [Q(xt+btu) - Q(xt)]K(dt,du) (6)

t U

where the last integral is a counting integral [2, p. 195], evaluated over

the mark space U, with respect to the Poisson counting measure K(dt,du).

K(At,A) is the number of jumps of nt during the interval At with marks in

the set A C U.

Equation (6) may be put in the form of (3) by letting

dlMt f [Q(xt+b u) - Q(xt )][K(dtdu) - u(x)p (u)dtdn] (7)

and taking Rtdt as the remainder. The substitution of Rt into (5) yields

ivx ivx -vaxixvb u
de - (iva xe + e t[ t - 1]U(x ))dt

'p tt

+ [ctx eI x- cxte t]vI1[dzt - ctXtdt] (8)
': .p

Let 8t - tu (recall u is the mark variable) and p ) be the probability

density function for 8 . If it is assumed that te conditional density

function ptit(x) exists, then taking the inverse Fourier transform of each

term of (8) yields

(x)[dzt  - td ] (9

Sdptt x) - Lp tt(x)dt + V t x-x ]p t(x)[dz - C x dt] (9)

where L is the linear operator given by

Lplx) [ - [atxp(x)] + (Pstlx) * [u(x)p(x)]) - P(x)p(x) (10)
aax
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where *" denotes convolution. As in Kwakernaak's case, equation (9) is

the same as the Kushner equation for systems driven by Brownian motion, P

except for the definition of L.

Equations (9) and (10) can be used to derive stochastic differ-

ential equations for xt and the nth conditional central moments P n,t

E[ (xt-xt) Izt]as follows:

P E[ (X nx)It=EXtXt)nIZt] n = 1,2,... (11) .'
n, t t

dxt = atxtdt + bt E(u)U(xt )dt + Vt ctP2 , t[dzt - ctxtdt]

dP natPndt + (n)bkE (uk (xx n- k P(xt)dt - nbtE(u)U(xt)Pn-1"tdt
k-1

" V t c t [Pn+l ~t np 2, tPn-i ][dz t - ct xtdt]

-1 2 ° [n 32
+nV t c P2 ,t 2 2,tn-2,t - P t ]dt n2,3,... (12)

Equations (11) and (12) represent an infinite set of coupled stochas-

tic differential equations. Thus, an exact mean-squared error optimal

filter is impossible to implement. Furthermore, in Kwakernaak's opinion,

simple truncation of the moment equations (for the constant rate case) "-

leads to unstable filters and generally poor results. Hence, approximate

suboptimal filtering techniques are required, and are under investigation.

This paper considers an alternative approach which uses a different error
"%

criterion, and is treated in the next section.

3. A N&P APPROACH

For this analysis, it is assumed that the driving process nt is a

counting process, i.e., it has only unit jumps. Furthermore, it is assumed

that the system being driven is linear time-invariant, that is, at - a and

bt a b in equation (1). Thus, it is clear that knowledge of the jump times

implies knowledge of x t . The approach followed in this section is to

obtain MAP estimates of the number NT of jumps in n t and the jump times

-[T TlT2 ' ,N on the interval [0,T), given the observations YT -

T T1 ...
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ysS < T1. The state estimate at time T, denoted XT' is then constructed

by the appropriate superposition of impulse responses. The approach is

made into a practical sequential algorithm by using time discretization and
a finite time window.

This is an extension of the work of Au and Haddad (3] wherein the

approach outlined above was taken for marked Poisson driving processes

which have constant known rates.

The MAP estimates NT and -M satisfy

(N arg 0< N' < M n (N*T*) 1
,'LM 11 N

(Ma* M [n 1N TIYT, N * (3

where the argument of the logarithm is a joint a posteriori probability

-. density function. M is an integer chosen large enough so that Pr [NT > M]

is negligible. The condition NT 4 M ensures that T includes enough jump
-M

times to construct XT"

The log of the density function in (13) can be replaced by the

following expression without changing the result:

T N* N*
I n T-f [2yt - J(t,T*'))[ I h(t,T )Jdt

+ n p TT NT 4 M) + Ln Pr[ TN- N*IN 4 M] (14)

IMn IN Tr.NT'I N'TT, T

The first term is recognized as the log likelihood function, wherein

h(t,T!) represents the response of the system at time t to an impulse at

time T*. For brevity, h(t,T*) is defined as the unforced response due to a
J 0

known initial condition xo -

The next objective is to simplify the expressions of the second and

third terms of (14). Note that the event NT - N* is also the event TN*

T < TN*+l" Therefore, the probability density in the second term can be

rewritten as

P IINT,NT*MIt4INT - N',NT < M) -

:,MIN M ,NT 4 for 0 4 ( ... 4 t , T

Pr[TN T,T > TIN* 4 M] and T < * (15)N* N*1N*+I M 15

0 otherwise

Since in 0 - ., it is reasonable to restrict the region over which the

expression in (13) is maximized to the region of support of (15). Under
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this restriction, the third term of (14) cancels the denominator of the

nonzero part of (15).

The remaining term to simplify is the numerator of the nonzero part of

(15). It is noted that the event NT < M is also the event T > T. Thus,

5the term of interest may be expressed as a marginal density function:

IN 4M(- T ) M) IT >T(-M+ 1 M+1ZM T T -+1 "+1

It is noted that the region of support of the integrand is over the "wedge"

0 r T1 1 ... < TM 4 TM+I minus the half space TM+ I < T. Therefore, (16)

can be rewritten as:

(TN " -+f d"M*. (17)INTM T M ax(*,T) Pr(TMl > T) M11

The unconditional density in the integrand of (17) is a special case of the

density considered by Snyder (2, p. 248] for a self-exciting point process.

For this special case, the density can be expressed as:

-'

M+I -a 1
11- - -exp f -uCx ,)]dt for 0 , ...

I4+1 M+ (18)
(0 otherwise

.; with
-'"a i- 1

x _ iT ) xe u1 (t) + b exp[a(t-)]u -

j-1 0 ]u+1 (t-

5'w where u, is the unit step function. In words, xt( *_1 is the value of the

state assuming that n has had jumps only at times T ..... " Lett )

denote the unforced value of the state.

Substitution of (18) into (17) is straightforward due to the product

/ form of (18) and yields

Pp (24) Max(-r,T)

5' M
i p P T I N'  4 M) -r, T) exP f _U. - -xI ]dt (19)

where it has been assumed that there exists some a > 0 such that u [x] > a

for all x, thus making

exp f - 1x t]dt 0
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It is noted that p (*) is defined by replacing M + 1 by M in (18).

Evaluation of the derivatmzves yields:

M1
W[7 .4(Tr )]exp f U u[Zt(Z )]dt for 0 < T . < TM*t'i• 1!

p (20

0 otherwise r

The combination of equations (14), (15), (19), and (20) results in a new I

MAP equation: Ir

.,-

Max

Max 1*eR T -

arg 0 * < f [ 2y t - x [t d

g N n r r [x' < 1) T 2V t[ *)d (

i N s o T T TO

LT < *1 T
N*+4

Max(T*, TJ
+ n\f 111U- *(T fi- w[ (-r*)]dt] (21)

m T 1 0 t-

where the maximization is to be performed in two steps, first over the

'~s for fixed N*, and second over the N*'s.

4. SEQUENTIAL MHP APPROXIM4ATION

The MAP equation (21) derived in the previous section is now approxi- "

mated as a sequential algorithm. In this approximation, the observations

are processed in subintervals each of length 6, which is chosen such that

the probability of having two or more jumps in each interval is negligibly '-.

small. Each subinterval of observations is used to detect a jump in the

subinterval and to estimate the jump time, as well as to update the

estimates of past jump times.

In order to reduce computational complexity of the algorithm, .

estimates further than L subintervals away from the new subinterval are not

updated and considered "finalized." The selection of L represents a

tradeoff between performance and complexity. Thus, observations in the

kth subinterval [ (K-I)A,KA) are used to update estimates in the "window"

(K-L) ,KA). N(K-L). represents the number of finalized estimates of jump 2'

times.

Equation (21) is next modified so that maximization is performed only

over jump times occurring after the time (K-L)A. Any additive terms which

depend solely on finalized estimates are dropped. For brevity, let NF
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*N ("F" for finalized). Furthermore, redefine ras [- -d(K-L)A -L N N + IL
and redefine xt -) as the state assuming that jumps have occurred only at

the finalized times and at the proposed times T*. The modified (approxi-L|
mate) version of (21) is: '1

F TF Max
Max T 4 T T*, < KA

(N ,L) arg_ F N F +1
NF F N*<N

K~KL NC TN( +L L T N
N +1N F+L.

%" KA

1- f [2yt 7(
T (K-L)A

F, [) Max( ,! ) ]u

+L f 1[X( )]] f -1 (]d t (22)
iANF +1  1. (K-L)A

There is a remaining difficulty with the maximization over the T*'s in

(22). Assume that this maximization is being performed for a given, fixed

N*. Furthermore, assume a discretized domain, i.e., a subset of equally

spaced discrete values in RL .  The discretization implies that the expres-

sion in (22) is evaluated over a finite number of values for the T*'s

between T- and KA, but there are still an infinite number of values to
N

check for Fthe T*'s above KA. Maximizing over these "future" jump times is

equivalent to maximizing the joint a priori probability density for these

jump times.

The constant rate case (1J[x] - 0 )presents no difficulty, because

the joint a priori density function for the jump times after KA has its

maximum at T, -, - TjF+-KA. It is easily shown that the
N*+1 N*+2 F N+

same is true for stable first order systems and rate functions i [x] which

monotonically increase with lxi. However, for more general LTI systems and

rate functions, finding the maximum of the a priori joint density is

apparently not as easy. This matter is currently under investigation.

5. EXAMPLE

Figures 1 and 2 display simulation results based on the algorithm of

Section 4. The parameters are (see equations 1 and 2) at - -5, bt - 2, and

Ct - . The rate or intensity, U(xt ), of the counting process n t takes

only two values: 11(xt) -2 for Ixt1 l 1 and P(x t ) - 4 for IxtI > 1. ,

Figure I contains the state trajectory. The rate takes its high value when

the trajectory is above the dashed line and the low value otherwise.
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For estimation, A 0.03125 sec. This yields an approximate upper

bound for Pr[nt+ - > i] of 46 = 0.125. The observation noise samplessample

have a standard deviation (vVt) of 0.15. The estimation/detection window
t|

is L = 4. Estimation results are shown in figure 2. Some errors may be

observed at t Z 2 and 3 < t < 4. It is noted that for /T = 0.1, all of
T

the jumps were correctly detected (to the order of the simulation sample

period) and for /T- 0.2, several more false detections occurred in the V
T

region 0.5 < t < 1.5.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The state estimation problem has been considered for a linear system "

observed in additive white Gaussian noise, where the system is driven by a p

Poisson process with a state dependent rate. It is no surprise that the

minimum mean-squared estimator is infinite dimensional, since the same is

true for the simpler constant rate case. However, it is expected that the

form of the equations will suggest a good suboptimal approximation in the

future. An implementable estimator was developed based on maximum

a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the number and times of the jumps in the

driving process. However, the feasibility of this scheme has been shown

only for certain LTI systems and rate functions. Further investigation

is needed to enlarge the apparently limited applicability of this MAP

approach.
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